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1. Basics 
In this section some basic knowledge and terms that are necessary for understanding 
the XiBase9 concept are described. Before starting to work with the GUI-builder it is 
recommended to read it carefully. 
 

1.1. The concept 

 

• The GRAPHICS ENGINE is built out of distinct layers - each layer fulfilling 
specific tasks. Outer layers interpret and take advantage of the functionality of 
inner layers. The GRAPHICS ENGINE itself interfaces with the operating 
system at its core layer. This concept makes the XiSys solution an easily 
portable access platform and it can even use the existing graphics capabilities 
of the core operating system.  

 
• The different layers of the GRAPHICS ENGINE can actually be separated and 

put on different hardware, thus allowing small embedded systems without local 
graphics capabilities to interface with a remote system that holds graphics. Part 
of the GRAPHICS ENGINE layers run on the small embedded system, other 
parts run on the remote system. The setup of such a relationship is easy and 
interactive. The embedded system designers' advantage is that the complete 
INTERFACE to the GRAPHICS ENGINE is locally available, even on the small 
embedded systems.  
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• Once the embedded applications "grow" and move onto a more powerful 
machine with local graphics functionality, the embedded system designer does 
not have to change one single line of code. Only the XiSys setup changes. It's 
really that easy! It's the XiSys approach. 

 
• In fact, the functionality of the INTERFACE management features exceeds pure 

graphical functions by far. It also offers file and event management as well as 
inter-process communication. Therefore, the GRAPHICS ENGINE is more of a 
complete VIRTUAL MACHINE than only a graphical software solution. For 
simplification, we call it the GRAPHICS ENGINE. 

 

1.1.1. XiBase9 - The local graphics engine 
The distinction of the graphics engine is an object-oriented system interface server, 
independent of the operating system and graphics platforms. XiBase9 presents a 
method of programming a graphical user interface by using an existing platform like 
Windows 2000/XP/Vista or supporting graphics hardware directly. The XiBase9 is 
the absolute solution for industrial developers. 
 
When XiBase9 is used with an embedded system it can readily adapt to the existing 
graphics hardware and even initiate from EPROM. 

 
• XiBase9-applications present themselves with a standard graphical user 

interface. The request for the same look and feel that is widely known from 
office software in industrial applications is fully integrated within XiBase9. 
Modifications of all graphical elements, such as windows and objects can be 
done with the appropriate design tools (which are part of the XiSys solution). 
This offers the software designer the distinct feature, which presents a choice 
between the widely accepted standard and the individual company's corporate 
identity.  

 
• The XiBase9 server is completely based on the UNICODE Standard 3.0, while 

all application interface routines are supporting wide character, multi-byte and 
single characters. This concept guarantees the support of the wide range of 
languages. An integrated language manager is responsible for the text content 
of all objects. It offers the powerful feature of exchanging all texts with only one 
mouse-click, without involving the applications. 

 
• The XiBase9 server offers unsurpassed power to the design engineer. Touch 

screen input is a perfect example: Pop down menus can be automatically 
enlarged (as an internal function of the server and not as hand coded 
application software) simply by making a selection with the fingertip. For 
character input, the XiBase9-software, and not the application, can impose a 
keyboard on the screen.  
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1.1.2. XiLink - The remote graphics engine 
Embedded applications that run on small systems do not have necessarily built in 
their own graphics display or other resources like mass storage. Modem system 
architecture allows a scenario, where small embedded systems are remotely 
connected to a larger control system, which offers graphics and hard disk space. 

 
• XiBase9 - due to its layered structure - can easily adapt to such a scenario. Part 

of the functionality of the XiBase9 server is extracted and installed on the 
embedded system. This function block is called XiLink and offers the complete 
command set of the INTERFACE to all applications on the embedded systems - 
just as if it has its own graphics and XiBase9 server running.  

 
• To optimize the performance, XiLink includes all those layers, that deal with 

objects and resources and sends mainly high level information and symbolic 
data to the corresponding XiBase9 server part.  

 
 

1.2. Basic considerations 
The development of software for global use has two faces: the "internationalization" 
which covers the code generation, the look and feel, and the "localization", in which 
the product is translated and adapted for a specific local market. XiSys Software has 
developed a concept for a multilingual graphical user interface (GUI) which features 
low resource consumption, rapid prototyping and independence of operating system, 
graphics platform and language. 
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1.2.1. Developing multilingual software 

 

Prototyping of an international application starts with the definition of the graphical 
user interface: the graphic and dialog designers develop the concept for the 
handling and the visual look and feel by using their favorite tools. The GUI builder is 
used to position graphics and dialog elements on the screen. For all visual 
components formatting rules can be defined, which enable the user software to use 
text strings of different content and dimensions. Finally the GUI builder generates a 
resource which describes all properties of the objects. In contrast to many other GUI 
systems, resources are not linked to the executable program and can be 
manipulated at any time. Therefore it is possible to translate the text strings into 
different languages without recompiling or linking of the program.  

 
After this first definition step, the product development can be done simultaneously. 
The GUI builder generates a source code framework for each window. This 
framework has to be completed with the application-specific logic. The next step, the 
generation of an executable program, can be done by various tools of your choice; 
e.g. GNU compiler, Microsoft-Visual-C++, Microware-Hawk. Also, the development 
platform can be selected between Linux, OS-9 and Windows. XiBase9 enables the 
programs to redirect their graphical I/O to another machine for display. The logic of 
the application is completely separated from the visualization. For instance, the new 
application can be fully developed and tested on Windows. Finally, an appropriate 
cross-compiler produces the executable program for the target system.  

 
At the same time the resources can be translated into various languages. All objects 
are equipped with default properties that are described in a global layout structure. 
This structure can be online manipulated by a layout editor. So the look and feel of 
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the default object properties can be exchanged easily without the need to recompile 
or link any program. The usefulness of this concept will be pointed out by the 
following example: you have a program using screen masks, which are designed 
with the standard character sets with 12 or 13 pixels, and now, the application is to 
run using the Chinese language. The readability of Chinese syllables requires fonts 
with at least 16 pixels height. With a few mouse clicks all objects with default 
properties can be manipulated to exchange their font size to 16 pixels. 

 

1.2.2. Resources 
Resources for the different languages are located in language directories. Text 
information is strictly separated from property definitions like dimensions, visual 
attributes or event behavior. 
The text files can have different formats: 

 
• ASCII,  
• multi-byte  
• or UNICODE. 

 
The graphics server is able to identify the used format online and will automatically 
convert the contents into its internal format. The text files can be edited by using any 
text editor.  

 

During the lifetime of a product, it often happens that programs have to be 
manipulated or that new features have to be implemented. The programmer can 
process these changes in his preferred language. The GUI builder is responsible for 
the updates of the resources of the remaining other languages. The update per 
language requires only one button push. The XiBase9 server looks for resources 
with the same name in all language subdirectories. If the search is successful, the 
server compares the current resource with the resource that has to be updated. 
New objects will be inserted and objects that are not used any longer will be 
automatically removed. The strict separation of all text information and the 
separation of the GUI from the application make it very simple to exchange the 
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language of all programs. The XiBase9 server explores all installed languages and 
offers the results in a pop-up menu that can be activated from the task bar.  To 
exchange the languages for all programs needs only one API command or one 
press on a menu button. 

 

1.2.3.  Fonts 
Different languages require different fonts. Most by a font is applicable for a group of 
languages or for only one language. If using the font "Arial", European and most 
Western languages can be supported. But it cannot be used for all Far-Asian 
languages. Therefore a program must be aware what language has to be supported 
and what font is necessary for the appropriate language. This implification expects 
that the programmer is aware of the problems of global software development and 
has knowledge of the specific languages that have to be supported. For example: a 
program is developed for European languages. If the screen masks must now be 
translated into Chinese, the software has to recognize that the character set "Arial" 
is not able to display Chinese syllables. Therefore the appropriate Chinese 
character set has to be selected. It makes it more difficult that the names and the 
properties of the character sets differ between various operating systems. For 
instance, if the software is run on a Windows NT station using simplified Chinese, 
the character sets "MS Song" or "MS Hei" have to be used. But these fonts will 
normally not be available on Windows 2000 or Windows XP, where fonts like 
"SimHei" or "SimSun" are used. The problems will increase if an object has to 
display the signs of different languages. There would be a very simple solution for 
this scenario: a character set covering all signs defined by the UNICODE 
consortium. Such fonts are available e.g. Bitstream-Cyberbit or Code-2000. But 
there are arguments against the use of these fonts for embedded systems: the size 
of the font (>10Mbytes), poor quality at low resolution and license costs. XiSys 
Software has implemented a method that solves these issues in an elegant way. 
XiBase9 substitutes not-supported signs of a font automatically. Each sign will be 
investigated for its membership of the selected character set before it is displayed 
on the screen. If a sign is not supported, XiBase9 looks at the surrounding words 
and the language the words probably belong to. From a font substitution label, the 
appropriate font that supports this sign will be selected. The system global 
substitution table, which can be accomplished by application specific tables, 
provides the most common combinations. In most cases, it is possible to support all 
necessary languages without explicit definition of the font names. The dynamic 
uploading of the language-dependent parts of a font reduces the memory 
consumption to a minimum. 

 
The character sets for Far-Asian languages like Chinese, Korean or Japanese cover 
between 7,000 and 25,000 syllables. The memory requirement ranges from 2 MB to 
more than 10 MB for one font. This is not acceptable for the use in most embedded 
systems. Therefore, the XiBase9 local graphics engine employs special bitmap-
fonts. A very compact font format has been developed, guaranteeing minimal 
memory consumption. With a font converter program, bitmap fonts can be 
generated from all true type fonts, X Window fonts and BDF files. Especially for 
embedded systems with limited memory, an additional feature allows to reduce the 
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number of signs in a font. The GUI builder retrieves all used signs and enumerates 
them in a filter file. This filter file can be used to generate a reduced font that 
includes only the absolutely necessary signs for the program it is built for. 

 

1.2.4. ASCII, Multi-byte or UNICODE 
All XiBase9 text-oriented API function calls are able to handle three different 
formats: 

 
•  ASCII, the classical method, using the range from 0 to 255 
•  Multi-byte, depending on national encoding methods a displayable sign can be 

assembled out of one or more signs. 
•  Wide-character, the modern alternative which uses 16- or 32-bit signs for 

encoding characters. All signs are defined by the UNICODE consortium. This 
method is able to handle all known languages worldwide. 

 
The input format that the single text processing function call is expecting depends 
on the preprocessor instruction "UNICODE". All relevant function calls are 
complemented with a "W" at the end, otherwise with an "A". Multi-byte applications 
should be avoided. ASCII and multi-byte strings will be interpreted in dependence 
on the local language settings (See xi_set_encoding()). Thus a multi-byte string 
coded for Chinese BIG5 can have a totally different meaning to the same string for 
Japanese Shift-JIS. In addition, the processing of single syllables is much more 
complicated, because each syllable can vary in its byte count. Applications for the 
international market should use UNICODE. 

 

1.2.5. Input method editor 
Languages like Japanese or Chinese require an input method editor (IME). Usually, 
the IME uses a dictionary which enables the IME to offer a list of proposals for 
expressions and phrases in the appropriate language. Dependent on the operating 
system and the graphics platform where the current visualization is processed, the 
appropriate IME is used. The IME will only be enabled for editable objects that are 
able to process signs from an IME.  
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Many embedded systems are only equipped with a touch screen. The integrated 
touch screen support displays a soft keyboard automatically when entering an 
editable text object. The soft keyboard is able to simulate each keyboard layout. If 
an IME has to be supported, its control panel will be integrated into the soft 
keyboard automatically. The used input handling is guaranteed despite the absence 
of a hardware keyboard.  

 

1.2.6. Memory consumption 
Let us focus on memory consumption and the minimal CPU requirements now. We 
have to distinguish between a local graphics engine and a remote graphics engine 
(display redirection). As expected, the memory consumption of the remote graphics 
engine is much lower than that of the local graphics engine. The difference will 
increase drastically if an IME has to be used. The size of the dictionaries required by 
the IME must be added to the memory consumption, normally >1MB. Dependent on 
the type of application and the resolution of the display, local graphics machines 
should be powered up with a minimum CPU speed comparable to an 80486, 68030 
or SH3 processor. If using a separate display station (remote graphics), the target 
system can work properly with much less available memory and less CPU power. 
Processors like 80386 or 68020 with about 500 KB memories offer enough power to 
realize remote graphics. The use of an IME does not require more memory or CPU 
power from the target system.  
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1.2.7. Tools 
XiSys offers a software package for developers that guarantee convenient handling 
of all development steps on the operation system of your choice. It consists of a GUI 
builder with a source code generator, programming editor with syntax highlighting, 
layout editor, font editor, font convert and diagnostics tools. Compilers from GNU, 
RadiSys-Hawk and Microsoft Visual C++ are supported. Today, a fully graphical 
desktop environment is in common use. Therefore XiSys Software offers a complete 
desktop package. All features of the above- discussed concept are fully integrated. 
It is a powerful tool for self-hosted development on Linux or for administrative tasks 
of more complex machines in the industrial environment. 

 

1.3. Terms 
Before we actually start to work with the GUI builder, the terms objects, windows 
and resource need to be explained. 

1.3.1. Objects 
XiBase9 is using objects. which can be any buttons, menus, vector graphics, 
pictures, test lists as well as a window by itself. Any output to a window is only 
possible by the use of the appropriate object.  
 
An object holds a complete description of its placement, appearance, event 
capabilities and its contents. With this information, the XiBase9 graphics engine is 
able to draw and handle the events, the objects can effect.  
 

An application never has to draw or redraw any part of the screen! 
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Of course, an application can generate new objects and define their properties with 
the help of the application library. However, this takes some time, because the 
results (visual impression) are not immediately visible and many intermediate steps 
must therefore be processed, until the final window is visualized. The GUI-builder 
can perform this work much more effectively. The result of each action can be seen 
immediately.  
 
Objects can be distinguished into three main groups: 

 
• Visible objects 
• Windows 
• Invisible objects (Pool objects) 

1.3.1.1. Visible objects 
Visible objects can be displayed on the screen. They are organized in windows. The 
window frame and its client area are designated as object as well as objects located 
in the client area.  
 
Each object consists of a data structure which holds the main object properties. For 
all different types of visible objects exists only one type of object structure. The most 
essential common properties are as follows: 

 
• Object type 
• Object identification 
• Placement 
• Visual properties 
• Event handling 
• Reference to extended data 

 
More specific capabilities (e.g. vector graphics, text lists, pictures,) are sourced out 
to additional memory. The graphics server is responsible for the organization of the 
memory. 

1.3.1.2. Windows 
A window comprises of a window frame with corresponding frame elements and 
objects within that window, like menus, buttons, texts etc. For defining the frame 
elements and the properties of the window, the object structure is used, too. 
 
For the objects displayed within a window, the window is not only a visual, but also 
an organizational border, i.e. objects that are assigned fix to a window, are framed 
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by a start object and an end object. The start object also serves as description 
object of the window properties. 

 
There are three types of windows: 

 
• Windows for all purposes (XI_FORM) 
• Dialogue box (XI_DIALOG) 
• Transparent window (XI_FORM_TRANSPARENT) 

 
Using the „all purposes window“ type, all capabilities that XiBase9 offers can be 
utilized. 
  
However, the dialogue box has only restricted design capabilities. Nevertheless, it is 
used very often. It guarantees a uniform appearance of remarks, error messages, 
questions etc. across all programs. 

1.3.1.3. Invisible objects 
Invisible objects are used to organize common applicable content for visible objects. 
This avoids the redundancy of object information. Invisible objects are also called 
pool objects. Pool objects can be referred from any visible object. 

 
The use of common objects saves significant memory space. 

 
XiBase9 supports 7 categories of pool objects: 
 
• Text strings 
• Icons 
• System icons 
• Bitmaps 
• Vector graphics 
• Input pattern 
• Fonts 

 

1.3.2. Resources 
A resource is the superior organization for all kind of objects. An application which 
will display anything needs at least one resource. Resources can be generated 
dynamically or with the help of the GUI-builder. Applications can load, create, share 
and use several resources simultaneously. 
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1.3.2.1. Content of a resource 
A resource is assembled from: 

 
• Info header 
• Pool objects 
• Windows and objects 
• Dialogues 

 
The info header holds following information: 

 
• resource format 
• the last edition number 
• the preferred language 
• statistics like window count, object count.. 

 

1.3.2.2. The resource files 
Resources can be stored on a disk as a set of files. 
 

„resourcename.rsc“ 
This file holds all language independent object definitions. To save storage, it’s 
written in a hexadecimal format. After loading the file, all object descriptions reside 
permanently in the memory. 

 
„resourcename.txt“ 

This file is a text-file being held permanently in memory after loading the resource. It 
contains all language dependent text information. Different languages can be 
supported by translating the content of this file. The context can have different 
format. UNICODE (utf-16, utf-8) is supported as well as the most local encodings 
like „Shift-JIS“, „euc_jp“, „gb2312“... 

 
„resourcename.hin“ 

This file is a text-file and contains the complete dialogue texts of the resources. In 
contrast to the text file resourcename.txt, dialogue texts are only loaded upon calling 
a dialogue. Every dialogue text starts with a header entry in the form #number#, 
followed by the actual dialogue text. A typical fragment could look like the following: 
... 
#47#  
The file %s is not contained within this directory 
#48# 
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...  
Please make sure not to change the internal number of the dialogues! 
 
Within the dialogue texts, command sequences like e.g. %s %d ... can be 
embedded, which are later processed with the command "sprintf()". It is therefore 
important to translate command sequences exactly in their original order and 
number, whereas the number of lines can vary. 

 
„resourcename.def“ 

This file is used by the resource editor for assigning object names. 
 
„resourcename.h“ 

The header file contains the definitions for all logical names within a resource. It 
must be linked to the source code of the application using the objects of the 
resource. 

 
Please use the #include-Statement as follows: 
  
 # include "resourcename.h" 
 
At runtime, only the files „*.rsc“, „*.txt“ and „*.hin“ will be necessary. If the destination 
system does not have a generic file system, the files can be converted to a shared 
C-library and linked to the program by using the program XiLibGen. 

1.3.3. Languages 
At system delivery, the resources reside in the directory "../XIBASE9/RSC". 
If multiple language support of programs is requested, the language dependent 
resource files (*.txt, *.hin) can be translated to the corresponding languages. 
Afterwards, it is advisable to control the appearance of all windows with XiResEd, 
because differing text lengths could lead to unpleasant visual effects (e.g. text does 
not fit into button). 
 

There is no need to do a recompile or linking after the translation! 
 
The translated files will be placed in the corresponding country directories. The 
country directories are sub directories of the default resource directory and carry the 
names of the international domains. 
 
In order to load the required language, the server can be called using the argument  

„-l=<country language>„.  
If a resource is not found within the corresponding country directory, the resource is 
assumed to be located one level above. 
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1.3.3.1. International language directories 
 XI_AFRIKAANS   "af"  "Afrikaans" 

 XI_ALBANIAN   "sq"  "Albanian" 

 XI_ARABIC    "ar"  "Arabic" 

 XI_ARABIC_SAUDI_ARABIA     "ar_SA" "Arabic (Saudi Arabia)" 

 XI_ARABIC_IRAQ   "ar_IQ" "Arabic (Iraq)" 

 XI_ARABIC_EGYPT   "ar_EG" "Arabic (Egypt)" 

 XI_ARABIC_LIBYA   "ar_LY" "Arabic (Libya)" 

 XI_ARABIC_ALGERIA  "ar_DZ" "Arabic (Algeria)" 

 XI_ARABIC_MOROCCO  "ar_MA" "Arabic (Morocco)" 

 XI_ARABIC_TUNISIA  "ar_TN" "Arabic (Tunisia)" 

 XI_ARABIC_OMAN   "ar_OM" "Arabic (Oman)" 

 XI_ARABIC_YEMEN   "ar_YE" "Arabic (Yemen)" 

 XI_ARABIC_SYRIA   "ar_SY" "Arabic (Syria)" 

 XI_ARABIC_JORDAN   "ar_JO" "Arabic (Jordan)" 

 XI_ARABIC_LEBANON  "ar_LB" "Arabic (Lebanon)" 

 XI_ARABIC_KUWAIT   "ar_KW" "Arabic (Kuwait)" 

 XI_ARABIC_UAE   "ar_AE" "Arabic (U.A. Emirates)" 

 XI_ARABIC_BAHRAIN  "ar_BH" "Arabic (Bahrain)" 

 XI_ARABIC_QATAR   "ar_QA" "Arabic (Qatar)" 

 XI_ARABIC_AZERI   "ar_AZ" "Arabic (Azerbaijan)" 

 XI_ARMENIAN   "hy"  "Armenian" 

 XI_ASSAMESE   "as"  "Assamese" 

 XI_AZERI    "az"  "Azeri" 

 XI_AZERI_LATIN   "az_LAT" "Azeri (Latin)" 

 XI_AZERI_CYRILLIC  "az_CYR" "Azeri (Cyrillic)" 

 XI_BASQUE    "eu"  "Basque" 

 XI_BELARUSIAN   "be"  "Belarusian" 

 XI_BENGALI    "bn"  "Bengali" 

 XI_BULGARIAN   "bg"  "Bulgarian" 

 XI_CATALAN    "ca"  "Catalan" 

 XI_CHINESE    "zh"  "Chinese" 

 XI_CHINESE_TRADITIONAL "cht"  "Chinese (Taiwan)" 

 XI_CHINESE_SIMPLIFIED  "chs"  "Chinese (PR China)" 

 XI_CHINESE_HONGKONG  "zh_HK" "Chinese (Hong Kong)" 

 XI_CHINESE_SINGAPORE  "zh_SG" "Chinese (Singapore)" 

 XI_CHINESE_MACAU   "zh_MO" "Chinese (Macau S.A.R.)" 

 XI_CROATIAN   "hr"  "Croatian" 

 XI_CZECH    "cs"  "Czech" 

 XI_DANISH    "da"  "Danish" 
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 XI_DIVEHI    "dv"  "Divehi" 

 XI_DUTCH    "nl"  "Dutch" 

 XI_DUTCH_BELGIAN   "nl_BE" "Dutch (Belgian)" 

 XI_ENGLISH    "en"  "English" 

 XI_ENGLISH_UNITED_STATES "en_US" "English (USA)" 

 XI_ENGLISH_GREAT_BRITAIN "en_GB" "English (UK)" 

 XI_ENGLISH_AUSTRALIAN  "en_AU" "English (Australian)" 

 XI_ENGLISH_CANADIAN  "en_CA" "English (Canadian)" 

 XI_ENGLISH_NEW_ZEALAND "en_NZ" "English (New Zealand)" 

 XI_ENGLISH_EIRE   "en_IE" "English (Irish)" 

 XI_ENGLISH_SOUTH_AFRICA "en_ZA" "English (South Africa)" 

 XI_ENGLISH_JAMAICA  "en_JM" "English (Jamaica)" 

 XI_ENGLISH_ZIMBABWE        "en_ZW" "English (Zimbabwe)" 

 XI_ENGLISH_PHILIPPINES "en_PH" "English (Philippines)" 

 XI_ESTONIAN   "et"  "Estonian" 

 XI_FAEROESE   "fo"  "Faeroese" 

 XI_FARSI    "fa"  "Farsi" 

 XI_FINNISH    "fi"  "Finnish" 

 XI_FRENCH    "fr"  "French" 

 XI_FRENCH_BELGIAN  "fr_BE" "French (Belgian)" 

 XI_FRENCH_CANADIAN  "fr_CA" "French (Canadian)" 

 XI_FRENCH_SWISS   "fr_CH" "French (Swiss)" 

 XI_FRENCH_LUXEMBOURG  "fr_LU" "French (Luxembourg)" 

 XI_GALICIAN   "gl"  "Calician" 

 XI_GEORGIAN   "ka"  "Georgian" 

 XI_GERMAN    "de"  "German" 

 XI_GERMAN_SWISS   "de_CH" "German (Swiss)" 

 XI_GERMAN_AUSTRIAN  "de_AT" "German (Austrian)" 

 XI_GERMAN_LUXEMBOURG  "de_LU" "German (Luxembourg)" 

 XI_GREEK    "el"  "Greek" 

 XI_GUJARATI   "gu"  "Gujarati" 

 XI_HEBREW    "he"  "Hebrew" 

 XI_HINDI    "hi"  "Hindi" 

 XI_HUNGARIAN   "hu"  "Hungarian" 

 XI_ICELANDIC   "is"  "Icelandic" 

 XI_INDONESIAN   "id"  "Indonesian" 

 XI_ITALIAN    "it"  "Italian" 

 XI_ITALIAN_SWISS   "it_CH" "Italian (Swiss)" 

 XI_JAPANESE   "jp"  "Japanese" 

 XI_KANNADA    "kn"  "Kannada" 

 XI_KASHMIRI   "ks"  "Kashmiri" 

 XI_KAZAK    "kk"  "Kazak" 
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 XI_KONKANI    "kok"  "Konkani" 

 XI_KOREAN    "ko"  "Korean" 

 XI_KYRGYZ    "ky"  "Kyrgyz" 

 XI_LATVIAN    "lv"  "Latvian" 

 XI_LITHUANIAN   "lt"  "Lithuanian" 

 XI_MACEDONIAN   "mk"  "Macedonian" 

 XI_MALAY    "ms"  "Malay (Malaysia)" 

 XI_MALAY_BRUNEI   "ms_BN" "Malay (Brunei)" 

 XI_MALAYALAM   "ml"  "Malayalm" 

 XI_MANIPURI   "mni"  "Manipuri" 

 XI_MARATHI    "mr"  "Marathi" 

 XI_MONGOLIAN   "mn"  "Mongolian" 

 XI_NEPALI    "ne"  "Nepali" 

 XI_NEPALI_INDIA   "ne_IN" "Nepali (India)" 

 XI_NORWEGIAN   "no"  "Norwegian" 

 XI_ORIYA    "or"  "Oriya" 

 XI_POLISH    "pl"  "Polish" 

 XI_PORTUGUESE   "pt"  "Portuguese" 

 XI_PORTUGUESE_BRAZIL  "pt_BR" "Portuguese (Brazilian)" 

 XI_PUNJABI    "pa"  "Punjabi" 

 XI_ROMANIAN   "ro"  "Romanian" 

 XI_RUSSIAN    "ro"  "Russian" 

 XI_SANSKRIT   "sa"  "Sanskrit" 

 XI_SERBIAN    "sr"  "Serbian" 

 XI_SERBIAN_LATIN   "sr_LAT" "Serbian (Latin)" 

 XI_SERBIAN_CYRILLIC  "sr_CYR" "Serbian (Cyrillic)" 

 XI_SINDHI    "sd"  "Sindhi" 

 XI_SLOVAK    "sk"  "Slovak" 

 XI_SLOVENIAN   "sl"  "Slovenian" 

 XI_SPANISH    "es"  "Spanish" 

 XI_SPANISH_MEXICAN  "es_MX" "Spanish (Mexican)" 

 XI_SPANISH_GUATEMALA  "es_GT" "Spanish (Guatemala)" 

 XI_SPANISH_COSTA_RICA  "es_CR" "Spanish (Costa Rica)" 

 XI_SPANISH_PANAMA  "es_PA" "Spanish (Panama)" 

 XI_SPANISH_DOMINICAN_REP "es_DO" "Spanish (Dominican R.)" 

 XI_SPANISH_VENEZUELA  "es_VE" "Spanish (Venezuela)" 

 XI_SPANISH_COLUMBIA  "es_CO" "Spanish (Columbia)" 

 XI_SPANISH_PERU   "es_PE" "Spanish (Peru)" 

 XI_SPANISH_ARGENTINA  "es_AR" "Spanish (Argentina)" 

 XI_SPANISH_ECUADOR  "es_EC" "Spanish (Ecuador)" 

 XI_SPANISH_CHILE   "es_CL" "Spanish (Chile)" 

 XI_SPANISH_URUGUAY  "es_UY" "Spanish (Uruguay)" 
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 XI_SPANISH_PARAGUAY  "es_PY" "Spanish (Paraguay)" 

 XI_SPANISH_BOLIVIA  "es_BO" "Spanish (Bolivia)" 

 XI_SPANISH_EL_SALVADOR "es_SV" "Spanish (El Salvador)" 

 XI_SPANISH_HONDURAS  "es_HN" "Spanish (Honduras)" 

 XI_SPANISH_NICARAGUA  "es_NI" "Spanish (Nicaragua)" 

 XI_SPANISH_PUERTO_RICO "es_PR" "Spanish (Puerto Rico)" 

 XI_SWAHILI    "sw"  "Swahili" 

 XI_SWEDISH    "sv"  "Swedish" 

 XI_SWEDISH_FINLAND  "sv_FI" "Swedish (Finland)" 

 XI_SYRIAC    "syr"  "Syriac" 

 XI_TAMIL    "ta"  "Tamil" 

 XI_TATAR    "tt"  "Tatar" 

 XI_TELUGU    "te"  "Telugu" 

 XI_THAI    "th"  "Thai" 

 XI_TURKISH    "tr"  "Turkish" 

 XI_UKRAINIAN   "uk"  "Ukrainian" 

 XI_URDU    "ur"  "Urdu" 

 XI_URDU_PAKISTAN   "ur_PK" "Urdu (Pakistan)" 

 XI_URDU_INDIA   "ur_IN" "Urdu (India)" 

 XI_UZBEK    "uz"  "Uzbek" 

 XI_UZBEK_LATIN   "uz_LAT" "Uzbek (Latin)" 

 XI_UZBEK_CYRILLIC  "uz_CYR" "Uzbek (Cyrillic)" 

 XI_VIETNAMESE   "vi"  "Vietnamese" 
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2. The GUI-builder 

 

2.1. Basics 
XiResEd, the GUI-builder, enables the user to compose graphical surfaces 
interactively. XiResEd generates the windows with objects obtained from toolboxes. 
The user is able to select any desired objects, for instance, switches, icons, buttons, 
lists, tables or scroll bars from toolboxes. The selected object is positioned with the 
mouse and the user defines its properties. All alterations carried out by the user are 
immediately indicated, and since all names are definable, applications can later 
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easily identify the objects. The GUI builder itself uses only commands from the 
Interface's command set (API), which means, that all properties of the defined 
graphical surface can be modified later by the application. 
 
Once a suitable graphical surface is defined interactively, a source code framework 
can be generated for each window at the push of a button. The resulting code is 
very smart, because all administrative work during runtime is handled by the 
XiBase9 server, and not by the application (e.g. refreshing or resizing of windows or 
objects). The generated source code can be edited by using the XiWrite - XiSys' 
programming editor, which in itself is a valuable tool for software development. It 
features syntax highlighting and context sensitive online help, especially on all 
XiBase9-API-commands. 

 

2.1.1. Starting the GUI builder 
Starting the GUI builder can be done: 

 
• by a double click to a resource file ("*.rsc") 
• by selecting the GUI builder entry in the start menu 
• or by calling "XiResEd" from a command line 

 
The GUI builder will open its main screen with 

 
• the menu bar 
• the tool bar 
• the object browser 
• and the tool box for objects 

 
The main window with its object browser shows the hierarchical order of all objects 
belonging to a resource. With the menu and the tool bar a resource can be handled. 
Main tasks: 

 
• load and save 
• common settings 
• synchronization of multiple languages 
• administration of common objects organized in pools 
• administration of windows 
• generating source code 

 
The resource editor works object oriented. The symbols in the working window are 
place holders for windows and objects of your application program. All 
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representable objects are put together within windows, which, in turn, create a 
resource together with the pool objects and the resource statistic. 
 
Resources can be created by the GUI builder or dynamically by your application. 
The GUI builder places resources within files that are differentiated by HEX- and 
text-information. By simply exchanging the text files, the language of different 
countries can be supported. 

 

2.1.2. General handling 
All objects belonging to a resource will be displayed by the object browser in 
hierarchical order. All objects are represented by a deputizing symbol that gives a 
hint to the window content or indicates the object type. 
 
A window opened for manipulation is symbolized by a special symbol in the browser 
window. When double-clicking on the corresponding symbol, a window is opened for 
manipulation and brought to the foreground. If you move it to the "recycle bin" 
symbol, it will be deleted. 
 
The individual program windows comprise a number of standard objects. These 
objects can be taken from the object toolboxes, placed within a program window 
and can freely be changed in size, appearance, position, color, text content and text 
properties. You work in WYSIWYG-mode (What You See Is What You Get), i.e. all 
changes performed by you will immediately be reflected on the screen in the new 
graphical form.  

 

2.1.2.1. Drag and Drop 
XiResEd supports the "Drag and Drop" technique; i.e. you can grab, move or place 
objects in the window and subject them to change by using the mouse.  
 
To do so, click on an object or mark an object group by drawing a rubber band with 
the right mouse key. Now move the object to the desired location with the mouse 
key held pressed. 
 
As soon as you release the left mouse key, the application receives a message and 
can derive an activity from occurred movement.  
 
A typical example would be dragging objects between editor windows or moving 
objects within their working window. 
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2.1.2.2. The mouse keys 
For working with the GUI builder, you will need a mouse with at least two buttons. 
The mouse keys are assigned to fixed tasks. 

 
<Left mouse key> 

Is responsible for activating, placing, opening of windows and objects with a double 
click, "Drag and Drop", etc. 

 
<Middle mouse key> 

This key is not used. 
 
<Right mouse key> 

Opens the context menus ("drop-down-menus") which offer various activities 
depending on the objects beneath them. Additionally, objects can be selected by 
drawing a rectangle ("rubber band") within the window to be worked with. 
 
 

2.2. Main screen 
 
After program launch, the main screen (object browser window) of the GUI builder 
appears. 
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The main window is subdivided into three areas: 
 
Menu and tool bar: 

Offers tool for the administration of the resource. 
 

Object browser: 
Shows the content of the resource in hierarchical order, consisting of the statistics, 
the objects for common use, the windows for all purposes and the dialogue windows. 

 
Object toolboxes: 

Offers a choice of predefined objects, which can be used in your windows. 
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The individual areas can be opened by clicking on the "plus-symbol" or closed by 
clicking on the "minus-symbol" on the left side of each entry. Alternatively, the space 
bar toggles between open and close. 
 
Via double click or by pressing the return key, a corresponding object editor will be 
opened allowing changing the window or individual object properties. 
 

2.2.1. Menu <File> 

 
The menu <File> combines all functions needed for creating, loading, saving and 
adjusting resources. The recently opened resources will be added to the end of the 
menu in chronological order.  

2.2.1.1. <File><New> 
A new, empty resource will be created. The current examined resource will be 
saved or closed without change. 

2.2.1.2. <File><Open> 
Using the file selection window, a new resource can be opened. The currently 
opened resource will be saved or closed unchanged if a valid selection of a new 
resource is performed. 
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The current resource path will be used as start directory. Please type in the name of 
the resource to be opened or select it with a double click. 
 
If no resources are displayed, please check the filter settings. If necessary, activate 
the filter "*.rsc".  

2.2.1.3. <File><Save> 
The current version of the resource will be saved without further notice to the user. 
Changes in currently opened windows will be taken over. 

2.2.1.4. <File><Save as> 
With <Save as> you can save the resource under a new name. A file selection box 
enables you to enter the new resource name.  
 
In the lower area of the file selection box is an object located, which offers different 
encoding methods. When saving the text files, the GUI builder takes respect to the 
desired encoding method and tries to store the text files in the selected encoding. 
 
After the file is successfully stored, the new name will appear in the title bar. 

2.2.1.5. <File><End> 
If there are still opened forms or dialogues, they will be brought to the foreground 
one after another. A corresponding dialogue asks individually if changes of the 
window should be saved. 
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If changes within the current resource have not yet been saved, the GUI builder will 
ask if they should be saved. 

 

2.2.2. Menu <Resource> 

 
The <Resource> menu handles all belongings of the currently opened resource. 
These are the national language setting, common objects in pools, defining of 
common properties, display dimension, proposals for the usage of a grid and the 
update of multilingual resources. 

2.2.2.1. <Resource><Language of the country> 
The language selection box allows changing the current language setting of the 
opened resource. This setting is responsible for the text strings in common used 
objects like "ok-“ or "cancel"- buttons or in the system menu of each window, if 
available. 

2.2.2.2. <Resource><Common objects> 
A shared usage of sources has a number of advantages: 

 
• Significant reduction of memory utilization 
• Reduction of texts to be translated 
• Changes performed at a central location are valid for all related objects 

 
The functions offered here, allows creating and administrating commonly usable 
sources for all objects of a resource. They are organized in separate pools for text, 
icons, pictures, graphics, input patterns and fonts. 
 
The organization of the various pools is identical except the input patterns. Using 
the software routines xi_pool_add(), xi_pool_copy(), xi_pool_del() 
and xi_pool_used() you can administrate them at runtime.  
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The GUI builder offers an essentially more comfortable way to create pool objects: 
pools can be extended independently from the objects in advance or during object 
editing. The masks described in the following are also employed, when pool usage 
is activated within an object editor. 
 

2.2.2.2.1. <Resource><Common objects><Text pool> 
The main advantage of using a text pool is that multiple used texts only have to 
appear once within the text dependent files of a resource. Consequently, repetitions 
and multiple translations of one and the same text into another national language 
can be avoided. 
 
The common objects window contains a table which lists the text pool entries sorted 
by ID, object name or text. Change the sort category by simply touching the head of 
the column. 

 

The table entries can be manipulated using the symbols new, delete or edit. 
 
<new> 

A new entry will be added. 
 
<delete> 

The selected entry will be removed from the pool. Only entries not being used by 
any object can be deleted. Previous to deletion the resource editor verifies this pre-
condition and issues a list with corresponding cross references if necessary: 
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<edit> 
By touching the edit icon or double clicking the corresponding entry, a small window 
offers the properties of the pool entry for manipulation. 

 

<ID> 
The ID is a not changeable identification number assigned by the server. 

 
<Name> 

Similar to the name assignment for an object, a name can be entered which will 
appear as #define in the corresponding header file. Because of this, the pool entry 
can be accessed dynamically (e.g. with xi_set_text_from()). 
Remark: The GUI Builder defines a default name for each pool object when created. 
Default object names will not occur in header files. So, the user has to define an 
own name for a pool object if this object must be addressed by software. 

 
<Text> 

Here, the actual text entry can be typed in. 
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2.2.2.2.2. <Resource><Common objects><Icon pool> 
The purpose of the icon pool is to reduce the memory requirements. Each 32x32 
pixel icon allocates 766 Bytes.  
Icons from the icon pool can be referred from following objects: 

 
• XI_BTEXT 
• XI_ICON 
• XI_I_BOX 
• and all text strings generated by xi_make_text_icon(). 

 
A window with an icon list shows the current content of the pool. 

 

The icon list can be manipulated using the keys new, delete, edit bitmap, edit ID, 
load icon and save icon: 

 
<new> 

A new entry will be added.  
 
<delete> 

The selected entry will be deleted from the pool. Only entries not being used by any 
object can be deleted. Before the deletion the resource editor verifies this 
precondition and issues a list with corresponding cross references, if necessary.  

 
<edit bitmap> 
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An icon editor will be launched which allows to edit the selected icon. 
 
<edit ID> 

A form, where the settings of the pool entry can be manipulated, appears. 

 

The ID is a not changeable identification number assigned by the server. 
Similar to the name-assignment for an object, a name can be entered for an icon 
that will appear as #define in the corresponding header. Because of this, the pool 
entry can be accessed dynamically (xi_set_icon_from()). 
Remark: The GUI Builder defines a default name for each pool object when created. 
Default object names will not occur in header files. So, the user has to define an 
own name for a pool object, if this object must be addressed by software. 
A new symbol can be chosen within the file system using a file selection box and the 
icon editor can be invoked to enable editing of the icon bitmap. 

 
<load icon> 

Opens a file selection box which allows choosing a new icon image. 
 
<save icon> 

Allows saving the selected icon image to the file system as a Windows- compatible 
32x32 icon. 
 

2.2.2.2.3. <Resource><Common objects><System icons> 
The XiBase9 server supports a set of predefined icons used by frame objects, 
dialogue boxes etc... These icons can be referred to user-defined objects and text 
strings, too. 
 
The system icon pool is part of the current selected general look and feel and can 
only be manipulated by the program "XiDesign" (see chapter 12.5.2. Menu 
<Options><Symbols> ). 
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The names in the following picture are defined in "XiBase9.h" and can be used for 
dynamically referring to the system icon pool. 

 

 

2.2.2.2.4. <Resource><Common objects><Pictures> 
Pictures referred to by objects of this resource can be collected in a bitmap pool. 
The format is compatible to the Microsoft bitmap format (BMP-format) with a color 
resolution of 8 or 24 bits per pixel in none compressed mode. 
 
All pool bitmaps are automatically compressed before storing by the GUI builder. To 
achieve the best compressing results you should try to reduce the color format and 
the used colors. 
 
The contents of the bitmap pool will be displayed in the following window. 
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The list of bitmaps can be manipulated using the keys new, delete, edit bitmap, edit 
ID, load bitmap and save bitmap: 

 
<new> 

A new entry will be added.  
 
<delete> 

The selected entry will be deleted from the pool. Only entries not being used by any 
object can be deleted. Before the deletion, the resource editor verifies this 
precondition and issues a list with corresponding cross references if necessary.  

 
<edit bitmap> 

A bitmap editor will be launched which allows to edit the selected bitmap. 
 
<edit ID> 

A form appears where the settings of the pool entry can be manipulated. 
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The ID is a not changeable identification number assigned by the server. 
Similar to the name assignment for an object, a name can be entered that will 
appear as #define in the corresponding header. Because of this, the pool entry can 
be accessed dynamically (xi_set_bitmap_from_pool()). 

 
Remark:  

The GUI Builder defines a default name for each pool object when created. Default 
object names will not occur in header files. So, the user has to define an own name 
for a pool object, if this object must be addressed by software. 
A new bitmap can be chosen within the file system using a file selection box and the 
bitmap editor can be invoked to enable editing of the bitmap. 

 
<load bitmap> 

Opens a file selection box which allows choosing and loading a new bitmap file. 
 
<save bitmap> 

Allows saving the selected bitmap to the file system as a Windows compatible 
bitmap. 
 

2.2.2.2.5. <Resource><Common objects><Graphics> 
 
Vector graphics are ideal for simple or composite drawings that need to be device-
independent. The lines, shapes and colors that make up an image are stored as 
mathematical formulae. The vector graphics program XiVecEdit uses those 
formulae to construct the screen image from the mathematical data. The image can 
be changed by editing screen objects which are then saved as modifications to the 
mathematical formulae. 
Graphic vectors are described in a graphic list which is transferred 
with xi_set_g_obj(). 
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A copy of the graphic list can be held in the vector graphics pool and can be referred 
to by objects of this resource; the graphic object keeps only reference information 
which will be used at runtime.  
See  4.2.16. Vector graphic 
 
 

 

<new> 
A new entry will be added.  
 

<delete> 
The selected entry will be deleted from the pool. Only entries not being used by any 
object can be deleted. Before the deletion, the resource editor verifies this 
precondition and issues a list with corresponding cross references if necessary.  
 

<edit graphic> 
The vector graphics program XiVecEdit will be launched. It uses the mathematical 
formulae to construct the screen image which allows editing the selected vector 
graphics. These are saved then as a modification to the mathematical formulae. 

 
<edit ID> 

A form appears where the settings of the pool entry can be manipulated (see 
2.2.2.2.4. <Resource><Common objects><Bitmaps>). 
 
The ID is a not changeable identification number assigned by the server. 
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Similar to the name assignment for an object, a name can be entered that will 
appear as #define in the corresponding header. Because of this, the pool entry can 
be accessed dynamically. 
 

2.2.2.2.6. <Resource><Common objects><Input pattern> 
For every resource a maximum of 9 different input patterns for the editable text input 
fields can be defined. These patterns are valid only within the resource they were 
defined. A pattern can be understood as a conversion table with 256 entries. Each 
entry is assigned to an ASCII key code. With the default assignment the content of 
each entry corresponds to its position. The content of each entry is free definable. 
So, an input pattern can be used to convert the key codes in the complete ASCII 
range. E.g. the pattern entry 65 is assigned to the ASCII key code of "A". The 
assignment of that entry can e.g. be changed to 97 (ASCII "a"). The result if a key 
code for "A" is processed is now 97, a small "a".  

 
Via the validity string every position of an editable text can be assigned to such an 
input pattern. (See 4.2.7. "Text input field"). When the user enters something at the 
appropriate position, not the character typed in by the user, but the corresponding 
one from the input pattern will appear instead. 

 
Remark: 

This feature can only be used for signs in the range from 32-255 (ASCII-range). 

 

With the <edit> button you switch to a definition window of the corresponding input 
pattern: 
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<New> 
For each character of the ASCII line, any substitution character can be defined.  

 
<ok> 

With "ok" the manipulated pattern will be taken over. 
 
<cancel> 

The manipulation is terminated. Changes will not be taken over. 
 

2.2.2.2.7. <Resource><Common objects><Fonts> 
XiBase9 provides a set of standard fonts which are available at runtime on each 
system after installation. These standard fonts are Courier, XiFixed, Helvetica, Sans 
Serif, Serif, Symbol and Times New Roman. Additional fonts can be accessed in the 
XiBase9 font directory and be added to the resource.  
If required, it is even possible to convert all true types into the XiBase9 font format 
with the program ttf2xif.exe on Windows platforms. On Linux, the font editor 
XiShowFont provides a conversion from all available fonts supported by the X font 
server (see also 4.1.5. „Character set“). 
For every object in the resource the user can either take the default font or define an 
individually preferred one by using the function xi_set_obj_font() 
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<new> 

A new entry will be added. The user can resort to multiple alternatives which the 
server provides in the font directory. 

 
<delete> 

The selected entry will be deleted from the font selection box. 
 

<edit> 
By touching the edit icon or by double clicking the corresponding entry, a small 
window offers the properties of the font selection box for manipulation. The ID is a 
not changeable identification number assigned from the server; the name can be 
determined by the user. 
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2.2.2.3. <Resource><Change common properties> 
When running the application it may be necessary to alter same features in several 
windows or to adjust varied features to a uniform look. With the function <Change 
common properties> the GUI Builder provides a very useful tool to modify 
characteristics of the same kind in different windows in one go. 
 

 

 
<Change common properties><Windows> 

The user can either select individual windows which are subject to change or he can 
check in all windows whether an adaption is necessary.  
 

<Change common properties><Objects>  
The object types (text, buttons, combo box etc.) that have to be manipulated are 
determined in this step. It is possible to select all objects with one mouse click. 
 

<Change common properties><Properties> 
The user has several possibilities to specify the objects to be changed by setting 
filters for characteristic features. For example (in the picture below) only fonts with 
the current setting  ‘Arial’ and ‘Bold’ should be substituted by font type ‘Courier’  and 
the attribute ‘Normal’; all other fonts  should not be considered and remain 
unchanged. With the setting ‘Filter current properties - off’   the font type and 
attribute in all objects will be adjusted to the new setting 
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<Change common properties><Execute> 

The last step is to verify the objects that should be modified. By accepting the 
alterations the color of the grey ticks turns to green and (in the example above) the 
fonts are changed at once. 

2.2.2.4. <Resource><Screen resolution> 
The screen resolution of the destination system can be preset. You have the 
possibility to choose from predefined default resolutions or set any resolution and 
you get a warning if you try to create a window which dimensions are bigger than 
the values set here. 
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2.2.2.5. <Resource><Grid usage> 
To facilitate the positioning of objects, an invisible grid can be used. The grid 
resolution is managed for every individual window. You can enter a proposed value 
here to be used when creating a new window. This value can be changed anytime 
during working with the window. 

 

2.2.2.6. <Resource><Update multilingual resources> 
If developing a multilingual application, the programmer will design the screen 
masks with the GUI builder in his preferred language. After finishing and testing the 
first version, the language dependent files - "*.txt", "*.hin" - will be translated into 
different languages and stored in language dependent subdirectories. 

 
Mostly, the first release of a product isn't the final one. So, modifications of the 
screen masks are unavoidable. As soon as screen masks have been changed, it's 
necessary to update all language information. 

 
The menu "Update multilingual resources" solves this problem. First, the program is 
searching resources with the same name in all language subdirectories. Then it 
offers a selection box with the involved languages. Now you can select the language 
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that has to be updated. The program compares the old and the new resource files 
and updates all changes. If new objects have to be supplemented, the text of these 
objects is substituted by using the text entries of your preferred language resource. 

 

<Language> 
The software is looking in all language subdirectories for resources with the same 
name. The result is offered by the language selection object. Select the languages 
one by one and activate <Update resource>. 

 
<Update resource> 

Starts updating the resource in the chosen country directory.  
 
<Status> 

The status-object displays the symbols for windows with differences. With a double 
click or <RETURN> the corresponding changed window will be opened for 
verification. Additional adjustments can be performed. 

 
<Save changes> 

The updated resource will be saved. 
 
<cancel> 

Choose this function to terminate the manipulation without performing changes and 
without saving. 
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2.2.3. Menu <Window> 

 
The window menu offers functions for creating, manipulating and deleting windows. 
All menu items of this menu are also available under the context menu that can be 
invoked by a right mouse click. 

2.2.3.1. <Window><New> 
A window is displayed where you can enter the logical name and the type of the 
new window: 

 

<Name> 
You can enter here the logical name of the window; it can consist of capital letters, 
numbers and underscores only.  
The resource editor places the definition for the C-source code link of this name into 
the corresponding header file of the resource. 

 
<Type> 

By default, the type XI_FORM for creating a universally utilizable window is set. If a 
dialogue box is wanted, the switch XI_DIALOG (Message window) must be 
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activated. Sometimes the application will be simplified by using a universally 
utilizable but transparent window, and then XI_FORM_TRANSPARENT must be 
activated.  

 
<ok> 

By choosing ok, the new window will be included in the resource structure and 
displayed. At the same time, the form- or dialogue window will appear; still being 
empty. From this point on, you can integrate objects from the toolbox into the new 
window. 

 
<cancel> 

The action is cancelled without creating a new window. 

2.2.3.2. <Window><Open> 
With <Open> you can start the manipulation of an existing window. Before you 
activate this menu item, the symbol of the window to be examined, must be selected. 
The window will be displayed on the screen and is ready to be changed. The 
manipulation is terminated by pressing the right mouse key and choosing <Close> 
or by <ALT+F4>. 
Alternatively, the processing of a window can be started by double clicking on its 
symbol in the icon list of the GUI builder.  

2.2.3.3. <Window><Close> 
With <Close> the manipulation of an opened window will be terminated. If changes 
were performed in the window, you are prompted for confirmation whether the 
changes should be applied or not. 

2.2.3.4. <Window><Delete> 
With <Delete>, the deletion of a window from the resource is initialized. The window 
to be deleted must be selected in the symbol bar of XiResEd. Afterwards, the menu 
item <Delete> or the <DEL> - key will be activated. The delete command has to be 
confirmed again in a dialogue box. 
Alternatively a window can also be deleted by moving the corresponding window 
symbol to the recycle bin. 

2.2.3.5. <Window><Rename> 
The logical name of a window will be changed. Before you do this, please select the 
window that should be renamed in the icon list of XiResEd and then choose 
<Rename>. 
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In the input field, you can enter a new logical name. You only can rename the 
window; you cannot change the window type. 

2.2.3.6. <Window><Generate source code> 
The GUI builder is provided with an integrated C-source code generator. If desired, 
it generates a source code framework for controlling the in- / output of a window. 
This framework saves you from repeatedly code-writing for every window. All 
objects able to trigger an event can be listed so that you only have to create the 
branches to the program specific algorithms.  
 
The source-code generator should be used only once directly after the first creation 
of a window, because it can’t consider changes performed subsequently. 
 
Before activating the source code generator, a window of type XI_FORM has to be 
selected in the object browser window. Afterwards, depending on the window layout, 
some questions have to be answered. A little wizard guides you from question to 
question. Please use the keys <Next> und <Previous> to go to the next question. 

 

<Function type> 
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The source code can be generated as main program with Logon/Logoff for the 
application, load/release of a resource and definition as program symbol, or 
subroutine. When creating a sub program, the resource is assumed to be loaded. 

 
<Task icon> 

When "main program" is selected as function type, you will be prompted for a 
program symbol to be shown in the task bar. The task icon is used to find a task 
easier when it is listed in the task bar or the task switcher. With the button <browse>, 
the current icon pool is displayed for choosing an icon out of it. 

 
<Encoding> 

Select the encoding method which has to be supported. For multilingual programs, 
UNICODE is recommended. 

 
<Event handling> 

A differentiation is done between suspending and polling. 
The suspending method should be given preference, if possible. When suspending, 
an application releases computing time until an event occurs; i.e. the main system 
has no load. This is done with xi_event(). 
In comparison, polling only would determine if an event is actually waiting in the 
event queue. Please consider the fact that this could lead to maximal system 
utilization. Therefore, whenever possible use a routine that will suspend the 
application at least for a short period of time (e.g. xi_tsleep()). 

 
<Comments> 

The source code framework can be enhanced with comments. 
 
Finally, a file selection window appears. Please enter the filename where the source 
code shall be placed. 
 
When all questions are answered, the programming editor XiWrite will appear 
together with the newly created source code. Further explanations regarding the 
used functions are available in the online manual, which can be invoked by double 
clicking on the expression in question or by pressing F1. 
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2.2.4. Menu <Help> 

 
Under <help> you always will find the manuals and information integrated in the 
system. 

2.2.4.1. <Help><Getting started> 
Online help which helps you to build your first window with the GUI builder. 

2.2.4.2. <Help><GUI builder> 
Online help for the GUI builder 

2.2.4.3. <Help><Programmers reference> 
Online help for all functions of the programming interface (Library: xibase9.l). This 
manual can also be started from the programming editor or from an object editor. 

2.2.4.4. <Help><About ...> 
Here you will find information regarding the current version of the GUI builder. 

2.2.5. The symbol bar 

 
The symbol bar contains several function buttons allowing quick access to 
frequently used actions. 

 
<New Resource> 

A new, empty resource will be created. If changes were performed on the previous 
resource, you will be prompted to save them before. 

 
<Open resource> 

A new resource will be loaded. 
 
<Save resource> 
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The currently processed resource will be saved. All changes that were done in still 
opened windows will also be considered. 

 
<Edit common objects> 

Common objects can be changed, deleted or completed as described under 
<Resource><Common objects>. 

 
<Create new window> 

A new window will be created. 
 
<Edit window> 

The window selected within the resource display will be opened for manipulation. 
 
<Delete window> 

The selected window in the resource display will be deleted. 
 
<Generate source code> 

The source code generator will create a source code framework for the selected 
window. Only windows of type XI_FORM will be considered. 
 

2.2.6. The object toolboxes 
The object toolboxes offer a choice of predefined objects. 
 

 

 

 

 
An object is selected by clicking on it with the left mouse button or by pressing the 
RETURN key. The so defined object can now be placed within the processed 
window by drawing a rubber band or by clicking on the desired position (upper left 
corner). If additional objects shall be inserted, the above mentioned steps have to 
be repeated. 
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2.3.  Working with the GUI builder 
This chapter describes how windows and objects are created, manipulated or 
removed. Finally you will get an overview about the enhanced help system of the 
GUI builder. 
 

2.3.1. Managing windows 
All windows of a resource are displayed with a representative symbol in the object 
browser. Select the window which has to be manipulated and activate the 
appropriate method by applying the right mouse button or with the submenu entries 
of the menu <Window>.  

2.3.1.1. Creating a new window  
XiBase9 knows two basic types of windows; the window for all purposes XI_FORM 
and the dialogue box XI_DIALOG. The dialogue box is used for simple text 
messages. User replies are only possible via the standard buttons <yes>, <no>, 
<cancel>, <continue> and <ok>. 
The window for all purposes exists in the normal opaque form or as a transparent 
window XI_FORM _TRANSPARENT which can be used, when thereby the 
application will be clearly simplified. The user must yet be aware, that transparent 
windows must always hold a bitmap in the background and need significant more 
storage capacity. They also need a higher computer performance and are, 
depending on the employed systems, 2-3 times slower than XI_FORM.  It is 
therefore recommended to keep transparent windows as small as possible. 
 
To create a new window, choose <Window><New> or click on the corresponding 
symbol in the symbol bar. Afterwards, an input mask appears where you can enter 
the name and type of the window: 
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<Name> 
Logical name of window. 

 
<Type> 

You can choose between the window types  
 

• XI_FORM  
• XI_FORM_TRANSPARENT  
• XI_DIALOG 

 
See also chapter 3 "Edit windows„.  
 
The newly created window will automatically be integrated into the resource 
structure that is visible within the main screen of the GUI builder. 
 
At the same time an empty window opens, where you can place objects. 
  
The GUI builder can process several windows simultaneously. The currently 
processed windows will be displayed with the "Opened window" icon. By clicking 
(double clicking) on such an icon, the corresponding window will be brought to the 
foreground and thereby opened for processing. It can be filled then with new objects 
and be interactively designed by using the object toolboxes. 
 

2.3.1.2. Deleting a window 
Previous to deleting a window, the desired window has to be selected in the object 
browser. Deletion of a window can be initialized in a variety of ways: 
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• Executing the delete command via <Window><Delete> 
• Executing the delete command from the working menu 
• Moving the window symbol to the recycle bin 
• Executing the delete command from the working menu 
• Pressing the <DEL> key 
• Pressing the delete key in the symbol bar.  

2.3.1.3. Merging resources 
Merging resources will be done by copying windows from an opened resource to 
another resource opened in a second GUI builder. The desired windows have to be 
moved one by one from one object browser window to another object browser 
window. Only complete windows can be copied. 

2.3.1.4. Change window properties 
Only the window properties of windows opened for manipulation can be changed. 
Activate the window editor, double click on the window background or choose 
<Window properties> from the menu. 

2.3.1.5. Terminate processing of a window 
The processing of a window can be terminated by  

 
• Pressing the right mouse key and choosing <Close> in the context menu 
• or by pressing <ALT+F4> 

 
If changes have been performed, you can save or cancel them. 

 

With <yes> the changes will be saved and the processing of the window will be 
terminated. With <no> the processing of the window will be terminated without 
saving the changes. With <cancel> you can go on with processing the window.  
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2.3.2. Managing objects 
Basically, all objects are handled in the same way. The objects reside in the object 
toolboxes, from where they can be selected and placed within a window. Once 
objects are placed, they can be manipulated correspondingly until they form the 
screen mask that meets your demands. 

2.3.2.1. Adding objects 

 
New objects can be selected from the object toolboxes which are displayed in the 
bottom area of the GUI builder's main window. Select the desired object by simply 
clicking on it. The object is then marked and can be placed by two different ways: 

 
• Place the object by clicking the on the desired position inside the window. The 

object will then be copied into the window with its default dimensions. The top 
left corner will be aligned to the current cursor position. 

 
• If you want to define the dimensions by yourself, press the left mouse key at the 

desired position and draw a rectangle (rubber band) with the mouse key held 
pressed. After releasing the key the object will be placed with the rectangle 
coordinates. 

2.3.2.2. Change object properties 
The object properties can be changed using the object editor. The editor is called 
upon double clicking within the object margins or by activating the menu item 
<Object properties> in the menu. Every object has a generic editor that considers 
only the properties relevant for the specific object. (See chapter 6 "Objects"). 

 

2.3.2.3. Change object geometry 
Almost all objects are freely adjustable with respect to their geometrical dimensions 
and their placement within the window.  
The object geometry can be changed in the corresponding object editor. An 
essentially more comfortable possibility however is the left mouse key: 

 
Change size: 

Position the mouse cursor at the object margin subject to change, until the cursor 
changes its shape to a direction arrow. Press the left mouse key. Now the cursor 
shape is similar to a limiting rectangle. Hold the mouse key pressed and adjust the 
rectangle to the desired size. As soon as the mouse key is released, the object is 
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drawn with the new dimensions. The action can be suppressed while holding the left 
mouse key pressed, if you additionally press the right mouse key. 

 
Change position: 

Move the mouse cursor to the inside of an object. The cursor takes on the shape of 
a hand. By pressing the left mouse key you can take up the object and drag it to the 
desired location. 
 
With these actions, the corners of the object are aligned to the invisible grid valid for 
the window. 

2.3.2.4. Select objects 
If you want to perform actions that should have an impact on several objects 
simultaneously, you have to select those objects before. 
For selection, the right mouse key is used. Draw opens a rectangle (or a "rubber 
band" as it is sometimes called). All objects within this rectangle will be marked 
inverse. 

2.3.2.5. Change position of an object group 
If several objects shall be moved simultaneously without changing the distance 
between them, they must be marked previous to the movement. Position the cursor 
within a selected area and press the left mouse key. Now the complete group can 
be moved at once. 

2.3.2.6. Delete object(s) 
To delete an object, open the property menu with the right mouse button and select 
<delete object>. The selected object will be deleted immediately. 
 
If you want to delete multiple objects at once, you perform the same steps. These 
objects have to be selected in before.  
 
Selected objects can also be deleted by pressing the <DEL>-key. 

2.3.2.7. Copy object(s) 
Objects can be copied 

 
• directly into another window 
• to the clipboard or 
• from the clipboard to the working window 
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Copying from window to window: 
Take up the object or the selected object group by pressing the left mouse key and 
drag the object(s) to the desired location in another window. After releasing the 
mouse key the objects will be placed there. 

 
Copying to clipboard: 

Previous to copying into the clipboard, the desired objects are selected. The copy 
process will be initialized by choosing <Copy objects>, <Cut objects> or by the 
corresponding keyboard shortcuts <CTRL+INS>, <SHIFT+DEL>. 

 
Pasting from clipboard: 

Choose <Paste object(s)> from the menu or use the keyboard shortcut 
<SHIFT+INS>. In the top left corner of the main screen, the outlines of the objects 
residing in the clipboard will appear. Move them to the desired location and click a 
mouse key. 

2.3.2.8. Screening objects 
Invoke the menu and choose <Use grid for all objects> or <Resize marked objects 
with grid>. A small window will appear then where you can set the grid distances for 
the working window. After confirming with <ok> the selected objects will be aligned 
to the invisible grid. 

2.3.2.9. Undo 
All changes can be undone by repeatedly calling the undo function. Activate this 
function by choosing <undo> in the menu or by using the keyboard shortcuts 
<CTRL+U> or <CTRL+Z>. 
 

2.3.3. Getting help 
The GUI builder supports an enhanced help system, which makes it easy to find the 
right information without reading all the manuals. 

2.3.3.1. Getting started 
If the GUI builder is started the first time, the manual "Getting started" appears 
immediately. It helps you to build your first graphical application with XiBase9. 
Please have a look at chapter 10 of that manual. 

2.3.3.2. Online help 
Most of the time working with the GUI builder is used for defining the properties of 
the windows and objects. Each type of object has its own object editor, but all 
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editors have a similar help system. The next picture shows an object editor window 
with its various help mechanism. If you move the cursor over any object you will get 
short information about the used function and parameters. In the example above, 
the function xi_set_attr() is used to set the visual property XI_USE_BACKGND.  

 

In the left lower corner of each editor window, a help button is located. It opens the 
manual, which supplies you with information about the object and its capabilities. 
 
All the editors are using similar designed register cards for displaying the different 
groups of properties. The right card always offers a set of relevant API functions, 
which can be used to manipulate the current object. Double click on the function you 
want to get information for. 
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2.3.3.3. Event monitor 
Most events are easy to handle. But for more complex objects and actions the 
analysis of the events requires more detailed knowledge. The event monitor, a 
program which monitors each event, displays all relevant information. 
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3. Edit windows 
Most of the objects reside within the margins of a window, with the exception of 
desktop icons which reside directly on the desktop of the display and pool objects. 
 
A program may use many different windows. A basic differentiation can be done 
between complex screen formats and simple dialogues for error messages, 
questions etc. 
 
The XiBase9 concept therefore differentiates between two main forms of windows: 

 
• XI_DIALOG, window for simple dialogues and error messages. 
• XI_FORM, window for all purposes. 
• XI_FORM_TRANSPARENT, transparent window for all purposes. 

 
Using XI_FORM, the universal window, you can choose between the most common 
default opaque form and the transparent look XI_FORM_TRANSPARENT. 
 
When creating a new administration structure of a window, the window type must 
always be defined. A subsequent change is not possible. 
 

3.1. Dialogue window 
The mostly used window form is the dialogue window. It is used for simple dialogues 
and error messages. 
 
Dialogue windows are set up from a limited number of objects. The appearance is 
predefined within the selected "look and feel" and can only be manipulated by the 
program "XiDesign" (see 12.5.2. Menu <Options><Dialogue window> ). The text of 
the dialogue window is automatically formatted by the server. The text can take on 
any width and an unlimited number of lines.  
 
The creation or definition of a dialogue window can be performed at runtime with the 
help of a C-command or by using the resource editor. The resource editor places all 
dialogue texts in a separate file (resourcename.hin). 
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For featuring the dialogue you can use symbols from the object toolbox. Clicking on 
an object in the dialogue box leads to an immediate placement within the opened 
dialogue window. 
The deletion of dialogue objects is performed, as already described in the preceding 
chapter. 
 
For the usage within dialogue boxes, a number of predefined objects are available: 

 
Keys: 

• XI_OK_BOX 
• XI_CANCEL_BOX 
• XI_YES_BOX 
• XI_NO_BOX 
• XI_CONTINUE_BOX 

 
Symbols: 

• XI_SYMBOL_ATTENTION 
• XI_SYMBOL_BOMB 
• XI_SYMBOL_LIGHT 
• XI_SYMBOL_QUESTION 
• XI_SYMBOL_STOP 

 
The dialogue text can be changed with the text editor XiWrite. XiWrite is initialized 
by a double click on the text to be changed. The text can spread across several 
lines. By inserting control characters comparable to those of the printf()-command 
from the C-library, additional information can be added by the application at run time. 

 
API-functions: 

xi_dialog(), xi_dialogbox(), xi_draw_dialogbox(), xi_get_dialog_info(), xi_set_text_un
formated() 
 
 

3.2. Universal window 
A universal window is a window in which all capabilities are realized that the 
XiBase9 concept offers. 
 
This chapter only describes the properties of the window frame and its buttons. 
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A window is a visual limitation for the user as well as an organizational one for the 
objects assigned to the window. The properties of the window are described in its 
object structure. They reflect to the outside in the appearance and handling of the 
window. 
 

3.2.1. Window components 
Each window is individually assembled from a variety of components. 

 

Possible components are: 
 

• Frame 
• Close button  
• Minimize button 
• Maximize button 
• System menu 
• Title bar 

 
All components can vary in design, size and placement. The layout editor 
"XiDesign" generates the rules for all windows of a display and determines, how the 
window components have to look like (see 12.5. Look & Feel editor). 
 
The combination of the frame components is defined within the object structure 
entry obj->elements of the frame object (XI_FIRSTOBJECT). 
 
The combination of components is designed with the object editor managing the 
general properties of a window. 
 

3.2.1.1. Close button 

Object type: 
The definition is done within the object structure object with  
obj->elements |= XI_CLOSE_BUTTON. 
The close button can be combined with the system menu if that is preferred by the 
user. 
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Function: 

The purpose of the close button is to terminate the processing of a window and to 
close the window afterwards.  

  
Position and design: 

Depending on the chosen layout for all windows, the button is located in the top left 
or in the top right corner of the window. If it is located in the top right corner like in 
Windows 95,98,2000, the top left corner will contain the symbol assigned to the 
program in minimized form. 

 
Event message: 

XI_CLOSE 
 
Special features: 

If a double click is performed, the application will be informed directly, whereas a 
single click activates the system menu.  
This function can be performed alternatively using the keyboard shortcuts 
<ALT+F4> or <ALT+SPACE>. 

 
API-functions: 

xi_get_obj_desc(), xi_set_elements(), xi_set_obj_desc() 
 

3.2.1.2. Minimize button 

Object type: 
The definition is done within the object structure object with  
obj->elements |= XI_MINIMIZE_BUTTON. 

 
Function:  

The program window will be minimized to icon size or to a program button in the 
task bar. By clicking on the icon or the appropriate button in the task bar, the 
program window will be restored to its original size. The application is provided with 
the message XI_MINIMIZED or XI_NORMALIZED. The icon that is shown while 
minimized is defined with the function xi_set_task_icon(). Only the main window of 
an application can be equipped with this property. 

 
Position: 

In the top right corner, directly besides the title bar. 
 

Event message: 
When minimizing XI_MINIMIZED, at restoring XI_NORMALIZED. 
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API-functions:  

xi_get_obj_desc(), xi_set_elements(), xi_set_obj_desc(), xi_set_task_icon(), xi_set_
task_iconname() 
 

3.2.1.3. Maximize button 

Object type: 
The definition is done within the object structure object with  
obj->elements |= XI_MAXIMIZE_BUTTON. 

 
Function: 

The program window is expanded to the size of the total screen. Upon repeated 
clicking, the original size of the program window will be restored. The application is 
provided with the message XI_MAXIMIZED. 

 
Position and size: 

In the top right corner, to the right of the minimize button. 
 
Event message: 

XI_MAXIMIZED or XI_NORMALIZED 
 
API-functions: 

xi_get_obj_desc(), xi_set_elements(), xi_set_obj_desc() 
 

3.2.1.4. Title bar 

Object type: 
The definition is done within the object structure object with  
obj->elements |= XI_CAPTION 
This property is automatically activated by setting the title bar with xi_set_caption(). 

 
Function: 

Window title. To display a title bar is not the only purpose of the field with the 
window  title. When clicking on it with the left mouse key, the whole window can be 
moved if the corresponding event attribute is activated. 
obj->handle |= XI_MOVABLE 
By applying a double click at the title bar the window will be maximized or restored if 
a full screen button is enabled. 
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Position and size: 
Fixed position at the windows top margin. The title bar is automatically adjusted to 
the current window size.  

 
Event message: 

XI_MAXIMIZED or XI_NORMALIZE 
 
API-functions: 

xi_get_caption(), xi_set_caption(), xi_set_elements(), xi_set_handling(), xi_set_obj_
desc() 
 
 

3.2.2. Window frame 
The window frames can have different widths, but the width is identical for all 
windows at the same display. If Windows 95, 98, 2000 or X Window is used as 
platform, the frame width will be automatically adjusted to the presets of the window 
manager. On platforms with direct hardware support, the frame width can be varied 
for all windows simultaneously using the layout editor "XiDesign" (see 12.5. Look & 
Feel editor). 
 

3.2.2.1. Window with variable size 
If the event attribute XI_VARIABLE_SIZE is activated, the window size can be 
adjusted by grabbing the frame segment. 
The window is automatically drawn with its new dimensions. The concerned objects 
will also be calculated and drawn new, depending on their rules for size adjustments. 
The application gets the message XI_SIZE. 
If an automatic size adjustment and the drawing shall be suppressed, the event 
attribute XI_RESIZE_REQUEST can be set. The application gets the message 
XI_SIZE_REQUEST. With xi_change_obj_size() the actual size adjustment can be 
determined from the application side. 
 

3.2.2.2. Window without frame 
Some applications need windows without any window typical components; without 
frame, title bar and window buttons. In that case two attributes have to be 
manipulated. 

 
• obj->attr |= XI_NO_FRAME; 
• obj->elements = 0; 
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The result is a clipped rectangle area on the screen without any possibility to move, 
resize or minimize it by mouse or keyboard. 

 

3.2.3. Window editor 
Object type: 

XI_FIRSTOBJECT 
 
Function: 

With a double click on any position on the window background outside of the 
margins of an object or by activating <Window properties> from the menu an editor 
window enables you to define all the basic window properties. 

 
Object editor: 

 

<General><Identification> 
Every window requires an identification to be accessible from the application side. 
The ID is a number being assigned from the server. Any name chosen by the user 
can be assigned to this number. Upon saving, the GUI builder creates a header file 
with the resource name containing all own defined ID's. 
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<General><Dimensions> 
The window dimensions are defined in pixels. They describe the inner or outer 
surface of a window. The information for the inner surface should be given 
preferential treatment, because no dependencies on frame elements (frame width, 
height of title, and height of menu bar) have to be considered. 
  

<General ><Placement> 
The placement properties determine where a window will be placed. 
<centered> means, the window will be placed in the middle of the desktops work 
area, if it is the main window of an application. If it is a child window, it will be placed 
in the middle of its parent window. The responsible attribute is: obj->attr |= 
XI_CENTRED. 
<cascading> means to place a new window staggered down and to the right of its 
parent window. 
<topmost position> places the window above all other windows. Windows without 
this property can never overlay a topmost window. Please be very sparse in use of 
this capability. 

 
<Visual properties><Components> 

In most cases, a window will be equipped with a set of frame elements. This 
equipment can be suppressed with XI_NO_FRAME. Then you will have a window 
without title bar, system menu and the possibility to minimize or maximize. 

 
<Visual properties><Caption> 

Here you can enter the window title. The frame will be adjusted automatically to the 
requirements. 

 
<Visual properties><Background> 

You can define the color of the window background. Objects drawn directly on the 
work area of the window are adjusted to this color; under the precondition that the 
corresponding objects do not have an own color definition that is overwriting. (obj-
>color = -1) 

 
<Transparency> 

The default setting creates an opaque window. If a transparent look is favored by 
the user, the design can be changed to „transparent“. Then, the transparency of the 
window and the objects can be defined individually by moving the slider bar. Also 
the edge-radius of the frame and the shadow-depth can be changed to your 
preferred look. 
Nevertheless it is recommended to use the default settings, because these are 
automatically adapted whenever changes of the window design are necessary at a 
later time. 

 
<Event properties><Frame>  
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An application can suppress the automatic taking over of changes of a windows size  
(obj->handle |= XI_RESIZE_REQUEST). In this case a message will be sent to the 
application containing the coordinates desired from the user. The application is then 
responsible for actually changing the coordinates (xi_change_obj_size()). 

 
<Event properties><Key properties> 

Every object can define rules for keyboard entries. Rules that are valid for the frame 
object overwrite all individual object rules. 
There is the possibility to capture all keyboard entries (XI_CATCH_ALL_KEYS) or 
just the focus keys (XI_CATCH_FOCUS_KEYS). Valid entries will be passed on to 
the application as XI_KEY - message. The application is then responsible for the 
correct evaluation. With xi_unget_key(), the standard treatment of an individual 
character can be processed 
 

 <Additional><Alignment properties while resizing> 
For every object alignment rules can be defined that are applied when the window 
size is changed. Rules being defined for the frame object will principally overwrite 
individual rules. A general rule here would be <adjust all objects by percentage>. 
(obj->attr |= XI_RESIZE_WIDTH_PROP|XI_RESIZE_HEIGHT_PROP). 
The property <while editing, ignore all alignment properties> allows the user to 
change the size of the window without taking care about the defined alignment rules. 
This property is temporarily set by the GUI builder. 

 
<Additional><Hotkeys> 

Hotkeys are assigned automatically to all selectable objects. This assignment can 
be suppressed with the event attribute XI_NO_AUTO_HOTKEY. 

 
API-Functions: 

xi_diff_draw(), xi_form_draw(), xi_form_redraw(), xi_get_attr(), xi_get_caption(), xi_g
et_color(), xi_get_obj_desc(), xi_get_obj_desc_in(), xi_set_attr(), xi_set_caption(), xi
_set_color(), xi_set_elements(), xi_set_obj_desc() 
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4. Edit Objects 
The following chapter describes the objects contained in the objects toolboxes.  

 
The description differentiates between common and special properties of objects. 

4.1. Common object properties 
The basic rules for all objects are set with the common used object structure 
"Object". Some rules and properties are the same for all objects and are used very 
often. These are given preference here and will be left aside silently in the detailed 
description later on. 
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4.1.1. <Identification> 
Every individual object requires a unique identification number (object ID) for later 
recognition. The GUI builder assigns this unique identification number when creating 
an object. This number cannot be changed. In the input field <Name> you can 
assign an ASCII-string as name. Each entry that deviates from the guideline 
"NAME_", will be entered in the resource header file. The program using the objects 
later on can access them using those names. 
 
The GUI builder creates an own file resourcename.h from all logical names of the 
resource. This file contains all relations between names and numbers as #define-
statements following the C-syntax.  
This file is incorporated with 
 
 #include "resourcename.h"  
 
to make use of the names. 

 
You should only choose names that have a meaningful relation to the purpose of 
your objects. Only names allowed as #define... within the C syntax are valid. Small 
characters will automatically be converted to capital letters. 

 
API-Functions: 

xi_get_name(), xi_set_name() 
 

4.1.2. <Dimensions> 
The object dimensions are defined in pixels. They describe the outer dimensions of 
an object. The coordinates refer to the window origin in the upper left corner of the 
window. The bottom left corner of an object is its origin. 

 
API-Functions: 

xi_change_obj_size(), xi_get_obj_desc(), xi_set_obj_desc() 
 

4.1.3. <Help> 
Most objects supports a help displayed in a little bubble; i.e. when the cursor is 
positioned to the object and remains there a few seconds without movement, a so-
called "bubble" with the corresponding help information will be displayed. It will 
disappear after a short period of time. 

 
API-Functions: 
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xi_get_obj_help(), xi_set_obj_help() 
 

4.1.4. <Object alignment> 

 
After changing the window size or reorganizing objects, the objects can 
automatically be adjusted to the new conditions. Movable lines can be used to 
organize different areas of a window under different criteria. In most of the cases 
this capability eliminates the need to recalculate the object geometry after resizing. 
 
For applying the alignment rules, every rule requires a reference object. This can be 
the surrounding window frame or a movable line. 

 
Following rules are adjustable and changeable at runtime, too: 

 

 Alignment of the main focus to the left reference object. 

 Alignment of the main focus to the reference object above. 

 Alignment of the main focus to the right reference object. 

 Alignment of the main focus to the reference object below. 

 Constant horizontal distance (reference objects <> object margins). 

 Constant vertical distance (reference objects <> object margins). 

 Proportional horizontal adjustment. 

 Proportional vertical adjustment. 
 

The attributes 
are XI_GRAVITY_RIGHT, XI_GRAVITY_BOTTOM, XI_RESIZE_WIDTH, XI_RESIZ
E_HEIGHT, XI_RESIZE_WIDTH_PROP and XI_RESIZE_HEIGHT_PROP.  
 
The default setting is always an orientation of the main focus of the object at the top 
left corner of the window. 

 
API-functions: 

xi_get_attr(), xi_get_obj_desc(), xi_set_attr(), xi_set_obj_desc() 
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4.1.5. <Character set> 

 
 

A font can be selected for every object. It has to be distinguished between the 
standard fonts and additional fonts. 

 
The standard fonts are: 
 

• Courier  
• XiFixed 
• Helvetica 
• Sans Serif 
• Serif 
• Symbol 
• Times New Roman 

 
Courier and XiFixed are fonts with constant character width; all other standard fonts 
have a variable (proportional) character width. The fonts are available in sizes from 
8 to 32 pixels. The type face can be a combination of normal, bold or italic. 
 
Standard fonts are available at runtime on each system after installing XiBase9, 
while additional fonts have to be installed by the user. The font selection box 
enumerates only fonts, which can be accessed in the XiBase9 font directory. On 
platforms like Windows 95, 98, 2000 fonts can be converted with the program 
ttf2xif.exe into the XiBase9 font format. On Linux the font editor XiShowFont 
provides a font conversion from all available fonts supported by the X font server. In 
both cases, the user has to take care about the copyright restrictions. 
 

Font substitution method: 
XiBase9 provides a method to substitute signs which are not available in the 
selected standard font. E.g. all the standard fonts don't include Asian signs. If the 
code of a sign is out of the ANSI-range, XiBase9 looks at the surrounding word and 
the appropriate language the words probably belong to. From a font substitution 
table the appropriate font that supports this sign will be selected. The system global 
substitution table, which can be accomplished by application of specific tables, 
provides the most common combinations. In most cases, it is possible to support all 
necessary languages without explicit definition of the font names. 

 
Default setting: 

Default settings are the preferred method to assign the final font type and font size 
of objects at runtime. The assignment criteria can be adjusted to the desired 
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appearance with the layout editor "XiDesign" (see 12.5.2. Menu <Options><Font 
substitution list> ). 

 
Remark: 

Fonts are loaded into memory with different memory requirements. When programs 
with restricted use of system resources are developed, it is important to use a 
minimum of different fonts or to use default settings. 

 
API-functions: 

xi_get_obj_desc(), xi_get_obj_font_metric(), xi_set_obj_font() 
 

4.1.6. <Object color>, <Text color>, <Active color> 

 
Every object editor allows selecting the background color and, depending on the 
object type, additional colors like text color, active color etc. You can choose from a 
range of 125 predefined colors and default.  
Default means, that the definition of the actual color is performed when the object is 
drawn. The definition of default colors is done centrally with the program "XiDesign". 
This concept allows for a central maintenance of the appearance of all programs 
within a screen. If an object should take on a color with individual color setting, this 
color must be requested from the system and be handed over to the object. 

 
API-functions: 

xi_alloc_color(), xi_free_color(), xi_get_color(), xi_get_obj_desc(), xi_set_color(), xi_
set_color_nr(), xi_set_obj_desc() 
 

4.1.7. <Common Event properties> 
The event attributes of an object decide if and in which form the object can later be 
handled during the program flow. These attributes can be set for all objects with the 
resource editor. A change at runtime is possible with the function xi_set_handling() 
and the arguments XI_SELECTABLE, XI_SIGNAL and XI_DEFAULT. 
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<selectable> 

The attribute XI_SELECTABLE is the precondition for an object to be designated for 
user entries.  
Typical examples would be any kind of button, text input fields, text lists ... If 
<selectable> is switched off, the object can only be used as output field and is 
marked as not selectable. 

 
<send message> 

When this attribute XI_SIGNAL is activated, changes concerning the object are 
immediately reported back to the application program. 
  
Let's take a look at the normal workflow of an application: the application gives the 
XiBase9 server the order to draw a window with xi_form_draw() and waits 
with xi_event() or polls with xi_check_event() for user activities within that window.  
XiBase9 reports only the ID of the touched object. Extended event information has 
to be inquired by the program, if necessary (e.g. current position within a list, 
content of a text input field etc.). 

 
<default object> 

Within every window, only one object can get the property XI_DEFAULT. Only 
button objects can be the default object. XI_DEFAULT causes the object to be 
activated by pressing <RETURN> (treatment identical to mouse click on the object). 
If this attribute is assigned several times within a window, only the object changed 
last will be given this attribute. Default objects are indicated by their thicker frame. 

 
API-functions: 

xi_get_handling(), xi_get_obj_desc(), xi_set_handling(), xi_set_obj_desc() 
 

4.1.8. <Key properties> 
To receive a keyboard event, an object needs to have the keyboard focus. There 
are several possibilities to assign this focus. 

 
<Hotkey> 

All selectable objects that are related to a text can be accessed via hotkeys.  
A hotkey is a combination from <ALT> + <number or letter>. It is assigned 
automatically upon calling xi_form_draw() and is indicated by an underscore in the 
text of an object. Objects like text input fields (XI_ETEXT), combination fields 
(XI_COMBO_BOX) and text selection lists (XI_SELECTION_BOX) can not  
represent a hotkey. The server therefore searches to the left of these objects for a 
nearby text object and uses the text string found there for marking the hotkeys. 
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The automatic hotkey assignment can be suppressed for a single object or for a 
complete window with the event attribute XI_NO_AUTO_HOTKEY. An application 
can assign hotkeys to certain objects before drawing a window (obj->hotkey); but 
you have to pay attention to language dependency and the representability and 
uniqueness of the hotkey. 

  
<Focus keys> 

Focus keys are keys with whom the keyboard focus can be changed. The following 
keys are described as focus keys: 
<XI_TAB>, <XI_BACKTAB>, <XI_LEFT>, <XI_RIGHT>, <XI_UP> and <XI_DOWN>. 
Objects can manipulate the standard treatment, i.e. the maintaining and passing on 
of the keyboard focus. The rules for this are built with the attributes 
XI_CATCH_ALL_KEYS, XI_CATCH_ARROW_KEYS, XI_CATCH_FOCUS_KEYS, 
XI_CATCH_TAB_KEYS and XI_NOT_KEY_SELECTABLE. See xi_set_handling() 
in the programmers reference manual. 

 
API-functions: 

xi_get_handling(), xi_get_obj_desc(), xi_set_handling(), xi_set_obj_desc() 
 

4.2. Individual object properties 
In this chapter, the characteristics deferring from the common properties will be 
described. A rough graduation is done via the object type. 
 

4.2.1. Menu 
 
Object type: 

XI_MAIN_MENU 
XI_SUB_MENU 

 
Function: 

Main menu items are thematically inserted into structure menus via submenus. The 
submenu items belonging to a topic can be accessed by clicking on a main menu 
item. The submenus are listed in a separate window below the main menu item 
(drop-down menu). If submenus are agreed, activating a main menu item does not 
lead to any action. 
Main menus can only conditionally be placed freely. After pickup from the object 
toolbox a new main menu item always adds to the end of the menu line. 
Main menu items can be rearranged within the menu line with the mouse: the main 
menu key is grabbed with the mouse, moved to the desired new position within the 
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menu line and released there. The menu item lying below will be displaced to the 
right. A rearrangement like this also rearranges the corresponding submenu items. 
Different from all the other window objects, main menus cannot be selected. 
Copying, moving or deleting is therefore only possible with a single object. 
Menus can be tested in the resource editor with respect to appearance and behavior 
using <ALT> + <Cursor keys or the hotkeys>. 

 
Object editor: 

 

<Main menu><Identification> 
Assignment of an ASCII name to an object ID For main menus, assigning of a name 
is only necessary, if you want to change the properties at runtime.  

 
<Main menu><Menu text> 

Text to be displayed as menu entry within the menu bar. The text can be taken from 
the text pool of the resource or it can be entered directly. 

 
<Main menu><Event properties> 

In order to display the submenus assigned to the main menu, the object must be 
selectable. 

 
<Sub menus> 

The submenu list shows all submenus subordinated under the main menu with their 
properties. The listing corresponds to the actual order of sub menus from top down. 
A new submenu can be added by pressing the <New menu entry> icon. Changes of 
a submenu object can be done by double clicking on the item or pressing the <Edit 
property> icon and removing of an entry from the list is done by activating the 
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<Delete entry> icon. The order of entries can be changed by moving lines in the list 
with the left mouse key or with the <Move up> or <Move down> icon. 
Adding a new submenu or changing the properties opens a new form which allows 
predefining the properties of the submenu entry. 

 

<General><Identification> 
Assignment of an ASCII name to an object ID 

 
<General><Use as> 

A sub menu entry can be used as text entry or as horizontal dividing line. A 
horizontal dividing line uses the property  
obj->attr |= XI_MENU_SEPARATOR 
and is excluded from event handling. 
 

<Appearance><Text> 
Text to be displayed as sub menu entry. The text can be taken from the text pool of 
the resource or it can be entered directly. 

 
<Appearance><Icon> 

A sub menu entry can be combined with an icon, optionally. The menu object can 
refer to a predefined system icon or an icon out of the icon pool. 

 
<Properties><Event properties> 

The properties <selectable> and <send message> are used to enable the menu 
entry to send a message to the application if touched. 
The property <activated> places a check mark in front of the text string. Dynamically 
exchanging of the check mark can be done with xi_set_state() or obj->state |= 
XI_CHECKED. 
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<Properties><Visual properties> 

A sub menu can be set to be initially invisible. This property is exchangeable while 
runtime with xi_set_attr() and the attribute XI_INVISIBLE. 

 
API-functions: 

xi_get_attr(), xi_get_handling(), xi_get_obj_desc(), xi_get_state(), xi_get_text(), xi_s
et_attr(), xi_set_handling(), xi_set_obj_desc(), xi_set_state(), xi_set_text() 
 

4.2.2. Tabs 

 
 
Object type: 

XI_REGISTER 
 
Function: 

A register is an object that allows thematically subdividing parts of a window. A 
register is set up like an index-card box being looked at from the front. At the 
margins, you can see the tabs which describe the contents. If you click on a tab, the 
content of the corresponding register card will be displayed. 
Every tab can have an individual index card or can use the index card of another tab 
(see below <Tabs>). 
Objects are assigned to the various index cards through a reference in the object 
structure. 
obj->refer_to_obj = Register name 
obj->refer_to_nr = Index card 
The GUI builder performs this assignment automatically as soon as an object is 
dragged into an index card from a position lying outside the index card. 

 
In most cases the register is used with a visible frame and visible tabs which allows 
selecting the individual register card by pressing the appropriate tab. But it is also 
possible to use a register without tabs and frame. Now, the register object allows 
reorganizing the part of the window which is covered by it, by simply selecting the 
appropriate card with xi_set_pos(). 

 
Object editor: 
<General><Object type> 

Various layouts for the register object can be selected with the following visual 
attributes: 
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• Register object with frame and tabs on top of it is the default setting. 
(XI_REGISTER_BOTTOM = FALSE) 

• Register object with frame and tabs on bottom requires the attribute 
XI_REGISTER_BOTTOM = TRUE. 

• Register object with a group box frame (XI_REGISTER_CONTAINER). The text 
of the group box is used from the current activated tab.  

• Register object with no tabs and no frame need the attribute XI_NO_FRAME. 
 
<Event properties><General> 

To select an index card with mouse or keyboard, the object has to be assigned the 
attribute <selectable>. Optional a message will be send to the application after 
changing a tab if the attribute <XI_SIGNAL> is used. 

 
Additionally, specific tabs can be excluded from the event handling. This 
arrangement is set when the individual tabs are defined. 

 
<Event properties><Key properties> 
Every tab can be assigned a hotkey. As with other objects, the hotkeys either can 
be automatically assigned without consideration or can be manually assigned.  

 
<Tabs> 

 

The list shows all tabs and their assignment to index cards from left to right order. 
As initialization value, every tab is assigned a new index card number. If an index 
card is to be used by several tabs, only the assignment has to be adjusted. 
A new tab can be added by pressing the <Add entry> icon. Changes of a tab entry 
can be done by double clicking on the item or pressing the <Edit entry> icon and 
removing of an entry from the list is done by activating the <Remove entry> icon. 
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The order of entries can be changed by moving lines in the list with the left mouse 
key or with the <Move up> or <Move down> icon. 
Adding a new tab or changing the properties opens a new form which allows 
predefining the properties of the tab. 

 

<Title> Text of the tab. 
<Assignment> Index card assigned to the tab. 
<Hotkey> Hotkey for manual hotkey assignment. 
<invisible> the tab shall be initially invisible. 
<not selectable> the tab can't be activated. 

 
API-functions: 

xi_get_attr(), xi_get_color(), xi_get_handling(), xi_get_obj_desc(), xi_get_pos(), xi_g
et_register(), xi_get_text(), xi_set_attr(), xi_set_color(), xi_set_handling(), xi_set_obj
_desc(), xi_set_pos(), xi_set_register(), xi_set_text() 
 

4.2.3. Group Box, Background object 

 
 
Object type: 

XI_GROUP_BOX 
 
Function: 

The group box is a pure design object. It serves for emphasizing or summarizing 
one or more objects. Text objects and icon objects being located totally within a 
group box take on its object color as background color. The design of the object is 
defined generally with the layout editor "XiDesign", but can be changed if it is 
necessary for design reasons. 
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The group box object can be used as rectangular colored background, too. In this 
special case, text information is suppressed. The background can be equipped with 
a color gradient in different directions. If the screen masks should be displayed on 
graphics hardware with less than 16 Bits per pixel color depth, the color gradient 
function is disabled. The complete background rectangle is than colored with the 
color defined as the objects background color. 

 
Object editor: 
<Visual properties><Frame design> 

The appearance of the frame can individually be adjusted. However, in order to 
achieve a homogeneous appearance of the software, this capability should be used 
sparsely. 
If "Color gradient" is selected, the text property is disabled. The <Color gradient> 
selection box can be used to specify the type of color gradient.  

 
<Visual properties><3D-depth> 

The 3D-depth determines the width of the surrounding frame. 
 
<Visual properties><Color gradient> 

If the <Frame design> is "Color gradient", this selection object shows the current 
type of color gradient. 

 
<Visual properties><Frame color> 

The <Frame color> selector offers a choice of predefined system colors which can 
be applied for the surrounding frame of the object. 

 
<Visual properties><Gradient color> 

The <Gradient color> determines the second color of the color gradient. It will be 
ignored if the local graphics engine isn't able to support true color. 

 
<Text> 

The text of a group box object can be taken from the text pool of the resource or it 
can be entered directly. As soon as the switch <Text pool> is activated, a list 
appears containing the entries agreed upon for the pool. With <browse> you can 
exchange the selected entry.  

 
API-functions: 

xi_get_attr(), xi_get_color(), xi_get_obj_desc(), xi_get_text(), xi_set_attr(), xi_set_col
or(), xi_set_obj_desc(), xi_set_text(), xi_set_text_from() 
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4.2.4. Buttons 

 
 
Object type: 

XI_BTEXT, XI_BICON, XI_OK_BOX, XI_CANCEL_BOX 
 
Function: 

Buttons are objects with a frame in form of a button, whose surface consists of text, 
icons or a combination of both.  
With the event attributes XI_DOUBLE_STATE, XI_REPEAT and 
XI_RADIO_BUTTON the dynamic behavior of these objects is defined: 

 
• Push button, is the default setting 
• Toggle button with two possible states, XI_DOUBLE_STATE is set 
• Repeat button, XI_REPEAT is set 
• Radio button, XI_RADIO_BUTTON+XI_DOUBLE_STATE is set 

 
Up to 255 radio buttons can be supported per window. The entry obj->group assigns 
the object to the appropriate radio button group. 
 
The object types XI_OK_BOX and XI_CANCEL_BOX can be used only once per 
window. 
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Object editor:  
<Visual properties><Appearance><Design> 

With xi_set_obj_desc() the shape of the object can be changed from default to 
rectangular, rectangular with shadow, rectangular with frame, rounded edges, round, 
XP buttons or as hyperlink. 

 
<Visual properties><Appearance><Mouse over> 

With the event property XI_RAISE_IF_MOUSE_OVER, objects of type XI_BICON 
will be drawn without a button frame. Only, when the mouse pointer is over the 
object, a frame appears.  

 
<Visual properties><Appearance><Button state> 

Buttons are normally placed with the default setting, but the user has manifold 
possibilities to define his preferred look with the function xi_set_color(). The colors 
of the button, the text and the frame can be altered in the various buttons states:  
Button state: normal 
Button state: mouse over (the color changes, when the mouse pointer is over the 
object) 
Button state: active (color of the switch in activated state) 
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Button state: input focus 
 
The individual change of the frame should only be used sparsely in order to achieve 
a homogeneous appearance of the software. 
 

<Event properties><Default object> 
Only one object per window can own the default property. This object is outlined 
with a dark frame. The object sends a message upon pressing the <RETURN>-key, 
even if it does not have the keyboard focus. 

 
<Event properties><Activated> 

The object is displayed in an activated state when the window is drawn. 
 
<Event properties><Switching properties> 

<Push button>, a message is sent upon confirmation. The switch status cannot be 
changed. 
<Toggle button>, the object can toggle between two states, on and off. 
<Repeat button>, repeated messages, comparable to a keyboard button, will be 
sending to the application while pressed. 
<Radio button>, works like a toggle button, but resets all other objects belonging to 
the same radio button group. The assignment to a group is defined using the 
structure entry obj->group. The current switch can be inquired 
with xi_get_active_switch(). 

 
<Text / Image><Text> 

Text to be displayed. The text can be taken from the text pool of the resource or it 
can be entered directly.  
If the text string doesn’t fit into one line, a line wrap will be done automatically by the 
server. The control character "\n" enforces a line feed, too. 

 
<Text / Image><Icon> 

An object of type XI_BICON uses, additionally to the text, an icon on its surface. 
Such icon buttons can improve the look and feel of screen masks, but they require 
additional resources. Multiple used icons should therefore be taken from the icon 
pool.  
 
With <browse> the icon bitmap can be selected either from the icon pool or from the 
file system. <edit> invokes an icon editor, which allows editing a new or 
manipulating an existing icon. 
 
The icon size always is 32x32 pixels. When small object dimensions are used, those 
icons can be reduced to 16x16 pixels with <reduce size>. Icons displayed in normal 
size can be equipped with a shadow, automatically. 
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API-functions: 

xi_get_active_switch(), xi_get_attr(), xi_get_handling(), xi_get_obj_desc(), xi_get_s
witch(), xi_get_text(), xi_set_attr(), xi_set_default_obj(), xi_set_handling(), xi_set_ob
j_desc(), xi_set_switch(), xi_set_text(), xi_set_text_from() 
 

4.2.5. Predefined buttons  

 
 
Object types: 

XI_OK_BOX 
XI_CANCEL_BOX 
XI_CONTINUE_BOX 
XI_YES_BOX 
XI_NO_BOX 
XI_LEFT_BOX 
XI_UP_BOX 
XI_RIGHT_BOX 
XI_DOWN_BOX 

 
Function: 

Predefined buttons are a special form of a normal button or icon button. Nearly 
every window and all dialogue boxes require one or more of those objects. By using 
predefined common objects, the appearance can be unified and the resource 
consumption can be decreased.  
The appearance is defined largely adjustable by the layout editor "XiDesign". For 
example, it can be defined if those keys are to be drawn with text and icon or only 
with text. With the editor, the texts as well as the individual symbols can be defined 
for all applications at the same time and can be changed dependent on the national 
language. At runtime, the texts and the icons can be changed as well. See 
(xi_set_text(), xi_set_icon()). 

 
Some predefined keys have fixed assigned object names. A predefined object 
having a fixed assigned object name must only be used once per window. These 
are: XI_OK, XI_CANCEL, XI_CONTINUE, XI_YES and XI_NO. 

 
API-functions: 

xi_get_attr(), xi_get_handling(), xi_get_obj_desc(), xi_set_attr(), xi_set_default_obj()
, xi_set_handling(), xi_set_icon(),xi_set_obj_desc(), xi_set_text() 
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4.2.6. Static Text 

 
 
Object type: 

XI_TEXT 
 
Function:  

The text object displays a static text by using one or more lines. The object can be 
displayed with and without frame. All text signs, that don't fit into the objects 
geometry, will be truncated. For multilingual applications the bounding rectangles 
should be generously sized to avoid language dependent clippings of the texts. 
If the text string fits not into one line a line wrap will be done automatically by the 
server. The control sequence "\\n" enforces a line feed, too. 

 
Object editor:  
<Visual properties><Background> 

There are four different modes to display the background adjustable up to the 
favoured look: 
 

• colored, is the default setting 
• transparent, text will be drawn without changing the background 
• frame lowered, a colored rectangle with a lowered frame and text 
• frame raised, a colored rectangle with a raised frame and text 

 
The frame dimensions correspond to the object dimensions. 
 

<Visual properties><Text alignment> 
The text can be aligned within the object dimensions. 
 

API-functions: 
xi_get_attr(), xi_get_obj_desc(), xi_get_text(), xi_set_attr(), xi_set_obj_desc(), xi_set
_text(), xi_set_text_from() 
 

4.2.7. Text input field, Combo box 

 
 
Object type: 
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XI_COMBO_BOX, XI_ETEXT 
 
Function: 

The text input field, as well as the combo box, serves for input of texts. The only 
difference between a combo box and a text input field is the list of proposals, which 
can be preset and invoked by the combo box object. The text list can be preset by 
the GUI builder or set dynamically with xi_set_combo_box(). 
 
Every character changeable by the user has to be enabled for editing via a 
permission template and a validity template. 
 
First the permission template is checked for editability at the appropriate position. 
Each editable position has to be enabled with a "_" at the corresponding position in 
the permission string. 
 
Second, the validity template tells the server the range of validity of key codes, 
which are allowed to be used. Key codes, which don't match the validity range, will 
be ignored. 
 
The content of the validity template can be the one of the following signs: 
 
"a":  Small letters, capital letters will be converted 
"A":  Capital letters, small letters will be converted 
"d":  Decimal input, numbers, ".", ",", "+", "-" 
"f":  File names for the corresponding operating system 
  Capital-, small letters, numbers, "/", "*", "?", ".", "_" 
"n":  Small letters, numbers, "_", "-", "+" 
  Capital letters are compulsorily converted 
"N":  Capital letters, numbers, "_", "-", "+"  
  Small letters are compulsorily converted 
"x":  all characters allowed 
"X":  all characters allowed 
"9":  Numbers, "-", "+", ".", "*", "/", "&", "|", "~" 
"0" - "9": User defined patterns 
 
The programmer can define up to 10 user defined conversion patterns for each 
resource. The definition can be done with the resource editor using 
<Resource><Common objects><Input pattern> or dynamically 
with xi_set_etext_valid(). With xi_set_etext() a text proposal and the corresponding 
templates can be set. It the templates are predefined by the GUI builder, the 
function xi_set_text() will set an initial text string with less effort.  
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Remark: 
User defined conversion patterns can only be applied for the ASCII-range. 

 
The object is released for editing with XI_SELECTABLE. Normally the entries from 
editable text objects are inquired upon quitting a complete window; individual 
change notifications are not issued. In case of the necessity of filtering the input or 
processing each resulting changes of the object by the application, several 
properties can be activated: 

 
Message after <RETURN> 

After pressing the <RETURN> key the application gets a message. It can now 
inquire the objects resulting text with xi_get_text(). 

 
Message before any changes 

If the object has the keyboard focus, the key code will not be processed. A message 
is send to the application. The last key code, the current text cursor position and 
insert mode can be asked with xi_get_etext_event(). The application is now able to 
manipulate the key code and return it to the server for displaying 
with xi_unget_key(). 

 
Message after changes 

The application receives a change notification after each processed key code. The 
resulting text can be inquired with xi_get_text(). 

 
Catch all focus keys 

Catching of the focus keys prevents the automatic pass on of the keyboard focus. 
 

Asian languages like Japanese, Chinese or Korean require an input method editor 
(IME). If the validity template enables the use of all signs with "x" or "X", the IME will 
be activated automatically,  

 
Object editor:  
<General><Object type> 

The default setting is visible editing. For typing in passwords, a hidden input can be 
selected. All characters typed in will be displayed with an asterisk "*".  

 
<Visual properties><Text alignment> 

The edited text will be aligned within the input field according to the desired rule. 
 
<Event properties><no message> 

Principally, the object does not send a message. The edited texts are inquired 
with xi_get_text(); e.g. after a central confirmation of a window. 
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<Event properties><message after RETURN> 
After pressing the <RETURN>-key the application receives a message. 

 
<Event properties><message before any changes> 

After each keyboard action, a message is sent. The application requests the key 
code with xi_get_etext_event() and gives it back manipulated with xi_unget_key(). 

 
<Event properties><message after changes> 

The application receives after each processed key code a change notification. The 
resulting text can be inquired with xi_get_text(). 

 
<Event properties><Hotkey> 

The object itself can't display a hotkey. Therefore, the server assigns a hotkey label 
to a nearby text object left to the input object. If the hotkey is activated, the keyboard 
focus is set to the input field. 

 
<Selection list> 

The selection list is a text list with proposal texts. The list can be preset with the GUI 
builder and be changed at runtime. It can only be applied for objects of type 
XI_COMBO_BOX. 

 
<Input properties><Text> 

Proposal text. 
 
<Input properties><Permission> 

The permission string defines the editable positions of the text field. 
 
<Input properties><Validity template> 

The validity template tells the server the range of validity of key codes, which are 
allowed to be used. 

 
API-functions: 

xi_get_attr(), xi_get_etext(), xi_get_etext_event(), xi_get_etext_valid(), xi_get_handli
ng(), xi_get_obj_desc(), xi_get_text(), xi_obj_scroll(), xi_set_attr(), xi_set_etext(), xi_
set_etext_valid(), xi_set_obj_desc(), xi_set_text(), xi_set_text_from(),  
 

4.2.8. Selection box 
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Object type: 
XI_P_BOX, XI_SELECTION_BOX 

 
Function: 

The objects XI_SELECTION_BOX and XI_P_BOX allow selecting a text entry from 
a text list.  
With object type XI_SELECTION_BOX, a list containing text entries pops up when 
you click the arrow key on the right. If the argument list comprises of many values, 
the pop up list can be scrolled.  
The object XI_P_BOX differs from XI_SELECTION_BOX only by a different 
visualization. Only one text entry can be displayed at the same time. With the arrow 
left or arrow right, the text list can be scrolled to the previous or to the next entry. 
Unlike the list objects, the selection box object can be statically preset. Changing 
the text list at runtime can be achieved with the function xi_set_para_obj(). 
A long value can be assigned to each text entry of the list. This value can be 
inquired with xi_get_pvalue(). 
 

Object editor: 
<General><Object type> 

Objects of type XI_COMBO_BOX, XI_SELECTION_BOX and XI_P_BOX can 
exchange their look and feel dynamically. 

 
<Visual properties><Text alignment> 

The text alignment within the object borders can be centered, left or right aligned. 
This property will not be applied for the popup list. 

 
<Event properties><Hotkey> 

The object itself can't display a hotkey. Therefore, the server assigns a hotkey label 
to a nearby text object left to the input object. If the hotkey is activated, the keyboard 
focus is set to the input field. 

 
<Selection list> 

The selection list is a text list with proposal texts. This list can be preset by the GUI 
builder and be changed at runtime.  

 
Each text entry can be assigned to a numerical value. The user will only see the text 
string. The assigned numerical value can only be inquired by the program. It's used 
for enabling language independent argument inquiry. 

 
Control buttons: 
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The <Add entry> icon is used to add a new line to the list. Double clicking on an 
item or pressing the <Edit entry> icon invokes a small form which allows predefining 
the properties of the entry. This are: 
<Title> Text of the entry. 
<Assignment> Numerical value. 
Removing an entry can be processed by pressing the <DEL> key or the <Remove 
entry> icon.  
The order of the text list can be changed by moving lines in the list with the left 
mouse key or with the <Move up> or <Move down> icon. 

 
API-functions: 

xi_change_text(), xi_get_text(), xi_get_pvalue(), xi_get_pos(), xi_set_para_obj(), xi_
set_pos(), xi_set_pvalue(), xi_set_text()  
 

4.2.9. Numerical selection box 

 
 
Object type: 

XI_SPIN_CONTROL 
 
Function: 

The numerical selection box allows selecting integer values from a range of 0 to a 
freely selectable maximum number. The selection always starts with 0 and it is done 
by using the arrow keys or by direct editing the number. If a manually input figure 
cannot be assigned to the defined value range, the system tries to set the most 
plausible value. 
In many cases, an output deviating from a plain number display of the value range is 
required; i.e. the output shall be assigned a physical unit and be displayed as 
floating point value. This can be forced with a control string comparable to "printf()".  
 

Object editor:  
<Event properties><Hotkey> 

The object itself can't display a hotkey. Therefore, the server assigns a hotkey label 
to a nearby text object left to the input object. If the hotkey is activated, the keyboard 
focus is set to the input field. 

 
<Additional><Steps> 

Please enter the value range here. It always starts at 0 and ends at the value 
defined in the input field. 
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<Additional><Display formatting rules> 
Using the formatting string, a scaled output of the display value can be forced. The 
display value will be derived from the position value based on the following rule: 

 
Display value = (Position x Factor)+Offset; 

 
The display is formatted using the rules of the "printf()"-command. Only floating 
point operands must be used. 
The result will be immediately displayed at the objects background. 

 
API-functions: 

xi_get_attr(), xi_get_handling(), xi_get_obj_desc(), xi_get_pos(), xi_get_text(), xi_set
_attr(), xi_set_obj_desc(), xi_set_pos() 
 

4.2.10. Text list 

 
 
Object type: 

XI_L_BOX used as text list 
 
Function: 

Display of text in a scrollable list object. A text list organized as pointer field or as 
character string with line separators ("\n") can be transferred to the list object. The 
transfer is done at run time. 

 
The text lists have versatile event properties. Following properties, which are 
defined with XI_SELECTABLE, XI_SIGNAL, XI_ENABLE_DRAG_DROP and 
XI_HIGHLIGHT_TEXT in combination with the event mode, are possible: 

 
• Display only 
• Only one line of the list is selectable 
• Any combinations of lines are selectable at the same time 
• Enable drag & drop actions 
• Highlight all selected lines completely 
• Highlight only the text strings of the selected lines 

 
XI_SELECTABLE releases the list for every user transaction and XI_SIGNAL 
immediately results in an event feedback. XI_ENABLE_DRAG_DROP allows "Drag 
and Drop" actions with a selection of list entries. If the line text contains a symbol, a 
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"Drag and Drop" cursor is built using the first symbol from the left. The cursor will 
remain visible during the move process. The resulting event can be inquired 
with xi_get_list_event().  

Remark:  
"Drag and Drop" actions for multiple lines are only supported, if the property 
XI_HIGHLIGHT_TEXT is set. 

 
To visualize hierarchical relations, tree structures are used very often. This 
representation can be done with an essentially clearer layout using symbols which 
are derived from icons and some vector characters. Incorporating icons with 32x32 
pixels resolution is simplified with the API command xi_make_text_icon(). The 
available vector characters are as follows: 

 
 XI_KEY_SPACE: Empty space with 16 pixels width 
 XI_KEY_VLINE: Vertical line 
 XI_KEY_JUNCTION: Junction 
 XI_KEY_JUNCTION_PLUS: Junction with plus button 
 XI_KEY_JUNCTION_MINUS: Junction with minus button 
 XI_KEY_END_JUNCTION: End junction 
 XI_KEY_END_JUNCTION_PLUS: End junction with plus button 
 XI_KEY_END_JUNCTION_MINUS: End junction with minus button 
 

All vector characters have a width of 16 pixels and are available for every font. The 
sub program xi_make_tree_struct() can assist with the tree structure when the 
visual layout is generated. 

 
Object editor: 
<Visual Attribute><Slider> 

Usually sliders are automatically assigned to the object depending on the list 
content. A deviating configuration can be set with a combination from obj->attr |= 
XI_NO_AUTO_SLIDER and the corresponding combination of window components 
within obj->elements. 

 
<Visual properties><Vertical distance> 

The vertical distance of lines can be increased without changing the font size. This 
can be useful if the representation seems too crowded or icons should be integrated 
within the text. To avoid overlapping icons, a minimum height (height of font + line 
distance) of 16 pixels is required. 

 
A minimum distance for text lines is predefined by the system. This distance will be 
added to the chosen font size. Values below will be ignored. 

 
<Visual properties><Caption> 
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A text list may have a title bar. Dependent on the caption string the title bar is added 
or removed. The text in the title bar can be adjusted. 
The caption can be changed at runtime with xi_set_caption(). 

 
<Event handling><Selectable caption> 

The caption button can be enabled for touching, if the event property 
XI_SELECTABLE_CAPTION is set. After touching the title bar, an event of type 
XI_CAPTION_EVENT will be send to the application. 

 
<Event properties><Drag and drop> 

The property XI_ENABLE_DRAG_DROP enables the server to perform "Drag and 
Drop" actions with a selection of entries. "Drag and Drop" actions are restricted to 
the single line mode or to the multi lines mode in combination with the property 
XI_HIGHLIGHT_TEXT. Information about the destination of the action can be 
enquired from the event structure. 

 
<Event properties><General usage> 

The operation mode of the object can be defined using the structure entry obj-
>event_mode or when setting the list dynamically with xi_set_list(). The supported 
operation modes are: 
• 0: Display only 
• 1: Only one line of the table is selectable 
• 2: Any combinations of lines are selectable at the same time 

 
<Event properties><Highlighting> 

The presentation of selected entries can be defined. The standard setting highlights 
always a complete line. With the visual attribute XI_HIGHLIGHT_TEXT only the text 
string of a line will be highlighted. 

 
<Event properties><Size adjustment> 

The attribute (obj->handle |= XI_VARIABLE_SIZE) has priority above all other 
alignment rules.  
The bottom right corner of the object is joined with the bottom right corner of the 
window work area; so that size changes of the window have a direct impact on the 
size of the object. The top left corner of the object always keeps the same distance 
to the origin of the window work area. 

 
<Event properties><Refresh> 

When the user resizes objects with any input device, the server first refreshes the 
objects and sends then a message to the application. Under special circumstances 
it may be necessary to reorganize the content of an object before it will be refreshed. 
The event property XI_CATCH_UPDATEINFO prevents the object to be refreshed 
automatically. 
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API-functions: 

xi_change_list(), xi_get_attr(), xi_get_caption(), xi_get_length(), xi_get_lmarks(), xi_
get_obj_desc(), xi_get_pos(), xi_get_text(), xi_get_textlist(), xi_make_text_ctrl(), xi_
make_text_icon(), xi_make_tree_struct(), xi_obj_scroll(), xi_obj_synchronize(), xi_se
t_attr(), xi_set_caption(), xi_set_line_distance(), xi_set_list(), xi_set_lmarks(), xi_set
_obj_desc(), xi_set_pos(), xi_set_text() 
 

4.2.11. Text table 

 
 
Object type: 

XI_L_BOX used as text table 
 
Function: 

Displays or edits a text list in form of a table. A text list organized as pointer field or 
as character string with line separators ("\n") can be transferred to the object. The 
assignment of the individual text entries to the appropriate column are done with 
subsequent use of tabulator keys ("\t") in each text string. The transfer is done at run 
time.  
The function xi_set_tabs() determines the count and the dimensions of the columns 
of a table. Capabilities which exceed the default settings can be defined 
with xi_set_tab_ext(). This are: 
 
• the background color 
• the design 
• the text alignment 
• event properties 
• edit properties. 

 
If required, the extended capabilities can be set per table entry. In most cases the 
use of the same settings for all entries per column is desired. So, it is sufficient to 
equip only the entries of the first line with the desired properties. That's the mode 
the GUI builder is able to support. 

  
The text table has versatile event properties. Following properties, which are defined 
with XI_SELECTABLE, XI_SIGNAL, XI_ENABLE_DRAG_DROP, 
XI_HIGHLIGHT_FIRST and XI_HIGHLIGHT_TEXT in combination with the event 
mode, are possible: 

 
• Display only 
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• Only one line of the table is selectable 
• Any combinations of lines are selectable at the same time 
• Enable "Drag & Drop" actions 
• Highlight all selected lines completely 
• Highlight only the text strings in the first column of the selected lines 
• Enable the selection of single entries 

 
XI_SELECTABLE releases the table object for every user transaction and 
XI_SIGNAL immediately results in an event feedback. XI_ENABLE_DRAG_DROP 
allows "Drag and Drop" actions with a selection of entries of the list. If the line text 
contains a symbol, a cursor is built using the first symbol from the left. The cursor 
will remain visible during the move process. The resulting event can be inquired 
with xi_get_list_event().  

Remark: 
"Drag and Drop" actions for multiple lines are only supported, if the property 
XI_HIGHLIGHT_TEXT and XI_HIGHLIGHT_FIRST are set. If single entries of the 
table can be selected, drag & drop isn't supported. 

 
To visualize hierarchical relations, tree structures are used very often. This 
representation can be done with an essentially clearer layout using symbols which 
are derived from icons and some vector characters. Incorporating icons with 32x32 
pixels resolution is made easier with the API command xi_make_text_icon(). The 
available vector characters are as follows: 

 
 XI_KEY_SPACE: Empty space with 16 pixels width 
 XI_KEY_VLINE: Vertical line 
 XI_KEY_JUNCTION: Junction 
 XI_KEY_JUNCTION_PLUS: Junction with plus button 
 XI_KEY_JUNCTION_MINUS: Junction with minus button 
 XI_KEY_END_JUNCTION: End junction 
 XI_KEY_END_JUNCTION_PLUS: End junction with plus button 
 XI_KEY_END_JUNCTION_MINUS: End junction with minus button 
 

All vector characters have a width of 16 pixels and are available for every font. The 
sub program xi_make_tree_struct() can assist with the tree structure when the 
visual layout is generated. 

 
Editable text entries: 

A table object is not only able to display texts. It can also be used for text input. 
Each element of the table can be equipped with text input capabilities comparable to 
the text input field (XI_ETEXT). A table object can be designed for working in a 
mixed mode. That means, that text input fields can be combined with table elements 
with pure text output functionality. This enhanced mode can be activated through 
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<Event properties><General usage><editable table entries>. Once it is activated, 
the single table elements offer extended features. Each element can 
• get its own color and design 
• be enabled for generating events if touched 
• get text input capabilities 
• possess own edit templates 

 
Object editor: 
    <Visual Attribute><Slider> 

Usually sliders are assigned to the object automatically depending on the list 
content. A deviating configuration can be set with a combination from obj->attr |= 
XI_NO_AUTO_SLIDER and the corresponding combination of window components 
within obj->elements. 

 
<Visual properties><Vertical distance> 

The vertical distance of lines can be increased without changing the font size. This 
can be useful if the representation seems too crowded or icons should be integrated 
within the text. To avoid overlapping icons, a minimum height (height of font + line 
distance) of 16 pixels is required. 

 
A minimum distance for text lines is predefined by the system. This distance will be 
added to the chosen font size. Values below will be ignored. 

 
<Event handling><Selectable caption> 

The caption buttons for all columns can be enabled for touching by the use of the 
property XI_SELECTABLE_CAPTION. After touching one caption button, an event 
of type XI_CAPTION_EVENT will be send to the application. 

 
<Event properties><Drag and drop> 

The property XI_ENABLE_DRAG_DROP enables the server to perform "Drag and 
Drop" actions. "Drag and Drop" actions are restricted to the single line mode or to 
the multi lines mode in combination with the property XI_HIGHLIGHT_TEXT and 
XI_HIGHLIGHT_FIRST. Information about the destination of the action can be 
enquired from the event structure. 

 
<Event properties><General usage> 

The operation mode of the object can be defined using the structure entry obj-
>event_mode or when setting the list dynamically with xi_set_list(). The supported 
operation modes are: 
• 0: Display only 
• 1: Only one line of the table is selectable 
• 2: Any combinations of lines are selectable at the same time 
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• 3: Single entries can be selected 
 
<Event properties><Highlighting> 

The presentation of selected entries can be defined. The standard setting highlights 
always a complete line.  With the visual attributes XI_HIGHLIGHT_TEXT and 
XI_HIGHLIGHT_FIRST, only the text string of the first column of a line will be 
highlighted. 

 
<Event properties><Keyboard input messages> 

If the operation mode of the object is set to editable table entries, the keyboard 
events can be handled in various ways: 
• no message is generated 
• message before any changes 
• message after changes 

The behavior is controlled by the attributes XI_CATCH_ALL_KEYS and 
XI_SIGNAL_AFTER_CHANGES. If XI_CATCH_ALL_KEYS is used, details of the 
event message can be asked with xi_get_event_info(). The manipulated key codes 
can be returned for further processing with xi_unget_key(). 

 
<Event properties><Size adjustment> 

The attribute (obj->handle |= XI_VARIABLE_SIZE) has priority above all other 
alignment rules.  
The bottom right corner of the object is joined with the bottom right corner of the 
window work area; so changing the windows size has a direct impact on the size of 
the object. The top left corner of the object always keeps the same distance to the 
origin of the window work area. 

 
<Event properties><Refresh> 

When the user resizes objects with any input device, the server first refreshes the 
objects and sends then a message to the application. Under special circumstances 
it may be necessary to reorganize the content of an object before it will be refreshed. 
The event property XI_CATCH_UPDATEINFO prevents the object to be refreshed 
automatically. 

 
<Additional><General table properties> 

 
The general table properties are applied to all entries of the table. 

<Columns> 
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A table can manage up to 255 columns. The minimum number of columns is two. 
<Horizontal distance>  

The space between two columns of a table can be sized. It's recommended, if a 
touch screen shall be used as input medium and the column widths are to be 
influenced by the user. 

<Dividing lines>  
A visible vertical separation line can be inserted between columns. If the property 
XI_MOVABLE_TABS is set, these lines can be used to resize the width of the 
columns. 

<Movable columns>  
The event property XI_MOVABLE_TABS enables the user to resize the width of the 
columns. Resizing can be done by dragging a vertical separation line or the border 
between caption buttons. 

<Frame design> 
To improve the sculptural appearance of a table, in all entries of a column the 
display can be deepened, embossed or presented without frame. A special 
treatment of individual elements can be performed dynamically with the 
functions xi_set_tab_element() and xi_set_tab_ext(). 

 
<Additional><Column properties> 

 
The column properties are displayed in a table and are valid for all entries of the 
column. With the control buttons the list can be administrated. 

 
The <Add entry> icon is used to add a new column to the list.  
Removing an entry can be processed by pressing the <Remove entry> icon.  
The order of the columns can be changed with the <Move up> or <Move down> 
icons. 
 
Finally the <Edit entry> icon, or touching the number of the entry in the column list, 
invokes a small form which allows changing the properties of the column. 
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The properties of a column are: 
 
<Caption> 

Title of the column. 
<Column width> 

Width of the column. If the width of the last column is defined as-1, this column will 
use the space up to the right margin of the working area. 

<Text alignment> 
The text of the entries can be displayed centered, left or right aligned. 

<Frame design> 
Each entry can be displayed with a lowered or raised frame or completely without 
frame. If using the default setting, the final setting can be edited with the layout 
editor "XiDesign". 

<Background>  
The default background is the color of the table object. Each entry can get its own 
color which overwrites the default setting. 

<Selectable>  
Elements with this property can be selected with the keyboard or the mouse and 
they can send a message to the application if the table object has the property 
XI_SIGNAL set. 

<Editable>  
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Each Element can be used as text input field with corresponding capabilities as 
regular text input fields (XI_ETEXT). 

<Permission>, <Validity>  
If a table entry is editable, it needs permission and validity strings. 

 
Remark: 

The GUI builder provides the presetting of complete columns by defining the 
elements of the first line, only. While runtime each entry can be equipped with own 
properties by using the function xi_set_tab_ext() or xi_set_tab_element(). 

 
API-functions: 

xi_change_list(), xi_get_attr(), xi_get_caption(), xi_get_length(), xi_get_lmarks(), xi_
get_obj_desc(), xi_get_pos(), xi_get_tabs(), xi_get_text(), xi_get_textlist(), xi_make_
text_ctrl(), xi_make_text_icon(), xi_make_tree_struct(), xi_obj_scroll(), xi_obj_synchr
onize(), xi_set_attr(), xi_set_caption(), xi_set_line_distance(), xi_set_list(), xi_set_lm
arks(), xi_set_obj_desc(), xi_set_pos(), xi_set_tab_ext(), xi_set_tabs(), xi_set_tab_e
lement(), xi_set_text() 
 

4.2.12. Text editor 

 
 
Object type: 

XI_L_BOX used as text editor 
 
Function: 

The list object can be used as text editor. The definition is done by using the event 
mode (obj->event_mode = 3).  
 
An object can edit a multiple line text independently. The program just has to handle 
a few additional actions; e.g. copying to and from the clipboard, deleting selected 
blocks, words or lines. 
 
The editing process can be strongly influenced by the application if the event 
attribute XI_CATCH_ALL_KEYS is activated. All keyboard entries are captured for 
this object and passed on to the application. With xi_unget_keys() the character(s) 
can be returned. Characters sent to the object are treated like characters originating 
from the keyboard. By this, the application has the possibility to determine the 
editing functions on its own by using suitable filter functions. 
 
To set, inquire and manipulate blocks, the functions xi_get_ltext_info(), 
and xi_change_ltext() are used. 
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The current cursor position of the editing cursor as well as the set insert mode can 
be indicated by separate text objects. The assignment is done using xi_set_linfo(). 
 

Object editor: 
<Visual properties><Character set> 

The text editor only can process fonts with fixed character width (non proportional). 
 
<Visual properties><Vertical distance> 

The vertical distance of lines can be increased without changing the font size. This 
can be useful if the representation seems too crowded or icons should be integrated 
within the text. To avoid overlapping icons, a minimum height (height of font + line 
distance) of 16 pixels is required. 

 
A minimum distance for text lines is predefined by the system. This distance will be 
added to the chosen font size. Values below will be ignored. 

<Visual Attribute><Slider> 
Usually sliders are assigned to the object automatically depending on the object 
content. A deviating configuration can be set with a combination from obj->attr |= 
XI_NO_AUTO_SLIDER and the corresponding combination of window components 
within obj->elements. 

 
<Event properties><Send message> 

After every keyboard entry a message is sent to the application. If the standard 
treatment of characters should be suppressed, the event attribute 
XI_CATCH_ALL_KEYS must be activated. 

 
<Event properties><Use TAB> 

The tab key can be used as an editable character. This eliminates passing on the 
keyboard focus to the following object. XI_CATCH_TABKEY has no effect, if 
XI_CATCH_ALL_KEYS is used at the same time. 

 
<Event properties><Keyboard input messages> 

If the operation mode of the object is set to editable table entries, the keyboard 
events can be handled in various ways: 
• no message is generated 
• message before any changes 
• message after changes 

The behavior is controlled by the attributes XI_CATCH_ALL_KEYS and 
XI_SIGNAL_AFTER_CHANGES. If XI_CATCH_ALL_KEYS is used, details of the 
event message can be asked with xi_get_event_info(). The manipulated key codes 
can be returned for further processing with xi_unget_key(). 
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<Event properties><Refresh> 
When the user resizes objects with any input device, the server first refreshes the 
objects and sends then a message to the application. Under special circumstances 
it may be necessary to reorganize the content of an object before it will be refreshed. 
The event property XI_CATCH_UPDATEINFO prevents the object to be refreshed 
automatically. 

 
<Additional><Caption> 

An editable text list may have a title bar. Dependent on the caption string the title 
bar is added or removed. The text in the title bar can be adjusted. 
The caption can be changed at runtime with xi_set_caption(). 

 
API-functions: 

xi_change_ltext(), xi_get_attr(), xi_get_caption(), xi_get_length(), xi_get_ltext(), xi_g
et_ltext_info(), xi_get_obj_desc(), xi_get_text(), xi_get_textlist(), xi_set_attr(), xi_set
_caption(), xi_set_line_distance(), xi_set_linfo(), xi_set_list(), xi_set_obj_desc(), xi_s
et_text() 
 

4.2.13. Icon list 

 
 
Object type: 

XI_I_BOX 
 
Function: 

The object icon list can display icons and the accompanying texts. The icon list 
assembles each entry out of three sources which are defined by xi_set_icon_list(): 

 
• Icon pool 
• Icon reference list 
• Text list 

 
The icon pool is a collection of icons. Each entry in the icon reference list correlates 
either with an icon in the icon pool or with another icon object i.e. in the resource 
pool. Finally, the entry is completed by assigning text information out of the text list. 

 
The icon object can always possess only one slider. Dependent on whether a 
horizontal or vertical slider is desired, the single entries are organized in columns or 
in rows. 
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Object editor: 
<Visual properties><Slider> 

Horizontal slider: the entries are displayed column by column from top to bottom and 
from left to right. 
Vertical slider: the entries are displayed line by line from left to right and from top to 
bottom. 

 
<Visual properties><Vertical distance> 

The vertical distance between the lines can be increased. It can be useful if the 
representation seems too crowded. 

 
<Event handling><Selectable caption> 

The caption button can be enabled for touching, if the event property 
XI_SELECTABLE_CAPTION is set. After touching the title bar, an event of type 
XI_CAPTION_EVENT will be send to the application. 

 
<Event properties><Drag and drop> 

The property XI_ENABLE_DRAG_DROP enables the server to perform "Drag and 
Drop" actions with a selection of entries. The server generates a new cursor by 
using the bitmap of the last touched icon of the list. Information about the destination 
of the action can be enquired from the event structure. 
 

<Event properties><General usage> 
The general usage of the object can be defined using the structure entry obj-
>event_mode or when setting the list dynamically with xi_set_icon_list(). The 
supported modes are: 
• 1: Single entry selectable 
• 2: Multiple entries selectable 

 
<Additional><Caption> 

An icon list may have a title bar. Dependent on the caption string the title bar is 
added or removed. The text in the title bar can be adjusted. 
The caption can be changed at runtime with xi_set_caption(). 

 
API-functions: 

xi_change_i_element(), xi_get_attr(), xi_get_caption(), xi_get_handling(), xi_get_len
ght(), xi_get_lmarks(), xi_get_obj_desc(), xi_get_pos(), xi_get_text(), xi_get_testlist()
, xi_set_attr(), xi_set_caption(), xi_set_handling(), xi_set_icon_list(), xi_set_lmarks(),
 xi_set_obj_desc(), xi_set_pos(), xi_set_text() 
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4.2.14. Icon 

 
 
Object type: 

XI_ICON 
 
Function: 

In most cases, an icon is used as object for representation. It comprises of a 32x32 
pixel bitmap with a color depth of 16 colors per pixel. The icon bitmap can be 
inquired and newly set up at runtime. To reduce the resource usage, icons can be 
generated within a common usable pool (XI_ICON_POOL). The icon object 
(XI_ICON) or the icon button (XI_BICON) can refer to this pool. The icon bitmap can 
be stretched by integer multiples of its original size, supplied with a shadow or 
reduced to monochrome display. Additionally, there is the possibility to equip 
stretched bitmap with grid lines and declare tools for editing the icon bitmap.  

 
Object editor: 
<Text / Image><Text> 

The text of the static text object can be taken from the text pool of the resource or it 
can be entered directly. As soon as the switch <Text pool> is activated, a list 
appears containing the entries agreed upon for the pool. With <browse> you can 
exchange the selected entry.  

 
<Text / Image><Icon> 

The icon bitmap can be taken from the common icon pool of the resource or added 
to the resource. With <browse> the icon bitmap can be selected either from the icon 
pool or from the file system. <edit> invokes an icon editor, which allows editing a 
new or manipulating an existing icon. 

 
<Text /Image><Icon representation> 
<Shadow> 

The icon will be drawn with an attached shadow. This shadow can extend the outer 
dimensions of the icon. Drawing the shadow is initialized with the visual attribute 
XI_SHADOW. 

<Monochrome> 
If the visual attribute XI_HALFINTENSITY is set, the server computes a 
monochrome bitmap from the original icon bitmap previous to drawing.  

<Transparent> 
An icon bitmap comprises of the actual color information and transparent 
information for every pixel. Only the pixels marked as not being transparent will be 
displayed. The other pixels will be filled with the color of the object beneath.  
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In case the background object is a bitmap, another icon or an object only to be 
painted over partly, the visual attribute XI_TRANSPARENTE_BACKGND can be set. 
The background will then be overwritten only by the non transparent area of the icon 
bitmap. This attribute may lead to a slower screen redraw. 

 
<Text/Image><Enlarge pixels> 

Icons can be extended by integer factors in X- and Y-direction. 
 
API-functions: 

xi_get_attr(), xi_get_icon(), xi_get_obj_desc(), xi_get_text(), xi_set_attr(), xi_set_ico
n(), xi_set_icon_from(), xi_set_obj_desc(), xi_set_text(), xi_set_text_from() 

 

4.2.15. Bitmap 

 
 
Object type: 

XI_BITMAP 
 
Function: 

The bitmap object is able to draw pictures in the Microsoft compatible bitmap format 
(BMP). A copy of the bitmaps can be stored in the bitmap pool. The bitmap object 
retains only reference information, which will be used at runtime. Of course the 
bitmap can be set dynamically with xi_set_bitmap() at runtime, too. The object 
doesn't support all possible BMP formats. The use is restricted to non-compressed 
bitmaps with a color depth of 4, 8 and 24 bits per pixel. 
 
Similar to the icon bitmap, the bitmap can be stretched by an integer multiple of its 
original size, provided with grid lines, and be manipulated with appropriate tools.  
When objects overlap completely with the picture of a bitmap object, they will 
overlay the bitmap so that it is still visible and accessible.  
By this way it is possible to assign windows a background bitmap and place control 
elements within this bitmap.  
A bitmap object owns a frame which can be equipped with sliders. With the visual 
attribute XI_NO_FRAME all frame components are removed. If the bitmap size 
exceeds the object size, the bitmap will be clipped. 
 

Extended functionality: 
The bitmap object has some useful extra functionality: 

 
Bitmap matrix 
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The bitmap matrix is a strongly enlarged bitmap. It owns an icon pool with icons 
(32x32 pixels). 
An enlarged pixel usually will be displayed as colored rectangle. By using the 
function xi_set_pixels(), every pixel can be assigned an icon from the pool that is 
overlaid to the pixels background. The icons will be aligned centered to the pixel 
centre. If the pixel enlargement is smaller than the icon size, the overhang will be 
truncated.  
By this way, LED lines or color selection boxes can be implemented with small 
resource usage. 

 
Example: 

Every object editor has a color selection field.  

 
This field comprises of a bitmap with 12 lines and 10 pixels width. The pixels are 
enlarged and framed. The object owns an icon pool containing only one icon; the 
check mark icon. The pixel displayed as active is marked with a black circle, which 
indicates that a reference to the check mark icon in the icon pool is done. 
 

Bitmap cursor 
The pixel coordinates being located beneath the mouse cursor, can permanently be 
displayed within a text object with its coordinates and its color information. An 
appropriate display object has to be defined using xi_set_bitmap_mode(). 
 

Tools for bitmap manipulation 
Bitmaps can be edited. For this purpose, a corresponding method (tool) can be 
given to the object. By this, geometric basic shapes like point, line, circle, and 
ellipsoid can be drawn with the mouse. These tools are enabled 
with xi_set_bitmap_mode().  

 
Object editor:  
<Visual properties><Picture alignment> 

If the bitmap doesn't exactly fit on the object size, the bitmap can be placed by using 
alignment rules. 

 
<Visual properties><Placement> 
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The object can be used as background bitmap. With <Placement><bottom> it will be 
drawn below other objects. 

 
<Visual properties><Frame> 

The object can be equipped with a frame and the appropriate frame components.  
 
<Bitmap><Predefine bitmap> 

The bitmap can be set with the GUI builder or at runtime. If the GUI builder presets 
the bitmap, one can choose between two possibilities. 

Load from bitmap pool: 
This is the preferred method. The object refers at runtime to the appropriate bitmap. 
With the <browse> button, a bitmap can be selected from the current pool. 

Load from file: 
This method can cause some problems, because a file system and the appropriate 
bitmap files must exist. The object only holds the information, from which file the 
bitmap has to be loaded at runtime. The GUI builder makes a copy of that file into 
the directory "../XIBASE9/RSC/BITMAP" and keeps the name of the file. When 
viewing the resource the next time, only the bitmap name will be displayed, without 
the absolute path information.  

 
<Bitmap><Quantify lookup table> 

Frequent changes of the system color lookup table can be reduced by quantifying 
the object color lookup table. In most cases, the resulting quality of the picture will 
be sufficient. 

 
<Additional><Scaling> 
With this function, the dimensions of the bitmap can be changed. With <Use current 
dimensions> the bitmap is placed in its defined dimensions from the bitmap pool; with 
 <Resize to frame size> and <Resize proportional to frame size> the dimensions of the 
bitmap are adjusted to size of the frame.  
<Resize pixels> 

The bitmap can be enlarged in X- and Y-direction. 
If the bitmap is displayed zoomed, a visible grid can be displayed.  
If the pixel zoom exceeds 8 pixels in horizontal as well as in vertical direction, each 
individual pixel can be equipped with a frame that embosses or lowers the pixel area. 
Additional the width of the grid lines can be adjusted in X- and Y direction. 

 
 
API-functions: 

xi_get_bitmap(), xi_get_bitmap_name(), xi_get_obj_desc(), xi_get_pixels(), xi_obj_s
croll(), xi_obj_synchronize(), xi_set_bitmap(), xi_set_bitmap_from_pool(), xi_set_bit
map_mode(), xi_set_bitmap_name(), xi_set_bitmap_pool(), xi_set_bitmap_shared(),
 xi_set_obj_desc(), xi_set_pixels() 
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4.2.16. Vector graphics 

 
 
Object type: 

XI_G_BOX 
 
Function: 

The graphic object is responsible for displaying any vector graphic. The graphic 
vectors are described in a graphic list and are transferred with xi_set_g_obj() . 
Available graphic vectors are the usual geometrical basic shapes like line, rectangle, 
polygon, circle, ellipsoid... Additionally, texts and pictures can be integrated. 
The vectors need to be calculated for the available pixel resolution of the working 
area of the object. All vectors will be scaled automatically using the scaling factor 
defined by xi_set_g_view().If the visible clip is smaller than the defined maximal 
dimensions of the vector graphic, sliders are automatically added. 
 
Vector objects, equipped with sliders, can be synchronized with other similar vector 
objects; i.e. as soon as the visible clipped area is scrolled, all objects being 
synchronized via xi_obj_synchronize() will scroll their visible area, too. The change 
can be initialized by moving a slider or by a corresponding software function. 
 
The graphic object isn't only a simple display object, it is equipped with comfortable 
methods that make it easy to zoom the vectors, manipulate existing vectors or 
create new vectors. Following methods (tools) can be enabled at runtime 
with xi_set_obj_tool(): 

 
• XI_TOOL_PIXEL, creates a pixel 
• XI_TOOL_LINE, creates a line vector 
• XI_TOOL_RECT, creates a rectangle vector or a zooming region 
• XI_TOOL_CIRCLE, creates a circle or ellipse line 
• XI_TOOL_MOVE_OBJECT, moves an existing vector or vector group 
• XI_TOOL_ROTATE_OBJECT, rotates vectors 
• XI_TOOL_DESIGN_OBJECT, resizes objects 

 
Example: 

The application shall support zooming of a user defined area inside of the graphic 
object. The application needs the assignment of the tool XI_TOOL_RECT to the left 
mouse button. The user is now able to drag a rectangle over the region he wants to 
enlarge with the pressed left mouse button. After releasing the button, the 
application gets a message from the object. It inquires the coordinates from the 
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event structure and tells the objects the new visible clip with xi_set_g_view(). The 
server rescales all vectors immediately, refreshes the content of the window and 
adds, if necessary, sliders to the object frame. 

 
Object editor: 
<Visual properties><Background> 

The user can either take the default setting or define a color within the color 
selection field. It is also possible to set up a transparent background for the object. 
      

<Visual properties><Placement> 
The object can be used as passive background object. With <Placement><bottom> 
it will be drawn below other objects. 

 
<Visual properties><Frame> 

Usually the graphic object will have a frame in which the graphic vectors are drawn. 
To make certain that drawings appear directly on the desktop, this frame can be 
removed. If the visible clip of the vector object is smaller than the maximal size of 
the graphic, the server adds sliders. This can be suppressed 
with xi_set_attr(XI_NO_AUTO_SLIDER). It's also possible to configure the object 
frame with a permanent installed slider. 

 
<Visual properties><Caption> 

A graphic object may have a title bar but only when the object is presented with a 
frame. Dependent on the caption string the title bar is added or removed. The text in 
the title bar can be adjusted. 
The caption can be changed at runtime with xi_set_caption() 

 
<Visual properties><Shadow bitmap> 

When the software is running on slow machines or the vector list is very big, 
drawing or refreshing of the vectors can effect flickering. The visual property 
XI_USE_SHADOWBITMAP enforces the object to use a non visible shadow bitmap 
for the drawing operations. After finishing the drawing activities, the resulting 
shadow bitmap will be displayed. 

 
<Event Properties><Clip cursor> 

With the function xi_set_handling(XI_CLIP_CURSOR) the cursor movement is 
limited to the object dimensions. When lines or conformations are displaced in the 
vector graphics, the physical size will automatically be maintained. 
 

<Graphics><Set vector list at runtime> 
When the nature of the graphic or the number of objects is unknown at the moment 
of construction, vector graphics can be dynamically generated, e.g. for the 
evaluation in network-monitoring applications. This means, the application is 
enabled to resort to program-data and user-input to create and modify vector 
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graphics dynamically at runtime. It is also possible to generate fully animated 
graphical objects. With  xi_set_g_obj() the vector graphic will be described in the 
graphic list. 

 
<Graphics><Individual vector graphics> 

The user can access the file system and load a vector graphics; the GUI Builder 
makes a copy of that file and then the object only holds the information from what 
file the vector graphics has to be loaded at runtime. 
The graphic object can be changed with XiVecEdit. 

 
<Graphics><Refer to vector graphics pool> 

This is the preferred method for vector graphics that are used several times in the 
same resource. The server stores the object data and refers to this data at runtime. 
With <browse> a copy of the vector graphics can be selected from the pool.  
Editing of those vector graphics is just possible, when the pool function is switched 
off. A copy is set up in the object then which can be modified with XiVecEdit.  
See 2.2.2.2.5.<Resource><Common objects><Graphics> 

 
<Graphics><Background picture> 

With <browse> a background picture can be selected from the bitmap pool 
( xi_set_bitmap(),xi_set_bitmap_from_pool()) and be placed as background picture. 
The size of the bitmap can be defined with xi_set_attr() (XI_RESIZE_PROP, 
XI_RESIZE_BITMAP) 
. 

<Graphics><Scaling and alignment of vectors> 
Vector graphics can either be adjusted to the object size with the default 
setting xi_set_g_view(…XI-ANISOTROP,…) or they can be inserted with their 
originally defined pixel size. Then the user determines the alignment of the vector 
graphics individually with the function xi_set_g_view(…XI_FIXED_PIXEL_SIZE). 
Possible orientations are top left, top, top right, left, centered, right, bottom left, 
bottom and bottom right. 
 

<Graphics><Anti-aliasing> 
This is the most important technique of minimizing the distortion artifacts which 
result when representing a high-resolution signal at a lower resolution. 
With xi_set_g_view() the software is enabled to calculate color transitions, 
background information and edges and set up multistep color transition instead of 
rough edges, so that the viewer’s eye is fooled into seeing straight lines and smooth 
curves where there are none. 
 

API-Functions: 
xi_change_g_element(), xi_change_g_obj(), xi_clr_g_obj(), xi_get_g_view(), xi_get_
obj_cursor(), xi_get_obj_desc(), xi_obj_scroll(), xi_obj_synchronize(), xi_set_g_info(
), xi_set_g_obj(), xi_set_g_view(), xi_set_obj_desc(), xi_set_obj_tool() 
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4.2.17. Lines 

 
 
Object type: 

XI_H_LINE, XI_V_LINE 
 
Function: 

Line objects can serve two tasks: 
 

• visual separation of objects 
• reorganizing of the geometry of one or several objects 

 
To separate different themes or function blocks from each other within a window, 
static lines can be inserted. Movable lines enable the user to reorganize the content 
of a window; i.e. objects that can be changed with regard of size and location due to 
their alignment rules, will be recalculated and redrawn after moving a line. Usually 
the alignment rules of single objects relate to the frame elements of the window. 
However, as soon as a movable line is placed between the window margin and an 
object, the line takes over the assignment of the window frame. The line itself 
follows own alignment rules.  

 
The definition, whether a line is static or movable, is set by the event property 
XI_SELECTABLE. 

 
Object editor: 
<Visual properties><Line invisible> 

Movable lines can be invisible. Only the appearance of the cursor changes, when 
the cursor is over a movable line. 

 
<Visual properties><Line design> 

Additionally, different line forms and widths can be chosen.  
 
API-functions: 

xi_get_attr(), xi_get_color(), xi_get_obj_desc(), xi_set_attr(), xi_set_color(), xi_set_h
andling(), xi_set_obj_desc() 
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4.2.18. Slider, scroll bars 

 
 
Object type: 

XI_SLIDER_BOX 
 
Function: 

The object XI_SLIDER_BOX can take on different forms: 
 

• Display as slider 
• Display as scroll bar 

 
With xi_set_slider(), the object can be assigned a maximum number of single steps 
and the current position. The width / height relation determines if a vertical or a 
horizontal scroll bar will be used.  

 
The object can vary in its look and feel and can be assembled by using following 
components: 

 
• the slider cursor 
• a slot where the slider cursor moves 
• a frame around the object 
• a ruler with variable account of ruler marks. 

 
All possible combinations can be defined by using xi_set_slider_ext(). 

 
Object editor: 
<Visual properties><Appearance> 

The form of representation can be toggled between a classical scroll bar and a 
slider with many possible variations. The final appearance can be composed by 
assembling the slider components. 
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<Event properties><Range> 

The length determines how many single steps will be possible. For example, with a 
length of 10 the object can occupy the positions 0-9. 

 
<Event properties><Start position> 

The start position of the object can be preset. 
 
<Event properties><Cursor handling> 

If activating "clip cursor when pressed", the mouse cursor will be captured inside the 
object coordinates as long the left mouse button is pressed. 

 
API-functions: 

xi_get_attr(), xi_get_handling(), xi_get_obj_desc(), xi_get_pos(), xi_get_slider(), 
xi_get_slider_ext(), xi_set_attr(), xi_set_handling(), xi_set_obj_desc(), xi_set_pos(), 
xi_set_slider(), xi_set_slider_ext() 
 

4.2.19. Marker field, radio button  
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Object type: 
XI_SWITCH, XI_SWITCH_BOX 

 
Function: 

The objects XI_SWITCH and XI_SWITCH_BOX are used as marker fields or as 
radio buttons. They have two possible switch states. These can be predetermined in 
the resource editor or dynamically changed.  
Several objects can be grouped together to a radio button. Radio buttons are 
recognizable by their form. 
The object XI_SWITCH differs from the object XI_SWITCH_BOX by an additional 
text entry. 

 
Object editor: 
<Visual properties><color> 

The button color determines the color of the marker field in passive state. 
  
<Visual properties><Active color> 

The active color determines the color of the marker field in activated state. 
 
<Visual properties><Design> 

The text content of the object can be framed. Additionally, the state field can be 
placed to the left or to the right of the text field. 

 
<Event properties><Activated> 

The switch state of the object can be preset. 
 
<Event properties><Switching properties><Toggle button> 

the object can toggle between two states, on and off. 
 

<Event properties><Switching properties><Radio button> 
works like a toggle button, but resets all other objects belonging to the same radio 
button group. The assignment to a group is defined by using the structure entry obj-
>group. The current switch can be inquired with xi_get_active_switch(). 

 
<Text / Image><Text> 

The text of the object XI_SWITCH can be taken from the text pool of the resource or 
it can be entered directly.  
The text inside the text field can be applied on the left, on the right or centered. 

 
API-functions: 
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xi_get_active_switch(), xi_get_attr(), xi_get_handling(), xi_get_obj_desc(), xi_get_s
witch(), xi_get_text(), xi_set_attr(), xi_set_handling(), xi_set_keyboard_focus(), xi_s
et_obj_desc(), xi_set_switch(), xi_set_text(), xi_set_text_from() 
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5. Source code 
This chapter describes the basic setup of a source code framework. The order of 
the following steps should be followed, with the steps open display, set encoding 
method, load resource, release resource and close display not being necessary 
when processing daughter windows. 
 

5.1. ASCII, Multi-byte or UNICODE 
All XiBase9 text-oriented API function calls are able to handle three different 
formats: 

 
• ASCII 
• Multi-byte 
• Wide-character 

 
The input format that the single text processing function call is expecting depends 
on the preprocessor instruction "UNICODE". All relevant function calls are 
complemented with a "W" at the end, otherwise with an "A".  
 
If your application shall process UNICODE, the preprocessor instruction  
 
 #define UNICODE 
 
needs to be set before any header file is included. The definition can be done in the 
source code or in the compilers preprocessor settings. 
 

5.2. Header files 
All XiBase9 applications should include as first header file "XiBase9.h". This header 
file includes an additional header file named "xi_port.h". 
 
In "xi_port.h" the known compiler flags which allow determining the operating 
system, the target processor and the used compiler will be investigated. Dependent 
on the result, a set of often used header files will be included. Additional definitions 
which indicate the current operating system, CPU and the byte order are set.  

 
• Operating system 

  XI_EUROS, XI_OS9, XI_UNIX, XI_VXWORKS, XI_WINDOWS 
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• CPU 

  XI_CPU_68K, XI_CPU_386, XI_CPU_PPC,  
  XI_CPU_SH3, XI_CPU_SH4, XI_CPU_ARM 
 

• Byte order 
  XI_LITTLE_ENDIAN, XI_BIG_ENDIAN 
 

With the preprocessor instruction XI_NO_INCLUDES, the set of often used include 
files will not be included. 
 

5.3. Open display 
Before a program can process functions from the application library xibase9.lib on 
Windows, xi_csl.l on OS-9 or libxibase9.so on Unix, the application has to be 
connected to the local graphic- or object server with the command xi_init_appl().  

 
Each server administrates a data module (shared memory) for communication 
purposes with the clients. With xi_init_appl() the client tells the server to reserve a 
communication channel for the clients requests. The name of the communication 
module is xi_server.[display name].  
By choosing the environment parameter 
 
 DISPLAY=[IP address or name] 
 
it is determined which display server is going to be used. If no corresponding server 
is activated, xi_init_appl() tries to activate a local server. In case of using a display 
redirection the name of the display station will be used. There a two ways to start 
the program: 

 
From display station: 
 
 "XiLinkS -host=[IP address or name] -e [task] [arguments...]" 
   

XiLinkS establishes the connection to the target systems and tells the object server 
to launch an application with the arguments written after the option "-e". 
 

From target system: 
 

Following preconditions must be fulfilled at the display station: 
- XiLinkC, the object server must be activated 
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- XiBase9, needs to be installed 
- XiLinkS, needs to be installed 

 
The call "task [-arguments...] -display=[IP address or name]" will establish a 
connection to the display station. All graphical I/O will be redirected. Instead of using 
the option -display= the environment variable DISPLAY=[IP address or name] can 
be used. 
 

5.4. Signal handler 
The function xi_init_appl() activates a default signal handler. It will terminate the 
program upon receiving any signal. If an own signal handler is requested, it can be 
over installed at any time after calling xi_init_appl(). The XiBase9-routines do not 
reserve own signals; only the signal SIGWAKE is going to be used. 
 

5.5. Encoding method 
If the application shall process multi-byte strings, the encoding method needs to be 
defined. The encoding tables are located in the directory "../XIBASE9/Code tables". 
Use the function xi_set_encoding() with the appropriate method and the property 
XI_ENABLE_MULTIBYTE. 
 

5.6. Resource handling 
XiBase9 programs usually work with objects. The objects are contained in resource 
files, resource libraries or will be generated dynamically by the application. 
 

5.6.1. Load resource from file 
Resource files can be loaded from different directory structures according to the 
existing needs. The location is defined through the transferred name string. If merely 
the resource name is transferred, only the current directory will be searched for it. 
Otherwise, the name string will be interpreted as absolute path. 
 
Multilingual programs are loading the resources from special country subdirectories. 
First, the XiBase9 server extends the path name of the resource by the current 
selected language. If a resource file can't be accessed in the appropriate country 
subdirectory, the server tries to find it in the level above. 
 

Example: 
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When trying to load the resource "/h0/XIBASE9/RSC/abcd" with the current 
language setting Japanese, the server extends the name to 
"/h0/XIBASE9/RSC/JP/abcd". If not any resource file can be opened, the server tries 
it again with its original file name. 
 
If the resources are located in the XIBASE9 resource directory, the application has 
to inquire the current XIBASE9 location with xi_get_xibase9_path(). Being 
successful, the path can be appended as follows: strcat(path,"/RSC/rsc_name"); 
 

5.6.2. Load resource from library  
Resources can be linked to the executing program as library and then be loaded 
from the library. For this purpose, the program XiLibGen is used. This program 
creates the C-source code out of any file and places it into a global structure. By 
translating and linking, the created library can be bound to the actual program. With 
the command xi_rs_load_from_lib("name"), the corresponding resource is loaded 
from the library.  

 
Remark: 

Only a library created with XiLibGen can be bound to a program. 
 

5.6.3.  Create resource 
If no resources generated by the GUI builder should be used, a new resource 
structure can be created with the command xi_rs_creat() and be filled in with objects 
using xi_obj_insert(). 
 

5.6.4. Share resource 
To save system resources, applications can share resources. Those resources are 
held in memory only once. All changes are valid for all programs. Windows being 
built from objects of a shared resource must not be displayed repeatedly 
simultaneous. By copying a window into a newly created resource, those drawbacks 
can be avoided. 

 
 shared_rsc = xi_rs_load_shared("name of the resource file"); 

 temp_rsc = xi_rs_creat_copy(shared_rsc,SOURCE_WINDOW); 

 ... 

 window_id = xi_form_draw(SOURCE_WINDOW); 

 do 

 { 

  ... 
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 } while(...) 

 xi_form_redraw(window_id); 

 ... 

 xi_rs_free(temp_rsc); 

 xi_rs_change(shared_rsc); 

 ... 
 

5.7. Task icon 
The window manager needs a symbol for every program. It will be displayed 
together with the program name within the task bar, the task switcher and the task 
monitor. 

 
With xi_set_task_icon() a reference to a 32x32-icon is created. This reference can 
be changed anytime at runtime. 
 

5.8. Manipulate objects 
It is often necessary to manipulate objects. To avoid unwanted multiple redraws, this 
manipulation should be done before opening a new window. With objects already 
visible on the screen, all changes will be displayed immediately. 
 
When the same object is changed several times with API commands being called 
one after another, it can cause an unwanted flickering of the screen. To suppress 
this, the attribute XI_NO_AUTO_REFRESH should be set before initializing the 
changes. Afterwards, all changes will be processed, the attribute will be reset and 
the object will be redrawn. 
 

5.9. Callback functions 
The XiBase9-concept supports two methods of event handling: 

 
• Classic switch constructions 
• Callback functions 

 
With the classic switch construction, an event is expected and then processed by 
the use of a switch construction. 
 
A callback function on the other hand, is a subprogram being called when an event, 
masked with xi_define_callback(), takes place. Callback functions are used when 
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events, which are not assigned to the topmost window of an application, can take 
place, e.g. messages from another application. 
 
The definition should be done prior to a possible occurrence of events. The masking 
or the function pointer can be changed at any time later. A callback function can 
only be responsible for a single event being assigned to one object or to all objects 
within a window. 
 

5.10. Draw window 
Opening and drawing of a window is performed with the command xi_form_draw(). 
After successful drawing, the application is provided with the window ID necessary 
for removing the window. The drawing of all objects follows the rules defined in the 
resource. Therefore, the application never has to perform drawing operations. 
 

5.11. Event handling 
After drawing a window events generated by the window or by its objects can occur. 
These events have to be processed by the application. Waiting for an event is done 
with xi_event(), which suspends the application with a sleep()-command until the 
next event occurs. 
 
After an event has taken place, an internal routine is performed, to check, whether 
this event can be assigned to a callback function, defined by xi_define_callback(). If 
possible, a branch to the callback function is done. The return value of the callback 
function determines, if a feedback from xi_event() is done afterwards. 
 
Callback functions are only called within xi_event() or xi_check_event(). 
 
With a classical processing model, xi_event() will deliver the ID of an object as 
return value. Based on the ID, the corresponding processing method is chosen and 
the next event is expected. 
Complex objects may require further event information. They can be inquired 
with xi_get_event_info(). The information is always assigned to the last read out 
event. The program XiEvents shows all events and an evaluation of the event 
structure if needed. 
 
Instead of xi_event(), the command xi_check_event() can be used. This command 
verifies the existence of an event and reads it out. Using this method should be 
considered very carefully, because it may lead to high system utilization. Please 
make sure to suspend the application from time to time, using xi_tsleep(). 
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5.12. Remove window 
As soon as a window is not needed any longer, it can be removed 
with xi_form_redraw(). 
 

5.13. Release resources 
Resources that are not needed any longer can be released with xi_rs_free(). It is not 
important, if these resources were loaded from a file or created dynamically. 

 
Attention: 
Only resources containing no currently visible objects should be removed. 
 

5.14. Close display 
As soon as an application does not need a connection to the server any longer, the 
connection should be terminated with xi_deinit_appl(). A further API command must 
not be applied. 
If there are still opened windows or resources belonging to the application which 
were not freed, the server will remove them automatically. 
 

Remark: 
An uncontrolled termination of an application will be recognized by the server. All 
assigned windows and resources will be released. When an application is debugged, 
the program can be terminated anytime without risking loss of memory. 
 

5.15. Example source code 
The example source code handles the following simple window and its objects. 
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#include <XiBase9.h> 

#include <example.h> 

 

int main(long,char**); 

 

int main(long argc,char **argv) 

{ 

 long obj_name; 

 long rsc; 

 long window_id; 

 char *buf = xi_alloc(1000); 

 

/* announce task */ 

 xi_init_appl(argc,argv); 

 

/* load resource description */ 

 if(xi_get_xibase9_path(buf) == -1) 

 { 

  xi_dialogbox("Can't find XiBase9 directory", 

   XI_SYMBOL_BOMB,XI_CANCEL_BOX,-1,-1); 

  xi_deinit_appl(); 

  exit(0); 

 } 

 strcat(buf,"/RSC/example"); 

 rsc = xi_rs_load(buf); 

 if(rsc == -1) 

 { 

  xi_dialogbox("Can't find Resource %s", 

   XI_SYMBOL_BOMB,XI_CANCEL_BOX,-1,-1,buf); 

  xi_deinit_appl(); 
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  exit(0); 

 } 

 xi_free(buf); 

 

/* install task symbol from the icon pool */ 

 xi_set_task_icon(2,rsc,XI_ICON_POOL,TASK_ICON); 

 

/* draw now the window */ 

 window_id = xi_form_draw(MAIN); 

 do 

 { 

 /* task will be suspended till an event occurs */ 

  obj_name = xi_event(); 

  switch(obj_name) 

  { 

   case LIGHT_ON: 

    xi_set_icon_from(MAIN,LAMP,rsc,MAIN,LIGHT_ON,0); 

    break; 

   case LIGHT_OFF: 

   
 xi_set_icon_from(MAIN,LAMP,rsc,MAIN,LIGHT_OFF,0); 

    break; 

  } 

 } while(obj_name != XI_CLOSE); 

 

/* erase the window */ 

 xi_form_redraw(window_id); 

 

/* give resource description free */ 

 xi_rs_free(rsc); 

 

/* deinitialies the task */ 

 xi_deinit_appl(); 

 return 0; 

} 
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5.16. Workflow diagrams 
 

5.16.1. Workflow diagram application 
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5.16.2. Workflow diagram server 
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6. Target systems configuration 
In this chapter, the components for the target system configuration are listed. They 
are distinguished between: 

 
• local graphics display 
• remote graphics display 
• Asian language support 
• desktop package 
• development package 

 

6.1. Local graphics 
Running graphical applications on a local machine needs at least a runtime license. 
The runtime package includes: 

 
• XiBase9, the local graphics server 
• XiGfx.dll, the adaptation to the local graphics hardware 
• xi_csl, shared library 
• XiKeyboard, a soft-keyboard for touch screen support 
• Fonts, all standard fonts described in 4.1.5. "Character set" 
• Configuration files: 

 - *.kbd, different keyboard layouts 
 - *.conf, layout that determines the look and feel 
 - language.cfg, includes text information per language directory 
 

6.2. Remote graphics 
Visualizing graphical applications on a separate display station requires the display 
redirection package "link.xiz" both on the target system and the display station, 
which in addition needs the local graphics server. The display redirection package 
includes: 

 
• XiLinkC, the object server on the target system 
• XiLinkS, the receiver and task simulator on the display station 
• xi_csl, shared library 
• XiComm and XiComMonitor, for modem support only 
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6.3. Asian language support 
If Asian languages have to be supported, the appropriate language package must 
be additionally installed on your display machine. Following language packages are 
available: 

 
• big5.xiz 
• gb2312.xiz 
• japanese.xiz 
• korean.xiz 

 
These packages include: 

 
• Asian fonts 
• Encoding tables for multi byte applications like shiftjis.tbl 
• cjk.tbl, identification table for Asian signs 
• language.cfg, some common used text information 
• Input method editor, optional 

 

6.4. Desktop package 
The desktop package "XiDesktop" is required, if your application accesses the local 
file system by using commands from the XiBase9 application interface (e.g. 
xi_fsel()) or if some tools for administration of the system are required. It includes 
following programs: 

 
• Task bar with start menu and short cuts administration at the desktop. 
• File manager 
• Terminal emulation 
• Text editor 
• Icon editor 
• Performance monitor 
• Task monitor 
• Online manual program 
• XiLinkS, for display redirection 
• Encoding tables, defined by UNICODE Standard 3.0 
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6.5. Development package 
"XiProfessional" the development package covers the desktop package. With the 
development package the developer gets the necessary tools for the generation of 
graphical applications. 

 
• GUI builder 
• Layout editor 
• Event monitor 
• Font editor 
• Font converter 
• Archive program 
• Screen copy 
• Online manuals 

 

6.6. Custom specific installation 
XiSys delivers components that should cover a wide range of applications. Most of 
the customers don't need all the components which are delivered, or want to add 
custom specific components. With XiArchive, a program that builds an archive 
comparable to a WinZip-archive, it is possible to build a custom specific runtime 
configuration. If the name of the resulting archive file is setup.xiz, the install program 
"install" or "setup" on UNIX will detect the archive automatically and tries to install it. 
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Following steps have to be done: 
 

• Edit an archive-script by copying files or directories via drag & drop using the 
XiSys file manager or the file selection box. 

• Add custom specific files 
• Set the output file name to setup.xiz 
• Build the archive by executing the script. 

 

6.7. Target-machine without file system 
The following description is only valid for OS-9 systems so far. 

 
If the target-machine has no access to a file system, a ROM-file system can be build 
with the program XiArchive. XiArchive packs up and compresses all the files you 
need into an OS-9 data module. Using the API-
functions xi_open(), xi_read(), xi_lseek() etc., the ROM-file system provides read 
access, comparable to a CD-ROM-file system.  

 
It's possible to load program modules from the ROM-file system with: 

 
• xi_system() or 
• exec from a shell 
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Creating a ROM-file system requires following actions: 

 
• Launch the program XiArchive. 
• Edit an archive-script by copying files or directories via drag & drop using the 

XiSys file manager or the file selection box. 
• Define the target-machine by selecting the archive header entry with the right 

mouse button, select <Properties>, and select <Format>. 

 

• Please don't use a '/' or '\' when typing the ROM-file systems name. (E.g.: "rom" 
will be accessed as "/rom"). 

• Build the archive; the resulting file is an archive in OS-9 data module format. 
• Load the archive-module into the module directory of the target-machine."load -

d archive.xiz" 
• Load and start a program out of the archive by using the exec command: "exec 

program_path [args... ] 
 

The following lines show how a startup procedure could look like: 
 

Assumption: 
setup.xiz is an archive, which is generated by XiArchive. It includes a complete 
XiBase9 installation. The name of the ROM file system, defined by the archive, is 
"/rom". A path on the file system, which is be used for temporary files, can be 
defined with the environment variable USER_PATH. 
 
Load the archive 
 load -d setup.xiz 
 
Set the environment variables 
 setenv XIBASE9 /rom/XIBASE9 
 setenv PATH /rom/XIBASE9/BIN:/h0/cmds 
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 setenv USER_PATH /h0/XIBASE9_TEMP 
 
Launch the XiBase9 server 
 exec XiBase9 -d -mouse=/m0 -kb=/kx0 -kt=DE 
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7. Getting started 
The following chapters describe: 

 
• How you can build your first screen mask with XiBase9 
• How a program can be compiled and linked 
• How problems can be debugged 
• How you can work with the display redirection 
• Getting online help 

 

7.1. Basics 
XiBase9 is a graphic server, which operates object oriented in contrast to other 
graphic servers. The consequences for the developer are: 

 
• Only objects can be used. 
• Only the properties of objects can be manipulated or interrogated. 
• The definition of the properties can be done 

• by a GUI builder 
• or dynamically by using the XiBase9-API-Library. 

• The application is never responsible for drawing activities like drawing or 
redrawing objects, windows or any parts of the screen. 
 

7.2. Design a simple GUI 
This chapter summarizes the most essential steps that are necessary to design a 
simple window. 

 
• Generating a resource 
• Creating a window 
• Placing and manipulating objects 
• Saving the resources on a hard disk 
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7.2.1. Create a new resource 
Objects are organized in resources. The first step is to generate an empty resource. 
Usually this is a job of the GUI builder (XiResEd). 

 
Activate the GUI builder from the Start menu. The main window of the GUI builder 
will appear.  

 

The main window is subdivided into three areas: 
 

Menu and tool bar: 
offers tools for the administration of the resource. 
 
Object browser: 
shows the content of the resource, consisting of the statistics, the objects for 
common use, and the windows for all purposes and the dialogues. 
 
Object toolboxes: 
Offers a choice of predefined objects, which can be used in your windows. 

 

7.2.2. Create a new window 
Press the "Create new window"-button to get a new empty window. 
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Before the new window is displayed a dialogue asks for more information about the 
new window. 

 

There are following types of windows available: 
 

• Window for all purposes 
• Dialogue window 
• Transparent window 

 
Select "Window for all purposes", to create a window in which all kinds of objects 
can be placed. Please fill in a name for the window, e.g. "EXAMPLE_WINDOW". 
The name will identify your window in the source code, later.  
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After leaving the "Specify window type and name" dialogue an empty new window 
occurs. 

 

7.2.3. Placing objects 
After creating a window, objects can be placed inside the window. There are 
different kinds of objects: 

 
• Pool objects: 

are common usable objects that keep information, like text strings or pictures. Pool 
objects are invisible. Their content is used from visible objects by cross-referencing. 

 
• Visible objects: 

are e.g. menus, buttons, switches, pictures, vector graphics ... 
These objects can be selected out of the common object toolboxes. 
 

 
To place a new object, select the desired object in the toolbox by clicking the symbol 
with the left mouse button. In this example use the icon button object. Place it into 
the new window by opening a rectangular frame with the left mouse button. 
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After the left mouse button is released the new object is placed inside the window. 

 

7.2.4. Manipulate the object properties 
After placing an object inside a window, the object is set with default properties. 
Manipulate the object properties by clicking the object with the right mouse button. A 
drop down menu is displayed that shows the allowed activities. 
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Select "Object properties". An object-editor-window appears. 
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Type here the name of the object e.g. "MY_BUTTON" and change to the "Surface"-
properties. 

 

Fill in "Hello" as object text and leave the window by pressing the "OK"-button. 
 

All changes will be visualized immediately. 
 

7.2.5. Manipulate the window settings 
Changing the window properties is very similar to the changing of the object 
properties. Press the right mouse button anywhere in the window. A drop down 
menu is displayed. 
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Select "Window properties". The "Window frame editor"-window opens. 

 

Select the "Visual properties"-tab. 
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Please do the following changes: 
 

• Type "My first window" into the "Caption"-input field. 
 

• Select the frame properties "System menu", "Minimize button" and "Maximize 
button". 

 
Then select the „Event properties“- tab and choose „Window is movable“ and „Window 
is resizable“. 
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Leave the "Window frame editor" by clicking the "ok"-button. Your window has now 
a title bar and all frame elements are placed in the new window. 

 

7.2.6. Save your GUI 
Please press again the right mouse button inside the window. 
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Select "Close" in the drop down menu. 

 

Answer with "yes" to accept all changes you have done so far. 
The object browser will show you the hierarchical structure of the new window, now. 
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To save the complete resource, please press the "Save resource"-button in the tool 
bar of the object browser. 

 

Change with the file select box to the resource directory e.g. "C:\XIBASE9\RSC". 
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Type a name for the resource e.g. "MyFirstGUI" and leave the file select box with 
"ok". 

 
The resource is now stored. You will find 5 files in the resource directory: 

 
• MyFirstGUI.rsc (HEX-file with all object properties) 
• MyFirstGUI.txt (ASCII-file with text information) 
• MyFirstGUI.hin (ASCII-file with dialogue information) 
• MyFirstGUI.h (Header-file that has to be included in the C-source code) 
• MyFirstGUI.def (ASCII-file with object definitions, only used from the  GUI 

builder) 
 

7.3. Make a program 
This chapter summarizes the most essential steps that are necessary to make an 
own application. 

 
• Generating source code 
• Compiling the application 
• Target system configuration 
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7.3.1. Generating source code 
The GUI builder is able to generate a source code for each window. 

 
Remark: 

An existing source code can't be manipulated! 
 

The job of the source code generator is: 
 

• To help the "Beginner" to do the first steps without the need of a long training 
time. 

• To help the "Advanced User" to avoid typing of the source frame work. 

 

Select the window for which you want to generate the source code by clicking on the 
window name in the object browser. The "Generate source code"-button in the tool 
bar of the object browser will be enabled.  
After activating the source code generator you have to answer some questions. Use 
the "Next" key, to step through all questions. 
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Select "main program" if it is the first frame work you want to generate the source 
code for. 

 
The window manager needs a symbol for every program. It will be displayed 
together with the name of the program in the task bar, the task switcher and the task 
monitor. 

 

Activate "browse" to get a choice of icons in the icon pool. 
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If you can't find the appropriate icon, or if there are no icons in the pool, please add 
an icon by pressing the green plus symbol. A file select box will popup, which allows 
you to select an icon from the file system. 

 
Continue answering the questions is only possible, if a task icon was selected. 

 

Select "UNICODE" if you want to support international languages. 
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Determine now, how your program will handle events.  

 

To add some comments to the source code, leave this property unchanged. 
 

The last dialogue is a file select box, which helps you to store your source code. 
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Select e.g. "main.c" as filename. Leave the file select box with "ok".  
The text editor "XiWrite" shows immediately the new source code framework for 
your window. 
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7.3.2. What is the source code able to do? 
The source code can handle the following actions: 

 
• Initiate the application 
• Set the encoding method 
• Load of the resource 
• Draw the window 
• Handle the events 
• Remove and resize the window 
• Free the resource 
• Log off the application 

 
Remark: 

You never have to draw or refresh any part of the window. 

7.3.3. Compiling 
To make an executable program, select the appropriate XiBase9-API-Library to link 
with the application. Following is a list of library files to select for the various target 
processors and operating systems: 

7.3.3.1. Linux 
• /usr/XIBASE9/LIB/LINUX/80386/libxibase9.so 

7.3.3.2. OS-9 
• XIBASE9/LIB/OS9/68020/xi_csl.l 
• XIBASE9/LIB/OS9/68360/xi_csl.l 
• XIBASE9/LIB/OS9/80386/xi_csl.l 
• XIBASE9/LIB/OS9/ARMV4/xi_csl.l 
• XIBASE9/LIB/OS9/PPC/xi_csl.l 
• XIBASE9/LIB/OS9/SH3/xi_csl.l 
• XIBASE9/LIB/OS9/SH4/xi_csl.l 

 
To link an OS-9 program module with Hawk, please add to the "O-Code Libraries": 
"xi_sys.l; sys_csl.l" 
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7.3.3.3. Microsoft Windows 
Building a program for a Microsoft Windows based platform the entry point of the 
program is "WinMain()". That's already realized in the XiBase9-API, so the entry 
point here is "main(long argc,char **argv)" and the source code remains portable. 
 
The following is a short description of the components you have to select when 
creating a new project with "Microsoft Visual C++.NET": 
 
Open a new project by using the main menu entry <File><New><Project...> of the 
"Microsoft Visual C++ - Start Page". A "New Project" window is opened.  
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Please select out of the project types list: "Win32". The appropriate template is 
"Win32 Project". After entering the name and the location of your new project leave 
the window with "OK". The "Application Wizard" window enables you to do further 
settings.  

 

Open "Application Settings" and activate: 
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• "Windows application" 
• "Empty project" 

 
Now, it is necessary to tell the linker what additional library it has to use.  
Activate the "Property Page" in the "Solution Explorer" by using the right mouse 
button and go to "Linker / Command Line". Add here the path of the XiBase9 
application library. 

 

In the above window, you will see "X:\LIB\WIN32\Microsoft\XiBase9.lib" as absolute 
path to the library file. It would also be possible to specify an "Additional Library 
Directory" in the "Linker / General" section. 

 
Remark: 

Regarding the absolute path, you will recognize, that no explicit location of the 
XiBase9 installation directory is done. Instead you can see the device "X:\". This 
method makes sense if your project shall be independent of the XiBase9 installation 
directory. Use the console program "subst" to take advantage of this method. 

7.3.3.4. Target system configuration 
If you want to develop cross-hosted, the XiBase9 (local graphic server) or the 
XiLinkC (object server for display redirection) has to be installed on the target 
system. 
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Application-dependent files have to be updated after changing them. These are: 

 
• Resource files (*.rsc, *.txt, *.hin, *.def) 
• Executable program modules 

 
XiSys recommends that you use the XiSys-file-manager in conjunction with XiLink. 
The advantages are: 

 
• Text files will be converted automatically (end of line character). 
• Executable attributes of OS-9 program modules are regenerated on the target 

machine. 
• Complete visualization of the target system with diagnostics tools, editors, 

shells, ... 
• Familiar handling of the complete target system comparable to Microsoft 

Windows platforms. 
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8. Debugging 
This chapter summarizes the different methods of debugging XiBase9-applications.  
 

8.1. Source-code-debugging 
Developers can use any source code debugger. When a developer terminates the 
debugger or reforks a XiBase9 application, all opened windows and resources 
assigned to the application are removed. 
 

8.2. Standard-output with "printf()" 
On Linux and OS-9 it is common to use "printf()" for printing some information to the 
standard output. Using a terminal program like XiTerm will show all standard outputs 
and error outputs. 
 
Using Windows is different. Graphical applications don't have a standard output to a 
shell window. XiSys has solved this problem. If you activate <Start menu><XiBase9 
Professional><Debug window>, a debug window occurs at your desktop. All outputs 
from XiBase9 applications made by "printf()" will be visible in chronological order. 
This debug window can be closed or opened again at any time. 
 

8.3. The task monitor 
The task-monitor "XiTaskMgr" is a diagnostics tool. This tool shows the most 
essential parameters of each program and common properties of the whole system.  
This program records two groups of information: on the one hand all general system 
parameters and on the other hand all API-commands and enables the user to 
analyze all events and is therefore a powerful debugging-tool. 
(see 12.3. The Task monitor) 
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9. Display redirection and remote 
access 

Development of hardware and software is often done simultaneously and so the 
developer does not have the later graphics hardware.  
 
The display redirection enables the developer to program and test the GUI without 
having the final graphics hardware. 
 
Not only graphical actions are handled by the display redirection. A fully integrated 
file system support guarantees together with the XiSys-file-manager a comfortable 
handling of the target machine without the need of "ftp" or "NFS".  
 

9.1. How does it work?  
The local graphics engine (XiBase9) will be replaced by XiLinkC - the remote 
graphics engine. XiLinkC is waiting for a connection request from any display station. 
XiLinkS, the program which simulates redirected applications at the display station, 
establishes a connection between the display station and the target machine. If 
successful, the channel can be used to redirect the graphical I/O or to access the 
file system. Applications can be launched from the target machine as well as from 
the display station.  
 
Following components are necessary to run the display redirection:  

 
XiLinkC  

XiLinkC is the remote object server. It is used by the applications instead of 
XiBase9. 

 
XiLinkS 

XiLinkS runs at the display station. It receives the commands from the target 
machine and simulates the redirected applications as local applications.  

 
XiBase9 

XiBase9 is the local graphics engine and runs at the display station. It executes 
and visualizes the commands from XiLinkS. 
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9.1.1. Launching XiLinkC  
Command lines for Linux: 

 
• XiLinkC & or  
• XiLinkC -nologin & 

disables the login procedure  
 

Command lines for OS-9:  
 

• XiLinkC <>>>/nil & or  
• XiLinkC -nologin <>>>/nil & 

disables the login procedure  
 

Command lines for Windows:  
 

• XiLinkC  
 

9.2. The display variable  
When starting a XiBase9 application a connection to the local graphic server or an 
object server will be established. The selection depends on: 

 
• the environment variable DISPLAY=<name of display station> or  
• the program argument -display=<name of display station>.  

  
Instead of the name of the display station the IP address can be used, too. 
If no display variable is defined, the environment variable DISPLAY will be set to 
DISPLAY=home.  
 

9.3. Make a connection  
A connection between the display station and the target machine can be done as 
follows:  
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9.4. Using the XiSys-file-manager 
Before the file-manager is able to access a remote file system, a remote device has 
to be installed. 

 

Change to the "Device level" with the "Go to device level"-symbol in the tool bar of 
the file-manager. Activate <Device><New> from the main menu or by pressing the 
right mouse button inside the device window. 
 

 

A form has to be filled in, that specifies the remote device: 
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• the type of connection (TCP/IP) 
• a pseudonym for your new device (it can be any name) 
• the name of the working directory on the target machine 
• the IP-address or name 
• the target OS 

 
After leaving the form with "ok", a new symbol for the remote device appears in the 
device window. If you apply a double click to it, a connection will automatically be 
established and the content of the directory on the target machine is displayed. 

9.4.1. Using XiLinkS with command line options  
Install a windows icon at the desktop-background and assign it with the following 
command-line:  

 
• XiLinkS -host=<target system> -e <progname> <arguments>  

 
XiLinkS will establish a connection and starts a program specified by "progname" 
and optional "arguments" with a redirected graphical I/O, automatically. All 
arguments after the "-e" option are interpreted as command line arguments for the 
remote program, which will be started from XiLinkC at the target machine.  
The connection will be active, until all redirected processes are removed.  

9.5. Having problems  
If there are problems executing the display redirection it might be helpful to generate a 
protocol of the processes XiLinkC and XiLinkS.  
 
Under normal circumstances XiLinkC protocols each new connection with time stamps 
and user to its standard output. The option "-debug" generates an extended protocol 
per API-command. 
The same option can be used for XiLinkS. On Windows, the standard output will be 
displayed in a debug window. The debug window can be launched from the start menu.  
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10. Fonts 
This section describes the XiBase9 font format version 2. The XiBase9 font format is 
especially designed for embedded machines.  
The main focuses while developing were: 
 
• the memory consumption and 
• the drawing speed 

 
If using true type fonts the memory consumption for a Japanese font will exceed 5 
Mbytes. E.g. the Microsoft font „MSGothic“ has a size of over 8 Mbytes. Most 
embedded applications are running on small displays and are using only small fonts. 
Therefore we decided to implement bitmap fonts. The XiBase9 font format reduces 
the size of small fonts drastically. (E.g. the XiBase9 „Helvetica12“ needs less than 6 
Kbytes or the Japanese font „Gothic12“ needs only about 180 Kbytes). The font 
data in the files are interpreted by the XiBase9 server without further manipulation. 
XiBase9 fonts are prepared for the use on machines with little endian as well as on 
machines with big endian. 

10.1. Encoding 
The XiBase9 font format is able to support all UNICODE signs described in the 
UNICODE Standard 3.0. The range of the signs starts from 32 up to 65535. Signs in 
the range from 0 - 31 are interpreted as control characters and will not be displayed 
on screen.  
It’s not necessary to implement all signs of the UNICODE range. Only the useful 
signs of a font need to be defined. These signs need to be enumerated in ascending 
order in  

 
• the encoding table 
• the offset table 
• and the key property table 

10.2. Font names 
The XiBase9 font engine is searching the font files by its names and not by its 
contents. The name of a font is build  

 
• starting with its name ( ASCII string with any length ), 
• followed by the cell height ( 2 digits ), 
• adding optional type information ( „B“, „I“ or „BI“ for bold, italic,... ) 
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• and the ending „.xif“ 
 

The total length of the file name mustn’t increase the maximal length of file names 
supported by the file system. E.g. OS-9 allows only names with a maximum of 32 
characters. 

10.3. Substitution of bold or italic fonts 
The XiBase9 font engine builds the font names automatically by using the name and 
combining it with the height and the font attributes. 
If font attributes like bold or italic are specified by the application and the font engine 
isn’t able to load this font, it tries to open the normal font without any attributes. The 
bold and/or italic look will then be generated automatically by the font engine. 
 

Remark: 
An automatically generated bold or italic font fulfils often the quality demands of 
screen masks. It can never achieve the quality of a manually designed bold or italic 
font. The advantage of the font substitution is the reduction of the required space in 
memory and on hard disc. 

10.4. Drawing directions 
The default drawing direction is from left to right, except for scripts like Arabic and 
Hebrew. In this case, the algorithm for „Bidirectional Behavior“, will define the 
drawing direction and the assembling of the final signs. The algorithm is 
implemented as it is defined by the UNICODE Standard 3.0 and is an integral part of 
the XiBase9 server. 
 
 
 

10.5. Format definition 
The font file consists out of: 
 
• a header with general information about the font 
• an encoding table 
• an offset table 
• a key property table 

10.5.1. The file header 
The font file header is defined by a data structure as follows: 
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struct XiFontFileheader { 
long version; /* need to be 2 */ 

char font[256]; /* any information about the font, terminated by a ‘\0’ */ 
char name[32]; /* name of the font, terminated by a ‘\0’ */ 
char copyright[128]; /* copyright information, terminated by a ‘\0’ */ 
long size[3]; /* not used, have to be filled with „0“ */ 
long bbx[4]; /* not used, have to be filled with „0“ */ 
long height; /* cell height in pixel == ascent + descent*/ 
long average_width; /* average cell width in pixel */ 
long max_width; /* maximal cell width in pixel */ 
long ascent; /* pixels above baseline */ 
long descent; /* pixels below baseline */ 
long char_cnt; /* number of signs in font */ 
long horizontal_spacing; /* space to next char in pixel */ 
long variable; /* variable = 1 or fixed = 0 */ 
long type; /* normal = 0, bold = 0x02, italic = 0x04, bold italic = 0x06 */ 
long weight; /* normal = 400, bold = 800, semi bold = 600 */ 
long font_byte_cnt; /* size of total font description, 
not including the file header, 
the encoding table and the offset table */ 

}; 
 

10.5.2. The encoding table 
The encoding table defines the key code for each sign in the property table. Each 
entry has a size of 2 Bytes and is interpreted as an unsigned short value in the 
range of 0 - 65535. 
 

Example: 
A font file includes the following 4 signs: ‘0’, ‘9’, ‘A’, ‘z’. The resulting encoding table 
consists out of 4 entries: 
encoding_table[0] = 0x30; 
encoding_table[1] = 0x39; 
encoding_table[2] = 0x41; 
encoding_table[3] = 0x7a; 
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10.5.3. The offset table 
The offset table describes the offset in the key property table for each sign. Each 
entry has a size of 4 Bytes and is interpreted as an unsigned long value. 
 

Example: 
Assuming the above used signs do need following byte counts for its key properties: 
Sign ‘0’: 20 Bytes 
Sign ‘9’: 20 Bytes 
Sign ‘A’: 30 Bytes 
Sign ‘z’: 8 Bytes 
The offset tables entries have to be set with: 
encoding_table[0] = 0x30; offset_table[0] = 0; 
encoding_table[1] = 0x39; offset_table[1] = 20; 
encoding_table[2] = 0x41; offset_table[2] = 40; 
encoding_table[3] = 0x7a; offset_table[3] = 70; 

10.5.4. The key property table 
The key property table is the final definition of all signs in the font file. The size of 
each entry can vary. The definition beginning of a sign has to be retrieved from the 
offset table. 
The key property entries are describing the appropriate designs and the surrounding 
bounding boxes of all signs of the font. 
Each entry starts with a 5 Bytes header followed by a monochrome bitmap of 
variable size. 

10.5.4.1. The header 
Byte 0: 
Cell width 
Byte 1: 
X-origin, defines the horizontal distance from the left margin of the bounding box. 
Byte 2: 
Y-origin, defines the vertical distance from the baseline. 
Byte 3: 
Bitmap width, defines the width of the key bitmap. 
Byte 4: 
Bitmap height, defines the height of the key bitmap. 
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10.5.4.2. The bitmap 
The key bitmap follows directly after the key header. It can be interpreted as bit field. 
Each activated bit represents one pixel that must be drawn. The bitmap is organized 
from top to bottom. 
The bits can be set and offset by using the makros SET_BIT, RESET_BIT and 
GET_BIT. 
#define SET_BIT(bitmap,n) (*(bitmap+(n>>3))) |= (0x01<<(n&0x07)) 
#define RESET_BIT(bitmap,n) (*(bitmap+(n>>3))) &= ~(0x01<<(n&0x07)) 
#define GET_BIT(bitmap,n) (*(bitmap+(n>>3))>>(n&0x07)&0x01) 
The size of the bitmap is calculated by: 
BitmapSize = ((BitmapWidth * BitmapHeight) + 7) / 8; 

Example: 
Set the pixel in the left top corner of the bitmap: 
SET_BIT(bitmap,0); 
Set the pixel in right bottom corner: 
SET_BIT(bitmap,(BitmapWidth*BitmapHeight)-1); 

10.5.4.3. Calculating the size of the key property table 
The total size of the key property table will be determined by calculating and adding 
the size of each entry. The size of an entry will be calculated as follows: 
 
#define SizeOfHeader 5 

long CalculateSizeOfEntry( 

 unsigned short *OffsetTable, 

 char *KeyProperties, 

 long n 

) 

{ 

 char *KeyProperty = KeyProperties+*(OffsetTable+n); 

 char BitmapWidth = *(KeyProperty+3); 

 char BitmapHeight = *(KeyProperty+4); 

 return (long)(SizeOfHeader+((BitmapWidth*BitmapHeight)+7)/8); 

} 

Calculating the total size of the key property table: 

TotalSize = 0; 

for(n=0;n<EntryCount;n++) 

{ 

 TotalSize += CalculateSizeOfEntry(OffsetTable,KeyProperties,n); 

} 
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10.5.4.4. Schema 

 

BoundingBoxHeight = 20    BitmapWidth = 7 
BoundingBoxWidth = 10   BitmapHeight = 13 
Ascent = 14      BitmapXOrigine = 1 
Descent = 6      BitmapYOrigine = -5 
HorizontalSpacing = 2 
 
The picture shows the schema of one key property entry. The surrounding box is 
defined by the height of the font and the width of the key entry. The width is 
calculated by: 
 

BoundingBoxWidth = BitmapWidth+HorizontalOrigine+HorizontalSpacing. 
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11. Touch screen 
 

XiBase9 offers touch screen support by the program XiTouch. This program is able 
to handle the most common touch protocols automatically. 

 
• Elo Touch (10 Byte protocol) 
• 3M Micro Touch 
• Hampshire Touch 
• Linux touch event mechanism 
• Microware MAUI touch  
• Microware touch driver protocol 

 
The XiTouch source code frame work allows you to integrate easily additional 
protocols. 
 
A touch screen will be recognized by the server as soon as the touch screen 
program is started. The instant, a keyboard is necessary for an input, it will be 
placed on the screen directly attached to the corresponding object. The keyboard 
will be moved with changing the position of the input and disappears when the input 
is finished or  with a touch on the  screen outside of the keyboard. 
 

11.1. Starting XiTouch 
XiTouch can be activated immediately at booting as an option from the server with 
the command: 
 
„-touch=<interface>„ or 
„-touch=<touch program, interface>„ 
 
If doing so it is important to pay attention that this option is placed before the –e 
option. 
 
XiTouch can also be started at any time later with the command:  
 
„XiTouch -s =<interface> -baud=<baud rate>„ 
 
In case no Baud-rate is defined, the default setting is 9600. 
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11.2. Calibration 
When using XiTouch for the first time or when the screen resolution is altered, it is 
necessary to calibrate the screen. The corresponding calibration program starts 
automatically when no calibration data are available. 
 

 

The above calibration mask appears on the screen. The four buttons have to be 
pressed at least 1 second each. Please follow the jumping arrow. 
The calibration data are automatically stored in the corresponding directory of the 
user . The file name is assembled as follows: 

touchx<horizontal resolution>x<vertical resolution>x<color depth>.cfg. 
For example:  

touchx640x480x32.cfg 
 
See also environment variable USER_PATH. This path will be dynamically 
generated and can be retrieved with xi_get_xibase9_userpath(). So a further 
calibration is not necessary even if the screen resolution will be changed repeatedly. 

 
The touch screen calibration can be activated at any time by selecting the desktop 
property menu <Desktop><Settings><Properties><Miscellaneous><Touch 
screen><calibrate touch screen>. 
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11.3. Settings 
Under  <Desktop><Settings><Country settings> the keyboard-layout can be set up 
with reference to various countries. This alteration can also be started at runtime 
with the command  xi_set_keyboard_layout() . 
Within text lists it is possible to change the line height to facilitate the input on the 
touch screen with <Desktop><Settings><Miscellaneous><touch screen><Line 
height using touch input>. The according command at runtime 
is xi_desktop(XI_TOUCH_LINE_HEIGHT;….) 
According to the requirements the size of the soft-keyboard can be adapted at 
runtime with xi_desktop(XI_DESKTOP_SOFTKEYBOARD_PROPERTIES)  or 
under <Desktop><Settings><Miscellaneous><Soft keyboard>.   
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12. Tools 
 

12.1. The Vector editor 
…………… 

12.2. Library generator 
……………. 

12.3. Task-monitor 
The task-monitor (XiTaskMgr) shows the most essential parameters of each 
program and common properties of the whole system. Therefore the user is enabled 
to quickly analyze the time-sequence of all applications and important events  and is 
also provided  with constant feedback of all protocol commands and their return 
values.  
This tool is not limited to XiBase9-specific commands and variables. All system 
variables, processes and devices , as well as the module directory of OS-9-systems 
can be monitored. Applications can dynamically start and stop monitoring and  log  
sequential data to provide an audit trail for diagnostic purposes. Using  this tool 
enables the programmer to identify any fault sources in no time at all and optimize 
the time sequences of the analyzed software.  
The additional requirements of memory capacity are just 1 Mbyte. 
  
The task-monitor reports two groups of information:  
 
General system parameters: 
• Display of all launched tasks, sorted by different criteria 
• Display of the tasks most significant parameters 
• Display of system utilization (CPU-time and memory) 
• Changing of the process priority 
• Termination of programs 

 
XiBase9 logging: 
• Profiling of all API-commands with their parameters 
• Monitoring of events, exceptions, signals 
• Logging of all input-devices (mouse, touch, keyboard) 
• Display of all accesses to the file systems 
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• Memory monitoring 
• Logging of all server actions 
• Recording of all user-defined messages 

 
What is the advantage of the protocol? 
• Supply of detailed descriptions of all events 
• Analysis of the dynamic properties of processes 
• Detection of handling errors 
• Identification and localization of malfunctions 
• Debugging 
• Allocation of rare events 
• Monitoring of the performance 
• Independent evaluation from the target system 
• Multilingual protocol entries 

 

12.3.1. The user interface 
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12.3.1.1. Tab <All tasks> 
The protocol shows a tabular listing of all launched tasks together with their most 
significant parameters in a hierarchical structure and symbolic  attribution. 
Additionally, the utilization of CPU and memory are indicated in the bottom part of 
the window. The display is refreshed periodically.  
A single task can be selected with a mouse click on the task name; with a click on 
the right mouse key, a context menu opens allowing terminating the task or 
changing its priority. 
Displayed parameters are: 
 
<Name> 
Task name, disposed in a tree-structure in order of the execution. For XiBase9-
programs being visible on the current display, the display variable and the text of the 
caption line will be listed additionally. 
 
<ID> 
Process-ID 
 
<PID> 
Parent-Process-ID; Task-ID of a program to be notified 
 
<Prior> 
Priority of the task 
 
<CPU-Time> 
The amount of time the CPU is actually executing instructions. 
(The time resolution depends on the speed of  the machine, whereas the smallest 
possible interval represents 1 micro second.) 
 
<Data> 
 
 
<Mod size> 
Size of the executable program (only available under OS-9 and OS9000). 
 
<Paths> 
Describes the absolute pathname of the task and its exact address in the directory. 
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12.3.1.2. Tab <Graphical tasks> 
All XiBase9-tasks that are signed on to the current display device are listed here. 
The functionality is the same as described under 12.3.1.1. <All Tasks>. 
 

12.3.1.3. Tab <API-protocol> 
Keeping a record of the chronological progression is a valuable diagnostics tool 
which is on the one hand able to solve programming errors  in an elegant way and 
on the other hand  can be used to optimize tasks. The following tasks will be logged: 
• all called API-commands inclusive parameters 
• all return values 
• the execution time in μs 
• the chronological relation 
• user-defined entries 

 

 

A protocol process is started with <Record>  (symbol green triangle) and ends with 
<Stop> (symbol red dashes). The maximum log time is two minutes when recording 
directly with activated auto updating, otherwise an infinite protocol will be generated. 
Upon completion of the protocol, the coherences shown in the diagram can be 
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evaluated. By drawing a rectangle with the left mouse key, a specific part of the 
graphic can be magnified. This zooming is undone by clicking on the symbol 
binocular. 
 
The individual events are listed in plain text within the list visible in the bottom part of 
the window. By selecting an event the corresponding vector within the graphic will 
be marked. Vice versa, after clicking on a vector with the left mouse key the 
corresponding text entry will be searched. 
 
The small bar below the actual diagram represents the time measurement in μs. A 
beginning mark can be set by clicking at any position along the bar. The time from 
this mark on up to the currently marked vector will be displayed. An exact resolution 
of events can only be performed within the particularly available system clock. All 
other resolutions are just a chronological string of events. 
 
The user can insert own protocol entries at any place within a XiBase9-application 
with the command xi_write_proto(); these entries are automatically displayed like 
usual API-commands. 

12.3.1.4. Menu <File> 
<File><Kill task> 
The process selected in the process list will be terminated. This function can also be 
performed by clicking on the <Kill>-button in the right bottom window area or by 
clicking on the name with the right mouse key. 
 
<File><Change priority> 
The priority of the selected task can be changed. 
 
<File><Open new program> 
A command line appears in which a program subject to start can be entered 
together with the corresponding options. 

12.3.1.5. Menu <View> 
<View><All tasks> 
The tab <All tasks> will be activated. 
 
<View><Graphical tasks only> 
The tab <Graphical  tasks> will be activated. 
 
<View><API-protocol> 
The tab <Graphical tasks> will be activated. 
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<View><Normal view><Zoomed><Double zoomed> 
The graphic protocol can be plotted using different enhancement factors. 
 
<View><Auto. updating> 
When this function is activated, the window contents will be updated with the up-to-
date information every 2 minutes. 
When the time progression is logged, an unnecessary load on the system due to 
displaying the vectors can be avoided by switching off the automatic updating. The 
diagram will then be drawn after stopping the process. 
 
<View><Protocol settings> 
In the default setting, all events that can occur within the application are logged. The 
events are divided into different categories. When all tasks or graphical tasks only 
are examinated, the window for protocol setting appears. 
 
 

 

 
The window for the protocolmask appears when regarding the API-protocols: 
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If not all categories are used, there is the possibility to exclude them from logging in 
the corresponding selection window. 

12.3.1.6. Menu <Options> 
<Options><Search> 
After protocol-completion, a text list is filled with corresponding event entries. The 
list can be - similar to a text editor- searched for any expressions. 
The search process can also be triggered by using <CTRL+QF> or <CTRL+F>. A 
repeated search process can be initialized forwards or backwards. 
 
<Options><Grid> 
A grid can be inserted into the diagram indicating information regarding the current 
program version of XiWrite. 
 

12.3.2. Permanent recording 
The XiBase9 server and the remote server XiLinkC support a comfortable way of 
logging all API functions permanently. If enabled, the server and all applications will 
write its log data to a data module in the RAM. With the shell command XiLog, the 
record can be stopped and the contents of the data module will be written into a log 
file. The task-monitor XiTaskMgr is able to read and interpret this log file. 
 
The logging is done into a shared memory. The size of the shared memory is 1 
MByte. 
 
All entries of the log are complemented with a time stamp. The time resolution 
depends on the speed of the machine. The smallest possible interval is 1 micro 
second. 
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The length of the record is limited by the size of the data module and the frequency 
of the protocol events. 

12.3.2.1. Activate logging 
• The logging can be activated from scratch by using the option "-log". The log will 

be done continuously until a stop condition gets true. 
• The command line program "XiLog -run" activates the logging at any time. Using 

XiLog enables you to determine the stop conditions for the log: 
"-stop=exception" Stops the log when an exception occurs  
"-stop=full" Stops the log if the log memory is full 

12.3.2.2. Stop logging 
The logging is stopped under following conditions: 
• The command line program “XiLog -save” stops the logging and saves the log to 

a file 
• The server is terminated 
• An exception occurs 
• The log memory is full (Optional) 
• The shell program XiLog is called to stop the logging 

 
 

12.4. Keyboard layout editor 
As previously described, XiBase9 allows working with touch screen input and in 
doing so, the software keyboard automatically appears on the screen  whenever it is 
necessary for an input. It shows the common keyboard structure: small letters on  
the basic layout, capital letters on a second layer  printed by simultaneously holding 
the Shift- key and additional letters or signs which can be printed holding the Alt-key. 
Dead keys which are used in combination with other keys to create accented 
assembled characters are indicated with an orange coloration. 
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12.4.1. Changing the Country settings 
According to the support of various languages by XiBase9, the keyboard layout can 
be adjusted to the particular settings of these countries with either 
<Desktop><Settings><Country settings> or by starting the program XiKeyboard with 
the command XiKeyboard -edit. 
 Changing the visual layout always implies altered processing of the keys so that 
they match the  functional layout determined by the software. 

 
<File> 
With this menu the folder storing the country-specific keyboard layout files can be 
opened to edit and save the different layouts. 
 
 <Layout> 
The number of keys varies depending on the country, usually between a 101- and 
102 -key keyboard with the exception of Japan, where they use 106 keys. To avoid 
problems when exchanging the keyboard layout, the user should understand about 
the required number of keys and determine them in advance . XiBase9  offers also 
an extended keyboard (see below). 

 

<Country> 
Opens the  list of default keyboard layouts specific for the given countries and 
languages. Changing the language alters the visual and functional layout 
immediately without saving it. 
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12.4.2.  Editing the keyboard layout 
XiKeyboard provides furthermore the possibility to manipulate existing keyboards. 
The command XiKeyboard -edit  opens the editing mode. So in a quick and easy 
way the user can define the keyboard layout for a language that is not provided by 
XiBase9 or can compose an individual keyboard layout with personally favored 
symbols.  
XBase9 provides a large number of UNICODE signs. A click on a letter or a symbol 
opens the installed UNICODE tables in which single keys can be selected by 
double-clicking. In such a way the keyboard layout can be basically assigned to the 
user’s need and subsequently be saved under a new filename. 

 

 

 
In the case the repertory of installed keyboard layouts or supported UNICODE signs 
is not sufficient, the user has the possibility to work with the Microsoft Keyboard 
Layout Creator (MSKLC) to define the necessary layout 
(http://www.microsoft.com/globaldev/tools/msklc.mspx)  
 

 

12.5. Look & Feel editor 
The desktop environment of the GUIBuilder is developed by graphic  and dialogue 
designers using their favorite tools and provides the user with a variety of pre-
installed screen configurations for a quick and easy application of the program. 
Nevertheless, choosing the right desktop environment is essential to ensure 
streamlined work flow, so the user always can always decide to accept the default 
settings or to change to a Look and feel he/she is already familiar with.  

http://www.microsoft.com/globaldev/tools/msklc.mspx�
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The program „XiDesign“ provides manifold possibilities to change the configurations 
and compose client areas to personal needs. 

 

12.5.1.  Menu <File> 
 
<File><Open> 
To alter the window configuration, the user can access the configuration files with  
<file><open>  and select one of the given designs which are at first displayed  in the 
monitor shown within the XiDesign-window (e.g. the Japanese configuration in the 
picture below) whereas the frame and the menu remain unchanged. With the 
register cards (see 12.5.3. Changing the window properties) it is possible to modify  
every single component and change the appearance furthermore to a personally  
favored look which can be saved and used as default configuration. 
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<File><Use default Windows setting> 
The GUI-guidelines of XiBase9  are not completely in accordance with the Microsoft 
software. If running XiBase9 on a Microsoft operating system,  the user has the 
possibility to activate the automatically adjustment of the font- and button-size to the 
default settings of the Windows window manager. 
 
<File><Show current design> 
The configuration of the desktop, the taskbar, the menu and the windows is 
immediately adapted to the new look with  <File><Show current design>. However 
this setting is not saved at shut down of the server, so after restart of XiBase 9 the 
screen shows the default configuration.  
 
<File><Set default configuration file> 
A click on <Set default configuration file> opens the config-folder  and lists all the 
stored configuration files.  After selection and affirmation of a new configuration file, 
the design of the screen is changed instantly and maintained as basic configuration 
after restart of XiBase9. 
 
<File><Use default configuration> 
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The primarily installed configuration (xi.conf) is automatically reset with this function 
and replaces every other design set as default  configuration. 

12.5.2.  Menu <Options> 
The GUI builder provides the user with a wide range of different buttons, symbols 
and cursors to construct the basic conditions of windows as necessary. Also 
software keyboards and different fonts are available and can be adapted according 
to the requirements. 

 
<Options><Symbols> 
The register cards contain all buttons and symbols which are available to generate a 
functional window in the system icon pool of XiBase9. The user can modify them by 
opening the Icon editor XiIconEd and save the alterations or he can create his own 
icons and add them to the pool.  
 

 

 
<Options><Cursor> 
A cursor is a bit-mapped graphic whose shape changes depending on the 
circumstances (e.g. arrow, hand, hour glass). The hotspot is the point to which is 
referred in tracking the cursors position and represents the cursor’s pixel used to 
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click. These hotspot coordinates can be changed to any location in the cursor icon 
whereby the handling of the cursor may be more difficult. 
Clicking on a cursor symbol opens a separate raster editor window (XiIconEdit), in 
which every image of a static cursor can be modified. 

 

 

 
<Options><Font substitution list> 
XiBase9 was developed as global software to run on unix-like operation systems as 
well as on window platforms. It therefore provides a variety of standard formats to 
adapt the fonts to the particular used languages. If this assortment is not sufficient, 
the user can install additional fonts. With the program ttf2xif.exe on Windows 
platforms or with the font editor XiShowFont on Unix it is possible to convert all 
available true types into the XiBase9 font format (see 10. Fonts).  
 
With the font substitution list the final font type can be assigned depending on the 
used operation system. To facilitate this assignment the fonts are classified into 
families, so that a sans serif font is automatically substituted by another sans serif 
font or a fixed font by another fixed font. 
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The preferred method to assign the final font type is to use the default settings. If 
changes are necessary or favored, a pop-up list with all possible font types that can 
be substituted within the requirements of different languages shows up. 
With a click on <Use standard settings> all changes are undone and the pre-
installed settings are reconstituted. 

 
<Options><Dialogue window> 
This mostly used window form is set up from only a limited number of objects and is 
predefined in its appearance. The only way to manipulate it is to change the 
properties within the framework of the „Look & Feel editor“. For example the colors 
of the background and the text, the dimensions and the position of the buttons and 
one of 7 different fonts can be substituted. 
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<Options><Miscellaneous> 
With a click on the register cards the user can adapt  
• the line height using touch input 
• the thickness of the input focus rectangle 
• frames, menus and sliders to small resolutions  
• the look of the software keyboard (font, font color, background color, function 

key color, width, height and the dead char color) 
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12.5.3.  Changing the window properties 
 

The XiDesign-window displays a monitor in which the screen-configuration is 
represented. Below this monitor are four registering cards disposed containing all 
the tools to alter every single feature of a given design and create a new personally 
favored looks (see 12.5.1. Menu <File>). 
 
<Window properties><Window frame> 
Alterations are possible concerning the frame design, the title bar and the buttons. 
The user can choose between seven frame designs or fonts or between 125 
predefined colors for the active and passive windows and buttons.  
 
<Window properties><Menu> 
With this register card the user can change the frame -and text -colors of the menu 
bar and the popup. 
 
<Window properties><Desktop> 
Components changeable with this register card are the background, program 
symbols, task bar, start button and the start menu. The user has manifold 
possibilities to vary the look by exchanging colors, fonts or button designs. 
 
<Window properties><Objects> 
The object toolboxes offer a choice of predefined object like scroll bars, group boxes, 
radio buttons, register objects and so on. Their basic appearance can be modified 
here, but not the description of their placement, their event capabilities or their 
contents. 
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13. The application interface 
 

13.1. Thematical overview 
 

13.1.1. Bitmaps and Icons 
 
xi_calculate_bitmap_size()  Calculate size of a bitmap 
xi_change_icon()    Change icon 
xi_change_i_element()   Change icon list element 
xi_edit_icon()    Edit windows icon 
xi_free_icon()    Free icon 
xi_get_bitmap()    Read bitmap in BMP-Format 
xi_get_bitmap_name()   Get bitmap file name 
xi_get_icon()    Copy icon bitmap into buffer 
xi_get_pixels()    Get pixels of a bitmap 
xi_install_icon()    Install icon 
xi_load_icon()    Load icon bitmap 
xi_save_bitmap()    Store bitmap of an Object 
xi_set_bitmap()    Set bitmap in BMP-format 
xi_set_bitmap_from_pool()  Bitmap cross reference 
xi_set_bitmap_mode()   Change bitmap tool 
xi_set_bitmap_name()   Change bitmap file name 
xi_set_bitmap_pool()   Define bitmap pool 
xi_set_bitmap_shared()   Set bitmap from data module 
xi_set_icon()    Change icon object 
xi_set_icon_from()   Change icon object 
xi_set_icon_list()    Change icon list 
xi_set_pixels()    Change pixels of a bitmap 
 

13.1.2. Callback functions 
 
xi_callback_fkt()    Description of callback function 
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xi_default_language_proc()  Default language exchange 
xi_define_callback()   Define callback function 
 

13.1.3. Colors 
 
xi_alloc_color()    Allocate color 
xi_alloc_colors()    Allocate colors 
xi_free_color()    Free color 
xi_free_colors()    Free colors 
xi_get_color()    Get object color number 
xi_get_color_nr()    Get color number 
xi_set_color()    Set object color 
xi_set_colors()    Change colors 
xi_set_color_nr()    Set color component 
 

13.1.4. Configuration 
 

xi_desktop()    Desktop configuration 
xi_get_keyboard_layout()  Get keyboard layout 
xi_get_xibase9_path()   Get installation path 
xi_get_xibase9_user_path()  Get user path 
xi_get_screen_size()   Get screen size 
xi_set_background()   Set desktop background 
xi_set_keyboard_layout()  Change keyboard layout 
xi_set_keyboard_simulation()  Keyboard simulation on/off 
xi_set_screen_saver()   Set screen saver 
 

13.1.5. Cursor 
 

xi_alloc_cursor()    Allocate cursor 
xi_change_cursor()   Change cursor bitmap 
xi_free_cursor()    Free cursor 
xi_get_cursor()    Current cursor information 
xi_mouse_info()    Position and state of the cursor 
xi_move_cursor()   Position mouse cursor 
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xi_set_cursor_mode()   Change cursor mode 
xi_set_obj_cursor_style()  Change object cursor 

 

13.1.6. Dialogues 
 

xi_dialog()     Dialogue box from resource file 
xi_dialogbox()    Dynamic dialogue 
xi_draw_dialogbox()   Draw dialogue box 
xi_get_dialog_info()   Get dialogue options 
 

13.1.7. Events 
 

xi_check_event()    Quickcheck of events 
xi_event()     Wait for an event 
xi_get_etext_event()   Event of a text object 
xi_get_event_info()   Extended event information 
xi_get_g_event()    Get graphic event 
xi_get_list_event()   Get events of icon list 
xi_getc()     Get keyboard event 
xi_get_touched_obj()   Get object below the cursor 
xi_mouse_info()    Position and state of the cursor 
xi_send_event()    Send message 
xi_send_event_ext()   Send message (ext. capabilities) 
xi_send_task_event()   Send message (old) 
xi_send_touch_activity()  Touchscreen-Interface 
xi_unget_key()    Return keyboard event 
xi_unget_keys()    Return keyboard events 

 

13.1.8. FIFO 
 

xi_fifo_create()    Create a FIFO 
xi_fifo_free()    Free a FIFO 
xi_fifo_info()    Get available byte count in FIFO 
xi_fifo_read()    Read from FIFO 
xi_fifo_unget()    Write to first FIFO position 
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xi_fifo_write()    Write to FIFO 
 

13.1.9. File system 
 

xi_access()    File access rights 
xi_chdir()     Change actual directory 
xi_close()     Close path 
xi_close_connection()   Close network connection 
xi_copy_file()    Make a copy of a file 
xi_creat()     Create file 
xi_free_file_list()    Free file list 
xi_getcwd()    Get current working directory 
xi_get_device_info()   Get device info 
xi_get_file_list()    Content of a directory 
xi_getfstat()    Get file status 
xi_get_size()    Get file size 
xi_getstat()    Get file status 
xi_lseek()     Position file pointer 
xi_mkdir()     Make new directory 
xi_open()     Open file/interface 
xi_open_connection()   Open network connection 
xi_read()     Read character from file/interface 
xi_rename()    Rename file, directory 
xi_rmdir()     Remove directory 
xi_setfstat()    Change file status 
xi_unlink()     Remove file 
xi_write()     Write character into file/interface 

 

13.1.10. File selection 
 
xi_fsel()     File select box 
xi_fsel_caption()    Caption of file select box 
xi_fsel_ext_selection()   Enable selection object 
xi_fsel_preview()    File select preview_function 
xi_fsel_multi()    File select box 
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13.1.11. Fonts 
 
xi_free_font()    Free font 
xi_get_font_metric()   Get metric font 
xi_get_obj_font_metric()  Get metric font 
xi_load_font()    Load font 
xi_set_obj_font()    Change object font 

 

13.1.12. Interfaces 
 

xi_close()     Close path 
xi_interface_init()    Configure interface 
xi_interface_rdy()   Check interface 
xi_open()     Open file/interface 
xi_read()     Read character from file/interface 
xi_write()     Write character into file/interface 

 

13.1.13. Language settings 
 
xi_default_language_proc()  Default language exchange 
xi_get_lang_dir()    Retrieve language directory 
xi_get_lang_id()    Retrieve language ID 
xi_get_language()   Retrieve language settings 
xi_set_encoding()   Set encoding method 
xi_set_language()   Change language settings 
 

13.1.14. Memory management 
 

xi_alloc()     Allocate memory block 
xi_alloc_wcs()    Allocate memory for a Wide-Char-String 
xi_calloc()     Allocate memory block 
xi_free()     Free memory block 
xi_free_list()    Free pointer list 
xi_malloc()    Allocate memory block 
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xi_realloc()    Resize memory block 
xi_shared_memory_close()  Close shared memory object 
xi_shared_memory_create()  Create shared memory object 
xi_shared_memory_delete()  Delete shared memory object 
xi_shared_memory_open()  Open shared memory object 

 

13.1.15. Messages 
 

xi_alloc_message()   Organize message buffer 
xi_free_message()   Free message buffer 
xi_read_message()   Read message 
xi_write_message()   Write message 
xi_send_event()    Send message 
xi_send_task_event()   Send message (obsolet) 
xi_sizeof_message()   Size of message buffer 
 

13.1.16. Miscellaneous 
 
xi_clip_cursor()    Confine cursor movement 
xi_clip_read()    Read from clip board 
xi_edit_icon()    Edit windows icon 
xi_edit_text()    Edit multiline text 
xi_error_action()    Error handling 
xi_findstr()     Search string for pattern 
xi_flush()     Flush instruction loop 
xi_get_bit()    Get bit in byte field 
xi_get_last_error()   Get last error information 
xi_grab_buttons()   Deactivate system menus 
xi_hardcopy()    Save hardcopy of screen 
xi_line_editor()    Line editor 
xi_move_box()    Move rectangle 
xi_move_shape()    Move shape 
xi_send_touch_activity()  Touchscreen-Interface 
xi_set_bit()    Change bit in byte field 
xi_set_line_editor()   Configure line editor 
xi_size_box()    Change rectangle dimensions 
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xi_ungrab_buttons()   Recall system menus 
xi_write_proto()    Protocol entry 

 

13.1.17. Network 
 
xi_remote_connect()   Make connection to ..: 
xi_remote_info()    Properties of a connection 
xi_remote_shutdown()   Shutdown connection 
xi_remote_speed()   Speed of a communication channel 
 

13.1.18. Objects 
 

xi_change_i_element()   Change icon list element 
xi_change_list()    Change list 
xi_change_ltext()    Change list text 
xi_change_obj_size()   Change object geometry 
xi_change_text()    Change object text 
xi_change_typ()    Change object type 
xi_check_unique_name()  Check object name 
xi_combo_box_ctrl()   Manipulate combo box 
xi_get_active_switch()   Get active radio button 
xi_get_attr()    Get object attributes 
xi_get_caption()    Get caption 
xi_get_color()    Get object color number 
xi_get_combo_box()   Get combo box 
xi_get_etext()    Get editable text object 
xi_get_handling()   Get object event attributes 
xi_get_icon()    Copy icon bitmap into buffer 
xi_get_length()    Get list length 
xi_get_lmarks()    Get list object marking 
xi_get_ltext()    Get list object text 
xi_get_ltext_info()   Get editable list 
xi_get_next_obj()    Copy next object structure 
xi_get_obj_desc()   Copy object structure 
xi_get_obj_desc_in()   Copy object structures 
xi_get_obj_changes_in()  Get object changes 
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xi_get_obj_font_metric()  Get metric font of object 
xi_get_obj_help()    Get object help text 
xi_get_obj_size()    Get object dimensions 
xi_get_para_obj()   Get parameter object 
xi_get_pos()    Get position 
xi_get_pvalue()    Get parameter value 
xi_get_register()    Get register object 
xi_get_size_of()    Get object geometry 
xi_get_switch()    Get switch status 
xi_get_slider()    Get slider object 
xi_get_spin_control()   Get spin control object 
xi_get_state()    Get object status register 
xi_get_tabs()    Get table columns 
xi_get_text()    Get object text 
xi_get_textlist()    Get list text 
xi_get_work_area()   Get size of work area 
xi_get_work_area_absolut()  Location of work area 
xi_obj_draw()    Draw object 
xi_obj_redraw()    Remove object 
xi_obj_refresh()    Refresh object  
xi_obj_scroll()    Scroll object 
xi_obj_synchronize()   Synchronize objects 
xi_set_attr()    Set object attributes 
xi_set_caption()    Set caption 
xi_set_color()    Set object color 
xi_set_combo_box()   Set combo box 
xi_set_default_obj()   Set default object 
xi_set_elements()   Change frame elements 
xi_set_etext()    Set editable text object 
xi_set_handling()    Change object event attributes 
xi_set_icon()    Change icon object 
xi_set_icon_from()   Change icon object 
xi_set_icon_list()    Change icon list 
xi_set_keyboard_focus()  Set keyboard focus 
xi_set_line_distance()   Set line distance 
xi_set_linfo()    Line-, Column-, Insert information 
xi_set_lmarks()    Mark list object 
xi_set_list()    Set text list 
xi_set_mark()    Mark list element 
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xi_set_obj_cursor_style()  Change object cursor 
xi_set_obj_desc()   Change object structure 
xi_set_obj_font()    Change object font 
xi_set_obj_grid()    Set grid lines 
xi_set_obj_help()    Set object help text 
xi_set_obj_zoom()   Change object zoom 
xi_set_para_obj()   Change argument object 
xi_set_pos()    Set argument position 
xi_set_pvalue()    Change argument element 
xi_set_register()    Change register object 
xi_set_register_work_area()  Set work area of register 
xi_set_switch()    Change switch status 
xi_set_slider()    Change slider object 
xi_set_spin_control()   Change spin control object 
xi_set_state()    Change object status register 
xi_set_tab_element()   Change list element 
xi_set_tab_ext()    Set extended table information 
xi_set_tab_pos()    Select table entry 
xi_set_tabs()    Change table columns 
xi_set_text()    Change object text 
xi_set_text_from()   Change object text 
xi_set_text_unformated()  Change object text (unformatted) 
 

13.1.19. Pool commands 
 

xi_pool_add()    Extend pool 
xi_pool_copy()    Copy pool object 
xi_pool_del()    Delete pool object 
xi_pool_used()    Check usage of an object 
xi_set_icon_from()   Change icon object 
xi_set_text_from()   Change object text 

 

13.1.20. Popup menus 
 
xi_popup()    Simple popup menu 
xi_popup_menu()   Popup-menu 
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13.1.21. Program management 
 
xi_deinit_appl()    Process termination 
xi_get_task_count()   Check no. of occurrences of a single task 
xi_get_task_name()   Get task name 
xi_getpid()     Get process ID 
xi_init_appl()    Initiate program 
xi_is_task()    Check existence of a task 
xi_is_task_redirected()   Check display redirection 
xi_set_task_icon()   Transfer task icon 
xi_set_task_iconname()   Change icon text 
xi_system()    Shell command 
xi_raise_task()    Change window stack 

 

13.1.22. Resources 
 

xi_get_etext_valid()   Get validity pattern 
xi_get_xibase9_path()   Get installation directory 
xi_obj_copy()    Copy of objects 
xi_obj_delete()    Deletion of objects 
xi_obj_insert()    Insert new object 
xi_rs_change()    Change resource 
xi_rs_creat()    Create new resource 
xi_rs_creat_copy()   Create copy of a window 
xi_rs_creat_shared()   Create shared resource 
xi_rs_free()    Release resource 
xi_rs_name()    Get resource name 
xi_rs_load()    Load resource 
xi_rs_load_shared()   Load shared resource 
xi_rs_rename()    Rename resource 
xi_rs_save()    Save resource 
xi_rs_share()    Use resource jointly 
xi_set_etext_valid()   Set validity pattern 
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13.1.23. Text control functions 
 

xi_make_text_ctrl()   Control string for text attributes 
xi_make_text_icon()   Control string for text icon 
xi_make_tree_struct()   Create tree structure 
 

13.1.24. Time management 
 

xi_get_ticks()    Get system ticks 
xi_time()     Local time inquiry 
xi_timer()     Set timer 
xi_tsleep()     Submit processing time 
 

13.1.25. UNICODE and local encoding methods 
 

ansi_to_wcs()    Convert ANSI to wide character 
mb_to_wcs()    Convert multibyte to wide character 
wcscat()     Append a UNICODE-string 
wcscmp()     Compare UNICODE-strings 
wcscpy()     Copy a UNICODE-string 
wcslen()     Get length of a UNICODE-string 
wcsncmp()    Compare characters of two UNICODE-strings 
wcsncpy()     Copy characters of a UNICODE-string 
wcsprintf()     Write formated data to a string 
wcs_to_ansi()    Convert wide character to ANSI 
wcs_to_l()     Convert UNICODE-String to long Integer 
wcs_to_mb()    Convert wide character to multibyte 
xi_set_encoding()   Set encoding method 
 

13.1.26. Vector graphic 
 

xi_change_g_element()   Change graphic element 
xi_change_g_obj()   Change graphic object 
xi_clr_g_obj()    Delete graphic 
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xi_get_obj_cursor()   Position of cursor in object 
xi_get_g_view()    Configuration of graphic object 
xi_get_zoom_area()   Get zoom area 
xi_set_g_info()    Graphic cursor and axis labelling 
xi_set_g_obj()    Set graphic object 
xi_set_g_obj_shared()   Set graphic object 
xi_set_g_view()    Configure graphic object 
xi_set_obj_tool()    Define tool 

 

13.1.27. Windows 
 

xi_calculate_window()   Calculate window components 
xi_diff_draw()    Refresh in opened window 
xi_form_draw()    Open and draw window 
xi_form_draw_ext()   Open and draw window 
xi_form_redraw()    Close window 
xi_get_window_id()   Get window identification 
xi_raise_task()    Change window stack 
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13.2. Alphabetical listing 
 

ansi_to_wcs()    Convert ANSI to wide character 
mb_to_wcs()    Convert multibyte to wide character 
wcscat()     Append a UNICODE-string 
wcscmp()     Compare UNICODE-strings 
wcscpy()     Copy a UNICODE-string 
wcslen()     Get length of a UNICODE-string 
wcsncmp()    Compare characters of two UNICODE-strings 
wcsncpy()     Copy characters of a UNICODE-string 
wcsprintf()     Write formated data to a string 
wcs_to_ansi()    Convert wide character to ANSI 
wcs_to_l()     Convert UNICODE-String to long Integer 
wcs_to_mb()    Convert wide character to multibyte 
xi_access()    File access rights 
xi_alloc()     Allocate memory block 
xi_alloc_color()    Allocate color 
xi_alloc_colors()    Allocate colors 
xi_alloc_cursor()    Allocate cursor 
xi_alloc_message()   Organize message buffer 
xi_alloc_wcs()    Allocate memory for a Wide-Char-String 
xi_calculate_bitmap_size()  Calculate size of a bitmap 
xi_calculate_window()   Calculate window components 
xi_callback_fkt()    Description of callback function 
xi_calloc()     Allocate memory block 
xi_change_cursor()   Change cursor bitmap 
xi_change_g_element()   Change graphic element 
xi_change_g_obj()   Change graphic object 
xi_change_icon()    Change icon 
xi_change_i_element()   Change icon list element 
xi_change_list()    Change list 
xi_change_ltext()    Change list text 
xi_change_obj_size()   Change object geometry 
xi_change_text()    Change object text 
xi_change_typ()    Change object type 
xi_chdir()     Change actual directory 
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xi_check_event()    Quickcheck of events 
xi_check_unique_name()  Check object name 
xi_clip_cursor()    Confine cursor movement 
xi_clip_read()    Read from clip board 
xi_close()     Close path 
xi_close_connection()   Close network connection 
xi_clr_g_obj()    Delete graphic 
xi_combo_box_ctrl()   Manipulate combo box 
xi_copy_file()    Make a copy of a file 
xi_creat()     Create file 
xi_default_language_proc()  Default language exchange 
xi_define_callback()   Define callback function 
xi_deinit_appl()    Process termination 
xi_desktop()    Desktop configuration 
xi_dialog()     Dialogue box from resource file 
xi_dialogbox()    Dynamic dialogue 
xi_diff_draw()    Refresh in opened window 
xi_draw_dialogbox()   Draw dialogue box 
xi_edit_icon()    Edit windows icon 
xi_edit_text()    Edit multiline text 
xi_error_action()    Error handling 
xi_event()     Wait for an event 
xi_fifo_create()    Create a FIFO 
xi_fifo_free()    Free a FIFO 
xi_fifo_info()    Get available byte count in FIFO 
xi_fifo_read()    Read from FIFO 
xi_fifo_unget()    Write to first FIFO position 
xi_fifo_write()    Write to FIFO 
xi_findstr()     Search string for pattern 
xi_flush()     Flush instruction loop 
xi_form_draw()    Open and draw window 
xi_form_draw_ext()   Open and draw window 
xi_form_redraw()    Close window 
xi_free()     Free memory block 
xi_free_color()    Free color 
xi_free_colors()    Free colors 
xi_free_cursor()    Free cursor 
xi_free_icon()    Free icon 
xi_free_file_list()    Free file list 
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xi_free_font()    Free font 
xi_free_list()    Free pointer list 
xi_free_message()   Free message buffer 
xi_fsel()     File select box 
xi_fsel_caption()    Caption of file select box 
xi_fsel_ext_selection()   Enable selection object 
xi_fsel_preview()    File select preview-function 
xi_fsel_multi()    File select box 
xi_get_active_switch()   Get active radio button 
xi_get_attr()    Get object attributes 
xi_get_bit()    Get bit in byte field 
xi_get_bitmap()    Read bitmap in BMP-Format 
xi_get_bitmap_name()   Get bitmap file name 
xi_getc()     Get keyboard event 
xi_get_caption()    Get caption 
xi_get_color()    Get object color number 
xi_get_color_nr()    Get color number 
xi_get_combo_box()   Get combo box 
xi_get_cursor()    Current cursor information 
xi_getcwd()    Get current working directory 
xi_get_device_info()   Get device info 
xi_get_dialog_info()   Get dialogue options 
xi_get_etext()    Get editable text object 
xi_get_etext_event()   Event of a text object 
xi_get_etext_valid()   Get validity pattern 
xi_get_event_info()   Extended event information 
xi_get_file_list()    Content of a directory 
xi_get_font_metric()   Get metric font 
xi_getfstat()    Get file status 
xi_get_g_event()    Get graphic event 
xi_get_g_view()    Configuration of graphic object 
xi_get_handling()   Get object event attributes 
xi_get_icon()    Copy icon bitmap into buffer 
xi_get_keyboard_layout()  Get keyboard layout 
xi_get_lang_dir()    Retrieve language directory 
xi_get_lang_id()    Retrieve language ID 
xi_get_language()   Retrieve language settings 
xi_get_last_error()   Get last error information 
xi_get_length()    Get list length 
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xi_get_list_event()   Get events of icon list 
xi_get_lmarks()    Get list object marking 
xi_get_ltext()    Get list object text 
xi_get_ltext_info()   Get editable list 
xi_get_next_obj()    Copy next object structure 
xi_get_obj_desc()   Copy object structure 
xi_get_obj_desc_in()   Copy object structures 
xi_get_obj_changes_in()  Get object changes 
xi_get_obj_cursor()   Position of cursor in object 
xi_get_obj_font_metric()  Get metric font of object 
xi_get_obj_help()    Get object help text 
xi_get_obj_size()    Get object dimensions 
xi_get_para_obj()   Get parameter object 
xi_getpid()     Get process ID 
xi_get_pixels()    Get pixels of a bitmap 
xi_get_pos()    Get position 
xi_get_pvalue()    Get parameter value 
xi_get_register()    Get register object 
xi_get_screen_size()   Get screen size 
xi_get_size()    Get file size 
xi_get_size_of()    Get object geometry 
xi_get_slider()    Get slider object 
xi_get_spin_control()   Get spin control object 
xi_get_state()    Get object status register 
xi_getstat()    Get file status 
xi_get_switch()    Get switch status 
xi_get_tabs()    Get table columns 
xi_get_task_count()   Check no. of occurrences of a single task 
xi_get_task_name()   Get task name 
xi_get_text()    Get object text 
xi_get_textlist()    Get list text 
xi_get_ticks()    Get system ticks 
xi_get_touched_obj()   Get object below the cursor 
xi_get_work_area()   Get size of work area 
xi_get_work_area_absolut()  Location of work area 
xi_get_window_id()   Get window identification 
xi_get_xibase9_path()   Get installation path 
xi_get_xibase9_user_path()  Get user path 
xi_get_zoom_area()   Get zoom area 
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xi_grab_buttons()   Deactivate system menus 
xi_hardcopy()    Save hardcopy of screen 
xi_init_appl()    Initiate program 
xi_install_icon()    Install icon 
xi_interface_init()    Configure interface 
xi_interface_rdy()   Check interface 
xi_is_task()    Check existence of a task 
xi_is_task_redirected()   Check display redirection 
xi_line_editor()    Line editor 
xi_load_font()    Load font 
xi_load_icon()    Load icon bitmap 
xi_lseek()     Position file pointer 
xi_make_text_ctrl()   Control string for text attributes 
xi_make_text_icon()   Control string for text icon 
xi_make_tree_struct()   Create tree structure 
xi_malloc()    Allocate memory block 
xi_mkdir()     Make new directory 
xi_mouse_info()    Position and state of the cursor 
xi_move_box()    Move rectangle 
xi_move_cursor()   Position mouse cursor 
xi_move_shape()    Move shape 
xi_obj_copy()    Copy of objects 
xi_obj_delete()    Deletion of objects 
xi_obj_draw()    Draw object 
xi_obj_insert()    Insert new object 
xi_obj_redraw()    Remove object 
xi_obj_refresh()    Refresh object  
xi_obj_scroll()    Scroll object 
xi_obj_synchronize()   Synchronize objects 
xi_open()     Open file/interface 
xi_open_connection()   Open network connection 
xi_pool_add()    Extend pool 
xi_pool_copy()    Copy pool object 
xi_pool_del()    Delete pool object 
xi_pool_used()    Check usage of an object 
xi_popup()    Simple popup menu 
xi_popup_menu()   Popup-menu 
xi_raise_task()    Change window stack 
xi_read()     Read character from file/interface 
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xi_read_message()   Read message 
xi_realloc()    Resize memory block 
xi_remote_connect()   Make connection to ..: 
xi_remote_info()    Properties of a connection 
xi_remote_shutdown()   Shutdown connection 
xi_remote_speed()   Speed of a communication channel 
xi_rename()    Rename file, directory 
xi_rmdir()     Remove directory 
xi_rs_change()    Change resource 
xi_rs_creat()    Create new resource 
xi_rs_creat_copy()   Create copy of a window 
xi_rs_creat_shared()   Create shared resource 
xi_rs_free()    Release resource 
xi_rs_name()    Get resource name 
xi_rs_load()    Load resource 
xi_rs_load_shared()   Load shared resource 
xi_rs_rename()    Rename resource 
xi_rs_save()    Save resource 
xi_rs_share()    Use resource jointly 
xi_save_bitmap()    Store bitmap of an object 
xi_set_encoding()   Set encoding method 
xi_send_event()    Send message 
xi_send_event_ext()   Send message (ext. capabilities) 
xi_send_task_event()   Send message (old) 
xi_send_touch_activity()  Touchscreen-Interface 
xi_set_attr()    Set object attributes 
xi_set_background()   Set desktop background 
xi_set_bit()    Change bit in byte field 
xi_set_bitmap()    Set bitmap in BMP-format 
xi_set_bitmap_from_pool()  Bitmap cross reference 
xi_set_bitmap_mode()   Change bitmap tool 
xi_set_bitmap_name()   Change bitmap file name 
xi_set_bitmap_pool()   Define bitmap pool 
xi_set_bitmap_shared()   Set bitmap from data module 
xi_set_caption()    Set caption 
xi_set_color()    Set object color 
xi_set_colors()    Change colors 
xi_set_color_nr()    Set color component 
xi_set_combo_box()   Set combo box 
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xi_set_cursor_mode()   Change cursor mode 
xi_set_default_obj()   Set default object 
xi_set_encoding()   Set encoding method 
xi_set_elements()   Change frame elements 
xi_set_etext()    Set editable text object 
xi_set_etext_valid()   Set validity pattern 
xi_setfstat()    Change file status 
xi_set_g_info()    Graphic cursor and axis labelling 
xi_set_g_obj()    Set graphic object 
xi_set_g_obj_shared()   Set graphic object 
xi_set_g_view()    Configure graphic object 
xi_set_handling()    Change object event attributes 
xi_set_icon()    Change icon object 
xi_set_icon_from()   Change icon object 
xi_set_icon_list()    Change icon list 
xi_set_keyboard_focus()  Set keyboard focus 
xi_set_keyboard_layout()  Change keyboard layout 
xi_set_keyboard_simulation()  Keyboard simulation on/off 
xi_set_language()   Change language settings 
xi_set_line_distance()   Set line distance 
xi_set_line_editor()   Configure line editor 
xi_set_linfo()    Line-, Column-, Insert information 
xi_set_lmarks()    Mark list object 
xi_set_list()    Set text list 
xi_set_mark()    Mark list element 
xi_set_obj_cursor_style()  Change object cursor 
xi_set_obj_desc()   Change object structure 
xi_set_obj_font()    Change object font 
xi_set_obj_grid()    Set grid lines 
xi_set_obj_help()    Set object help text 
xi_set_obj_tool()    Define tool 
xi_set_obj_zoom()   Change object zoom 
xi_set_para_obj()   Change argument object 
xi_set_pixels()    Change pixels of a bitmap 
xi_set_pos()    Set argument position 
xi_set_pvalue()    Change argument element 
xi_set_register()    Change register object 
xi_set_register_work_area()  Set work area of register 
xi_set_screen_saver()   Set screen saver 
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xi_set_slider()    Change slider object 
xi_set_spin_control()   Change spin control object 
xi_set_state()    Change object status register 
xi_set_tab_element()   Change list element 
xi_set_tab_ext()    Set extended table information 
xi_set_tab_pos()    Select table entry 
xi_set_tabs()    Change table columns 
xi_set_task_icon()   Transfer task icon 
xi_set_task_iconname()   Change icon text 
xi_set_text()    Change object text 
xi_set_text_from()   Change object text 
xi_set_text_unformated()  Change object text (unformatted) 
xi_set_switch()    Change switch status 
xi_shared_memory_close()  Close shared memory object 
xi_shared_memory_create()  Create shared memory object 
xi_shared_memory_delete()  Delete shared memory object 
xi_shared_memory_open()  Open shared memory object 
xi_size_box()    Change rectangle dimensions 
xi_sizeof_message()   Size of message buffer 
xi_system()    Shell command 
xi_time()     Local time inquiry 
xi_timer()     Set timer 
xi_tsleep()     Submit processing time 
xi_unget_key()    Return keyboard event 
xi_unget_keys()    Return keyboard events 
xi_ungrab_buttons()   Recall system menus 
xi_unlink()     Remove file 
xi_write()     Write character into file/interface 
xi_write_message()   Write message 
xi_write_proto()    Protocol entry 
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ansi_to_wcs()     Convert ANSI to UNICODE 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long ansi_to_wcs( 

const char *src, 
wchar_t *dst 

); 
 

Function: 
ansi_to_wcs() converts an ANSI-string to an UNICODE-string. The current encoding 
method which is activated by xi_set_encoding() will be used. 
 

Arguments: 
'src' 
is a pointer to a null-terminated ANSI-string. 
 
'dst' 
is a pointer to an array, in which the conversion result will be written. 
 

Return value: 
The function returns the length of the converted string. 
 

See also: 
mb_to_wcs(), wcs_to_ansi(), wcs_to_mb(), xi_set_encoding()  
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mb_to_wcs()     Convert Multi-Byte to UNICODE 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long mb_to_wcs( 

const char *src, 
wchar_t *dst 

); 
 

Function: 
mb_to_wcs() converts a Multi-Byte-string to an UNICODE-string. The current 
encoding method which is activated by xi_set_encoding() will be used. 
 

Arguments: 
'src' 
is a pointer to a null-terminated Multi-Byte-string. 
 
'dst' 
is a pointer to an array, in which the conversion result will be written. 
 

Return value: 
The function returns the length of the converted string. 
 

See also: 
ansi_to_wcs(), wcs_to_ansi(), wcs_to_mb(), xi_set_encoding() 
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wcscat()     Append a UNICODE-string 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long wcscat( 

wchar_t *dst, 
const wchar_t *src 

); 
 

Function: 
The wcscat() function appends the source string 'src' to the destination string 'dst' 
and terminates the resulting string with a null character. The initial character of 'src' 
overwrites the terminating null character of 'dst'. No overflow checking is performed 
when strings are copied or appended. The behavior of wcscat() is undefined if the 
source and destination strings overlap. 
 

Arguments: 
'dst' 
Null-terminated destination string 
 
'src' 
Null-terminated source string 
 

Return value: 
The function returns the destination string. No return value is reserved to indicate an 
error. 
 

See also: 
wcsprintf(), wcscmp(), wcscpy(), wcslen() 
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wcscmp()     Compare UNICODE-strings 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long wcscmp( 

const wchar_t *string1, 
const wchar_t *string2 

); 
 

Function: 
The wcscmp() function compares string1 and string2 lexicographically and returns a 
value indicating their relationship.  
 

Arguments: 
'string1', 'string2' 
Null-terminated strings to compare. 
 

Return value: 
The return value of this function indicates the relation of string1 to string2. 
 
Value Relationship of string1 to string2  
< 0 string1 less than string2  
0 string1 identical to string2  
> 0 string1 greater than string2 
 

See also: 
wcscat(), wcscpy(), wcslen(), wcsncmp(), wcsprintf() 
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wcscpy()     Copy a UNICODE-string 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long wcscpy( 

wchar_t *dst, 
const wchar_t *src 

); 
 

Function: 
The wcscpy() function copies the source string 'src', including the terminating null 
character, to the location specified by the destination string 'dst'. No overflow 
checking is performed when strings are copied or appended. The behavior of 
wcscpy() is undefined if the source and destination strings overlap. 
 

Arguments: 
'dst' 
Null-terminated destination string 
 
'src' 
Null-terminated source string 
 

Return value: 
The function returns the destination string. No return value is reserved to indicate an 
error. 
 

See also: 
wcscat(), wcscmp(), wcsncpy(), wcsprintf() 
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wcslen()     Get length of a UNICODE-string 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long wcslen( 

const wchar_t *string 
); 
 

Function: 
wcslen() returns the number of characters in 'string', not including the terminating 
null character. 
 

Arguments: 
'string' 
Null-terminated string. 
 

Return value: 
The function returns the number of characters in 'string', excluding the terminal 
NULL. No return value is reserved to indicate an error. 
 

See also: 
wcscat(), wcscmp(), wcscpy(), wcsprintf() 
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wcsncmp()     Compare UNICODE-strings 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long wcscmp( 

const wchar_t *string1, 
const wchar_t *string2, 
size_t count 

); 
 

Function: 
wcsncmp() lexicographically compares, at most, the first count characters in 'string1' 
and 'string2' and returns a value indicating the relationship between the sub strings.  
 

Arguments: 
'string1', 'string2' 
Null-terminated strings to compare. 
 
'count' 
Number of characters to compare. 
 

Return value: 
The return value of this function indicates the relation of string1 to string2. 
 
Value Relationship of string1 to string2: 
< 0 string1 less than string2  
0 string1 identical to string2  
> 0 string1 greater than string2 
 

See also: 
wcscat(), wcscmp(), wcscpy(), wcslen(), wcsprintf() 
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wcsncpy()     Copy characters of a UNICODE-string 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long wcsncpy( 

wchar_t *dst, 
const wchar_t *src, 
size_t count 

); 
 

Function: 
wcsncpy() copies the initial count characters of the source string 'src' to the 
destination string 'dst' and returns the destination string. If count is less than or 
equal to the length of 'src', a null character is not appended automatically to the 
copied string. If count is greater than the length of 'src', the destination string is 
padded with null characters up to length count. The behavior of wcsncpy() is 
undefined if the source and destination strings overlap. 
 

Arguments: 
'dst' 
Null-terminated destination string. 
 
'src' 
Null-terminated source string. 
 
'count' 
Number of characters to be copied. 
 

Return value: 
The function returns the destination string. No return value is reserved to indicate an 
error. 
 

See also: 
wcscat(), wcscmp(), wcscpy(), wcslen(), wcsprintf() 
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wcsprintf()     Write formatted data to a string 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long wcsprintf( 

wchar_t *buffer, 
const wchar_t *format, 
... 

); 
 

Function: 
wcsprintf() is a wide-character-variant of sprintf(). The arguments 'buffer' and 
'format' are wide-character-strings.  
 
wcsprintf() formats and stores a series of characters and values in 'buffer'. Each 
argument (if any) is converted and output according to the corresponding format 
specification in format. The format consists of ordinary characters and has the same 
form and function as the format argument for sprintf() in the C-standard-library. 
 

Arguments: 
'buffer' 
Storage location for output 
 
'format' 
Format-control string 
 
'...' 
optional arguments 
 

Return value: 
wcsprintf() returns the number of bytes stored in buffer, not counting the terminating 
null character. 
 

See also: 
wcscat(), wcscmp(), wcscpy(), wcslen() 
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wcs_to_ansi()     Convert UNICODE to ANSI 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long wcs_to_ansi( 

const wchar_t *src, 
char *dst 

); 
 

Function: 
wcs_to_ansi() converts a UNICODE-string to an ANSI-string. The current encoding 
method which is activated by xi_set_encoding() will be used. All converted signs 
greater than 255 will be substituted by a '?'. 
 

Arguments: 
'src' 
is a pointer to a null-terminated UNICODE-string. 
 
'dst' 
is a pointer to an array, in which the conversion result will be written. 
 

Return value: 
The function returns the length of the converted string. 
 

See also: 
ansi_to_wcs(), mb_to_wcs(), wcs_to_mb(), xi_set_encoding() 
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wcs_to_mb()     Convert UNICODE to Multi-Byte 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long wcs_to_mb( 

const wchar_t *src, 
char *dst 

); 
 

Function: 
wcs_to_ansi() converts a UNICODE-string to a Multi-Byte string. The current 
encoding method which is activated by xi_set_encoding() will be used. All signs 
which can't be converted will be substituted by a '?'. 
 

Arguments: 
'src' 
is a pointer to a null-terminated UNICODE-string. 
 
'dst' 
is a pointer to an array, in which the conversion result will be written. 
 

Return value: 
The function returns the length of the converted string. 
 

See also: 
ansi_to_wcs(), mb_to_wcs(), wcs_to_ansi(), xi_set_encoding() 
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wcs_to_l()     Convert UNICODE-String to long Integer 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long wcs_to_l( 

const wchar_t *str 
); 
 

Function: 
wcs_to_l() converts a wide-character-string in its equivalent long-integer-value. 
 

Arguments: 
'str' 
is a pointer to the string. 
 

Return value: 
wcs_to_l() returns the result of the conversion. 
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xi_access()     File access rights 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_access( 

TCHAR *name, 
long attr 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_access() verifies the existence of or the right to access a file or a folder. 
 

Arguments: 
'name' 
Name of file or folder to be verified. 
 
'attr' 
The argument 'attr' defines type of verification. 
If 'attr' == 0, only existence of file or folder will be verified. 
Otherwise 'attr' can be used to verify the file access rights. The header file 
<xibase9.h> contains the following attributes: 
 
 XI_IFDIR Folder 
 XI_READ Read access, owner 
 XI_WRITE Write access, owner 
 XI_EXEC Executable by owner 
 XI_GREAD Read access, group 
 XI_GWRITE Write access, group 
 XI_GEXEC Executable by group 
 XI_OREAD Read access, all 
 XI_OWRITE Write access, all 
 XI_OEXEC Executable by all 
 

Return value: 
If file access right proofs correct, a 0 will be returned. Otherwise -1. The variable 
'errno' gives further details regarding the error. 
 

Remark: 
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Operating systems supporting DOS partitions or DOS disks can use the normal 
DOS terms; e.g. a DOS disk drive which can be addressed in OS-9 via /pc0h ... can 
be accessed as A:\ . Similarly, a disk drive labeled under UNIX /dev/rfd0135ds18 is 
also described as A:\ . 
 

See also: 
xi_close(), xi_creat(), xi_open(), xi_read(), xi_write() 
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xi_alloc()     Allocate memory block 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
void *xi_alloc( 

long size 
); 
 

Function: 
xi_alloc() puts 'size' bytes of free memory to your disposal. This block is set to 0x00 
by default. Memory requested via xi_alloc() can only be released with xi_free(). 
 
Every application can review its memory usage continuously by starting the 
application programme together with the argument -alloc. Should the memory 
requirement change, a transcript line is being written to the standard output path. 
This line is to be interpreted as follows: 
 
  Program: Memory -> blocks = 51, size = 123456 Bytes 
 
'Program' is the name of the application. Blocks is the total resulting account of 
memory calls using the functions xi_alloc(), xi_calloc(), xi_free(), xi_malloc() 
and xi_realloc(). And size is total account of memory allocated by these functions.  
Please be aware, that the real memory consumption of the application is higher 
caused by the organisational overhead. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, the return value will be a pointer to the allocated memory block, 
otherwise ZERO.  
 

See also: 
xi_calloc(), xi_alloc_wcs(), xi_free(), xi_malloc(), xi_realloc() 
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xi_alloc_color()     Allocate color 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_alloc_color( 

long r, 
long g, 
long b 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_alloc_color() reserves a non sharable color for the application. By default, RGB-
values are assigned to the color. The ID-Number can be transferred to any object.  
 
Upon start-up, the XiBase9 server allocates 125 sharable, not alterable colors. 
These colors can be used by every application. The color composition of these 
colors and their respective constants are listed in xi_set_color(). In addition to this, 
an application can have own colors get reserved. Of course this depends on the 
abilities of the hardware being used. As soon as a color is not used any longer, it 
should be released via xi_free_color(). Changes in color composition can be issued 
any time dynamically via xi_set_color_nr(). 
 

Arguments: 
'r', 'g', 'b': 
reflect the color composition of the color in RGB values. The valid values range from 
0 to 255, with 0 standing for lowest intensity. If all color components are set to == 0, 
the resulting color will be black. An intensity of 255 for all color components will 
result in the color white, consequently.  
 

Return value: 
If successful, the identification number of the color will be returned. This will be a 
number >= XI_MAX_PREDEFINED_COLORS. If not successful, the return value 
will be -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_alloc_colors(), xi_free_color(), xi_get_color(), xi_get_color_nr(), 
xi_select_color(), xi_set_color(), xi_set_colors(), xi_set_color_nr() 
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xi_alloc_colors()     Allocate colors 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_alloc_colors( 

long mode, 
long cnt, 
Xi_color *colors 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_alloc_colors() reserves colors for an application. The colors are pre-set with the 
colors listed in the structure field 'colors'. The most important colors should be listed 
at the beginning of the field. If successful, color numbers will be written to the 
structure field.  
 

Arguments: 
'mode' 
0: not sharable colors. 
2: sharable colors (not supported yet). 
 
'cnt' 
Number of desired colors. 
 
'colors' 
Structure of color entries. The intensity of a color component can range between 0-
255. 
 
 typedef struct xi_color { 
  unsigned char blue; 
  unsigned char green; 
  unsigned char red; 
  unsigned char nr; 
 } Xi_color; 
 

Return value: 
Number of additionally reserved colors for the application. Color numbers can be 
gathered from the structure field.  
 

See also: 
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xi_alloc_color(), xi_free_colors(), xi_select_color(), xi_set_colors(), xi_set_color_nr() 
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xi_alloc_cursor()     Allocate cursor 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_alloc_cursor( 

char *bitmap, 
long x, 
long y 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_alloc_cursor() reserves system resources for a new cursor.  
 

Arguments: 
'bitmap' 
is a pointer to an icon bitmap (32x32). 
 
'x', 'y' 
are pointing to the hotspot of a cursor. The lower left corner of the icon serves as 
reference point. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, the return value will be the identification number of the cursor, 
otherwise -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_free_cursor(), xi_change_cursor(), xi_set_obj_cursor_style() 
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xi_alloc_message()     Allocate message buffer 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_alloc_message( 

void 
); 
 

Function: 
xi_alloc_message() organizes a shared memory area for data transmission. The 
shared memory is reserved in the data module which is used for communication 
between applications and server. The default configuration allows the usage of 20 
applications and message buffers simultaneously. The actual number can be 
requested with the variable *_max_taskS; the size of the message buffer 
with xi_sizeof_message(), respectively.  
 
A reserved message buffer should be released with xi_free_message() as soon as 
possible. It is not relevant, which application initializes the release. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, the identification number of the message buffer will be returned. This 
identification number can be sent with xi_send_event(); validity of message buffer ID 
can be checked with XI_IS_MESSAGE(). If not successful, return value will be -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_free_message(), xi_read_message(), xi_send_event(), xi_write_message() 
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xi_alloc_wcs()     Allocate memory for a Wide-Char-String  
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
wchar_t *xi_alloc_wcs( 

long cnt 
); 
 

Function: 
xi_alloc_wcs() allocates memory for a Wide-Character-String with 'len'+1 Signs.  
Memory requested via xi_alloc() can only be released with xi_free(). 
 

Return value: 
If successful, the return value will be a pointer to the allocated memory block, 
otherwise ZERO.  
 

See also: 
xi_alloc(), xi_calloc(), xi_free(), xi_malloc(), xi_realloc() 
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xi_calculate_bitmap_size()     Calculate size of a bitmap 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_calculate_bitmap_size( 

void *bitmap 
); 
 

Function: 
xi_calculate_bitmap_size() returns the size of a bitmap in BMP-format. 
 

Arguments: 
'bitmap' 
pointer to an array that contains the bitmap. 
 

Return value: 
The function returns the size of the bitmap including the size of the necessary 
structures and color lookup table. 
 

See also: 
xi_set_bitmap(), xi_set_bitmap_shared() 
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xi_calculate_window()     Calculate window components 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_calculate_window( 

long x, 
long y, 
long width, 
long height, 
long elements, 
long design, 
long attr, 
Xi_window_parts *parts 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_calculate_window() calculates a window with its components specified by 
'elements'. 'x', 'y', 'width' and 'height' describes the dimension of the window and 
'design' the placement and the layout of the single components. 
 
Components, not specified in 'elements' or which are not supported in the current 
selected „look & feel“ of the XiBase9-server will be marked with a X/Y-dimension of -
1. 
 
All resulting coordinates are absolute coordinates with its origin in the left lower 
edge of the screen. 
 
This function is useful to calculate the absolute placement of objects inside the work 
area of a window. The placement of an object is calculated as follows: 
 
 x = parts->workarea.x+object->x; 
 y = parts->workarea.y+parts->workarea.height+object->y; 
 
'parts' is a pointer to the structure that describes the window components and 
'object' is a pointer to a structure that describes an object inside of the work area of 
the window. 
 
Structure Xi_window_parts: 
 
 typedef struct window_parts { 
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  Xi_rect frame; /* External dimensions of the window */ 
  Xi_rect window; 
  Xi_rect title; /* Title bar */ 
  Xi_rect menuline; /* Menu bar */ 
  Xi_rect workarea; /* Work area */ 
  Xi_rect close; /* Close button */ 
  Xi_rect icon; /* Minimize button */ 
  Xi_rect full; /* Maximize button */ 
  Xi_rect size; /* Size button */ 
  Xi_rect arr_up; /* Arrow up */ 
  Xi_rect arr_down; /* Arrow down */ 
  Xi_rect arr_left; /* Arrow left */ 
  Xi_rect arr_right; /* Arrow right */ 
  Xi_rect slider_vertical; /* Vertical slider */ 
  Xi_rect slider_horizontal; /* Horizontal slider */ 
 } Xi_window_parts; 
 

Arguments: 
'x', 'y', 'width', 'height' 
specify the dimensions of the window. Dependent on the property 
XI_INTERNAL_DIMENSION the coordinates describe the external dimension or the 
dimension of the work area. 
 
'elements' 
determines the components, which will be used. 
XI_CAPTION 
XI_CLOSE_BUTTON 
XI_MINIMIZE_BUTTON  
XI_MAXIMIZE_BUTTON 
XI_MENU_BUTTONS 
XI_SIZE_BUTTON 
XI_UP_ARROW 
XI_DOWN_ARROW 
XI_LEFT_ARROW 
XI_RIGHT_ARROW 
XI_HSLIDE 
XI_VSLIDE 
 
'design' 
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The components of a window can vary in its layout. It depends on the type of the 
window and on the currently selected „Look & Feel“. The design value can be used 
from the object structure „Object“ ( ->design ). 
Useful design definitions are: 
XI_DEFAULT_WINDOW_DESIGN 
XI_LIST_OBJ_DESIGN 
XI_DIALOG_WINDOW_DESIGN 
XI_BACKGND_WINDOW_DESIGN 
XI_GRAPHIC_OBJ_DESIGN 
XI_MAXIMIZED_WINDOW_DESIGN 
XI_USER_WINDOW_DESIGN  
 
'attr' 
the attributes can be taken from the visual properties of the object structure  
„Object“ ( ->attr ). Only the following to properties will be evaluated: 
XI_INTERNAL_DIMENSION: 
determines, whether the coordinates describes the internal dimensions of the work 
area or the external dimensions of the frame. 
XI_CENTRED: 
the window will be placed in the middle of the screen. 
 
'parts' 
is a pointer to a data structure of type Xi_window_parts, where the resulting 
dimensions will be copied. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, the functions returns a value != -1. 
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xi_callback_fkt()     Callback functions 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_callback_fkt( 

Xi_event *event, 
long p1, 
void *s, 
long struct_len 

); 
 

Function: 
The callback function is called automatically as soon as an event takes place, on the 
precondition that the function was defined by xi_define_callback(). The function 
name can be freely selected; the name xi_callback_fkt() is just used for 
demonstration reasons here. The arguments 'p1', 'struct_len' and 's' are assigned to 
this function call via xi_define_callback(). Therefore, the same callback function can 
contain different transfer arguments dependent on the triggering event. 
 

Arguments: 
'event' 
Event structure (see also xi_get_event_info() ), which describes the type of event. 
 
'p1' 
Argument that is pre-set with xi_define_callback(). 
 
's' 
Pointer to any data structure if value != ZERO. 
 
'struct_len' 
Size of data structure, if 's' != ZERO. If a text string is transferred, this value would 
be the string length.  
 

Return value: 
The return value defines if the event functions xi_check_event() or xi_event() return 
an event. If return value is 0, no event will be returned from the event functions.  
 

See also: 
xi_check_event(), xi_define_callback(), xi_event(), xi_get_event_info() 
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xi_calloc()     Allocate memory block 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
void *xi_calloc( 

long cnt, 
long size 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_calloc() puts 'cnt' * 'size' bytes of free memory to your disposal. This block is set 
to 0x00 by default. Memory requested via xi_alloc() can only be released 
with xi_free(). 
 
Every application can review its memory usage continuously by starting the 
application programme together with the argument -alloc. Should the memory 
requirement change, a transcript line is being written to the standard output path. 
This line is to be interpreted as follows: 
 
  Program: Memory -> blocks = 51, size = 123456 Bytes 
 
'Program' is the name of the application. Blocks is the total resulting account of 
memory calls using the functions xi_alloc(), xi_calloc(), xi_free(), xi_malloc() 
and xi_realloc(). And size is total account of memory allocated by these functions.  
Please be aware, that the real memory consumption of the application is higher 
caused by the organisational overhead. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, the return value will be a pointer to the allocated memory block, 
otherwise ZERO.  
 

See also: 
xi_alloc(), xi_alloc_wcs(), xi_free(), xi_malloc(), xi_realloc() 
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xi_change_cursor()     Change cursor 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_change_cursor( 

long id, 
char *bitmap, 
long x, 
long y 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_change_cursor() exchanges the bitmap of an cursor. The function can be used 
for user defined cursors as well as for system cursors. User defined cursors can be 
created by using xi_alloc_cursor(), while system cursor are generated by the 
XiBase9 server automatically. Following is a listing of the predefined system 
cursors: 
 
 XI_CURSOR_ARROW 
 XI_CURSOR_CROSSHAIR 
 XI_CURSOR_GRAPHIC 
 XI_CURSOR_HAND 
 XI_CURSOR_STOP 
 XI_CURSOR_BUSY 
 XI_CURSOR_EDIT 
 XI_CURSOR_MOVE 
 XI_CURSOR_SIZE_LT 
 XI_CURSOR_SIZE_RT 
 XI_CURSOR_SIZE_RB 
 XI_CURSOR_SIZE_LB 
 XI_CURSOR_SIZE_UP 
 XI_CURSOR_SIZE_RIGHT 
 XI_CURSOR_SIZE_DOWN 
 XI_CURSOR_SIZE_LEFT 
 XI_CURSOR_QUESTION 
 XI_CURSOR_MOVE1 
 XI_CURSOR_VARIABLE 
 XI_CURSOR_INVALID 
 XI_CURSOR_HORIZONTAL 
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 XI_CURSOR_VERTICAL 
 

Arguments: 
'id' 
is the cursor identification number obtained by xi_alloc_cursor() or a predefined 
system cursor. 
 
'bitmap' 
is a pointer to an icon bitmap (32x32). 
 
'x', 'y' 
points to the hotspot of the cursor. The left lower corner of the icon bitmap serves as 
reference point. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, the return value will be the identification number of the cursor; 
otherwise -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_alloc_cursor(), xi_free_cursor(), xi_set_obj_cursor_style() 
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xi_change_g_element()     Change graphic element 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_change_g_element( 

long window, 
long name, 
long element, 
long color 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_G_BOX 
 

Function: 
xi_change_g_element() allows changing the color of a graphic vector. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'element' 
defines the element in the graphic list that is subject to change. 
 
'color' 
is the color number. Color numbers < 125 are predefined system colors while color 
values >= 125 are dynamically allocated colors. 
 

See also: 
xi_change_g_obj(), xi_clr_g_obj(), xi_set_g_view(), xi_set_g_obj(), xi_get_g_view() 
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xi_change_g_obj()     Change graphic object 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_change_g_obj( 

long window, 
long name, 
long start, 
long len, 
long mode, 
Graphic_element *vectors 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_G_BOX 
 

Function: 
xi_change_g_obj() allows to change the graphic list of a graphic object. Changes 
affecting only the color of an element are being processed immediately and visually. 
 

Arguments: 
'start' 
defines the element in the graphic list that serves as starting point for performing 
changes. 
 
'len' 
defines how many elements are subject to change. 
 
'mode' 
This argument is used to choose between different instructions:  
 
 XI_GDELETE    deletes elements from 'start' on 
 XI_GINSERT    inserts elements from 'start' on 
 XI_GREPLACE   replaces elements from 'start' on 
 XI_GADD       enhances the list at the end 
 
'vectors' 
Pointer to a vector list with 'len' vectors. 
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Remark: 
If coordinates are changed, in mode XI_GREPLACE the elements will be plotted 
with the new coordinates. It is the responsibility of the application program that 
vectors to be overwritten are removed. Removing those elements can be achieved 
i.e. by drawing the elements in the background color of the graphic object. 
 
XI_GREPLACE can be convenient when you have to perform time critical changes 
of a graphic object. 
 

See also: 
xi_change_g_element(), xi_clr_g_obj(), xi_get_g_view(), xi_get_work_area(), xi_obj
_refresh(), xi_set_g_view(), xi_set_g_obj() 
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xi_change_i_element()     Change icon list element 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_change_i_element( 

long window, 
long name, 
long element, 
long ptr, 
TCHAR *text, 
... 

); 
 

Validity: 
 
I_I_BOX 
 

Function: 
xi_change_i_element() allows to modify an icon in the icon list. Subject to change 
are the text placed below the icon as well as the bitmap of the icon. Changing the 
bitmap can only be achieved by newly assigning the reference in the icon pool that 
the list is assigned to. Changes will be reflected immediately. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'element' 
specifies the icon that is subject to change. Icons are counted clockwise starting 
with 0 in the upper left. 
 
'ptr' 
is a reference to a new icon in the icon pool of the icon list. 
It is also possible to make a reference to any icon.  
The logic for creating this reference is as follows:  
 ptr = 0x80000000L 
     + ((rsc&0x07fL)<<24) 
     + ((window&0x0ffL)<<16) 
     + (name&0x0ffffL); 
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with 'rsc' being the resource ID (is provided by 
calling xi_creat(), xi_rs_creat_shared(), xi_rs_load(), xi_rs_load_shared() 
or xi_rs_name() ), in which the icon is contained. 'Window' and 'name' are specifying 
the icon object. 
 
'text' 
'text' is a control string meeting the demands of 'printf()', which are described in the 
C standard library. The total resulting string length must not exceed 1000 characters.  
There are 3 possible interpretations: 
'text' == 0: the icon will be displayed without text. 
'text' == -1: current text remains unchanged. 
'text' corresponds to a valid pointer to a text string. The current text will be replaced 
with the new text. 
 
'...' 
Optional arguments, dependent on the format string 'text'. 
 

See also: 
xi_set_icon_list() 
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xi_change_icon()     Change icon 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_change_icon( 

long icon_id, 
long mode, 
char *buf, 
long src_window, 
long src_name, 
TCHAR *icon_text, 
TCHAR *start_info 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_PUBLIC_ICON, XI_PRIVATE_ICON 
 

Function: 
xi_change_icon() changes the appearance and the behavior of an icon with the type 
XI_PUBLIC_ICON or XI_PRIVATE_ICON. 
 
Arguments: 
 
'icon_id' 
is the identification of the icon subject to change. This ID can only be provided by 
xi_install_icon(). 
 
'mode' 
The argument 'mode' defines the source of the icon bitmap. 
mode == 0: 'buf' is being interpreted as path information of an icon bitmap. 
mode == 1: 'buf' is a field in which the bitmap is shown. 
mode == 2: 'buf' is being interpreted as long word and refers to a resource, in which 
the icon bitmap can be found using the arguments 'src_window' and 'src_name'. 
 
'src_window' 
is only evaluated, if 'mode' == 2. 'src_window' defines, in which window the icon 
object can be found. 
 
'src_name' 
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defines the icon object in 'src_window' 
 
'icon_text' 
Text string being displayed beneath the Icon. This text string should be as short as 
possible. XI_DELETE_STRING results in an icon presentation without additional 
text. 
 
'start_info' 
If a double click is performed on the installed icon, a program can be started. The 
information of exactly what program is going to be started and some eventually 
necessary program parameters are read from the file being specified under 
'start_info'. The path information is absolute. If ZERO is transmitted, no action 
results from a double click.  
 

Return value: 
If not successful, return value will be -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_free_icon(), xi_get_icon(), xi_get_size_of(), xi_install_icon(), xi_load_icon() 
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xi_change_language()     Change language 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_change_language( 

long country 
); 
 

Function: 
Replace this function by xi_set_language(-1,country,XI_SET_RSC_LANGUAGE). 
 
xi_change_language() changes the text lines of the common operating elements. 
These are XI_OK_BOX, XI_YES_BOX, XI_NO_BOX, XI_CONTINUE_BOX, 
XI_CANCEL_BOX with the signal names XI_OK, XI_YES, XI_NO, XI_CONTINUE 
and XI_CANCEL. 
 
The text strings are defined in a file named „language.cfg“ which is located in the 
appropriate language directory. The text file has to look like the following example: 
 
OK:ok 
YES:yes 
NO:no 
CANCEL:cancel 
CONTINUE:continue 
RESTORE:Restore ALT+F5 
MINIMIZE:Minimize ALT+F9 
MAXIMIZE:Maximize ALT+F10 
MOVE:Move ALT+F7 
SIZE:Size ALT+F8 
CLOSE:Close ALT+F4 
START:Start 
SWITCH: 
 
Only words after the colon have to be translated. 
 

Arguments: 
'country' 
determines the language directory where the server is looking for the language 
dependent information. 
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Remark: 
This command only controls the current valid resource. A basic language change 
can be performed when calling the XiBase9-Server or the first application. See also 
the topic 'Language independence' discussed under xi_rs_load(). 
 

Country directories: 
 XI_AFRIKAANS   "af"  "Afrikaans" 

 XI_ALBANIAN   "sq"  "Albanian" 

 XI_ARABIC    "ar"  "Arabic" 

 XI_ARABIC_SAUDI_ARABIA "ar_SA" "Arabic (Saudi Arabia)" 

 XI_ARABIC_IRAQ   "ar_IQ" "Arabic (Iraq)" 

 XI_ARABIC_EGYPT   "ar_EG" "Arabic (Egypt)" 

 XI_ARABIC_LIBYA   "ar_LY" "Arabic (Libya)" 

 XI_ARABIC_ALGERIA  "ar_DZ" "Arabic (Algeria)" 

 XI_ARABIC_MOROCCO  "ar_MA" "Arabic (Morocco)" 

 XI_ARABIC_TUNISIA  "ar_TN" "Arabic (Tunisia)" 

 XI_ARABIC_OMAN   "ar_OM" "Arabic (Oman)" 

 XI_ARABIC_YEMEN   "ar_YE" "Arabic (Yemen)" 

 XI_ARABIC_SYRIA   "ar_SY" "Arabic (Syria)" 

 XI_ARABIC_JORDAN   "ar_JO" "Arabic (Jordan)" 

 XI_ARABIC_LEBANON  "ar_LB" "Arabic (Lebanon)" 

 XI_ARABIC_KUWAIT   "ar_KW" "Arabic (Kuwait)" 

 XI_ARABIC_UAE   "ar_AE" "Arabic (U.A. Emirates)" 

 XI_ARABIC_BAHRAIN  "ar_BH" "Arabic (Bahrain)" 

 XI_ARABIC_QATAR   "ar_QA" "Arabic (Qatar)" 

 XI_ARABIC_AZERI   "ar_AZ" "Arabic (Azerbaijan)" 

 XI_ARMENIAN   "hy"  "Armenian" 

 XI_ASSAMESE   "as"  "Assamese" 

 XI_AZERI    "az"  "Azeri" 

 XI_AZERI_LATIN   "az_LAT" "Azeri (Latin)" 

 XI_AZERI_CYRILLIC  "az_CYR" "Azeri (Cyrillic)" 

 XI_BASQUE    "eu"  "Basque" 

 XI_BELARUSIAN   "be"  "Belarusian" 

 XI_BENGALI    "bn"  "Bengali" 

 XI_BULGARIAN   "bg"  "Bulgarian" 

 XI_CATALAN    "ca"  "Catalan" 

 XI_CHINESE    "zh"  "Chinese" 

 XI_CHINESE_TRADITIONAL "cht"  "Chinese (Taiwan)" 

 XI_CHINESE_SIMPLIFIED  "chs"  "Chinese (PR China)" 

 XI_CHINESE_HONGKONG  "zh_HK" "Chinese (Hong Kong)" 

 XI_CHINESE_SINGAPORE  "zh_SG" "Chinese (Singapore)" 

 XI_CHINESE_MACAU   "zh_MO" "Chinese (Macau S.A.R.)" 
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 XI_CROATIAN   "hr"  "Croatian" 

 XI_CZECH    "cs"  "Czech" 

 XI_DANISH    "da"  "Danish" 

 XI_DIVEHI    "dv"  "Divehi" 

 XI_DUTCH    "nl"  "Dutch" 

 XI_DUTCH_BELGIAN   "nl_BE" "Dutch (Belgian)" 

 XI_ENGLISH    "en"  "English" 

 XI_ENGLISH_UNITED_STATES "en_US" "English (USA)" 

 XI_ENGLISH_GREAT_BRITAIN "en_GB" "English (UK)" 

 XI_ENGLISH_AUSTRALIAN  "en_AU" "English (Australian)" 

 XI_ENGLISH_CANADIAN  "en_CA" "English (Canadian)"
 XI_ENGLISH_NEW_ZEALAND "en_NZ" "English (New Zealand)" 

 XI_ENGLISH_EIRE   "en_IE" "English (Irish)" 

 XI_ENGLISH_SOUTH_AFRICA "en_ZA" "English (South Africa)" 

 XI_ENGLISH_JAMAICA  "en_JM" "English (Jamaica)" 

 XI_ENGLISH_ZIMBABWE  "en_ZW" "English (Zimbabwe)" 

 XI_ENGLISH_PHILIPPINES "en_PH" "English (Philippines)" 

 XI_ESTONIAN   "et"  "Estonian" 

 XI_FAEROESE   "fo"  "Faeroese" 

 XI_FARSI    "fa"  "Farsi" 

 XI_FINNISH    "fi"  "Finnish" 

 XI_FRENCH    "fr"  "French" 

 XI_FRENCH_BELGIAN  "fr_BE" "French (Belgian)" 

 XI_FRENCH_CANADIAN  "fr_CA" "French (Canadian)" 

 XI_FRENCH_SWISS   "fr_CH" "French (Swiss)" 

 XI_FRENCH_LUXEMBOURG  "fr_LU" "French (Luxembourg)" 

 XI_GALICIAN   "gl"  "Calician" 

 XI_GEORGIAN   "ka"  "Georgian" 

 XI_GERMAN    "de"  "German" 

 XI_GERMAN_SWISS   "de_CH" "German (Swiss)" 

 XI_GERMAN_AUSTRIAN  "de_AT" "German (Austrian)" 

 XI_GERMAN_LUXEMBOURG  "de_LU" "German (Luxembourg)" 

 XI_GREEK    "el"  "Greek" 

 XI_GUJARATI   "gu"  "Gujarati" 

 XI_HEBREW    "he"  "Hebrew" 

 XI_HINDI    "hi"  "Hindi" 

 XI_HUNGARIAN   "hu"  "Hungarian" 

 XI_ICELANDIC   "is"  "Icelandic" 

 XI_INDONESIAN   "id"  "Indonesian" 

 XI_ITALIAN    "it"  "Italian" 

 XI_ITALIAN_SWISS   "it_CH" "Italian (Swiss)" 

 XI_JAPANESE   "jp"  "Japanese" 

 XI_KANNADA    "kn"  "Kannada" 
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 XI_KASHMIRI   "ks"  "Kashmiri" 

 XI_KAZAK    "kk"  "Kazak" 

 XI_KONKANI    "kok"  "Konkani" 

 XI_KOREAN    "ko"  "Korean" 

 XI_KYRGYZ    "ky"  "Kyrgyz" 

 XI_LATVIAN    "lv"  "Latvian" 

 XI_LITHUANIAN   "lt"  "Lithuanian" 

 XI_MACEDONIAN   "mk"  "Macedonian" 

 XI_MALAY    "ms"  "Malay (Malaysia)" 

 XI_MALAY_BRUNEI   "ms_BN" "Malay (Brunei)" 

 XI_MALAYALAM   "ml"  "Malayalm" 

 XI_MANIPURI   "mni"  "Manipuri" 

 XI_MARATHI    "mr"  "Marathi" 

 XI_MONGOLIAN   "mn"  "Mongolian" 

 XI_NEPALI    "ne"  "Nepali" 

 XI_NEPALI_INDIA   "ne_IN" "Nepali (India)" 

 XI_NORWEGIAN   "no"  "Norwegian" 

 XI_ORIYA    "or"  "Oriya" 

 XI_POLISH    "pl"  "Polish" 

 XI_PORTUGUESE   "pt"  "Portuguese" 

 XI_PORTUGUESE_BRAZIL  "pt_BR" "Portuguese (Brazilian)" 

 XI_PUNJABI    "pa"  "Punjabi" 

 XI_ROMANIAN   "ro"  "Romanian" 

 XI_RUSSIAN    "ru"  "Russian" 

 XI_SANSKRIT   "sa"  "Sanskrit" 

 XI_SERBIAN    "sr"  "Serbian" 

 XI_SERBIAN_LATIN   "sr_LAT" "Serbian (Latin)" 

 XI_SERBIAN_CYRILLIC  "sr_CYR" "Serbian (Cyrillic)" 

 XI_SINDHI    "sd"  "Sindhi" 

 XI_SLOVAK    "sk"  "Slovak" 

 XI_SLOVENIAN   "sl"  "Slovenian" 

 XI_SPANISH    "es"  "Spanish" 

 XI_SPANISH_MEXICAN  "es_MX" "Spanish (Mexican)" 

 XI_SPANISH_GUATEMALA  "es_GT" "Spanish (Guatemala)" 

 XI_SPANISH_COSTA_RICA  "es_CR" "Spanish (Costa Rica)" 

 XI_SPANISH_PANAMA  "es_PA" "Spanish (Panama)" 

 XI_SPANISH_DOMINICAN_REP "es_DO" "Spanish (Dominican R.)" 

 XI_SPANISH_VENEZUELA  "es_VE" "Spanish (Venezuela)" 

 XI_SPANISH_COLUMBIA  "es_CO" "Spanish (Columbia)" 

 XI_SPANISH_PERU   "es_PE" "Spanish (Peru)" 

 XI_SPANISH_ARGENTINA  "es_AR" "Spanish (Argentina)" 

 XI_SPANISH_ECUADOR  "es_EC" "Spanish (Ecuador)" 
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 XI_SPANISH_CHILE   "es_CL" "Spanish (Chile)" 

 XI_SPANISH_URUGUAY  "es_UY" "Spanish (Uruguay)" 

 XI_SPANISH_PARAGUAY  "es_PY" "Spanish (Paraguay)" 

 XI_SPANISH_BOLIVIA  "es_BO" "Spanish (Bolivia)" 

 XI_SPANISH_EL_SALVADOR "es_SV" "Spanish (El Salvador)" 

 XI_SPANISH_HONDURAS  "es_HN" "Spanish (Honduras)" 

 XI_SPANISH_NICARAGUA  "es_NI" "Spanish (Nicaragua)" 

 XI_SPANISH_PUERTO_RICO "es_PR" "Spanish (Puerto Rico)" 

 XI_SWAHILI    "sw"  "Swahili" 

 XI_SWEDISH    "sv"  "Swedish" 

 XI_SWEDISH_FINLAND  "sv_FI" "Swedish (Finland)" 

 XI_SYRIAC    "syr"  "Syriac" 

 XI_TAMIL    "ta"  "Tamil" 

 XI_TATAR    "tt"  "Tatar" 

 XI_TELUGU    "te"  "Telugu" 

 XI_THAI    "th"  "Thai" 

 XI_TURKISH    "tr"  "Turkish" 

 XI_UKRAINIAN   "uk"  "Ukrainian" 

 XI_URDU    "ur"  "Urdu" 

 XI_URDU_PAKISTAN   "ur_PK" "Urdu (Pakistan)" 

 XI_URDU_INDIA   "ur_IN" "Urdu (India)" 

 XI_UZBEK    "uz"  "Uzbek" 

 XI_UZBEK_LATIN   "uz_LAT" "Uzbek (Latin)" 

 XI_UZBEK_CYRILLIC  "uz_CYR" "Uzbek (Cyrillic)" 

 XI_VIETNAMESE   "vi"  "Vietnamese" 

 

Return value: 
If successful, the value != -1 will be returned. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_language(), xi_rs_change(), xi_rs_load(), xi_rs_name(), xi_rs_save() 
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xi_change_list()     Change list 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_change_list( 

long window, 
long name, 
long mode, 
void *text, 
long len, 
long start, 
long new_vpos, 
long new_pos 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_LBOX 
 

Function: 
xi_change_list() changes a list being filled with xi_set_list(). There is the possibility 
to insert, overwrite, attach or delete sub areas. Additionally, the first visible line as 
well as a new marker position can be defined. 
 
This function is only to be used together with lists having event modus 0, 1 or 2. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'mode' 
XI_LIST_CHANGE_POS changes the first visible line and the marker position only. 
The arguments 'list', 'len' and 'start' are not evaluated. 
XI_LIST_INS_LINES inserts 'len' lines starting from position 'start'.  
XI_LIST_REPLACE_LINES overwrites 'len' lines starting from position 'start'.  
XI_LIST_APPEND_LINES attaches 'len' lines at the end of the list. 
XI_LIST_DEL_LINES deletes 'len' lines starting from position 'start'. 
 
'text' 
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Character pointer field or text string with line break via '\n'. For differentiation, the 
argument 'len' is used. The text information can contain start-up sequences used for 
changing text attributes or inserting icons. (See also xi_make_text_ctrl() 
u. xi_make_text_icon() ). 
 
'len' 
Length of list. I 'len' == -1, 'text' will be interpreted as contiguous text string. 
 
''start' 
Start position. 
 
'new_vpos' 
Topmost visible line. Will only be evaluated, if value != -1. 
 
'new_pos' 
New marker position. Only when event mode == 1. Is only evaluated, if value != -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_set_list() 
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xi_change_ltext()     Change list text 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_change_ltext( 

long window, 
long name, 
long mode, 
long line, 
long column, 
TCHAR *text 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_LBOX 
 

Function: 
xi_change_ltext() offers a variety of possibilities to manipulate editable lists. Such 
lists are used e.g. to realize a text editor or a terminal program.  
xi_change_ltext() only can affect a text list if the argument 'event_mode' was 
assigned value 3 during initialisation of the list with xi_set_list(). 
 

Arguments: 
'window' and 'name' 
specify the list object 
 
'mode' 
defines the function to be performed. 
XI_CHANGE_LINE: 
The text in line 'line' will be substituted with the text 'text'. 
XI_COPY_ARRAY: 
The current marked text block will be inserted at actual cursor position. 
XI_DEL_ARRAY: 
The current marked block will be deleted. 
XI_DEL_CHAR: 
The character at current cursor position will be deleted. 
XI_DEL_END: 
The characters from current cursor position to end of line will be deleted. 
XI_DEL_LINE: 
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The line 'line' will be deleted. 
XI_DEL_WORD: 
The word at current cursor position will be located and deleted. 
XI_INS_ARRAY: 
The text string 'text' will be inserted or overwritten; depending on the insert mode, 
starting from position 'line', 'column'. 
XI_INS_CHAR: 
The character '*(text+0)' will be inserted or overwritten starting from position 'line', 
'column'. 
XI_INS_END: 
The text 'text' will be attached to the end of the list. 
XI_INS_LINE: 
A line break will be inserted at position 'line', 'column'. 
XI_INSERT_MODE: 
Insert mode will be changed. 
XI_MOVE_ARRAY: 
The current marked text block will be moved to current cursor position. 
XI_MOVE_LEFT: 
The marked text block will be shifted one tab to the left by deleting '\t' or ' ' at the first 
position of the particular line. 
XI_MOVE_RIGHT: 
The marked text block will be shifted one tab to the right by inserting '\t' at the first 
position of the particular line. 
XI_READ_CLIP: 
The text from the text clipboard will be inserted at current cursor position. 
XI_SET_CURPOS: 
The cursor will be new positioned using 'line' and 'column'. 
XI_SET_END: 
The block end marker is set using 'line', 'column'. This marker can be changed by 
another call of the command or by a new marking action (using the mouse or SHIFT 
+ cursor keys). 
XI_SET_FRST: 
The block start marker is set using 'line', 'column'. This marker can be changed by 
another call of the command or by a new marking action (using the mouse or SHIFT 
+ cursor keys). 
XI_WRITE_CLIP: 
The current block will be copied to the text clipboard. 
 
'line' 
Defines the line (not evaluated for every 'mode'). 
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'column' 
Defines the column (not evaluated for every 'mode'). 
 
'text' 
Text string to be inserted. Can cover several lines that are separated with '\n'. 
 

Return value: 
If not successful, return value will be -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_ltext_info(), xi_get_ltext(), xi_get_textlist(), xi_set_list() 
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xi_change_obj_size()     Change object geometry  
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_change_obj_size( 

long window, 
long name, 
long x, 
long y, 
long width, 
long height, 
long mode 

); 
 

Validity: 
all objects 
 

Function: 
This function changes the dimensions of an object.  
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'x', 'y', 'width', 'height' 
define size of window. Depending on the 'mode', the new dimension will be the outer 
respectively inner dimensions of the window. 
 
'mode' 
This argument is only evaluated, if the object subject to change is a window and 
'mode' != -1. 
XI_FRAME_SIZE: The coordinates are describing the frame dimension of a window. 
XI_INTERNAL_DIMENSION: The coordinates are describing the working area of a 
window. 
XI_SHOW_MAXIMIZED: The window will be drawn maximized. The coordinates will 
not be evaluated. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, != -1. 
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See also: 
xi_event(), xi_get_event_info() 
 
 

Example: 
 
 Xi_event e; 

 long window_id; 

 long obj_name; 

 ... 

 xi_set_handling(MY_WINDOW,-1,XI_PLACEMENT_REQUEST,1); 

 window_id = xi_form_draw(MY_WINDOW); 

 do 

 { 

  obj_name = xi_event(); 

  xi_get_event_info(&e); 

  switch(obj_name) 

  { 

   case XI_SIZE_REQUEST: 

   case XI_MOVE_REQUEST: 

    xi_change_obj_size(MY_WINDOW,-1, 

     e.cursor_x1,e.cursor_y1, 

     e.cursor_x2,e.cursor_y2,-1); 

    break; 

   case XI_MAXIMIZE_REQUEST: 

    xi_change_obj_size(MY_WINDOW,-1, 

     e.cursor_x1,e.cursor_y1, 

     e.cursor_x2,e.cursor_y2, 

     XI_SHOW_MAXIMIZED); 

    break; 

  } 

 } while(....); 
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xi_change_text()     Change object text 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_change_text( 

long window, 
long name, 
TCHAR *text, 
... 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_TEXT, XI_ETEXT, XI_BTEXT, XI_BICON, XI_ICON 
 

Function: 
The object text of the desired object will be changed. The change is immediately 
visible on screen. If there is no need for the changes to be reflected immediately, 
you should use the function xi_set_text().  
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'text' 
'text' is a control string meeting the demands of 'printf()', which are described in the 
C standard library. The total resulting string length must not exceed 1000 characters.  
 
'...' 
Optional arguments, dependent on the format string 'text'. 
 

Return value: 
If successful != -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_etext(), xi_get_text(), xi_set_etext(), xi_set_text() 
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xi_change_typ()     Change object type 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_change_typ( 

long window, 
long name, 
long typ 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_BITMAP, XI_COMBO_BOX, XI_G_BOX, XI_I_BOX, XI_L_BOX, XI_P_BOX, 
XI_SELECTION_BOX 
 

Function: 
This function can transform an icon list, text list, graphic or bitmap into an object 
type of the same object set. Additionally, a parameter object can be changed to a 
parameter list or vice versa. When an object of type  XI_BITMAP, XI_G_BOX, 
XI_L_BOX, XI_I_BOX is transformed, the object information (text, icons, bitmap, 
graphic list) are released and have to be transferred again by the application in the 
form that is valid for the now transformed object. 
 
Taking over predefined information (list objects): 
When the object type is changed, the caption as well as the existing window 
elements will be taken over. The window content, an icon- or text list has to be 
transferred again. Attributes like background color, text color and font will be taken 
over, however. 
 
This function is used e.g. in the system manager for a different visualization of file 
systems (text / icon).  
 

Arguments: 
'window' , 'name' 
specify the object 
 
'typ'  
defines the new predicates of the list. 
 

Attention: 
The icon- respectively text list will be initialized with length 0 after the list type was 
changed and should be newly set therefore. 
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Return value: 

If successful != -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_length(), xi_get_lmarks(), xi_set_icon_list(), xi_set_list() 
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xi_chdir()     Change current directory 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_chdir( 

TCHAR *name 
); 
 

Function: 
xi_chdir() changes the working directory of the calling program. 
 

Remark: 
After a successful alternation, the environment variable 'XIDIR' will be changed to 
the new directory name. 
 

Return value: 
If the alternation could be performed successfully, a 0 will be returned. Otherwise, 
return value will be -1 and the global variable 'errno' will be set with the 
corresponding error code. 
 

Remark: 
Operating systems supporting DOS partitions or DOS disks can use the normal 
DOS terms; e.g. a DOS disk drive which can be addressed in OS-9 via /pc0h ... can 
be accessed as A:\ . Similarly, a disk drive labeled under UNIX /dev/rfd0135ds18 is 
also described as A:\ . 
 

See also: 
xi_access(), xi_mkdir(), xi_rmdir() 
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xi_check_event()     Quick check of events 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_check_event( 

void 
); 
 

Function: 
xi_check_event() traces the event list for a valid event entry. The event will be 
deleted from the list thereby.  
 

Return value: 
Should no event exist in the event list, return value will be == -1. See also 
discussion under xi_event().  
 

Attention: 
Applications realizing the event monitoring through this function can cause a huge 
load on the CPU. One possibility to avoid this load is usage of the 
command xi_tsleep(). This command can submit the available processing time for a 
defined period. 
 

See also: 
xi_event(), xi_getc(), xi_get_etext_event(), xi_get_event_info(), xi_mouse_info(), xi_t
sleep() 
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xi_check_unique_name()     Check object name 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_check_unique_name( 

long typ, 
long object_id, 
char *object_name, 
long rsc 

); 
 

Validity: 
all objects 
 

Function: 
xi_check_unique_name() checks the uniqueness of an object name within a 
resource. Every object has an identification entry in its object structure that must be 
unique within a resource. This entry also serves as reference to an ASCII-text used 
for later incorporation into the source code of an application. The ASCII-names of 
objects are contained in the '*.def' files being produced by the resource editor. When 
a resource is saved, a header file is derived from these names, that can be linked 
with '#include *.h'. 
 

Arguments: 
'typ' 
specifies, which name definitions shall be traced. 
 XI_TREE   all object trees 
 XI_OBJECT all objects excluding windows and pool objects 
 XI_POOL   all pool objects 
 XI_ALL    all objects 
 
'object_id' 
is the ID of the object (obj->name). 
 
'object_name' 
is the related ASCII-name that is to be verified. 
 
'rsc' 
is the resource to be verified. 
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Return value: 
The function returns 0, if no matching name is found. 
 

See also: 
xi_obj_copy(), xi_obj_insert() 
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xi_clip_cursor()     Confine cursor movement 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_clip_cursor( 

long mode, 
long window, 
long name, 
Xi_rect *area 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_clip_cursor() confines the cursor to a rectangular area on the screen. The 
argument 'mode' determines how the clipping area has to be interpreted and to be 
used. A subsequent call to xi_clip_cursor() invalidates all previous defined clipping 
regions.  
 
XI_CLIP_CURSOR_ALWAYS and XI_CLIP_CURSOR_WHEN_PRESSED have to 
be combined with the appropriate method of coordinate interpretation. 
 

Arguments: 
'mode' 
XI_CLIP_CURSOR_OFF 
Invalidate the cursors clipping area. 
XI_CLIP_CURSOR_ALWAYS 
Enable cursor clipping in the area define by the clip coordinates, independent of the 
state of the mouse buttons. 
XI_CLIP_CURSOR_WHEN_PRESSED 
Enable cursor clipping when a mouse button is pressed, only. 
XI_CLIP_COORDINATES_ABSOLUTE 
'area' contains the clipping area in screen coordinates with it's origin in the left lower 
edge. 
XI_CLIP_COORDINATES_CLIENT 
The client area of the object, specified by 'window' and 'name' is used as clipping 
area. 
XI_CLIP_COORDINATES_FRAME 
The outer dimensions of the object, specified by 'window' and 'name' are used as 
clipping area. 
XI_CLIP_COORDINATES_RELATIVE 
'area' contains coordinates relative to the origin and the scale of the object. 
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XI_CLIP_GRAB_MENUS 
The drop down menus of objects from type XI_SELECTION_BOX and 
XI_COMBO_BOX will be positioned inside of the clipping area, if possible. 
 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'area' 
area points to a Xi_rect structure that contains the coordinates of the cursors 
clipping area. The usage of the coordinates depends on the argument 'mode'. 
 

Return value: 
If having success, the function returns a value >= 0. Otherwise -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_set_handling() 
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xi_clip_read()     Read from clip board 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_clip_read( 

long mode, 
void **buf 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_clip_read() allocates a memory array and copies data from the clip board. A 
pointer to the array will be returned via 'buf'. The allocated memory can only be 
freed with xi_free(). 
 

Arguments: 
'mode' 
XI_CLIP_TEXT:  
Text of the clip board will be read and converted to (TCHAR*). 
XI_CLIP_TEXTA:  
Text of the clip board will be read and converted to (char*). 
XI_CLIP_TEXTW:  
Text of the clip board will be read and converted to (wchar_t*). 
 
'buf' 
is a pointer to an address pointer, where the address of the allocated memory will 
be stored. 
 

Return value: 
The function returns the number of signs inside of the returned memory. 
 

See also: 
xi_change_ltext() 
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xi_close()     Close path 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_close( 

long path 
); 
 

Function: 
xi_close() closes an opened path of a file or an interface. The path number is 
returned by the functions xi_open() or xi_creat(). 
 

Arguments: 
'path' 
is the path number returned by xi_open() or xi_creat(). 
 

Return value: 
Should an error occur during closing, -1 will be returned. The error code can then be 
found in the global variable 'errno' 
 

See also: 
xi_creat(), xi_getfstat(), xi_get_size(), xi_getstat(), xi_setfstat(), xi_open(), xi_renam
e(), xi_unlink() 
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xi_close_connection()     Close network connection 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_close_connection( 

long id, 
long flags 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_close_connection() closes a connection which was previous opened 
with xi_open_connection(). 
 

Arguments: 
'id' 
Identification number returned by xi_open_connection(). 
 
'flags' 
For future use. It must be set to ZERO 
 

Return value: 
If having success, the function returns a value != -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_open_connection() 
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xi_combo_box_ctrl()     Manipulate combo box 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_combo_box_ctrl( 

long window, 
long name, 
TCHAR *text, 
long flags, 
long pos, 
... 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_combo_box_ctrl() enables the application to manipulate the memory list of the 
combo box object. Only items, that couldn't be found in the current list, will be added. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'text' 
'text' is a control string meeting the demands of 'printf()', which are described in the 
C standard library. The total resulting string length must not exceed 1000 characters.  
 
'flags' 
'flags' determines the action: 
XI_COMBO_BOX_DELETE: deletes an entry of the list. 
XI_COMBO_BOX_INSERT: inserts an entry. 
XI_COMBO_BOX_APPEND: adds an entry to the end of the list 
 
'pos' 
'pos' determines the position of the entry which shall be manipulated. This 
parameter will only be used if the attribute XI_COMBO_BOX_DELETE or 
XI_COMBO_BOX_INSERT is set. 
 
'...' 
Optional arguments, dependent on the format string 'text'. 
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Return value: 
If having success, the function returns the position of the manipulated entry. 
Otherwise -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_combo_box(), xi_set_combo_box() 
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xi_copy_file()     Make a copy of a file 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_copy_file( 

TCHAR *source, 
TCHAR *dest, 
long attr 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_copy_file() creates a copy of a file with the file attributes (date, owner) of the 
original file. 
 
xi_copy_file() can be used for copying files on  remote machines, too. On demand, it 
opens a remote connection between the specified machines. The path name to a 
remote machine will be build as follows: 
 /“remote machine“>/“local path“ 
Examples: 
 „/Machine1>/home/test.txt“ or 
 „/192.168.0.11>/home/test.txt“ or 
 „/COM1>/home/test.txt“ 
 

Arguments: 
'source' 
is the name of the file which shall be copied. 
 
'dest' 
is the name of the copy. 
 
'attr' 
If a file, with the name of the copy, already exists and the attribute XI_OVERWRITE 
is activated, the existing file will be overwritten. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, the function returns the byte count of the copy. Otherwise -1 is 
returned, and errno is set appropriately. 
 

See also: 
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xi_access(), xi_close(), xi_creat(), xi_open(), xi_open_connection(), xi_read(), xi_ren
ame(), xi_unlink(), xi_write()  
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xi_creat()     Create file 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_creat( 

TCHAR *name, 
long attr 

); 
 
 

Function: 
xi_creat() returns a path number to a new file with the specified name. The file will 
be opened for writing. Should a file already exist under the given name, the file will 
be opened for writing. The length will be set back to 0. 
 
xi_creat() can be used for creating a file on remote machines, too. It establishes or 
uses an existing remote connection via XiLinkS and XiLinkC. The connection will be 
hold as long as the file is closed with xi_close(). The path to a remote machine will 
be build as follows: 
 /“remote machine“>/“local path“ 
Examples: 
 „/Machine1>/home/test.txt“ or 
 „/192.168.0.11>/home/test.txt“ or 
 „/COM1>/home/test.txt“ 
 

Arguments: 
'name' 
is the file name. The file name must correspond to the conventions of the file system 
used. Additionally to the local file system, DOS partitions are supported also. In this 
case the name must correspond to the conventions of the DOS file system. 
 
'attr' 
can only take on values that are defined in 'xibase9.h'. These values are then 
converted to attributes that are valid for the corresponding operating system.  
 
 XI_READ Read access, owner 
 XI_WRITE Write access, owner 
 XI_EXEC Executable by owner 
 XI_GREAD Read access, group 
 XI_GWRITE Write access, group 
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 XI_GEXEC Executable by group 
 XI_OREAD Read access, all 
 XI_OWRITE Write access, all 
 XI_OEXEC Executable by all 
 

Return value: 
Should an error occur while creating the file, -1 will be returned. The error code can 
then be found in the global variable 'errno' 
 

Remark: 
xi_creat() does not check the existence of a file; therefore an already existing file will 
be overwritten.  
 
Operating systems supporting DOS partitions or DOS disks can use the normal 
DOS terms; e.g. a DOS disk drive which can be addressed in OS-9 via /pc0h ... can 
be accessed as A:\ . Similarly, a disk drive labeled under UNIX /dev/rfd0135ds18 is 
also described as A:\ . 
 

See also: 
xi_access(), xi_close(), xi_copy_file(), xi_open(), xi_open_connection(), xi_read(), xi
_rename(), xi_unlink(), xi_write()  
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xi_clr_g_obj()     Delete graphic 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_clr_g_obj( 

long window, 
long name 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_G_BOX 
 

Function: 
The graphic list ob the object will be released. Afterwards the graphic object will be 
newly drawn. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
define the graphic object. 
 

See also: 
xi_change_g_obj(), xi_get_work_area(), xi_get_g_view(), xi_set_g_obj(), xi_set_g_vi
ew(), 
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xi_default_language_proc()     Def. language exchange 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_default_language_proc( 

Xi_event *e, 
long p1, 
void *s, 
long struct_len 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_default_language_proc() is responsible for the exchange of all text relevant 
information of all resources of an application. This function will be defined as default 
language procedure when calling xi_init_appl(). The default language procedure is 
able to exchange text information of all objects which have not changed its text 
strings dynamically. 
 
Some applications require additional update features. E. g. there are applications 
which have to exchange objects like text lists. The content of these objects is 
dynamically set and can't be exchanged by xi_default_language_proc(). In that case, 
an application specific language procedure has to be installed. This will be done by 
calling 
 xi_define_callback(1,-1,-1,XI_CHANGE_LANGUAGE,lang_proc,0,0,0). 
Please have a look to the example under xi_set_language(). 
 

Arguments: 
'event' 
Event structure (see also xi_get_event_info() ), which describes the type of event. 
xi_default_language_proc() evaluates the e->mode entry only. In e->mode the new 
language-ID is stored ( XI_GERMAN, XI_ENGLISH, XI_JAPANESE, ...). 
 
'p1' 
Argument that is pre-set with xi_define_callback(). Not used. 
 
's' 
Pointer to any data structure if value != ZERO. Not used. 
 
'struct_len' 
Size of data structure, if 's' != ZERO. If a text string is transferred, this value would 
be the string length. Not used. 
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Return value: 

If returning a value != 0, the functions xi_event() or xi_check_event() will return 
these value to the calling routine. Otherwise, the event function continues waiting for 
a new event or returns -1 for no event available. 
 

See also: 
xi_define_callback(), xi_get_language(), xi_set_language() 
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xi_define_callback()     Define callback function 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_define_callback( 

long mode, 
long rsc, 
long window, 
long name, 
long (*function)(Xi_event*,long,void*,long), 
long p1, 
void *s, 
long struct_len 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_define_callback() defines, changes or deletes a callback function. A callback 
function is called automatically when an event takes place that can be assigned to 
the callback function. The call is placed by the functions xi_check_event() 
or xi_event(). Depending on the return value of the callback function, the event 
inquiries the application report after an event that can be processed in the 
conventional 'switch'-construction. Callback functions can be assigned to single 
objects, to a window, or to a message that was sent via xi_send_event().  
The assignment process is realized in the following order: 
1. Assignment to an object 
2. Assignment to a window 
3. Assignment to a message 
4. Should no assignment exist or if the return value of the callback function will 
be != 0, an event will be returned from the calling xi_check_event() 
respectively xi_event(). 
 

Arguments: 
'mode' 
0: Callback will be deleted. The arguments 'fkt_ptr', 'p1', 's' and 'struct_len' will not 
be evaluated. 
1: Callback function will be generated new or, in case that a callback function 
already was defined using the arguments 'rsc', 'tree' and 'name', will be changed. 
 
'rsc' 
is the resource to which the window or object belongs to. 
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With a value of -1, the callback function will be assigned to a message. The 
identification is realized only via the object name 'name'. 
 
'window' 
Window name of the involved window. 
 
'function' 
is a pointer to a callback-function. 
 
'name' 
Object name of the object or the message, to which the callback function shall be 
assigned. If 'name' == -1 and 'rsc' and 'tree' define a window, all events taking place 
inside them will be assigned to this callback function.  
 
'p1' 
Freely allocatable argument that is transferred to the callback function upon function 
call. 
 
's' 
is a pointer to any data structure that is transferred to the callback function upon 
function call. In case no data structure shall be transferred, this pointer will be filled 
set to ZERO. A copy will then be generated from the data structure, which is 
transferred to the callback function. The data structure can be changed by a 
renewed call of xi_define_callback(). 
 
'struct_len' 
is the size of the data structure. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, return value will be != -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_callback_fkt(), xi_check_event(), xi_event(), xi_get_event_info() 
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xi_desktop()     Desktop configuration 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_desktop( 

long mode, 
void *buf, 
long buf_size, 
long flags 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_desktop() enables the application to retrieve and manipulate some system 
specific settings. 
 

Arguments: 
'mode' 
determines the action that have to be done. 
 
XI_DESKTOP_DOUBLECLICK_TIME: 
Defines the time for the detection of a mouse double click, in milli seconds.  
'buf' is a pointer to a 'long' value containing the new value for the time.  
 
XI_DESKTOP_GET_ALL_VIDEO_MODES: 
Retrieves all video modes which are supported by the graphics engine. For each 
possible video mode an entry in the video mode structur is set. 
 
 typedef struct xi_video_mode { 

  char cmd[32]; 

  char info[64]; 

  long flags; 

 #define XI_VIDEO_MODE_ACTIVE 0x00000001 

 } Xi_video_mode; 

 
The memory for the structure entries is allocated by xi_desktop() can be return to 
the system with xi_free(). The pointer to the structure buffer will be returned in 'buf'. 
The return value of the function has to be interpreted as the account of entries in 
video structure buffer. 
The current selected video mode is marked in 'flags' with 
XI_VIDEO_MODE_ACTIVE. 
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XI_DESKTOP_GET_DOUBLECLICK_TIME: 
Retrieves the time settings for a mouse double click in milli seconds. 
 
XI_DESKTOP_GET_MOUSE_SPEED: 
Retrieves the current settings of the mouse accelerator . The return value has to be 
interpreted in percent of the standard value. 
 
XI_DESKTOP_GET_VIDEO_MODE: 
Retrieves the current video mode settings and writes it to the video data structure as 
you can see under XI_DESKTOP_GET_ALL_VIDEO_MODES. If being successful, 
the return value will be 1. The memory of the data structure which is return in 'buf' 
can be returned to the system with xi_free(). 
 
XI_DESKTOP_MOUSE_SPEED: 
This call configures the mouse accelerator in percent. 100 % is the default value. 
'buf' is a pointer to a 'long' value containing the new speed. 
 
XI_DESKTOP_SOFTKEYBOARD_PROPERTIES: 
The software keyboard, which enables the user of a touch screen to make keyboard 
inputs, can be configured by using the data structure Xi_softkeyboard_properties. 
'buf' is a pointer to the following data structure. 
 
 typedef struct softkeyboard_properties { 

  long tree; 

  long name; 

  long flags; 

 #define XI_SOFTKEYBOARD_MASK_ALL    0x000000ff 

 #define XI_SOFTKEYBOARD_MASK_WIDTH   0x00000001 

 #define XI_SOFTKEYBOARD_MASK_HEIGHT   0x00000002 

 #define XI_SOFTKEYBOARD_MASK_FONT_TYPE  0x00000004 

 #define XI_SOFTKEYBOARD_MASK_FONT_HEIGHT  0x00000008 

 #define XI_SOFTKEYBOARD_MASK_COLOR   0x00000010 

 #define XI_SOFTKEYBOARD_MASK_FONT_COLOR  0x00000020 

 #define XI_SOFTKEYBOARD_MASK_FKT_KEY_COLOR  0x00000040 

 #define XI_SOFTKEYBOARD_MASK_DEAD_CHAR_COLOR 0x00000080 

 #define XI_SOFTKEYBOARD_WIDTH_IN_PERCENT  0x00000100 

 #define XI_SOFTKEYBOARD_HEIGHT_IN_PERCENT  0x00000200 

 #define XI_SOFTKEYBOARD_RESET_TASK   0x00100000 

 #define XI_SOFTKEYBOARD_RESET_ALL_TASKS  0x00200000 

 #define XI_SOFTKEYBOARD_RESET_OBJECT   0x00400000 

 #define XI_SOFTKEYBOARD_SET_TASK    0x00010000 
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 #define XI_SOFTKEYBOARD_SET_ALL_TASKS   0x00020000 

 #define XI_SOFTKEYBOARD_SET_OBJECT   0x00040000 

 #define XI_SOFTKEYBOARD_ADD_NUMBLOCK   0x00100000 

  long width; 

  long height; 

  long font_type; 

  long font_height; 

  long font_color; 

  long color; 

  long fkt_key_color; 

  long dead_char_color; 

 } Xi_softkeyboard_properties; 

 
Only entries which are masked by 'flags' will be evaluated. The properties can be 
set for the own application only (XI_SOFTKEYBOARD_SET_TASK) or for all 
applications of the display (XI_SOFTKEYBOARD_SET_ALL_TASKS).  Setting to 
default value will be done with XI_SOFTKEYBOARD_RESET_TASK and 
XI_SOFTKEYBOARD_RESET_ALL_TASKS. The entries 'tree', 'name' and the flags 
XI_SOFTKEYBOARD_SET_OBJECT and XI_SOFTKEYBOARD_RESET_OBJECT 
are reserved for future usage. 'tree' and 'name' have to be set to -1. 
 
Settings for the width, the height, the font type and font height of the keyboard 
window can be defined by environment parameters: 
 
 KEYBOARD_WIDTH=[width] 
 KEYBOARD_HEIGHT=[height] 
 KEYBOARD_FONTTYPE=[font type] 
 KEYBOARD_FONTHEIGHT=[font height] 
 KEYBOARD_NUMBLOCK=[on/off] 
 
Width and height is in pixel or in percent if the argument value is terminated by a % 
sign. Font types are: „courier“, „helvetica“, „sansserif“,“serif“, „times“, „xifixed“ and 
„sansserif“. The font height can be 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20 or 24. 
Settings by environment parameters are overwritten through a call of xi_desktop(). 
 
XI_DESKTOP_VIDEO_MODE: 
The actual video settings can be changed with this command. All possible settings 
can be retrieved with XI_DESKTOP_GET_ALL_VIDEO_MODES. 'buf' is a pointer to 
a text string which containes the new video command. Normally the 'cmd' entry of 
the video structure will be used. 'buf_size' has to be set with the number of signs 
that have to be interpreted. If 'buf_size' == -1, the complete string will be evaluated. 
All application which have a visible window on the desktop will get a event message 
of type XI_VIDEO_MODE_CHANGED. 
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'buf' 
'buf' is a pointer to a buffer containing a data structure. In dependence of the 'mode' 
argument the data in 'buf' will be interpreted. 
 
'buf_size' 
'buf_size' determines the number of bytes that have to be evaluated by the function. 
 
'flags' 
The 'flags' are reserved for additional properties. If no additional properties are 
described for a 'mode', the 'flags' value have to be set to 0. 
 

Return value: 
Dependent on the selected 'mode', the return value have to be interpreted. 
In all cases, a return value of -1 is an error. 
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xi_deinit_appl()     Process termination 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_deinit_appl( 

void 
); 
 

Function: 
The application will be logged off. This means that the connection to the XiBase9-
Server will be discontinued. The server removes all opened windows assigned to 
the task. Allocated data areas for resources are released within the server for further 
usage. The link count of used XI_PUBLIC_ICONS will be decremented and the 
corresponding icons will be removed, if necessary. 
 

See also: 
xi_init_appl() 
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xi_dialog()     Dialogue box from resource file 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_dialog( 

long resource_id, 
long window 
... 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_dialog() is a special form of a window with limited possibilities. A dialogue that is 
to be activated with xi_dialog(), can only be created with the resource editor 
XiResEd. 
 
In a dialogue a text is being displayed on screen, which can contain several lines. 
This text is extracted from the corresponding dialogue text file '*.hin' at run time. The 
text will be automatically formatted. The dialogue window and the dialogue text must 
not necessarily reside in the same resource.  
 
The dialogue text determined from the dialogue text file will be interpreted as control 
string meeting the demands that are defined under 'printf()' in the C-standard-library.   
 

Arguments: 
'resource_id' 
resource_id == -1 
The dialogue text will be searched within the actual valid resource of the calling task. 
resource_id != -1 
The argument will be interpreted as resource ID. This ID is returned 
by xi_rs_creat(), xi_rs_creat_shared(), xi_rs_load(), xi_rs_load_shared(), xi_rs_nam
e() or xi_rs_share() . 
 
'window' 
Name of dialogue window. 
 
'...' 
Optional arguments, dependent on the dialogue text. 
 

Return value: 
The return value will be the object name of a key defined in the dialogue. At the 
moment, following values are possible: 
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 XI_CANCEL 
 XI_OK 
 XI_CONTINUE 
 XI_YES 
 XI_NO 
 

Remark: 
A similar form of dialogue is delivered by the routine xi_dialogbox(). Different to this 
one, xi_dialog() supports language independence. 
 

See also: 
xi_dialogbox(), xi_draw_dialogbox(), xi_get_dialog_info() 
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xi_dialogbox()     Dynamic dialogue box 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_dialogbox( 

TCHAR *text, 
long icon, 
long button_1, 
long button_2, 
long button_3, 
... 

); 
 

Function: 
This function calculates, draws and overviews a dialogue box. Form and 
appearance of the dialogue box will be generated automatically. 
 
Between 1 and 3 buttons can be used simultaneously. The buttons can be declared 
in any order, the program automatically sorts the buttons.  
 

Arguments: 
'text' 
is a control string meeting the demands that are defined under 'printf()' in the C-
Standard-library. The associated arguments are para_0 to para_15. The number of 
control characters ('% ') and consequently also the number of arguments must not 
exceed 16. All arguments transferred with 'para_x' (excluding string pointers) should 
be converted to 'long'-words. This must be considered also in the control string. 
Double variables must be converted to float variables during transfer. 
 
'icon' 
For better classification there is the option to insert an icon in the top left corner. 
Only predefined system icons will be available; these are: XI_SYMBOL_QUESTION, 
XI_SYMBOL_ATTENTION, XI_SYMBOL_STOP, XI_SYMBOL_BOMB, 
XI_SYMBOL_LIGHT. The argument 'icon' is only evaluated if  value is != -1. 
 
'button_1', 'button_2' and 'button_3' 
Up to 3 buttons can be defined here simultaneously. Only buttons with the argument 
value != -1 will be evaluated. Following buttons are possible: XI_OK_BOX, 
XI_CANCEL_BOX, XI_YES_BOX, XI_NO_BOX and XI_CONTINUE_BOX. 
 
'...' 
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Optional arguments, dependent on the dialogue text. 
 

Design: 
The appearance of the dialogue box is defined centrally in the server. Settings are 
done with a setup program. Font, button size, button design, color and so forth can 
be affected here. 
 

Return value: 
The return value will be the identification of a selected button and can be XI_OK, 
XI_CANCEL, XI_YES, XI_NO, XI_CONTINUE. 
 

See also: 
xi_dialog(), xi_draw_dialogbox(), xi_get_dialog_info(), xi_set_text_unformated() 
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xi_diff_draw()     Refresh in opened window 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_diff_draw( 

long window 
); 
 

Function: 
New plot of an already drawn window.  
 

Arguments: 
'window' 
Name of the window. 
 

See also: 
xi_form_draw(), xi_form_redraw(), xi_obj_draw(), xi_obj_redraw(), xi_obj_refresh() 
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xi_draw_dialogbox()     Draw dialogue box 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_draw_dialogbox( 

TCHAR *text, 
long icon, 
long button_1, 
long button_2, 
long button_3, 
... 

); 
 

Function: 
This function calculates and draws a dialogue box. The event control and removing 
of the dialogue box must be handled by the application.  
 
Between 1 and 3 buttons can be used simultaneously. The buttons can be declared 
in any order, the program automatically sorts the buttons.  
 

Arguments: 
'text' 
is a control string meeting the demands that are defined under 'printf()' in the C-
Standard-library. 
 
'icon' 
For better classification there is the option to insert an icon in the top left corner. 
Only predefined system icons will be available; these are: XI_SYMBOL_QUESTION, 
XI_SYMBOL_ATTENTION, XI_SYMBOL_STOP, XI_SYMBOL_BOMB, 
XI_SYMBOL_LIGHT. The argument 'icon' is only evaluated if  value is != -1. 
 
'button_1', 'button_2' and 'button_3' 
Up to 3 buttons can be defined here simultaneously. Only buttons with the argument 
value != -1 will be evaluated. Following buttons are possible: XI_OK_BOX, 
XI_CANCEL_BOX, XI_YES_BOX, XI_NO_BOX and XI_CONTINUE_BOX. 
 
'...' 
Optional arguments, dependent on the dialogue text. 
 

Design: 
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The appearance of the dialogue box is defined centrally in the server. Settings are 
done with a setup program. Font, button size, button design, color and so forth can 
be affected here. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, the window ID will be returned. Otherwise 0. 
 

See also: 
xi_check_event(), xi_dialogbox(), xi_get_dialog_info(), xi_form_redraw(), xi_event(), 
xi_set_text_unformated() 
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xi_edit_icon()     Edit windows icon 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_edit_icon( 

void *bitmap 
); 
 

Function: 
xi_edit_icon() calls the icon editor 'XiIconEd' to edit the icon bitmap 'bitmap'. The 
bitmap format is in conformity to the Windows 3.1 icon format (icon with 32x32 
Pixels in 16 colors with transparent information).  
 

Arguments: 
'bitmap' 
Pointer to the icon bitmap. 
 

Return value: 
xi_edit_icon() returns a 0 in case of successful call and confirmed taking over of the 
edited icon. The icon bitmap will be overwritten with the changes. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_icon(), xi_load_icon(), xi_set_icon() 
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xi_edit_text()     Edit multi line text 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_edit_text( 

TCHAR *text, 
long max_len 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_edit_text() calls the text editor 'XiWrite' to edit a text. The text to be edited can 
have several lines. The line end characters can be 0x0a, 0x0d or a combination. 
After successful execution the changed text overwrites the original text. 
 

Arguments: 
'text' 
is a reference to the text to be edited. 
 
'max_len' 
is the maximum length of text buffer being written in case of a successful transfer. 
 

Return value: 
xi_edit_text() returns a 0 in case of successful call and confirmed taking over of the 
edited text. The text buffer 'text' will be overwritten with the changes. 
 

See also: 
xi_edit_icon() 
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xi_error_action()     Error handling 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_error_action( 

long mode, 
long (*error_function)(Xi_error*)) 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_error_action() enables the application to switch off the standard error handling. It 
also allows to replace the standard error routine with a user defined error handling 
routine.  
The standard error function is activated as soon as an error occurs in a graphical 
API-function. Excluded are all functions which have nothing to do with graphics like 
all file system or OS related commands. 
 

Arguments: 
'mode' 
XI_ERROR_GET_MODE: 
Retrieves the current 'mode' - settings. 
XI_ERROR_DISABLE_MESSAGE: 
Disables the standard error message dialogue as well as the user defined dialogues. 
XI_ERROR_ENABLE_MESSAGE: 
Enables the current selected error handling routine. 
XI_ERROR_CALLBACK: 
Dependent on the argument 'error_function()' the standard error handling routine will 
be replaced by a user defined routine. 
 
'error_function' 
'error_function' is a function pointer to a user defined error handling function. This 
argument will only be evaluated if 'mode' == XI_ERROR_CALLBACK. The standard 
error function can be reactivated by setting 'error_function' == 0. The return value of 
the user defined error function determines the return value of the function in which 
the error occured. 
 

Return value: 
The function returns the previous 'mode' - settings. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_last_error() 
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xi_event()     Wait for an event 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_event( 

void 
); 
 

Function: 
The calling task will be suspended until an event assigned to the task or a message 
from another task is received. Objects that are able to trigger an event feedback 
need to be released for event handling and must have the permission to give notice 
of an event. These commitments can be done  
- in the resource editor or 
- dynamically with xi_set_handling(). 
 
For more complex objects it's often necessary to have extended information e.g. to 
analyse a 'drag & drop' - event or to place a popup menu. xi_get_event_info() 
occupies the corresponding event structure.  
 
To illustrate the occurring events,  the event monitor XiEvents can be called. 
 

Return value: 
The return value can be the object name of a selected object, a global icon or a 
windows operating element. 
 
An object name >= 0 is a name declared by the programmer. 
An object name < -1 && >-100 is a system related object name. 
An object name <= -100 && > -200 is the name of an icon on the desktop. 
 
XI_FOCUS_CHANGE_REQUEST: 
The keyboard focus shall change. The actual and the new focus object can be 
determined from the event structure. (Actual: ->object, New: ->dest_name). This 
event only takes place, when the handling attribute XI_CATCH_FOCUS_KEYS is 
set. 
XI_KEY: 
A keyboard event not being used by the event manager. The object with the 
keyboard focus and the used key can be determined from the event structure. (-
>object, ->button). 
XI_MAXIMIZED: 
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This window was changed to maximum size. The new dimensions of the desktop 
can be determined from the event structure. (->cursor_x1, ->cursor_y1,...). 
XI_MINIMIZED: 
The window was minimized. 
XI_NO: 
An object of type XI_NO_BOX was activated. 
XI_NORMALIZED: 
The windows was shown with the normal coordinates again. The new dimensions of 
the desktop can be determined from the event structure. (->cursor_x1, -
>cursor_y1,...). 
XI_SIZE_REQUEST: 
The size of a window shall be changed. If the handling flag 
XI_PLACEMENT_REQUEST was set, this message will be sent. The new 
coordinates relate to the outer dimensions of the windows frame and can be read 
from the event structure. 
(->cursor_x1, ->cursor_y1, ->cursor_x2, ->cursor_y2). The size can be taken over 
with xi_change_obj_size(). 
XI_SIZE: 
The window size was changed. The new coordinates can be determined from the 
event structure and will be the same as the dimensions of the window workspace. 
XI_TIMER_MSG: 
A timer has run down. The ID can be read from the event structure. (->mode)  
XI_USER_MSG: 
A message from another program was received. The message was sent 
with xi_send_event(). The message information and source can be determined from 
the event structure. (->object, ->from). 
 

See also: 
xi_check_event(), xi_getc(), xi_get_event_info(), xi_send_event() 
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xi_fifo_create()     Create a FIFO 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
void *xi_fifo_create( 

long size 
); 
 

Function: 
xi_fifo_create() allocates and initializes Memory for a FIFO-object. The maximal size 
of the FIFO is determined by 'size'. xi_fifo_create() returns a pointer to the FIFO-
object, which have to be used for all following FIFO-calls. 
 

Arguments: 
'size' 
is the maximal size of the FIFO-memory. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, the return value is a pointer to the FIFO-object, otherwise 0. 
 

See also: 
xi_fifo_info(), xi_fifo_read(), xi_fifo_write() 
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xi_fifo_free()     Free a FIFO 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_fifo_free( 

void *ptr 
); 
 

Function: 
xi_fifo_free() deallocates the memory of a FIFO-object. 
 

Arguments: 
'ptr' 
is a pointer to the FIFO-object. 
 

Return value: 
If not successful, the return value is -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_fifo_create(), xi_fifo_info(), xi_fifo_read(), xi_fifo_write() 
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xi_fifo_info()     Get available byte count in FIFO 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_fifo_info( 

void *ptr 
); 
 

Function: 
xi_fifo_info() retrieves the byte count in the FIFO-object, that is available for reading. 
 

Arguments: 
'ptr' 
is a pointer to the FIFO-object. 
 

Return value: 
The function return the byte count that can be read from FIFO. If the function fails it 
returns -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_fifo_create(), xi_fifo_free(), xi_fifo_read(), xi_fifo_write() 
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xi_fifo_read()     Read from FIFO 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_fifo_read( 

void *ptr, 
void *buf, 
long n 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_fifo_read() reads maximal 'n' bytes from the FIFO-object. The function return the 
number of bytes, that are copied to 'buf. 
 

Arguments: 
'ptr' 
is a pointer to the FIFO-object. 
 
'buf' 
is a pointer to memory, where the content of the FIFO will be copied. 
 
'n' 
maximal number of bytes to be read. 
 

Return value: 
On success, the functions returns the read bytes. Otherwise -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_fifo_create(), xi_fifo_free(), xi_fifo_unget(), xi_fifo_write() 
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xi_fifo_unget()     Write to first FIFO-position 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_fifo_unget( 

void *ptr, 
void *buf, 
long n 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_fifo_unget() moves the content of the FIFO 'n' bytes and copies 'n' bytes of the 
buf into the FIFO at the beginning of the FIFO-memory. 
 

Arguments: 
'ptr' 
is a pointer to the FIFO-object. 
 
'buf' 
is a pointer to memory, which content will be copied to the FIFO-memory. 
 
'n' 
maximal number of bytes to be copied. 
 

Return value: 
On success, the function returns the bytes which are copied into the FIFO's memory. 
Otherwise it returns -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_fifo_create(), xi_fifo_free(), xi_fifo_read(), xi_fifo_write() 
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xi_fifo_write()     Write to FIFO 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_fifo_write( 

void *ptr, 
void *buf, 
long n 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_fifo_write() appends maximal 'n' bytes from the 'buf' to the FIFO's memory. 
The function returns the number of bytes, that are copied. 
 

Arguments: 
'ptr' 
is a pointer to the FIFO-object. 
 
'buf' 
is a pointer to memory, which content will be copied to the FIFO-memory. 
 
'n' 
maximal number of bytes to be copied. 
 

Return value: 
On success, the function returns the bytes which are copied into the FIFO's memory. 
Otherwise it returns -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_fifo_create(), xi_fifo_free(), xi_fifo_read(), xi_fifo_unget() 
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xi_findstr()     Search string for pattern 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_findstr( 

long pos, 
TCHAR *string, 
TCHAR *pattern 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_findstr() searches the string for the first instance of the pattern. It starts at position 
'pos' (where the first position is one, not zero). 
 

Arguments: 
'pos' 
specifies the starting position. 
 
'string' 
is a pointer to the string to search. 
 
'pattern' 
is a pointer to the pattern to use for the search.  
 

Return value: 
The returned value is the position of the first matched character of the pattern in the 
string, or zero if a match is not found. 
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xi_flush()     Flush instruction loop 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_flush( 

void 
); 
 

Function: 
xi_flush forces a flush of the instruction loop and is automatically executed when an 
event command like xi_event(), xi_check_event(), or requesting commands are 
called.  
 

Remark: 
 
Applications often have a variety of manipulations and inquiries to perform on 
objects. Every one of those activities requires the application to connect to the 
XiBase9 server which, consequently, takes time. Particularly with respect to  serial 
display redirection this is an issue not to be taken too lightly. Collecting the single 
commands in a loop and subsequently sending them as block provides a much 
more efficient data flow.   
 
In the case of querying commands, i.e. commands that expect an answer from the 
server, the instruction loop will be flushed. Therefore, when working with 
applications that are serially deflected, you should bring commands in an order 
which assists the build up of long instruction loops.  
 
Requesting commands are mainly xi_get_...() commands.  
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xi_form_draw()     Open and draw window 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_form_draw( 

long window 
); 
 

Function: 
This function draws a window which was created by the resource editor XiResEd or 
dynamically with xi_obj_insert() or xi_obj_copy(). 
 

Arguments: 
'window' 
Specifies the window to be drawn. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, the window identification number of the newly created window will be 
returned, otherwise ZERO. This value can be used by other applications that also 
want to directly support windows of the corresponding local windows system (X-
Window, MS-Windows). An example may be the definition of window hierarchy.  
 

Remark: 
The window identification number should not be confused with the name of the 
window itself. 
 

See also: 
xi_diff_draw(), xi_form_draw_ext(), xi_form_redraw(), xi_get_window_id(), xi_obj_dr
aw(), xi_obj_redraw(), xi_obj_scroll() 
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xi_form_draw_ext()     Open and draw window 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_form_draw_ext( 

long window, 
long parent_window, 
long flags 

); 
 

Function: 
This function enables the application to open new windows with extented 
capabilities. The main different types are: 
1. Normal window 
Standard behavior like windows opened with xi_form_draw() - no additional flags 
are specified. The new window catches the focus. The objects of the parent window, 
if existing, are not selectable by the user. 
2. Child window 
A child window (XI_CHILD_WINDOW) can only be created for an existing parent 
window. After creation, the child window catches the focus and it's frame is marked 
as active. The user can select and activate objects of the child's parent window or 
other child windows belonging the the child's parent window. 
3. Popup window 
A attribute XI_POPUP_WINDOW should be used for windows, that will only be 
occure for a short time. This type of window catches the input focus, but the parent 
window will keep marked as active. 
 

Arguments: 
'window' 
Specifies the window to be drawn. 
 
'parent_window' 
Specifies the window-ID of the parent window. This ID is returned 
from xi_form_draw(). It's only necessary for windows of type XI_CHILD_WINDOW 
and XI_POPUP_WINDOW. 
 
'flags' 
XI_CHILD_WINDOW: 
The objects of the parent window and the child window can be operated at  the 
same time. 
XI_POPUP_WINDOW: 
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This is a window, which will be destroyed immediately after occurrence of an event. 
An event can be: 
- object event inside of the popup window 
- event outside of the window 
- changes in the window stack 
XI_ALLOW_MULTIPLE_EVENTS: 
This property can only be used in combination with XI_POPUP_WINDOW. In this 
case, the popup window will not be removed after the first event occurence inside of 
the window. 
XI_DESTROY_WINDOW: 
The opened window will be destroyed immediately if an area outside of the window 
is touched. In that case, windows which aren't equipped with the attribute 
XI_POPUP_WINDOW will send the message XI_WINDOW_DESTROYED to the 
application. The command xi_form_redraw() mustn't be used after this message. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, the window identification number of the newly created window will be 
returned, otherwise ZERO. 
 

See also: 
xi_form_draw(), xi_form_redraw() 
 

Example: 
The window MAIN owns a button (COLOR_BUTTON), which should provide the 
user with a color selector box (COLOR_POPUP). The color selector box will be 
realised using a popup window. The popup window should be docked  at the left 
lower corner of the button. The example is given without the failure handling. 
 

 

long select_color(long,long,long); 

 

int main(... 

 long parent_window; 

 ... 

/* The main window is opened using xi_form_draw() */ 

 parent_window = xi_form_draw(MAIN); 

 ... 

 do 

 { 

  long obj_name = xi_event(); 

 

  if(obj_name == COLOR_BUTTON) 
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   color = 
select_color(MAIN,COLOR_BUTTON,parent_window); 

 ... 

 

 

 

long select_color( 

long parent_name, 

long button, 

long parent_window 

) 

 long x,y,width,height,screen_width,screen_height; 

 Object button,popup; 

 

 xi_get_screen_size(&screen_width,&screen_height); 

 

/* get absolute coordinates of the parent window */ 

 xi_get_work_area_absolut(MAIN,-1,&x,&y,&width,&height); 

 

/* get relative coordinates of the color button */ 

 xi_get_obj_desc(MAIN,COLOR_BUTTON,&button); 

 

/* get geometry of the popup window. */ 

 xi_get_obj_desc(COLOR_POPUP,-1,&popup); 

 

/* calculate the new coordinates of the popup window */ 

 popup.x = x+button.x; 

 popup.y = y+height+button.y-popup.height; 

 popup.attr &= ~XI_CENTRED; 

 

/* check whether the popup window is outside the visible display */ 

 if(popup.x < 0) popup.x = 0; 

 if(popup.x+popup.width > screen_width) 

  popup.x = screen_width-popup.width; 

 if(popup.y < 0) 

  popup.y = y+height+button.y+button.height; 

 

/* set the new popup coordinates */ 

 xi_set_obj_desc(COLOR_POPUP,-1,&popup); 

 

/* draw the popup window */ 

 xi_form_draw_ext(COLOR_POPUP,parent_window,XI_POPUP_WINDOW); 
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/* wait for an event */ 

 switch( xi_event() ) 

 ... 
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xi_form_redraw()     Close window 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_form_redraw( 

long window_id 
); 
 

Function: 
xi_form_redraw() removes the window of a task. 
 

Arguments: 
'window_id' 
Identifies the window to be removed. The 'window_id' can only be derived from a 
successful call of xi_form_draw(). A transfer of -1 is allowed and will be interpreted 
as request to remove the last generated window of the calling task. 
 

Attention: 
A xi_form_redraw() can only be executed by a window that was created 
with xi_form_draw(). 
The programmer is responsible for assigning the calls of xi_form_draw() and 
xi_form_redraw(), i.e. the windows must be removed in reverse order of their 
creation. 
 

See also: 
xi_diff_draw(), xi_form_draw(), xi_form_draw_ext(), xi_obj_draw(), xi_obj_redraw() 
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xi_free()     Free memory block 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_free( 

void *ptr 
); 
 

Function: 
xi_free() frees the memory space pointed to by 'ptr', which must have been returned 
by a previous call to xi_alloc(). The starting address will be checked for plausibility.  
 

Arguments: 
'ptr' 
Pointer to memory that shall be freed 
 

Attention: 
Only memory allocated with xi_alloc() can be released.  
 

See also: 
xi_alloc(), xi_alloc_wcs(), xi_calloc(), xi_free_list(), xi_malloc(), xi_realloc() 
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xi_free_color()     Free color 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_free_color( 

long id 
); 
 

Function: 
xi_free_color() releases the color that was reserved with xi_alloc_color() . 
 

Arguments: 
'id' 
is the color identification number. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, return value == 0, otherwise -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_alloc_color(), xi_alloc_colors(), xi_free_colors(), xi_get_color(), xi_get_color_nr(), 
xi_set_color(), xi_set_colors(), xi_set_color_nr() 
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xi_free_colors()     Free colors 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_free_colors( 

long size, 
Xi_color *colors 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_free_colors() releases the colors specified in the structure field 'colors'. 
 

Arguments: 
'size' 
Number of colors to be released. 
 
'colors' 
Color numbers contained in the structure field will be released. 
 

Return value: 
Number of released colors. 
 

See also: 
xi_alloc_color(), xi_alloc_colors(), xi_free_color(), xi_set_color(), xi_set_colors(), xi_
set_color_nr() 
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xi_free_cursor()     Free cursor 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_free_cursor( 

long id 
); 
 

Function: 
xi_free_cursor() releases the cursor that was created with xi_alloc_cursor().  
 

Arguments: 
'id' 
Is the cursor identification number. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, return value == 0, otherwise -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_alloc_cursor(), xi_change_cursor(), xi_set_obj_cursor_style() 
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xi_free_file_list()     Free file list 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
void xi_free_file_list( 

FileEntry *ptr, 
long len 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_free_file_list() releases the file or directory list which was generated by a call 
to xi_get_file_list(). 
 

Arguments: 
'ptr' 
Pointer to the structure array of type FileEntry. 
 
'len' 
Number of entries 
 

See also: 
xi_get_file_list() 
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xi_free_font()     Free font 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_free_font( 

long id 
); 
 

Function: 
xi_free_font() releases the font, which was loaded with xi_load_font(). 
 

Arguments: 
'id' 
is the ID of the font. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, return value == 0, otherwise -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_load_font(), xi_set_obj_font() 
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xi_free_icon()     Free icon 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_free_icon( 

long name 
); 
 

Validity: 
XI_PUBLIC_ICON, XI_PRIVATE_ICON 
 

Function: 
xi_free_icon() returns the permission to use a global icon (i.e. icons outside a 
window). Depending on the type, the affected icon will be removed from the screen 
or the link count will be decremented in case of multiple usage. 
 

Arguments: 
'name' 
Is the name of the icon. Valid range is -1000 < name <= -100. 
There are 2 icon types: 
XI_PUBLIC_ICON 
The link count of the icon will be decremented. If the link count is ZERO afterwards, 
the icon will be removed from the screen and from data management. 
XI_PRIVATE_ICON 
The icon will by all means be removed from the screen and from data management. 
 

See also: 
xi_change_icon(), xi_install_icon() 
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xi_free_list()     Free pointer list 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_free_list( 

void *ptr, 
long len 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_free_list() frees the memory area of a char** or wchar_t** array. Freed are the 
individual pointers as well as the memory that the pointer addresses require. 
 

Arguments: 
'ptr' 
Pointer to a char** or wchar_t** array. 
 
'len' 
Number of char* or wchar_t** pointers that have to be freed. 
 

Attention: 
Release shall be executed only for a list the  memory of which was requested via 
xi_alloc() or another API function. 
 

See also: 
xi_alloc(), xi_alloc_wcs(), xi_calloc(), xi_free(), xi_malloc() 
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xi_free_message()     Free message buffer 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_free_message( 

long id 
); 
 

Function: 
xi_free_message() releases the message buffer. To avoid unnecessary load on the 
system a message buffer should be released after sending the message, either by 
the initializing application after an acknowledgement message from the recipient or 
by the receiving application after receipt of the message. 
 

Arguments: 
'id' 
is the message buffer ID being returned from xi_alloc_message(). 
 

Return value: 
If successful, return value will be 1, otherwise -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_alloc_message(), xi_read_message(), xi_send_event(), xi_write_message() 
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xi_fsel()     File select box 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_fsel( 

TCHAR *device_list, 
TCHAR *start_directory, 
void *filter_list, 
long filter_cnt, 
TCHAR *selected_file, 
long mode 

);  
 

Function: 
xi_fsel() gives a convenient possibility to select a file / directory or to define a new 
path name. The choice of possibilities can be reduced by defining a drive list. 
 
The appearance of the select box can be pre-set with xi_fsel_caption(). 
 

Arguments: 
'device_list' 
Config file for disk drives. For a file example, see below. If device_list == 0, the 
standard drive file to be used is the current  drive file of the file manager  XiSysMan. 
This file can be found under XIBASE9/TASKINFO/<Display>/XiSysMan.cfg, with 
<Display> being the environment variable DISPLAY. 
 
'start_directory' 
is the directory, which is displayed first after calling the function. If 'start_directory' 
== 0, the highest level described in the drive list will be displayed. 
 
'filter_list' 
Depending on the content of 'filter_cnt' the filter list will be interpreted as pointer to a 
filter string or as pointer field to a filter list resp. 
 
'filter_cnt' 
== 0 only directories are presented. 
== 1 'filter_list' will be interpreted as pointer to a filter string 
> 1  'filter_list' will be interpreted as pointer to a character pointer field. In this  
  case, several filters will be applied simultaneously.  
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'selected_file' 
is a pointer to the destination path. The application program is responsible for 
providing sufficient buffer size.  
 
'mode' 
several mode bits can be activated via OR relation. 
0 
Is not evaluated 
XI_FSEL_ACCESS 
Check the existence of the file. 
XI_FSEL_CAPTION_OPEN 
Writes an „Open“ message into the title bar. 
XI_FSEL_CAPTION_SAVE 
Writes a „Save as“ message into the title bar. 
XI_FSEL_CAPTION_SELECT_TASK 
Writes a „Select a program“ message into the title bar. Only executable files will be 
displayed further. 
XI_FSEL_CONT_SUBDIR 
Branches only to subdirectory, if it contains further subdirectories. 
XI_FSEL_MKDIR 
Creating of new directories is enabled. 
XI_FSEL_NO_SUBDIR 
Branches generally not to subdirectories. 
XI_FSEL_NO_CHDIR 
„chd ..“ or „cd ..“ is not executed. 
XI_FSEL_NO_EXTINFO 
Determines no further file information. 
(Speed improvement when used with huge directories) 
XI_FSEL_REMOTE_DEVICES 
Releases paths for remote drives. 
XI_FSEL_SHOW_BIG_SYMBOLS 
Directories and files are being displayed with big symbols. 
XI_FSEL_SHOW_SMALL_SYMBOLS 
Directories and files are being displayed with small symbols. 
XI_FSEL_SHOW_DETAILS 
Directories and files are being displayed including all details in a table. 
 

Return value: 
The function xi_fsel() can have two possible return values: 
0 User has activated cancel button or did not select a file name. 
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1 A file or directory was selected and confirmed with <ok>. 
 

See also: 
xi_fsel_caption(), xi_fsel_ext_selection(), xi_fsel_multi(), xi_fsel_preview() 
 
Layout of a line in drive list: 
 
 DEVICE:       Identification of entry 
 /h0,            Path information 
 Harddisk 0,   Pseudoname of prelim. path inform. 
 OS9,            Operating system the drive is formatted 
 SUPER,        User name for REMOTE LOGIN 
 USER,          Password for REMOTE_LOGIN 
 ,               Type of network connection (here: none) 
 0,              Drive type (here: disk drive) 
 0               Symbol used (here: Symbol No. 0) 
 
The current valid drive list for your system can be found in the install directory of the 
desktop manager (e.g. /XIBASE9/CONFIG/xisysman.cfg.) 
 

Remark: 
The config file can be generated with the desktop manager alone also. The 
configuration will be written into the file CONFIG/xisysman.cfg in the installation path 
of the desktop manager upon leaving the window drawn first. 
 
Excerpt from a config file being generated by XiSysMan under DOS: 
 
 DEVICE:D:\ROOTS\TASKS,TASKS,DOS,,,,0,0 
 DEVICE:D:\XIBASE9,XIBASE9,DOS,,,,1,0 
 DEVICE:D:\ROOTS,XISYSMAN,DOS,,,,1,0 
 DEVICE:D:\ROOTS\ICON,ICONS,DOS,,,,1,0 
 DEVICE:C:,C,DOS,,,,1,0 
 DEVICE:D:,D,DOS,,,,1,0 
 DEVICE:A:,A,DOS,,,,2,0 
 
Examples for usage of xi_fsel() 
 
 #define UNICODE 

 

 u_prg() 
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 { 

  TCHAR file_name[1000]; 

  TCHAR **filter_list; 

  long filter_cnt=3; 

  long i; 

 

  file_list = (TCHAR**)xi_calloc(sizeof(TCHAR**)*filter_cnt); 

  for(i=0;i<filter_cnt;i++) 

  { 

   *(filter_list+i)= (TCHAR*)xi_alloc(10*sizeof(TCHAR)); 

  } 

 

 /* 1. A file shall be selected for opening */ 

  xi_fsel(0,0,L“*.txt“,1,1,file_name, 

    XI_FSEL_ACCESS|XI_FSEL_CAPTION_OPEN); 

  

 /* 2. A directory shall be selected */ 

  xi_fsel(0,0,L“„,1,1,file_name, 

    XI_FSEL_ACCESS|XI_FSEL_MKDIR); 

 

 /* 3. Several filters shall be applied */ 

  wcscpy(*(filter_list+0),L“*.txt“); 

  wcscpy(*(filter_list+1),L“v23*.c“); 

  wcscpy(*(filter_list+2),L“*.rsc“); 

  xi_fsel(L“/h0/new_conf“,0,filter_list,filter_cnt, 

    file_name,XI_FSEL_ACCESS|XI_FSEL_CAPTION_OPEN); 

 

 /* 4. A new path name shall be generated in the directory 

    „/h0/C“ without possibility to change the directory. */ 

  xi_fsel(0,L“/h0/C“,L“„,1,file_name, 

   XI_FSEL_NO_CHDIR|XI_FSEL_NO_SUBDIR); 

  ...... 

 } 
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xi_fsel_caption()     Caption for file select box 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_fsel_caption( 

TCHAR *text, 
… 

); 
 

Validity: 
File select box 
 

Function: 
With xi_fsel_caption(), you can define the caption of the file select box before 
opening it. The setting will be valid until xi_fsel_caption() is used the next time. 
 

Arguments: 
'text' 
'text' is a control string meeting the demands of 'printf()', which are described in the 
C standard library. The total resulting string length must not exceed 1000 characters.  
'text' != 0: The text will be used as caption of the file select box upon next call of 
xi_fsel(). 
'text' == 0: When xi_fsel() will be called the next time, the default caption will be 
used again.  
 
'...' 
Optional arguments, dependent on the format string 'text'. 
 

Return value: 
0: Default settings are valid again 
1: Default settings were replaced. 
-1: The function terminated with an error. 
 

See also: 
xi_fsel(), xi_fsel_ext_selection(), xi_fsel_preview() 
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xi_fsel_ext_selection()     Enable selection object 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_fsel_ext_selection( 

TCHAR *title, 
TCHAR **list, 
long len, 
long pos 

); 
 

Validity: 
File select box 
 

Function: 
This function enables an additional selection object in the file select box. A title on 
the left side of the object can be defined as well as the entries of the selection object.  
 
The final position of the selection box can be interpreted out of the return value of 
the xi_fsel() subroutine call. If a file is selected and the additional selection object is 
enabled the return value is marked with 0x80000000. The selected entry will be 
calculated as follows: 
 
 fsel_ret = xi_fsel(...); 
 if((fsel_ret&0x80000000) && fsel_ret != -1) 
  selected_entry = fsel_ret&0x0000ffff; 
 
The selection box will be enabled for all following xi_fsel() calls, as long as it will be 
reseted by calling xi_fsel_ext_selection(0,0,0,0). 
 

Arguments: 
'title' 
Text on the left side of the object 
 
'list' 
is a text list containing the different entries of the selection object. 
 
'len' 
Entries of the text list 
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'pos' 
Active entry of the selection box 
 

Return value: 
Current length of the selection box. If current length == 0, the selection object will be 
disabled. 
 

See also: 
xi_fsel(), xi_fsel_caption(), xi_fsel_preview() 
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xi_fsel_multi()     File select box 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
TCHAR **xi_fsel_multi( 

TCHAR *device_list, 
TCHAR *start_directory, 
void *filter_list, 
long filter_cnt, 
long mode, 
TCHAR *directory, 
long *len 

);  
 

Function: 
xi_fsel_multi() gives a convenient possibility to select multiple files or subdirectories. 
The function returns a pointer to a list which contains the selected entries. 
Dependent on the argument 'directory', the single entries are build as absolute or 
relative path names to the last displayed directory. 
 
The choice of possibilities can be reduced by defining a drive list. 
 
The appearance of the select box can be pre-set with xi_fsel_caption(). 
 

Arguments: 
'device_list' 
Config file for disk drives. For a file example, see xi_fsel(). If device_list == 0, the 
standard drive file to be used is the current  drive file of the file manager  XiSysMan. 
This file can be found in the appropriate USER_PATH-directory 
( xi_get_xibase9_user_path() ) in the file XiSysMan.cfg. 
 
'start_directory' 
is the directory, which is displayed first after calling the function. If 'start_directory' 
== 0, the highest level described in the drive list will be displayed. 
 
'filter_list' 
Depending on the content of 'filter_cnt' the filter list will be interpreted as pointer to a 
filter string or as pointer field to a filter list resp. 
 
'filter_cnt' 
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== 0 only directories are presented. 
== 1 'filter_list' will be interpreted as pointer to a filter string 
> 1 'filter_list' will be interpreted as pointer to a character pointer field. In this case, 
several filters will be applied simultaneously.  
 
'mode' 
several mode bits can be activated via OR relation. 
0 
Is not evaluated 
XI_FSEL_ACCESS 
Check the existence of the file. 
XI_FSEL_CAPTION_OPEN 
Writes an „Open“ message into the title bar. 
XI_FSEL_CAPTION_SAVE 
Writes a „Save as“ message into the title bar. 
XI_FSEL_CAPTION_SELECT_TASK 
Writes a „Select a program“ message into the title bar. Only executable files will be 
displayed further. 
XI_FSEL_CONT_SUBDIR 
Branches only to subdirectory, if it contains further subdirectories. 
XI_FSEL_MKDIR 
Creating of new directories is enabled. 
XI_FSEL_MULTI_DIR 
Enables the user to select multiple directories, too. This capability can only be used 
together with XI_FSEL_MULTI_SELECT. 
XI_FSEL_MULTI_SELECT 
enables the user to select multiple file entries. 
XI_FSEL_NO_SUBDIR 
Branches generally not to subdirectories. 
XI_FSEL_NO_CHDIR 
„chd ..“ or „cd ..“ is not executed. 
XI_FSEL_NO_EXTINFO 
Determines no further file information. 
(Speed improvement when used with huge directories) 
XI_FSEL_REMOTE_DEVICES 
Releases paths for remote drives. 
XI_FSEL_SHOW_BIG_SYMBOLS 
Directories and files are being displayed with big symbols. 
XI_FSEL_SHOW_SMALL_SYMBOLS 
Directories and files are being displayed with small symbols. 
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XI_FSEL_SHOW_DETAILS 
Directories and files are being displayed including all details in a table. 
 
'directory' 
Pointer to memory in which the name of the last displayed directory will be written. 
If 'directory' == 0, the single entries of the returned path list entries contains absolute 
pathes. Otherwise, the path list contains pure names of the selected files and 
directories. 
 
'len' 
'len' is a pointer to memory in which the length of the list is returned. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, the function returns a pointer to a list of selected entries. Otherwise 0. 
The memory of the list can be returned to the system by using xi_free_list(). 
 

See also: 
xi_fsel(), xi_fsel_caption(), xi_fsel_ext_selection(), xi_fsel_preview() 
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xi_fsel_preview()     File select preview function 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_fsel_preview( 

long type, 
long (*fkt_ptr)(TCHAR*,long,long,long,long) 

); 
 

Validity: 
File select box 
 

Function: 
xi_fsel_preview() adds to the file select box an object of type XI_L_BOX, XI_G_BOX 
or XI_BITMAP. This object can be used by the application to show a preview of the 
current selected file. The subroutine, which is responsible for the preview, will be 
activated each time after the filename or the position of the selection box has 
changed. 
 
This preview definitions are valid for all following xi_fsel()-calls until 
xi_fsel_preview(0,0) is called. 
 

Arguments: 
'type' 
Type of the preview object. Valid object types are: 
XI_L_BOX, XI_G_BOX and XI_BITMAP 
 
'fkt_ptr()' 
is a pointer to the function, that is responsible for the preview. 
 

Return value: 
Following return values are possible: 
1: The preview function is enabled 
0: The preview function is disabled 
-1: Function failes with a wrong object type 
 

See also: 
xi_fsel(), xi_fsel_caption(), xi_fsel_ext_selection() 
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Example: 
 
long preview_fkt(TCHAR*,long,long,long,long); 

 

TCHAR *dirname; 

TCHAR *filename; 

TCHAR **filter; 

long filter_cnt; 

long fsel_result; 

 

... 

/* Install an additional selection object */ 

xi_fsel_ext_selector(....) 

 

/* Install a preview object and the appropriate preview function */ 

xi_fsel_preview(XI_L_BOX,preview_fkt); 

 

/* Activate the file select box */ 

fsel_result = xi_fsel(0, 

  dirname, 

  filter,filter_cnt, 

  filename, 

  XI_FSEL_CAPTION_OPEN); 

 

/* Disable the selection object for following calls */ 

xi_fsel_ext_selector(0,0,0,0); 

 

/* Disable the preview object for following calls */ 

xi_fsel_preview(0,0); 

... 

 

 

long preview_fkt( 

TCHAR *filename, 

long selector_pos, /* Current entry of the selection object */ 

long rsc, /* Resource-ID of the preview object */ 

long tree, /* Window of the preview object */ 

long name /* ID of the preview object */ 

) 

 long old_rsc = xi_rs_name(); 

  

 xi_rs_change(rsc); 
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 if(!filename || !*filename) 

 { 

  xi_set_list(tree,name,0,0,0,0,0); 

 } 

 else 

 { 

  long path = xi_open(filename,XI_READ); 

   

  if(path == -1) 

  { /* Reset the preview object */ 

   xi_set_list(tree,name,0,0,0,0,0); 

  } 

  else 

  { 

   /* Read and prepare the content of the file */ 

   ... 

   /* Set the preview object */ 

   xi_set_text_list(tree,name,......); 

   /* Free eventually allocated data */ 

   ... 

   /* Close the file */ 

   xi_close(path); 

  } 

 } 

 xi_rs_change(old_rsc); 

 return 0; 

} 
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xi_get_active_switch()     Get active radio button 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_active_switch( 

long window, 
long nr 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_SWITCH, XI_SWITCH_BOX, XI_BTEXT, XI_BICON, 
XI_LEFT_BOX, XI_RIGHT_BOX, XI_UP_BOX, XI_DOWN_BOX 
 

Function: 
This routine determines the active switch of a radio button group. The above objects 
will be assigned to a radio button group, if the object event attributes  
XI_DOUBLE_STATE and XI_RADIO_BUTTON are activated. The structure element 
obj->group defines the group. 
 

Arguments: 
'window' 
specifies the window to be searched for the radio button. 
 
'nr' 
specifies the radio button group. Valid numbers range from 0-255. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, the object name of the active button will be returned, otherwise  -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_switch(), xi_set_switch() 
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xi_get_attr()     Get object attributes 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_attr( 

long window, 
long name 

); 
 

Validity: 
All objects 
 

Function: 
xi_get_attr() determines the visual object attributes. For possible attributes, 
see xi_set_attr(). 
 

Parameter: 
'window', 'name' 
Specify the object 
 

See also: 
xi_get_handling(), xi_get_obj_desc(), xi_set_attr(), xi_set_handling() 
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xi_get_bit()     Get bit in byte field 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_bit( 

void *ptr, 
long bit 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_get_bit() returns the status of a bit in a byte field.  
 

Arguments: 
'ptr' 
Pointer to memory, where the bit status shall be determined. 
 
'bit' 
Bit number.  
 

Return value: 
xi_get_bit() returns a 1 if the corresponding bit is set, otherwise a 0. 
 

See also: 
xi_set_bit() 
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xi_get_bitmap()     Read Bitmap in BMP-Format 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
void *xi_get_bitmap( 

long window, 
long name, 
void *bitmap, 
long *size 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_BITMAP, XI_G_BOX 
 

Function: 
Bitmap object: 
Read a Bitmap in BMP format. 
 
Graphic object: 
The current vector oriented graphic of a graphic object can be exported to a bitmap. 
The size of the bitmap will be determined by the maximum picture area of the 
graphic object, previously defined with xi_set_g_view().  
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the bitmap object 
 
'bitmap' 
is a buffer, where the bitmap of the object is copied into. If 'bitmap' is a NULL pointer 
or the size of the bitmap is bigger than 'size', xi_get_bitmap() allocates 
with xi_alloc() memory. To free this memory only xi_free() can be used.  
 
'size' 
return value of the total size of the bitmap in bytes. If 'bitmap' isn't a NULL pointer, 
'size' will be interpreted as size of the 'bitmap' in bytes. 
 

Return value: 
Having success, the return value is a pointer to the bitmap memory. Otherwise it will 
be NULL. 
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See also: 
xi_get_bitmap_name(), xi_set_bitmap(), xi_set_bitmap_from_pool(), xi_set_bitmap_
name() 
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xi_get_bitmap_name()     Get Bitmap file name 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_bitmap_name( 

long window, 
long name, 
TCHAR *buf 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_BITMAP 
 

Function: 
Determination of an objects bitmap file path. Bitmap objects do not integrate their 
bitmap into the corresponding resource. Instead of this, a reference to the bitmap 
file will be memorized. This reference can be an absolute or a relative path 
information. In case of path names not containing '/' or '\', the bitmap will be 
searched in a special bitmap directory that is generated in the resource directory. 
For portable applications it is recommended to permit relative path information only. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the bitmap object 
 
'buf' 
Buffer, into whom the bitmap name will be written. (max. 256 characters) 
 

See also: 
xi_get_bitmap(), xi_set_bitmap(), xi_set_bitmap_name() 
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xi_get_caption()     Get caption 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_caption( 

long window, 
long name, 
TCHAR *caption 

); 
 

Validity: 
all objects and windows with information lines 
XI_L_BOX, XI_G_BOX, XI_I_BOX 
 

Function: 
xi_get_caption() copies the caption line of a window or a list object. 
The buffer into whom the information will be written must be sufficiently sized. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'caption' 
Buffer, into whom the caption information will be written. 
 

Return value: 
The return value will be 1, if a caption information for the object or the windows resp. 
is declared, otherwise 0. A return value of -1 means that the object can not be 
accessed. 
 

See also: 
xi_change_text(), xi_set_caption(), xi_set_text() 
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xi_get_color()     Get object color number 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_color( 

long type, 
long object 

); 
 

Validity: 
all objects 
 

Function: 
xi_get_color() determines the color-ID of: 
- an object 
 ( type >= 0 ) 
- current system colors 
 ( type == XI_SYSTEM_COLOR ) 
- of the most similar predefined color 
 ( type == XI_GET_NEAREST_COLOR ) 
- of the next brighter predefined color 
 ( type == XI_GET_LIGHT_COLOR ) 
- of the next darker predefined color 
 ( type == XI_GET_DARK_COLOR ) 
 

Arguments: 
'type', 'object' 
'type' defines the category of the color object, and 'object' the ID of the object or the 
composition of the color. 
 
'type' >= 0 
The function retrieves the color ID of an object. In this case, 'type' represents the 
name of the window and 'object' the name of the object. If 'object' == -1, the desktop 
color of the window will be determined. 
'type' == XI_SYSTEM_COLOR 
Inquiry of a system color. System colors are colors which are defined by the current 
selected 'look and feel' of the XiBase9 server. They can be manipulated by the 
program XiDesign. Select the color with the parameter 'object'. 
 
Following listing shows the current used system colors. 
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 XI_HELP_COLOR 
 XI_TITLE_ACTIVE_COLOR 
 XI_TITLE_ACTIVE_TEXT_COLOR 
 XI_TITLE_PASSIVE_COLOR 
 XI_TITLE_PASSIVE_TEXT_COLOR 
 XI_FRAME_ACTIVE_COLOR 
 XI_FRAME_PASSIVE_COLOR 
 XI_SWITCH_COLOR 
 XI_DESKTOP_BACKGND_COLOR 
 XI_DESKTOP_ICON_COLOR 
 XI_MENUBAR_COLOR 
 XI_POPUP_COLOR 
 XI_POPUP_ICONBAR_COLOR 
 XI_SYSTEM_MENU_COLOR 
 XI_OBJ_FRAME_COLOR 
 XI_LIST_FRAME_COLOR 
 XI_BUTTON_COLOR 
 XI_SLIDE_BOX_COLOR 
 XI_SLIDER_CURSOR_COLOR 
 XI_LIST_BACKGND_COLOR 
 XI_GRAPHIC_BACKGND_COLOR 
 XI_INPUT_BACKGND_COLOR 
 XI_SELECT_BOX_BACKGND_COLOR 
 XI_TEXT_COLOR 
 XI_GROUP_BOX_COLOR 
 XI_GROUP_BOX_FRAME_COLOR 
 XI_GROUP_BOX_TEXT_COLOR 
 XI_MENU_TEXT_COLOR 
 XI_SELECT_BOX_TEXT_COLOR 
 XI_LIST_TEXT_COLOR 
 XI_DIALOG_COLOR 
 XI_DIALOG_BACKGND_COLOR 
 XI_DIALOG_TEXT_COLOR 
 XI_ACTIVE_COLOR 
 XI_ACTIVE_TEXT_COLOR  
 XI_ACTIVE_ICON_COLOR  
 XI_ACTIVE_ICON_TEXT_COLOR 
 XI_HYPERLINK_COLOR 
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 XI_HYPERLINK_ACTIVATED_COLOR 
 XI_FOCUS_ETEXT_TEXT_COLOR 
 XI_FOCUS_ETEXT_BACKGND_COLOR 
 
'type' == XI_GET_NEAREST_COLOR 
The ID of the color which is most similar to the color composition defined in 'object' 
will be returned. Only predefined colors will be calculated. 
Formating rule: 'object' = (red<<16)+(green<<8)+blue 
 
'type' == XI_GET_LIGHT_COLOR 
The color ID of a color which is about 10 % brighter than the color determined by 
'object' will be calculated. 
 
'type' == XI_GET_DARK_COLOR 
The color ID of a color which is about 10 % darker than the color determined by 
'object' will be calculated. 
 

Return value: 
If having success, the function returns a valid color ID. Otherwise -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_alloc_color(), xi_free_color(), xi_get_color_nr(), xi_set_color(), xi_set_color_nr() 
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xi_get_color_nr()     Get color number 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_color_nr( 

long nr, 
long *r, 
long *g, 
long *b 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_get_color_nr() determines the color component of a color. The intensity of a color 
component is described using a value ranging from 0 - 255, with 0 being the lowest 
intensity. Black has in this case the RGB values 0,0,0. 
 

Arguments: 
'nr' 
is the color number taken from the color table of the application 
 
'r', 'g', 'b' 
Pointers to RGB color portions 
 

See also: 
xi_alloc_color(), xi_free_color(), xi_get_color(), xi_set_color(), xi_set_color_nr() 
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xi_get_combo_box()     Get combo box 
  
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_combo_box( 

long window, 
long name, 
TCHAR ***list, 
long *len, 
TCHAR **text, 
TCHAR **templ, 
TCHAR **valid 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_COMBO_BOX 
 

Function: 
xi_get_combo_box() copies the edited text, the current patterns as well as the 
proposal list of a combo box. Only values having an address pointer of  != ZERO will 
be determined and filled. xi_get_combo_box() allocates the necessary memory for 
the proposal list, the proposal text and the patterns. The memory areas can only be 
released via xi_free() or xi_free_list() resp. 
 
To determine the proposal text xi_get_text() can be used also. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the editable text object 
 
'list' 
Pointer to a TCHAR** array. If this parameter != ZERO, the proposal list will be 
determined. 
 
'len' 
Pointer to a long variable, into which the length of the proposal list will be written. 
 
'text' 
Pointer to the address of a TCHAR pointer, into which the address of the proposal 
text will be written. 
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'temp' 
Pointer to the address of a TCHAR pointer into which the address of the edit pattern 
will be written. 
 
'valid' 
Pointer to the address of a TCHAR pointer into which the address of the validity 
pattern will be written. 
 

See also: 
xi_combo_box_ctrl(), xi_get_text(), xi_set_combo_box(), xi_set_text() 
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xi_get_cursor()     Get current cursor information 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_cursor( 

long *x, 
long *y,  
long *shape 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_get_cursor() returns the current cursor position in pixel coordinates. These 
coordinates refer relatively to the origin being set from the topmost window.  
 
Should the cursor be invisible, return value will become ZERO. 
 

Arguments: 
'x', 'y' 
Return values of cursors x,y position. 
 
'shape' 
Return value of cursor shape id. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_obj_cursor(), xi_mouse_info() 
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xi_getc()     Get keyboard event 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
unsigned long xi_getc( 

void 
); 
 

Function: 
xi_getc() reads the corresponding key code from the event structure of an event 
XI_KEY. The key code is of type 'unsigned long'. Printable characters in the range 
from 0 - 65535 are returned unchanged. Function keys, arrow keys, key 
combinations etc. are defined in the header file <xibase9.h>. (e.g.. XI_PAGEUP, 
XI_LEFT, XI_F1 ....). 
 
This function should be called after the event message XI_KEY. Further information 
can be requested from the event structure. 
 

Return value: 
If a value can be found in the keyboard buffer, the return value will be unequal 
0xffffffff. 
 

Remark: 
Future versions shall use the function xi_get_event_info(). 
 

See also: 
xi_check_event(), xi_event(), xi_get_event_info() 
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xi_getcwd()     Get current working directory 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
TCHAR *xi_getcwd( 

TCHAR *buf, 
long size 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_getcwd() copies an absolute pathname of the current working directory to the 
array pointed to by 'buf', which is of length 'size'. 
 
If the pathname of the current working directory requires a buffer longer than 'size' 
bytes, xi_getcwd() allocates the buffer dynamically using malloc(). This buffer can 
only be deallocated with free() - not with xi_free(). 
 

Arguments: 
'buf' 
is a pointer to a memory block where the pathname of the current working directory 
will be copied. 
 
'size' 
length of the array (size*sizeof(TCHAR)). 
 

Return value: 
If successful xi_getcwd() returns a pointer to the array, where the pathname is 
stored. Otherwise a null-pointer. 
 

See also: 
xi_chdir() 
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xi_get_device_info()     Get device info 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_device_info( 

TCHAR *path, 
TCHAR *volume, 
unsigned long *capacity, 
unsigned long *free_capacity 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_get_device_info() retrieves 
- the volume name 
- the max. capacity and 
- the free capacity 
of a device. 
 

Arguments: 
'path' 
is the name of the root directory of the device. 
 
'volume' 
is a pointer to a buffer where the volume name of the device will be copied. 
 
'capacity' 
is a pointer to the location where the capacity (in kBytes) will be stored. 
 
'free_capacity' 
is a pointer to the location where the free capacity (in KBytes) will be stored. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, the return value will be != -1. 
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xi_get_dialog_info()     Get dialogue options 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
wchar_t *xi_get_dialog_info( 

long rsc, 
long window, 
long *icon, 
long *button_1, 
long *button_2, 
long *button_3, 
long *color 

); 
 

Function: 
This function delivers information about a dialogue defined in the resource. 
 

Arguments: 
'rsc' 
Resource where the dialogue is defined. 
 
'window' 
Name of dialogue window. 
 
'icon' 
For better classification there is the option to insert an icon in the top left corner. 
Only the predefined system icons XI_SYMBOL_QUESTION, 
XI_SYMBOL_ATTENTION, XI_SYMBOL_STOP, XI_SYMBOL_BOMB, 
XI_SYMBOL_LIGHT are possible. If no Icon is defined, this value will be set to -1. 
 
'button_1', 'button_2' and 'button_3' 
Defined operating buttons. Not defined buttons are marked with -1. 
Up to 3 buttons can be simultaneously defined here. Following buttons are possible: 
XI_OK_BOX, XI_CANCEL_BOX, XI_YES_BOX, XI_NO_BOX and 
XI_CONTINUE_BOX. 
 
'color' 
is not evaluated. 
 

Return value: 
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If successful, the function returns a pointer to a wide character string which holds 
the dialogues text. The string is 0-terminated. It can only be freed by using xi_free(). 
If the function failes, the return value will be 0. 
 

See also: 
xi_dialogbox(), xi_draw_dialogbox() 
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xi_get_etext()     Get editable text object 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_etext( 

long window, 
long name, 
TCHAR *text, 
TCHAR *templ, 
TCHAR *valid 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_ETEXT 
 

Function: 
xi_get_etext() copies the visible text as well as the edit rules of an editable text 
object into the corresponding buffers. The buffer's size must be allocated sufficiently. 
For exact description of pattern- and validity strings see xi_set_etext() 
and xi_set_etext_valid(). 
 
The currently edited text can be pre-set or requested with the functions xi_get_text() 
and xi_set_text(). 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the editable text object 
 
'text' 
Pointer to buffer, into whom the visible text ob the text object will be copied. 
 
'temp' 
Pointer to buffer, into whom the pattern of the text object will be copied. 
 
'valid' 
Pointer to buffer, into whom the validity pattern will be copied. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_etext_valid(), xi_get_text(), xi_set_etext(), xi_set_etext_valid(), xi_set_text() 
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xi_get_etext_valid()     Get validity pattern 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_etext_valid( 

TCHAR name, 
TCHAR *valid 

); 
 

Validity: 
current resource 
 

Function: 
xi_get_etext_valid() determines one out of 9 user definable validity patterns for 
editable text strings. The pattern 'valid' describes the signs in the range from 0 - 255. 
This function is only usable for the ANSI-range of signs. 
 

Arguments: 
'name' 
is the reference character of the pattern. 'name' can contain values from  ASCII '0' to 
'8'. 
 
'valid' 
is a buffer, into whom the pattern table will be copied. The buffer must have a 
minimum size of 256*sizeof(TCHAR). 
 

Return value: 
Should a pattern with this name already exist within that resource, the return value 
will be == 0, otherwise -1. 
 

Remark: 
User defined validity patterns are always only valid in the resource where they are 
defined. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_etext(), xi_set_etext(), xi_set_etext_valid()  
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xi_get_etext_event()     Event of a text object 
  
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_etext_event( 

unsigned long *c, 
long *pos, 
long *insert 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_ETEXT, XI_COMBO_BOX 
 

Function: 
With xi_get_etext_event() you can request the last activated key (key code see 
xibase9.h), the insert mode and the current position of the text cursor in the text 
object directly after receiving an event information of an object of type XI_ETEXT of 
XI_COMBO_BOX. 
Precondition for this information is: the handling attribute XI_CATCH_ALL_KEYS of 
the object must be set when the event occurs. This can be achieved at run time via 
function xi_set_handling() or in the resource editor by activating 'message before 
any change'. 
By calling the function xi_unget_key() the eventually manipulated key code will 
again be put to the servers disposal for further processing. If xi_unget_key() is not 
called, the server ignores the character. 
 
As a rule, this function can be used if text entries are to be manipulated in a way 
that extends the possibilities offered by the server. 
 
If only the key code is requested the function xi_get_event_info() can be used. 
 

Arguments: 
'c' 
last activated key. All printable characters in the range from 0 and 65536 will be 
returned unchanged. Function keys, Key combinations, Cursor keys etc. have a 4-
Byte key code. The definitions can be found in the header file <xibase9.h>  (e.g. 
XI_DOWN, XI_UP, XI_PAGEUP ...) 
 
'pos' 
Text cursor position at time of key activation 
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'insert' 
Insert mode (0 => overwrite  1 => insert) 
 

Return value: 
Dependent on the property XI_CATCH_ALL_KEYS, the functions return '1' or '0' if 
successful. Otherwise -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_event(), xi_check_event(), xi_get_event_info(), xi_unget_key(), xi_unget_keys()  

 
 

Example: 
 
 /* If the handling attribute was not pre-set in the  
    resource editor */ 
  xi_set_handling(IN_WIN,XI_CATCH_ALL_KEYS,1); 

 

  window_id = xi_form_draw(IN_WIN); 

  do 

  { 

  /* wait for an event */ 

   obj_name = xi_event(); 

   switch(obj_name) 

   { 

    case INPUT_ABCD: 

    /* extended event request of editable object */ 

     if(xi_get_etext_event(&c,&pos,&insert) != -
1) 

     { 

      c = toupper(c); 

     /* return of manipulated key code */ 

      xi_unget_key(IN_WIN,obj_name,c); 

     } 

     break; 

    ..... 

   } 

  } while(obj_name != XI_CLOSE); 

  xi_form_redraw(window_id); 
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xi_get_event_info()     Extended event info 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_event_info( 

Xi_event *event 
); 
 

Function: 
xi_get_event_info() copies the event information of the last event into the event 
structure, pointed to by 'event'. This function can be called after getting an event 
with xi_check_event() or xi_event(). The event structure gives additional information 
of the type of event. E.g.: 
- what input device was responsible for the event (touch, mouse, keyboard) 
- what resource was selected 
- which objects were involved ... 
 

Remark:  
With the program XiEvents all events generated by the graphic server can be 
analysed. 
 

Arguments: 
'event' 
is a pointer to a structure buffer of type Xi_event. 
 
 typedef struct xi_event { 
  long window_id; 
  long rsc; 
  long tree; 
  long object; 
  long cursor_x1; 
  long cursor_y1; 
  long cursor_x2; 
  long cursor_y2; 
  long button; 
  long dest_id; 
  long dest_rsc; 
  long dest_tree; 
  long dest_name; 
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  long dest_pos; 
  long source_pos; 
  long doubleclick; 
  long from; 
  short int mouse_x; 
  short int mouse_y; 
  long mode; 
  long flags; 
  long intern[4]; 
 } Xi_event; 
 
'window_id' 
Windows-ID of window in which the event occurred. 
-1 => no event of windows system. 
 0 => Object presides in no regular window. 
   (e.g. global Icon on the desktop) 
 
'rsc' 
Resource in which the object is contained. 
 
'tree' 
Window in which the object is contained. 
 
'object' 
Object name of triggering object. In case of events XI_KEY resp. 
XI_FOCUS_CHANGE_REQUEST this corresponds to the object with the keyboard 
focus. 
 
'cursor_x1', 'cursor_y1, 'cursor_x2', 'cursor_y2'' 
Cursor coordinates referring to the origin of the object in  standardized object 
coordinates. Below you will find information on how the coordinates have to be 
interpreted depending on the object type. 
 
Single or double click on: 
1. Global Icon: 
The coordinates refer to the origin of the screen in the bottom left corner. 
2. Graphic object: 
'cursor_x1', 'cursor_y1' contain standardized coordinates relative to the origin of the 
vector graphic. 
3. Text list: 
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'cursor_y1' corresponds to the line and 'cursor_x1' to the touched character. 
4. Table: 
'cursor_y1' corresponds to the line, 'cursor_x1' to the table column and 'cursor_x2' 
to the character in the column. 
5. Text button, icon button: 
'cursor_x1' and 'cursor_y1' correspond to the window origin in the topleft corner of 
the windows' desktop. 
6. Bitmap, Icon: 
'cursor_x1' and 'cursor_y1' relate to the origin of the bitmap. 
 
Move (drag & drop), mark or stretching of an object tool (e.g. rectangle): 
Depending on the object, the evaluation will be performed like described above, but  
'cursor_x1', 'cursor_y1' describe the start position and 'cursor_x2', 'cursor_y2' 
describe the end position of the action. 
 
'button' 
Mouse button or key code which triggered the event. Possible values are: 
 XI_MOUSE_L 
 XI_MOUSE_M 
 XI_MOUSE_R 
 XI_TOUCH 
 or key codes defined in <xibase9.h> 
 
Following 5 arguments are only set after a 'drag & drop' event. 
 
'dest_id' 
Task-ID of the destination process. Should the highest-order bit be set, the 
destination process will not run on the own system. (display redirection) 
 
'dest_rsc' 
Resources-ID of the destination process. 
 
'dest_tree' 
Window of the destination process. 
 
'dest_name' 
Name of the destination object 
 
'dest_pos' 
Position inside a destination object (only with list objects) 
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'source_pos' 
Position of element triggering the event inside the list 
 
'doubleclick' 
Event was triggered by a double click if this value == 1.  
 
'from' 
If  the event was triggered by an action of the user, this value becomes == -1. 
Otherwise the Task-ID of the triggering process will be transferred. 
 
'mouse_x', 'mouse_y' 
Absolute position of mouse pointer at time of event occurrence. The coordinates 
refer to the screen origin in the bottom left corner. The status of mouse keys can be 
determined from 'flags'. 
 
'mode' 
for future versions. 
 
'flags' 
XI_MOUSE_L_PRESSED: left mouse key pressed 
XI_MOUSE_M_PRESSED: middle mouse key pressed 
XI_MOUSE_R_PRESSED: right mouse key pressed 
 
'intern[4]' 
for internal use. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, return value != -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_callback_fkt(), xi_define_callback(), xi_event(), xi_check_event() 
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xi_get_file_list()     Get content of a directory 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_file_list( 

TCHAR *directory, 
TCHAR **filter, 
long filtercnt, 
long date, 
long time, 
FileEntry **dir, 
FileEntry **file, 
long *dircnt, 
long *filecnt, 
unsigned long flags 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_get_file_list() generates a directory list and a file list for the desired directory. With 
'filter', 'filtercnt', 'date' and 'time' file entries can be filtered. 
 
xi_get_file_list() allocates for the directory list and the file list the appropriate 
memory structures of type 'FileEntry'. The pointer to these structure blocks as well 
as the count of the entries will be returned in 'dir', 'dircnt', 'file' and 'filecnt'. 
 
The allocated memory can only be freed with xi_free_file_list(). 
 

Structur FileEntry: 
 typedef struct fileentry { 

  TCHAR *name;  /* Name of the directory or file */ 

  TCHAR *link;  /* Origin of the link */ 

  long typ;   /* 1: File, 2: Directory */ 

  unsigned long attr; 

  long size; 

  long date;   /* See also 'date', 'file' */ 

  long time; 

 } FileEntry; 

 

Arguments: 
'directory' 
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Name of the directory 
 
'filter' 
Pointer to a TCHAR**-list, which contains 1 or multiple filter entries. The filter entries 
will be applied to files only. 
 
'filtercnt' 
Number of filter entries. 
 
'date', 'time' 
Date and time from when file entries have to be counted. These parameters will only 
be applied, if both of them are != -1. 
  year = (date&0x0fff0000)>>16; 
  month = (date&0x0000ff00)>>8; 
  day = (date&0x000000ff); 
  hour = (time&0x0000ff00)>>8; 
  minute = (time&0x000000ff); 
 
'dir' 
Pointer to the location where the directory list will be stored. 
 
'file' 
Pointer to the location where the file list will be stored. 
 
'dircnt' 
Pointer to the location where the number of directory entries will be stored. 
 
'filecnt' 
Pointer to the location where the number of file entries will be stored. 
 
'flags' 
XI_FIND_ALL: should be activated, always. 
XI_IS_LOCAL_RBF_DEVICE: this property is only evaluated on OS-9. If set, a 
direct access to the OS-9 file system will be done. (Speed improvement) 
 

Return value: 
If successful, the return value is != -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_free_file_list() 
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xi_get_font_metric()     Get metric font 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_font_metric( 

long height, 
long typ, 

Xi_font_metric *metric 
); 
 

Function: 
xi_get_font_metric() determines identification values of a font. A common set of 
fonts suitable for all systems exists. The choice is done stating the height in pixels 
and the font type. Available heights are 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18,  20, 24 and 32 pixel; 
with 14, 18 24 and 32 pixel not being available for the font type XI_FIXED and 16, 
20 only being available for this font type. 
 
xi_get_font_metric() retrieves only information about signs in the range from 0 - 255. 
It can't be applied for the complete UNICODE-range. 
 

Arguments: 
'height' 
desired height in pixels. 
 
'typ' 
The font type comprises of the font attributes and the font family and is built by a 
logical OR combination. 
 

Font attribute:  
XI_NORMAL_FONT 
XI_BOLD_FONT 
XI_ITALIC_FONT 
 

Font family: 
XI_COURIER 
XI_FIXED 
XI_HELVETICA 
XI_SANSSERIF 
XI_SERIF 
XI_SYMBOL 
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XI_TIMES 
 
'metric' 
Result structure, into which characteristics of the fonts are being written. 
 
 typedef struct xi_font_metric { 

  long height;   Height 

  long ascent;   Pixels above base line 

  long descent;   Pixels below base line 

  long ave_width;   Average width 

  long max_width;   max. width 

  long weight;   Weighting  

  long attr;    XI_BOLD_FONT  

       XI_ITALIC_FONT 

       XI_VARIABLE_PITCH 

  long char_set;   XI_ANSI_CHARSET 

       XI_OEM_CHARSET 

  long horizontal_spacing; 

  long vertical_spacing; 

  long first_char;      

  long last_char; 

  unsigned char metric[256]; width of every character 

 } Xi_font_metric; 

 
Return value: 

If return value becomes -1, the font is not available. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_obj_font_metric(), xi_set_obj_font() 
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xi_getfstat()     Get file status 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_getfstat( 

long path, 
long *size, 
unsigned long *attr, 
long *group, 
long *owner, 
long *year, 
long *month, 
long *day, 
long *hour, 
long *minute, 
long *typ 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_getfstat() determines  
- the size, 
- the attributes, 
- the group, 
- the user, 
- the date and  
- the type (file or directory). 
 
Only values with a pointer value unequal ZERO will be determined. Should the 
specified file be a directory, '*typ' will be == 1, otherwise 0. 
 

Arguments: 
'path' 
Path number of file or directory to be evaluated. 
 
'size' 
Size of file in bytes 
 
'attr' 
Transfer file attributes to XiBase9 file attributes. Possible attributes are: 
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 XI_IFDIR Directory 
 XI_IFLNK Link 
 XI_READ Read access, owner 
 XI_WRITE Write access, owner 
 XI_EXEC Executable by owner 
 XI_GREAD Read access, group 
 XI_GWRITE Write access, group 
 XI_GEXEC Executable by group 
 XI_OREAD Read access, all 
 XI_OWRITE Write access, all 
 XI_OEXEC Executable by all 
 
'group', 'owner' 
Group ID and owner. 
 
'year', 'month', 'day', 'hour', 'minute' 
Generation date. 
 
'typ' 
0: File 
1: Directory 
 

Return value: 
If successful, return value will be 0. In case of an error return value will become -1, 
the corresponding error no. can be found in the global variable 'errno'. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_size(), xi_getstat(), xi_setfstat() 
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xi_get_g_event()     Get graphic event 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
xi_get_g_event( 

Graphic_element *vector 
); 
 
 

Validity: 
XI_G_BOX 
 

Function: 
xi_get_g_event() determines the last change of a graphic vector. This query only 
makes sense if a processing tool of type 
 
 XI_TOOL_MOVE_OBJECT 
 XI_TOOL_DESIGN_OBJECT 
 XI_TOOL_ROTATE_OBJECT 
 
was defined with xi_set_obj_tool(). The query only relates to the last event being 
requested with  xi_event() or xi_check_event(). Only vectors with holders are 
included in the event handling. 
Zoom events or generation of new vectors with XI_TOOL_LINE, XI_TOOL_RECT, 
XI_TOOL_CIRCLE are requested directly with  xi_get_event_info(). 
 

Arguments: 
'vector' 
Data structure, into which the new value (position or angle) is entered. The position 
information is given in virtual coordinates. The angle coordinates in thousandth 
degrees. Only vector type and coordinates or angle information will be filled in, resp. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, the return value corresponds to the vector position in the vector list. 
 

Remark: 
Future applications shouldn't use this function. To get more detailed information, 
please use xi_get_event_info(). 
 

See also: 
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xi_get_event_info(), xi_get_zoom_area(), xi_set_g_obj() 
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xi_get_g_view()     Get config of graphic object 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
xi_get_g_view( 

long window, 
long name, 
long *typ, 
long *total_x, 
long *total_y, 
long *total_w, 
long *total_h, 
long *view_x, 
long *view_y, 
long *view_w, 
long *view_h 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_G_BOX 
 

Function: 
xi_get_g_view() determines the config data of a graphic object. See 
also xi_set_g_view(). 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the graphic object. 
 
'typ' 
defines the type of coordinate system. See also xi_set_g_view(). 
 
'total_x', 'total_y', 'total_w', 'total_h' 
define maximum screen part. 
 
'view_x', 'view_y', 'view_w', 'view_h' 
define the current part to be displayed. 
 

See also: 
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xi_change_g_obj(), xi_clr_g_obj(), xi_get_work_area(), xi_set_g_view(), xi_set_g_o
bj(), xi_get_zoom_area() 
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xi_get_handling()     Get object event attributes 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_handling( 

long window, 
long name 

); 
 

Validity: 
All objects 
 

Function: 
xi_get_handling() returns the object event attributes. For a detailed description of 
the attributes, see xi_set_handling(). 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object 
 

Return value: 
If successful, the return value != -1 and corresponds to the current set event 
attributes of the object. 
 

See also: 
xi_set_handling(), xi_get_attr(), xi_set_attr() 
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xi_get_icon()     Copy icon bitmap into buffer 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_icon( 

long window, 
long name, 
char *bitmap 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_ICON, XI_BICON 
 

Function: 
xi_get_icon() copies the icon bitmap of an icon object. The bitmap format is 
compliant to the Windows icon format (Icon with 32x32 pixels in 16 colors and 
transparent information).  
 
The XiBase9 server permanently defines icons used for building dialogues or 
general objects permanently in memory. These icon bitmaps can be determined 
also. A -1 will be transferred as window identification with 'name' being the name of 
the general icon.  
 

Predefined icons are: 
 XI_SYMBOL_ATTENTION 
 XI_SYMBOL_BOMB  
 XI_SYMBOL_CANCEL 
 XI_SYMBOL_CHECK_MARK 
 XI_SYMBOL_CHECK_MARK_SET 
 XI_SYMBOL_CLOSE 
 XI_SYMBOL_CONTINUE 
 XI_SYMBOL_COPY 
 XI_SYMBOL_CUT 
 XI_SYMBOL_DELETE 
 XI_SYMBOL_DOWN 
 XI_SYMBOL_EDIT 
 XI_SYMBOL_HELP 
 XI_SYMBOL_LEFT 
 XI_SYMBOL_LIGHT  
 XI_SYMBOL_MANUAL 
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 XI_SYMBOL_MAXIMIZE 
 XI_SYMBOL_MINIMIZE  
 XI_SYMBOL_NEW 
 XI_SYMBOL_NO 
 XI_SYMBOL_NORMALIZE 
 XI_SYMBOL_OK 
 XI_SYMBOL_OPEN 
 XI_SYMBOL_PASTE 
 XI_SYMBOL_PRINT 
 XI_SYMBOL_QUESTION 
 XI_SYMBOL_REDO 
 XI_SYMBOL_RIGHT 
 XI_SYMBOL_SAVE 
 XI_SYMBOL_SEARCH 
 XI_SYMBOL_SEARCH_DOCUMENT 
 XI_SYMBOL_SEARCH_FILE 
 XI_SYMBOL_SETTINGS 
 XI_SYMBOL_STOP 
 XI_SYMBOL_UNDO 
 XI_SYMBOL_UP 
 XI_SYMBOL_YES 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the icon object. 
 
'bitmap' 
Buffer, into whom the icon bitmap is copied. The buffer must be sufficiently sized 
(minimum of 766 Bytes). 
 

See also: 
xi_edit_icon(), xi_install_icon(), xi_set_icon() 
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xi_get_keyboard_layout()     Get keyboard layout 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_keyboard_layout( 

char *layout 
); 
 

Validity: 
Settings of the local server for Linux or OS-9. 
 

Function: 
xi_get_keyboard_layout() returns the name of the current keyboard layout. 
 

Arguments: 
'layout' 
is a pointer to an array where the name of the keyboard layout will be stored. 
 

See also: 
xi_set_keyboard_layout() 
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xi_get_lang_dir()     Retrieve language directory 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
char *xi_get_lang_dir( 

long lang_id 
); 
 

Function: 
xi_get_lang_dir() retrieves the name of the appropriate language directory. 
All language directories, supported by XiBase9, are listed under xi_set_language(). 
 

Arguments: 
'id' 
Language ID. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, the function returns a pointer to a string containing the name of the 
appropriate language directory. Otherwise NULL. 
The memory, pointed by the return value, mustn't be freed with free() oder xi_free(). 
 

See also: 
xi_get_lang_id(), xi_get_language(), xi_set_language() 
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xi_get_lang_id()     Retrieve language ID 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_lang_id( 

char *directory 
); 
 

Function: 
xi_get_lang_id() retrieves the language ID of a language directory string. 
All language directories, supported by XiBase9, are listed under xi_set_language(). 
 

Arguments: 
'directory' 
Pointer to the name of the language directory. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, the function returns the language ID of the language directory. 
Otherwise -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_lang_dir(), xi_get_language(), xi_set_language() 
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xi_get_language()     Retrieve language 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_language( 

long rsc 
); 
 

Function: 
xi_get_language() determines the language of the actual valid resource or the 
standard language preference of the server. 
 

Arguments: 
'rsc' 
Resource-ID of resource from which the country language shall be determined.  
To determine the standard language preference of the server, == -1 is transferred to 
'rsc'. 
 

Return value: 
If the application has not loaded or generated a resource, return value will be -1. 
Otherwise a language identification number will be returned.  
 

See also: 
xi_set_language() 
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xi_get_last_error()     Get last error information 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_last_error( 

void 
); 
 

Function: 
The xi_get_last_error() function returns the calling process's last-error code value.  
The function should be called immediately after receiving a failure from an API-
command. 
 

List of error codes:  
1  XI_ERR_ADDRESS 
 2  XI_ERR_OBJECT_TYPE 
 3  XI_ERR_IDENTIFICATION 
 4  XI_ERR_RESOURCE_NAME 
 5  XI_ERR_WINDOW_NAME 
 6  XI_ERR_OBJECT_NAME 
 7  XI_ERR_RSC_FILE 
 8  XI_ERR_TXT_FILE 
 9  XI_ERR_MEMORY 
10  XI_ERR_PARAMETER 
11  XI_ERR_POSITION 
12  XI_ERR_COORDINATES 
13  XI_ERR_WRONG_REFERENCE 
14  XI_ERR_DIALOGUE_FILE 
15  XI_ERR_WINDOW_EXIST 
16  XI_ERR_ICON 
17  XI_ERR_NO_RESOURCE 
18  XI_ERR_PATH 
19  XI_ERR_COMMAND_UNKNOWN 
20  XI_ERR_POOL_OBJECT 
21  XI_ERR_DIALOGUE_ENTRY 
22  XI_ERR_WINDOW_PERMISSION 
23  XI_ERR_SHARED_MEMORY_OPEN 
24  XI_ERR_RESOURCE_IN_USE 
25  XI_ERR_TO_NEW 
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26  XI_ERR_MODE 
27  XI_ERR_LENGTH 
28  XI_ERR_DEF_FILE 
29  XI_ERR_RSCFILE_DAMAGED 
30  XI_ERR_FILE_ACCESS 
31  XI_ERR_DISPLAY_NOT_FOUND 
32  XI_ERR_TASK_NOT_FOUND 
33  XI_ERR_EVENT_QUEUE_FULL 
34  XI_ERR_SEND_SIGNAL 
 
 

Arguments: 
no arguments 

 
See also: 

xi_error_action() 
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xi_get_length()     Get list length 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_length( 

long window, 
long name 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_G_BOX, XI_I_BOX, XI_L_BOX, XI_P_BOX, XI_SELECTION_BOX, 
 

Function: 
xi_get_length() determines the number of list elements of list managing objects. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_lmarks(), xi_get_ltext(), xi_get_ltext_info(), xi_get_pos(), xi_get_pvalue(), xi_
set_icon_list(), xi_set_list() 
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xi_get_list_event()     Get events of icon list 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_list_event( 

long window, 
long name, 
long *pos, 
long *doubleclick, 
long *dest_id, 
long *dest_rsc, 
long *dest_window, 
long *dest_name, 
long *dest_pos 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_I_BOX, XI_L_BOX 
 

Function: 
xi_get_list_event() evaluates the object structure of the specified object and 
describes the result in the transferred pointers. This function is called directly after 
occurrence of an event that was determined with xi_event() or xi_check_event(). 
 
This function should be replaced with the xi_get_event_info() in the future. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'pos' 
pos == -1: if a double click occurred within the list element. 
pos >= 0: Number of list element touched last. 
if pos == -1 and doubleclick == -1, a double click was performed within the list, that 
did not activate an element. This results in a reset of all marked elements. 
 
'doubleclick' 
doubleclick == -1: no double click was performed on an element within the list and 
the RETURN key was not activated. 
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doubleclick >= 0: Number of element activated by double click or RETURN key. 
 
'dest_id' 
becomes != -1 if a move operation (drag & drop) triggered the event. 'dest_id' is the 
Task-ID of the application, to whom the window belongs where the icon was moved 
to. 
 
'dest_rsc' 
becomes != -1 if a move operation (drag & drop) triggered the event. 'dest_rsc' is the 
resource-ID of the destination windows. 
 
'dest_window' 
Becomes != -1 if a move operation (drag & drop) triggered the event. 'dest_window' 
is the name of the destination window. If 'dest_window' <= -100, the destination 
window is a global icon. 
 
'dest_pos' 
Becomes != -1 if a move operation (drag & drop) triggered the event, the destination 
object is of type XI_ICON_WINDOW or XI_L_BOX and an element was called. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_event_info() 
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xi_get_lmarks()     Get list object marking 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_lmarks( 

long window, 
long name, 
char *marks, 
long max_bytes 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_L_BOX, XI_I_BOX, 
 

Function: 
xi_get_lmarks() copies the marking information of an object. This information is 
organized as bit field with every bit of this field corresponding to a list element. A bit 
set stands for a marked element in the list. The query of bits can be performed 
via xi_get_bit(). 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'marks' 
Field, into which the marking information will be copied. 
 
'max_bytes' 
Maximum length of information field. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_bit(), xi_set_lmarks(), xi_get_length(), xi_set_bit() 
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xi_get_ltext()     Get list object text 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_ltext( 

long window, 
long name, 
long mode, 
TCHAR *buf, 
char *changes, 
long byte_cnt, 
long *line, 
long *column 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_L_BOX if this list is going to be used as editable list. 
 

Function: 
xi_get_ltext() can determine a complete text list, the text of a marked block or just 
changes occurred since last query.  
 
The sub program copies the desired text into the text buffer. The size of the text 
buffer can be determined with the function xi_get_ltext_info(). The  text buffer must 
be accordingly sized. The desired information will be copied into the buffer line by 
line and be separated with '\n' in ascending order.  
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the list object 
 
'mode' 
defines the information to be copied to the text buffer. 
mode == 0 whole text 
mode == 1 currently marked text block 
mode == 2 only changes since last query with the same mode are being 
copied.  
 
'buf' 
Text buffer, into whom the desired text is being copied. 
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'changes' 
This buffer will only be written if 'mode' == 2. In this case you will find information 
regarding the changed lines here. 
 
'byte_cnt' 
This argument defines the length of the change buffer 'changes'. The length 
calculates as follows: total lines of list divided by 8 plus 1. The change information 
can only be requested once and have to be interpreted as follows: 
For every changed line, a corresponding bit is set in the buffer that can be 
requested with xi_get_bit(). The changed lines are being copied in ascending order, 
separated by '\n', into the text buffer 'buf'. 
 
'line', 'column' 
Current text cursor position 
 

Remark: 
The determination of changes is necessary, if a time loss due to complete reading of 
a long list must be avoided. By continually updating of a parallel held list the update 
times don't stand out. This technique is suitable for developing software to be used 
via serial display redirection. 
 

See also: 
xi_change_ltext(), xi_get_ltext_info(), xi_get_length(), xi_get_textlist(), xi_set_list() 
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xi_get_ltext_info()     Get editable list 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_ltext_info( 

long window, 
long name, 
long *cur_line, 
long *cur_column, 
long *arr_start_line, 
long *arr_start_column, 
long *arr_end_line, 
long *arr_end__column, 
long *insert_mode, 
long *textsize, 
long *arrsize, 
long *changesize, 
long *clipsize 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_L_BOX if this list is going to be used as editable list. 
 

Function: 
xi_get_ltext_info() determines information regarding the current status of an editable 
list object. Following information are being determined: 
- current cursor position of text cursor 
- Block start and block end marking 
- current insert mode that is set 
- Size of complete text incl. line breaks 
- Size of currently marked text block with line breaks 
- Size of all changed text lines since last change query. 
- Number of Bytes in clipboard 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the list object 
 
'cur_line', 'cur_column' 
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current cursor position  
 
'arr_start_line', 'arr_start_column' 
Block start marking 
 
'arr_end_line', 'arr_end_column' 
Block end marking 
 
'insert_mode' 
Insert mode. A value of 1 means insert mode is activated. 
 
'textsize' 
Size of total text in bytes. 
 
'arrsize' 
Size of marked text in bytes. 
 
'changesize' 
Size of all changed text lines since last change query. 
 
'clipsize' 
Number of Bytes in clipboard. 
 
The arguments 'textsize', 'arrsize' and 'changesize' will be only determined if they 
are unequal ZERO. 
 

See also: 
xi_change_ltext(), xi_get_ltext(), xi_get_textlist(), xi_set_list() 
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xi_get_next_obj()     Copy next object structure 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_next_obj( 

long window, 
long name, 
Object *obj 

); 
 

Validity: 
for all objects 
 

Function: 
xi_get_next_obj() copies the object structure of the following object. To determine 
the object structure of the first object of a window  XI_FIRSTOBJECT, the 
command xi_get_obj_desc() must be used. 
 
Objects are sorted according to geometrical rules inside a window. The first object 
of a window always is XI_FIRSTOBJECT. The last is XI_LASTOBJECT, 
correspondingly. Next between these objects the main menus are listed from left to 
right, afterwards all submenus. The objects inside the work window are sorted line 
wise depending on their geometrical coordinates, starting top left. Objects totally 
covering other objects are preferred. Changes of the geometrical coordinates have 
an impact on the object order not until the window or the concerned objects are 
redrawn. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'obj' 
is a structure buffer, into whom the object information of the object will be copied. 
 

Return value: 
Following return values are possible: 
-1 Error, object not found 
0 last object in window 
1 valid object in windows 
The object buffer must be sufficiently sized (sizeof(Object)). 
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Remark: 
This function parallels xi_get_obj_desc(). However, she allows investigating a 
window down to the last object XI_LASTOBJECT without the necessity to know the 
exact object names and number of objects. A description of the object structure can 
be found under xi_set_obj_desc(). Beginning from version 3.0 on, you can use the 
function xi_get_obj_desc_in(), which ensures a drastically shorter access time. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_obj_changes_in(), xi_get_obj_desc(), xi_get_obj_desc_in(), xi_set_obj_desc(
) 
 

Example: 
In the following example of an existing window, the object structure of all objects is 
determined: 
 
 long    obj_name = -1; 

 long    tree_name = WINDOW_ABCD;   /* name of window */ 

 Object  obj; 

 

 while(xi_get_next_obj(tree_name,obj_name,&obj) != -1) 

 { 

    /* now the object structure of the object specified under 

       'tree_name', 'obj_name' can be investigated */ 

     ... 

     ... 

    /* enter name of current investigated object */ 

     obj_name = obj.name; 

 } 
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xi_get_obj_changes_in()     Copy object changes  
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
Object *xi_get_obj_changes_in( 

long window, 
long *len 

); 
 

Validity: 
all windows 
 

Function: 
xi_get_obj_changes_in() copies the object structure of a window or of the total 
resource when changed by a program since generation or loading of the resource. 
The function allocates sufficient memory for the object structures and returns a 
reference to this memory if successful. The release of the allocated area must be 
performed only with xi_free(). The individual windows are separated against each 
other through objects of types XI_FIRSTOBJECT and XI_LASTOBJECT. For further 
details regarding object structure, see xi_set_obj_desc(). 
 

Arguments: 
'window' 
specifies the window. If 'window' == -1, all objects of the current resource are 
determined. 
 
'len' 
is the number of copied object structures. The allocated memory will take on the 
size of *'len' * sizeof(object). 
 

See also: 
xi_get_obj_desc(), xi_get_obj_desc_in(), xi_set_obj_desc() 
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xi_get_obj_cursor()     Get pos. of cursor in object 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_obj_cursor( 

long window, 
long name, 
long *x, 
long *y; 
long *l, 
long *m, 
long *r 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_BITMAP, XI_G_BOX, XI_ICON 
 

Function: 
xi_get_obj_cursor() returns the current coordinate of the cursor within an object. The 
returned position coordinates are standardized coordinates that are calculated 
based on the selected coordinate system, the area and the defined scale.  
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object 
 
'x', 'y' 
are the return values of the standardized coordinates. 
 
'l', 'm', 'r' 
are the states of mouse keys upon calling the function with '1' standing for key 
pressed and '0' meaning key not pressed. 
 

Return value: 
If the cursor resides within the object, return value == 1. Otherwise return value will 
be set to == ZERO. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_work_area(), xi_get_zoom_area(), xi_mouse_info() 
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xi_get_obj_desc()     Get object structure 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_obj_desc( 

long window, 
long name, 
Object *obj 

); 
 

Validity: 
for all objects 
 

Function: 
xi_get_obj_desc() copies the object structure of an object. To maintain the object 
structure of the window object XI_FIRSTOBJECT, object name 'name'  must be == -
1. The object structure of the last object XI_LASTOBJECT can not be requested. 
This object's only task is to limit the window objects of a window.  
 
If the object structure is to be used by several objects in the same window, you 
should use the function xi_get_obj_desc_in() instead. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'obj' 
is a structure buffer, into whom the object information of the object will be copied. 
 

Remark: 
The object structure is described under xi_set_obj_desc(). 
 

Return value: 
If successful, return value will be >= 0, otherwise -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_obj_changes_in(), xi_get_obj_desc_in(), xi_get_next_obj(), xi_set_obj_desc(), 
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xi_get_obj_desc_in()     Copy object structures 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
Object *xi_get_obj_desc_in( 

long window, 
long *len 

); 
 
 

Validity: 
all windows 
 

Function: 
xi_get_obj_desc_in() copies the object structure of a window or of the total resource. 
The function allocates sufficient memory for the object structures and returns a 
reference to this memory if successful. The release of the allocated area must be 
performed only with xi_free(). The individual windows are separated against each 
other through objects of types XI_FIRSTOBJECT and XI_LASTOBJECT. For further 
detail regarding object structure, see xi_set_obj_desc(). 
 

Arguments: 
'window' 
specifies the desired window. If 'window' == -1, all objects of the current resource 
are determined. 
 
'len' 
is the number of copied object structures. The allocated memory will take on the 
size of *'len' * sizeof(object). 
 

See also: 
xi_get_obj_changes_in(), xi_get_obj_desc(), xi_get_next_obj(), xi_set_obj_desc() 
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xi_get_obj_font_metric()     Get metr. font of object 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_obj_font_metric( 

long window, 
long name, 

Xi_font_metric *metric 
); 
 

Validity: 
all objects with text output 
 

Function: 
xi_get_obj_font_metric() determines information regarding the agreed object font.  
 
xi_get_obj_font_metric() retrieves only information about signs in the range from 0 - 
255. It can't be applied for the complete UNICODE-range. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'metric' 
Result structure, into which identification data of the font will be written. 
 
 typedef struct xi_font_metric { 

  long height;    Height 

  long ascent;    Pixels above baseline 

  long descent;    Pixels below baseline 

  long ave_width;    Average width 

  long max_width;    max. width 

  long weight;    weighting 

  long attr;     XI_BOLD_FONT  

        XI_ITALIC_FONT 

        XI_VARIABLE_PITCH 

  long char_set;    XI_ANSI_CHARSET 

        XI_OEM_CHARSET 

  long horizontal_spacing; 

  long vertical_spacing; 
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  long first_char;      

  long last_char; 

  unsigned char metric[256]; width of every character 

 } Xi_font_struct; 

 

Return value: 
If successful, != -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_set_obj_font(), xi_get_font_metric() 
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xi_get_obj_help()     Get object help text 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_obj_help( 

long window, 
long name, 
TCHAR *text 

); 
 

Validity: 
all objects inside the work area of a window. 
 

Function: 
xi_get_obj_help() copies the help text of an object into the text buffer. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'text' 
Buffer, into whom the object text will be copied. Sufficient memory has to be 
reserved. 
 

Return value: 
If not successful, the return value will be -1. If a help text is defined for the object, 
the return value will be 1, otherwise 0. 
 

See also: 
xi_set_obj_help() 
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xi_get_obj_size()     Get object dimensions 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_obj_size( 

long window, 
long name, 
long *x, 
long *y, 
long *width, 
long *height 

); 
 

Validity: 
all objects, XI_PUBLIC_ICON, XI_PRIVATE_ICON 
 

Function: 
xi_get_obj_size() determines an objects dimensions. The dimensions are returned 
in pixel coordinates; objects within the work window are stated with relative 
coordinates based on the origin of the windows desktop.  
 
The coordinates of the window frame XI_FIRSTOBJECT, however, are absolute 
coordinates, referring to the origin in the bottom left corner of the screen. Window 
coordinates can refer to the actual outer dimensions of the window or to the desktop. 
The classification can be determined from the visual attributes of the object structure. 
(xi_get_obj_attr(), attribute: XI_INTERNAL_DIMENSION). When defining the 
geometry of a window object, keep in mind the above mentioned dependence of the 
visual attributes. 
 
Additionally to the window related objects the geometry of global icons can be 
requested also. Global icons will be placed on the desktop in an invisible grid which 
does not allow for icons to overlap. The placement is only possible at a free grid 
position. The geometry data always corresponds to the outer dimensions of the icon. 
 

Arguments: 
'window','name' 
specify the object. A value <= -100 for the window will be interpreted as reference to 
a global icon. An object name of -1 will be evaluated as query of a window object. 
 
'x', 'y' 
Bottom left corner of the object or the window resp. 
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'width', 'height' 
Expansion in pixels 
 

See also: 
xi_change_obj_size(), xi_get_obj_desc(), xi_get_screen_size(), xi_get_size_of(), xi_
get_work_area(), xi_get_work_area_absolut() 
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xi_get_para_obj()     Get parameter object 
 
include <xibase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_para_obj( 

long window, 
long name, 
TCHAR ***list, 
long **value, 
long *length, 
long *pos 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_P_BOX, XI_SELECTION_BOX 
 

Function: 
xi_get_para_obj() determines the text list, value list, length and current position of a 
parameter object. The necessary memory for the text- and value list is being 
allocated by this function and is to be released only with xi_free_list() resp. xi_free(). 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'list' 
is a pointer to a (TCHAR**) pointer list. The necessary memory for the individual text 
strings is provided by this function and can be freed with xi_free_list()  
 
'value' 
is a pointer to the value list of the parameter object.  
 
'length' 
is the length of the parameter list. 
 
'pos' 
is the activated element of the list. 
 

See also: 
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xi_get_length(), xi_get_pos(), xi_get_pvalue(), xi_get_text(), xi_get_textlist(), xi_set_
para_obj(), xi_set_text() 
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xi_getpid()     Get process ID 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_getpid( 

void 
); 
 

Function: 
xi_getpid() returns the process ID of the calling process. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_window_id(), xi_is_task(), xi_raise_task(), xi_send_event(), xi_system() 
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xi_get_pixels()     Get pixels of a bitmap 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_pixels( 

long window, 
long name, 
XiPixel *pixels, 
long len 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_BITMAP, XI_ICON 
 

Function: 
xi_get_pixels() allows to query a number of pixels of a bitmap object. The pixel 
coordinates must be filled in the structure field. In the same structure field, the color 
information and an eventual reference to an overlaid icon will be returned.  
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'pixels' 
Data structure, where the pixels to be requested are specified. 
 
 struct XiPixel { 

  short x;     X-value 

  short y;     Y-value 

         Origin in bottom left 
corner 

  unsigned long color;  color 

  unsigned char transparent; Transparent => 1 

  unsigned char pool;   additional overlie with an 
Icon 

  unsigned char flags;  set to 0 

  unsigned char reserved;  set to 0 

 } 

 
'len' 
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Number of pixels to be determined. 
 

Return value: 
If not successful, the return value will be -1.  
 

See also: 
xi_set_pixels(), xi_set_bitmap(), xi_set_bitmap_pool() 
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xi_get_pos()     Get position 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_pos( 

long window, 
long name 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_L_BOX, XI_I_BOX, XI_SELECTION_BOX, XI_P_BOX, XI_REGISTER, 
XI_SLIDER_BOX, XI_SPIN_CONTROL 
 

Function: 
xi_get_pos() returns the current position of text list-, icon list-, parameter- and slider 
objects. The current position points to the element marked last. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 

Return value: 
Return value will be the position of the last marked element. Otherwise -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_lmarks(), xi_get_length(), xi_set_pos() 
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xi_get_pvalue()     Get parameter value 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_pvalue( 

long window, 
long name, 
long pos 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_P_BOX, XI_SELECTION_BOX 
 

Function: 
xi_get_pvalue() returns the value of an element of the parameter object. Parameter 
objects contain an ASCII information as well as a decimal information in a range of 
2^32 for every possible element. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name 
specify the object 
 
'pos' 
pos == -1 The current position is assumed as position of parameter object. 
pos != -1   The position is defined by 'pos'. 
 

Return value: 
The return value represents the value of the specified entry. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_pos(), xi_get_text(), xi_set_pvalue() 
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xi_get_register()     Get register object 
 
include <xibase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_register( 

long window, 
long name, 
TCHAR ***title, 
long **sheets, 
long **flags, 
TCHAR **hotkeys, 
long *length, 
long *pos 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_REGISTER 
 

Function: 
xi_get_register() determines the captions, the assignment of register sheets, the 
length and current position of a register object. The necessary memory for the 
caption list and the assignment table will be allocated by this function and must be 
released only with xi_free_list() resp. xi_free(). The information  'title', 'sheets', 'flags' 
and 'hotkeys' will be only evaluated if they are unequal ZERO. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'title' 
is a pointer to a (TCHAR**) pointer list. This list contains the individual captions of 
the register sheets. The necessary memory for the individual text strings will be 
provided by this function and can be released with xi_free_list(). 
 
'sheets' 
is a pointer to the assignment table of the register sheets.  
 
'flags' 
is a pointer to a property table of the register sheets. 
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'hotkeys' 
is a pointer to the hotkeys assigned to the individual register sheets. 
 
'length' 
is the number of register sheets. 
 
'pos' 
is the topmost register sheet. This must not have been drawn upon calling this 
function. 
 

Return value: 
If having success the return value represents the count of the text entries. Otherwise 
-1. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_pos(), xi_get_text(), xi_set_register(), xi_set_text() 
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xi_get_screen_size()     Get screen size 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_screen_size( 

long *width, 
long *height 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_get_screen_size() returns the maximum screen geometry in pixel coordinates. 
 

Arguments: 
'width' 
horizontal screen resolution in pixels 
 
'height' 
vertical screen resolution in pixels 
 

Return value: 
If having success, the return value represents the color resolution in bits per pixel. 
Otherwise -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_work_area(), xi_get_work_area_absolut(), xi_get_obj_size() 
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xi_get_size()     Get file size 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_size( 

long path 
); 
 

Function: 
xi_get_size() determines the file size.  
 

Arguments: 
'path' 
is a path number that was returned from xi_open(). 
 

Return value: 
If successful, return value corresponds to the file size in Bytes. Otherwise -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_getstat(), xi_getfstat(), xi_open(), xi_setfstat() 
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xi_get_size_of()     Get object geometry 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_size_of( 

long object, 
long *x, 
long *y, 
long *width, 
long *height 

); 
 

Validity: 
Global icons, windows, objects on the desktop. 
 

Function: 
xi_get_size_of() determines the coordinates of objects, opened windows and global 
icons. With global icons and windows, the coordinates refer to the screen origin in 
the bottom left corner. For objects within a window, statements are made relative to 
the window origin in the top left corner of the workspace. Menu objects will not be 
evaluated. Width and height are stated in pixels and correspond to the frame 
dimensions of the individual object. 
 

Arguments: 
'object' 
Name of object for which coordinates shall be determined. A name >= 0 will be 
interpreted as name of a window or an object within a window; a number  <= -100 is 
the name of a global icon. If 'object' == -1, the frame coordinates of the topmost 
window of all XiBase9 applications are returned. 
 
'x', 'y' 
Coordinates of bottom left corner. 
 
'width','height' 
Width and height in pixels 
 

Return value: 
If successful, return value != -1. The values XI_MINIMIZED, XI_MAXIMIZED and 
XI_NORMALIZED provide information regarding the current window status. 
 

See also: 
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xi_get_screen_size(), xi_get_obj_size() 
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xi_get_slider()     Get slider object 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_slider( 

long window, 
long name, 
long *length, 
long *pos 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_SLIDER_BOX 
 

Function: 
xi_get_slider() determines the preset length and the current position of a slider 
object. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object 
 
'length' 
is the number of single steps of a slider object. 
 
'pos' 
corresponds to the slider position 
 

See also: 
xi_get_pos(), xi_get_length(), xi_set_slider() 
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xi_get_spin_control()     Get spin control object 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_spin_control( 

long window, 
long name, 
long *len, 
long *pos, 
TCHAR *ctrl 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_SPIN_CONTROL 
 

Function: 
xi_get_spin_control() determines the current positions of a spin control object. This 
object can take 'len' positions. The first position always is 0, the last one shows a 
'len' of - 1. The choice can be performed by activating the arrow keys of the object 
or by direct input of a value within the defined limits. The resulting value can be 
manipulated with a control string. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object 
 
'len' 
Number of possible settings of spin control. 
 
'pos' 
Current position of spin control. 
 
'ctrl' 
Control string enabling manipulation of result value. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, a value unequal  -1 will be returned.  
 

See also: 
xi_get_pos(), xi_set_pos(), xi_set_spin_control() 
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xi_get_state()     Get object status register 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_state( 

long window, 
long name 

); 
 

Validity: 
all object types 
 

Function: 
xi_get_state() returns the content of the object status register. Often used for 
requesting the status of a submenu XI_CHECKED. Further status flags are usually 
reserved to the XiBase9 server for internal use.  
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object 
 

Return value: 
If the return value is -1, the object was not found, otherwise the return value 
corresponds to the content of the status register.  
 

See also: 
xi_set_state() 
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xi_getstat()     Get file status 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_getstat( 

TCHAR *name, 
long *size, 
unsigned long *attr, 
long *group, 
long *owner; 
long *year, 
long *month, 
long *day, 
long *hour, 
long *minute, 
long *typ 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_getstat() determines  
- the size, 
- the attributes, 
- the group, 
- the user, 
- the date and  
- the type (file or directory). 
 
Only argument values unequal ZERO are evaluated. 
If the specified file is a directory, '*typ' becomes == 1, otherwise 0. 
 

Arguments: 
'name' 
Name of file or directory to be investigated 
 
'size' 
Size of file in bytes 
 
'attr' 
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File attributes converted to XiBase9 file attributes. Possible attributes are: 
 
 XI_IFDIR Directory 

 XI_IFLNK Link 

 XI_READ Read access, owner 

 XI_WRITE Write access, owner 

 XI_EXEC Executable by owner 

 XI_GREAD Read access, group 

 XI_GWRITE Write access, group 

 XI_GEXEC Executable by group 

 XI_OREAD Read access, all 

 XI_OWRITE Write access, all 

 XI_OEXEC Executable by all 

 

'group', 'owner' 
Group ID and owner. 
 
'year', 'month', 'day', 'hour', 'minute' 
Generation date. 
 
'typ' 
0: File 
1: Directory 
 

Return value: 
If successful, return value will be 0. In case of an error return value becomes -1, the 
corresponding error number can be found in the global variable 'errno'. 
 

See also: 
xi_getfstat(), xi_get_size(), xi_setfstat() 
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xi_get_switch()     Get switch status 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_switch( 

long window, 
long name 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_SWITCH, XI_SWITCH_BOX, XI_BTEXT, XI_BICON, 
XI_LEFT_BOX, XI_RIGHT_BOX, XI_UP_BOX, XI_DOWN_BOX 
 

Function: 
Returning status of a switch. For an object to take 2 switch states, the object event 
attribute XI_DOUBLE_STATE must be set. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object 
 

Remark: 
The object types mentioned above can principally be defined as switch or as push 
button. Property changes at run time are possible using  xi_set_handling(). Both 
properties confirm an activation through return of the object name. For a switch, the 
current activation status can be requested. If the switch does belong to a radio 
button group, the active switch is better determined with the 
routine xi_get_active_switch(). 
 

See also: 
xi_get_active_switch(), xi_set_switch() 
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xi_get_tabs()     Get table columns 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_tabs( 

long window, 
long name, 
long *mode, 
long **tabs 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_L_BOX 
 

Function: 
xi_get_tabs() determines the currently valid column widths of a text list. If the numer 
of colums exceeds 0, sufficient memory will be reserved for the tabulator field 'tabs' 
and the current table values are entered. This is done under the precondition that 
'tabs' != ZERO. The returned values in the field 'tabs' determine the width of 
columns from left to right in pixels- or per cent values. The definition is done with the 
mode argument. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'mode' 
mode==0 Interpretation as pixel values starting from left 
mode==1 Per cent values referring to object width. 
 
'tabs' 
Pointer to a long pointer, which transfers the address of the tabulator information to 
the calling program. 
If 'tabs' == ZERO, the function determines the number of columns only. For every 
column a value is determined that can be evaluated based on the mode set. 
Memory being returned by the function must only be released with xi_free() . 
Return value: 
 
The return value gives information regarding the number of columns and should be 
>= 0. Otherwise a wrong object type was used. The number of tabulators for a 
normal text list is 0. 
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See also: 

xi_get_length(), xi_get_lmarks(), xi_set_caption(), xi_set_list(), xi_set_tabs() 
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xi_get_task_count()     Get no. of occurrence for task 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
xi_get_task_count( 

char *task_name 
); 
 

Validity: 
only for programs who logged on to the server with xi_init_appl(). 
 

Function: 
xi_get_task_count() informs how many times a program is being executed already. 
This gives the possibility to e.g. start a program just once. The own logon is not 
evaluated. 
 

Arguments: 
'task_name' 
Name of program. 
 

Return value: 
Number of logons for the same program: 
 

See also: 
xi_get_task_name(), xi_is_task(), xi_system() 
 

Example: 
 main( long argc,char **argv) 

 { 

  xi_init_appl(argc,argv); 

  if(xi_get_task_count(*(argv+0)) > 0) 

  { 

   if(xi_dialogbox(„The program\n  '%s'\nalready exists“, 

    XI_SYMBOL_STOP, 

    XI_CANCEL_BOX,XI_CONTINUE_BOX,-1, 

    *(argv+0)) == XI_CANCEL) 

   xi_deinit_appl(); 

  } 

  .... 

 } 
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xi_get_task_name()     Get task name 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
char *xi_get_task_name( 

long pid, 
TCHAR *name, 
long len 

); 
 

Validity: 
Only for XiBase9 applications. 
 

Function: 
xi_get_task_name() determines the program name of a program by using the 
process ID. This is only possible for programs logged on via xi_init_appl()  
 

Arguments: 
'pid' 
pid is the process identification number of the process to be investigated. This 
number is returned by the functions xi_system() or xi_getpid(). 
 
'name' 
Buffer, into whom the program name will be copied. 
 
'len' 
Length of buffer. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, the return value will be 1, otherwise 0. 
 

Remark: 
The program name can consist of a complete path also. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_task_count(), xi_is_task(), xi_system() 
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xi_get_text()     Get object text 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_text( 

long window, 
long name, 
TCHAR *text, 
long pos 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_BTEXT, XI_BICON, XI_ETEXT, XI_ICON, XI_I_BOX, XI_L_BOX, 
XI_MAIN_MENU, XI_P_BOX, XI_SELECTION_BOX, XI_REGISTER, 
XI_SUB_MENU, XI_TEXT, XI_TEXT_POOL, general objects 
 

Function: 
xi_get_text() copies the object text resp. the text of an element within a list object or 
a parameter object. The position parameter is evaluated with text queries of list 
objects or parameter objects only. Editable text objects XI_ETEXT deliver the 
resulting text of their present input. Maximum text length is limited to 200 characters. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
Should entries be changed in the text pool of a resource, XI_TEXT_POOL will be 
transferred as window name. General objects are defined with the argument 
'window' == -1 and one of the following names: 
 XI_CANCEL 
 XI_CONTINUE 
 XI_NO 
 XI_OK 
 XI_YES 
 
The entries of the system menu are selected with 'window' == -1 and the 
corresponding identification also: 
 
 XI_CLOSE   Menu entry 'Close' 
 XI_MAXIMIZED  Menu entry 'Maximize' 
 XI_MINIMIZED  Menu entry 'Minimize' 
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 XI_MOVE   Menu entry 'Move' 
 XI_NORMALIZED  Menu entry 'Restore' 
 XI_SIZE   Menu entry 'Change size' 
 
'text' 
Buffer, into whom the object text will be copied. Sufficient memory has to be 
reserved. 
 
'pos' 
is only evaluated for querying lists or parameter objects. A value of -1 will be 
interpreted as current position and a value >= 0 will facilitate the query of any 
element. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, return value will be 0, otherwise -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_change_text(), xi_get_etext(), xi_get_caption(), xi_set_text() 
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xi_get_textlist()     Get list text 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
TCHAR **xi_get_textlist( 

long window, 
long name, 
long *len 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_I_BOX, XI_L_BOX, XI_P_BOX, XI_SELECTION_BOX 
 

Function: 
xi_get_textlist() allocates a TCHAR** field, into which the text lines of the specified 
list are being copied. Every TCHAR* pointer corresponds to a text line. xi_free_list() 
must be performed to free the list. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'len' 
this argument returns the list length. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, the function returns a pointer to a TCHAR** list, otherwise ZERO. 
 

See also: 
xi_set_icon_list(), xi_set_list(), xi_set_para_obj() 
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xi_get_ticks()     Get system time 
  
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_ticks( 

void 
); 
 

Function: 
xi_get_ticks() determines the position of the CPU tick counter. The return value is 
standardized to milliseconds. 
 

See also: 
xi_time() 
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xi_get_touched_obj()     Get object below the cursor 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_touched_obj( 

long *pid, 
long *window, 
long *rsc, 
long *tree, 
long *object, 
long *y, 
long *x 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_get_touched_obj() return the object below the cursor. The return value gives 
information of the last used input devices. 
 
Only arguments that don't point to a null-pointer will be retrieved. 
 

Arguments: 
'pid' 
pointer to a long, where the process-ID of the ower of the window will be stored. 
 
'window' 
ID of the window, where the object is located. 
 
'rsc' 
ID of the resource, where the object is located. 
 
'tree' 
Name of window, where the object is located. 
 
'object' 
name of the object, which is below the cursor. 
 
'y', 'x' 
if the object is a text list, text table or an icon list, the line and column information will 
be returned, too. 
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Return value: 

If no object is below the cursor, the function returns 0. Otherwise the return value 
shows, which input device was used: 
- XI_MOUSE_L, the left mouse button is pressed. 
- XI_MOUSE_M, the middle mouse button is pressed. 
- XI_MOUSE_R, the right mouse button is pressed. 
- XI_TOUCH, the touch screen is activated. 
- XI_KEY_INPUT, last input device was the keyboard. 
- XI_MOUSE_INPUT, last input device was the mouse. 
- XI_TOUCH_INPUT, last input device was the touch screen. 
 

See also: 
xi_mouse_info() 
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xi_get_window_id()     Get window identification 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
xi_get_window_id( 

long task_id, 
long rsc, 
long window 

); 
 

Validity: 
all opened windows 
 

Function: 
xi_get_window_id() determines the window identification of an opened window. 
 

Arguments: 
'task_id' 
is the ID of the task which opened the window to be investigated. This ID is returned 
by xi_getpid() or xi_system(). 
 
'rsc' 
Resource within whom the window is defined. A value of -1 will be interpreted as 
current resource of the task. 
 
'window' 
Name of opened window. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, the return value corresponds to the identification number of the 
window. The value is usable similarly as the return value of function xi_form_draw(). 
Otherwise return value will become zero. 
 

See also: 
xi_form_draw(), xi_getpid(), xi_mouse_info() 
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xi_get_work_area()     Get size of work area 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_work_area( 

long window, 
long name, 
long *width, 
long *height 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_FIRSTOBJECT, XI_BITMAP, XI_G_BOX, XI_I_BOX, XI_L_BOX, XI_REGISTER 
Desktop area 
 

Function: 
xi_get_work_area() determines the width and the height of an objects usable work 
area. Statements are done in pixel coordinates. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. If both are -1, the desktop area size will be returned. 
 
'width', 'height' 
Width, Height of the usable work area. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, return value will be 0, otherwise -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_screen_size(),xi_get_work_area_absolut(), xi_get_zoom_area(), xi_set_g_vi
ew(), 
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xi_get_work_area_absolut()    Location of work area 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_work_area_absolut( 

long window, 
long name, 
long *x, 
long *y, 
long *width, 
long *height 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_FIRSTOBJECT, XI_BITMAP, XI_G_BOX, XI_I_BOX, XI_L_BOX, XI_REGISTER 
Desktop area 
 

Function: 
xi_get_work_area_absolut() determines the expansion and the location of an 
objects usable work area. Statements are done in pixel coordinates. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. If both are -1, the desktop area size will be returned. 
 
'x', 'y' 
Coordinates of the bottom left corner of the object work area based on the screen 
origin in the bottom left corner. 
 
'width', 'height' 
Width, Height of the usable work area. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, the return value will be 0, otherwise -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_screen_size(), xi_get_work_area(), xi_get_zoom_area(), xi_set_g_view() 
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xi_get_xibase9_path()     Get installation path 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_xibase9_path( 

TCHAR *buf 
); 
 

Function: 
xi_get_xibase9_path() determines the path of the XiBase9-installation directory. The 
path will be set with the environment variable XIBASE9. Programs aimed for usage 
on various computers should not make use of absolute directory structures. 
 

Arguments: 
'buf' 
Buffer into whom the installation directory is entered. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, return value will be 0. Otherwise -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_rs_load(), xi_rs_share() 
 

Example: 
 
Preliminary to loading a resource it shall be determined in what directory the 
resource files reside. 
 
 void main(long argc,char **argv) 

 { 

  TCHAR buf[250]; 

  long rsc_id;  

 

  xi_init_appl(argc,argv); 

 

  if(xi_get_xibase9_path(buf) == -1) 

  { 

   xi_dialogbox(„Can't find XiBase9 directory“, 

    XI_SYMBOL_ATTENTION,XI_CANCEL_BOX,-1,-1); 

   xi_deinit_appl(); 
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  } 

  strcat(buf,“/RSC/example“); 

  rsc_id = xi_rs_load(buf); 

  ... 

 } 
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xi_get_xibase9_user_path()     Get user directory 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_xibase9_user_path( 

TCHAR *buf 
); 
 

Function: 
XiBase9 can be used by different users. Each user gets a user directory where user 
specific data can be stored. E.g.:  
- Start menu entries 
- Configuration of single windows 
- Individual settings of applications ... 
 
The function xi_get_xibase9_user_path() returns the path to this user directory. 
 

Arguments: 
'buf' 
is a pointer to an array where the path to the user directory will be copied. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, the function return 0, otherwise -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_xibase9_path() 
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xi_get_zoom_area()     Get zoom area 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_get_zoom_area( 

long window, 
long name, 
long *x, 
long *y, 
long *width, 
long *height 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_G_BOX 
 

Function: 
xi_get_zoom_area() returns the area marked with the mouse from the graphic object. 
The query should be issued directly after receipt of the message. The zoom 
coordinates are standardized coordinates depending on the actual displayed picture 
area. 
To select an area with the mouse the object event attributes XI_SELECTABLE and 
XI_SIGNAL must have been set. This can be done with xi_set_handling() or in the 
resource editor. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'x', 'y' 
bottom left corner of zoomed area. 
 
'width', 'height' 
Width and height of zoomed area. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_obj_cursor(), xi_set_g_info(), xi_set_g_view() 
 

Example: 
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 long x,y,b,h,obj_name; 

 

 x = ...; 

 y = ...; 

 b = ...; 

 h = ...; 

 .... 

 /* Define graphic area and standardization */ 

 xi_set_g_view(DIAGRAMM,G_1,0,0,MAX_X,MAX_Y,x,y,b,h); 

 

 /* Define Tool for zooming */ 

 xi_set_obj_tool(DIAGRAMM,G_1, 

  XI_TOOL_RECT,XI_NO_TOOL,XI_NO_TOOL,XI_NO_TOOL, 

  XI_YELLOW,-1,-1,-1); 

 

 /* Fill graphic list and transfer */ 

 draw_grafik(); 

 

 /* Draw window */ 

 window_id = xi_form_draw(DIAGRAMM); 

 

 do 

 { 

  obj_name = xi_event(); 

 /* Evaluate event */ 

  switch(obj_name) 

  { 

   case G_1: 

    xi_get_zoom_area(DIAGRAMM,G_1,&x,&y,&b,&h); 

    if(b && h) 

    { 

     xi_set_g_view(DIAGRAMM,G_1,x,y,b,h); 

    } 

   case ...: 

   case ...: 

  } 

 } while(obj_name != XI_CLOSE); 
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xi_grab_buttons()     Deactivate system menus 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_grab_buttons( 
long buttons 
); 
 
Function: 

xi_grab_buttons() deactivates the system menus.  
 
System menus are menus that are activated by the corresponding window manager 
as popup menu when a mouse key is clicked outside of an application window. 
 

Arguments: 
'buttons' 
is not being evaluated at the moment. A -1 should be transferred. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, return value will be 0, otherwise -1; 
 

Attention: 
This function shall be used only if absolutely necessary, because other applications 
might be limited in their function range. 
 

See also: 
xi_mouse_info(), xi_move_box(), xi_size_box(), xi_ungrab_buttons() 
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xi_hardcopy()     Save hardcopy of screen 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_hardcopy( 

long x, 
long y, 
long width, 
long height, 
long bitsperpixel, 
TCHAR *path 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_hardcopy() generates a bitmap file in MS Windows bitmap format (*.bmp), 
originating from a picture area of the current screen. This function can only be 
performed on the local display system. The format of the resulting bitmap is 
dependent on 'bitsperpixel'. 
 

Attention: 
The area to be copied must be within the visible area of the screen. 
 

Arguments: 
'x', 'y' 
bottom left corner of area based on screen origin in bottom left corner. 
 
'width', 'height' 
Width and height of area in pixels. 
 
'bitsperpixel' 
4, 8 and 24 bits per pixel are supported. A value of -1 generates a bitmap with the 
current color depth of the display, where color depth > 8 bits per pixel will be 
transformed to 24 bits per pixel. 
 
'path' 
Name of file to be generated. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_screen_size(), xi_get_obj_size(), xi_get_size_of(), xi_get_work_area_absolut
() 
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xi_init_appl()     Initiate application 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_init_appl( 

long argc, 
char **argv 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_init_appl() tries to connect to the XiBase9 server. A connection to the server is 
the precondition for all following commands. 
 
The option -display=<display station> will be evaluated from xi_init_appl(). If a valid 
display station is detected, this function tries to connect and to redirect all graphical 
I/O to it. Precondition is, that the appropriate Software (XiLinkC, XiLinkS) is installed 
and activated. 
 
XiBase9 uses signals for the communication of the programs. xi_init_appl() 
therefore activates a signal handler. Only the signal XI_SIG_AWAKE (see xi_port.h) 
is evaluated. All other signals lead to a termination of the application. If a terminating 
signal occurs, the signal handler calls the function xi_deinit_appl() and the program 
is terminated.  
 
Should signals be used in the current program, an own signal handler has to be 
installed after calling xi_init_appl(). 
 

Arguments: 
'argc' 
Number of arguments transferred to main(). 
 
'argv' 
Argument list that was transferred to main(). This list is closed with a zero pointer. 
The first argument will be the program name. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, return value != -1. 
 

Example: 
 #include <XiBase9.h> 
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 main(argc,argv) 

 long argc; 

 char **argv; 

 { 

  if(xi_init_appl(argc,argv) == -1) 

   exit(1); 

  .... 

 /* install your own signal handler here.*/ 

  .... 

  .... 

  xi_deinit_appl(); 

 } 

 
See also: 

xi_deinit_appl() 
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xi_install_icon()     Install icon 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_install_icon( 

TCHAR *name, 
long mode, 
long type, 
long x, 
long y, 
long info, 
long src_window, 
long src_name, 
TCHAR *icon_text, 
TCHAR *start_info 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_PUBLIC_ICON, XI_PRIVATE_ICON 
 

Function: 
xi_install_icon() installs an icon on the display. The icon location can be selected 
within a fixed grid. A grid coordinate can be filled just once. This avoids overlapping 
icons to be generated. 
 
The icon can be of type XI_PRIVATE_ICON or XI_PUBLIC_ICON. A  
XI_PUBLIC_ICON is an icon that can be used by various programs simultaneously; 
whereas a XI_PRIVATE_ICON communicates with the initializing program only. The 
recognition of name identity of a XI_PUBLIC_ICON by the server is based on the 
name string. Only the character string following the last '/' character is evaluated 
here. 
If an icon of 'type' XI_PUBLIC_ICON with the same path definition has already been 
loaded, only the link count for this icon will be incremented. 
 
Icons of both types send a message with their names to the authorized application 
upon single clicking with the mouse. In case of a double click an application being 
defined with 'start_info' can be automatically started. Movements of icons or objects 
from an opened window can be requested. 
 

Arguments: 
'name' 
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is the icon name. 
 
'mode' 
The argument 'mode' defines the icon bitmap source.  
mode == 0: 'info' will be interpreted as address of a character string containing 
the path to the icon bitmap. 
mode == 1: 'info' will be interpreted as address of a memory area describing 
the icon bitmap (32x32 pixels, 16 colors, Icon format: Windows 3.1). 
mode == 2: 'info' will be interpreted as handler to a resource containing the 
desired bitmap. The icon bitmap object must be of type XI_ICON, XI_BICON or be 
in the icon pool. The arguments 'src_window' and 'src_name' take care for  the more 
detailed specification. 
 
'type' 
defines the icon type; XI_PUBLIC_ICON or XI_PRIVATE_ICON 
 
'x', 'y' 
Coordinates of bottom left corner of the icon, based on the screen origin in the 
bottom left screen corner. The icon will be positioned to the next free grid field. If no 
coordinate is specified, (x==-1 && y==-1), the icon can be generated at any position. 
 
'info' 
Information regarding the origin of the icon bitmap. See also 'mode' argument. 
 
'src_window', 'src_name' 
specify the source object. This arguments are only evaluated if mode ==2. 
 
'icon_text' 
Text string that is displayed below the icon. If no text is wanted, a ZERO can be 
transferred. 
 
'start_info' 
If a double click is performed on the installed icon, a program can be started.  The 
information about the program to be started and eventual program parameters will 
be searched in the file specified under 'start_info'. Usually this file can be found in 
the installation directory of the server or desktop manager under TASKINFO/.... This 
also is the directory where the desktop manager saves files with a similar structure. 
The path information is absolute. If a ZERO is transferred, no action follows a 
double click. 
 

Return value: 
For both types an identification number will be returned. This will be a value <= -100. 
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See also: 

xi_change_icon(), xi_free_icon(), xi_get_icon(), xi_get_size_of(), xi_load_icon() 
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xi_interface_init()     Configure interface 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_interface_init( 

long path, 
long baud, 
long binary, 
long parity, 
long stopbits, 
long bytesize, 
long protocol 

); 
 

Validity: 
serial interfaces 
 

Function: 
xi_interface_init() configures a serial interface that was opened with xi_open() . 
Serial interfaces are treated principally like opened files. Read- and write commands 
are suspending until execution is completed. At the moment only configuration 
possibilities enabling the transmission of binary data are supported. 
 

Arguments: 
'path' 
a path descriptor returned from xi_open() 
 
'baud' 
Baud rate. Possible values are 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600, 19200 and 8400. 
 
'binear' 
Binary mode. Must be filled with 1. 
 
'parity' 
Following parity values are supported: 
 XI_NO_PARITY 
 XI_ODD_PARITY 
 XI_EVEN_PARITY 
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'stopbits' 
Valid stop bits could be: 
 XI_STOPBITS_1 
 XI_STOPBITS_15 
 XI_STOPBITS_2 
 
'bytesize' 
Word size must be between 5-8. 
 
'protocol' 
Supported protocols are: 
 XI_NO_PROTOCOL 
 XI_XON_XOFF_PROTOCOL 
 XI_HARDWARE_PROTOCOL 
 

Return value: 
If successful, the return value becomes >= 0. Otherwise -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_close(), xi_interface_rdy(), xi_open(), xi_write() 
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xi_interface_rdy()     Check interface 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_interface_rdy( 

long path 
); 
 
 

Validity: 
opened serial interface 
 

Function: 
The function xi_interface_rdy() determines the number of received, but not  yet read 
characters. With xi_read() - not suspending - you can read as much characters as 
xi_interface_rdy() returns.  
 

Arguments: 
'path' 
A path descriptor that was returned from the function xi_open(). 
 

Return value: 
Number of identifyable bytes. If no characters can be read, return value becomes 0. 
 

See also: 
xi_close(), xi_interface_init(), xi_open(), xi_read() 
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xi_is_task()     Check existence of task 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_is_task( 

long pid 
); 
 

Function: 
xi_is_task() verifies the existence of a task. With operating systems that grant the 
same task pid upon termination and repeated call of the same program, the function 
could provide a wrong return value. 
 

Arguments: 
'pid' 
Taskpid is returned by e.g. the functions xi_getpid() or xi_system() resp. 
 

Return value: 
If a task  with the PID exists, the return value becomes >= 0. Otherwise -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_getpid(), xi_is_task_redirected(), xi_send_event(), xi_system() 
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xi_is_task_redirected()     Check display redirection 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_is_task_redirected( 

void 
); 
 
 

Function: 
xi_is_task_redirected() verifies the redirection of the graphical user interface. 
Dependent of the return value the application get information about the quality of a 
redirection. 
 

Return value: 
If no display redirection is used, the return value will be zero. Otherwise the  type of 
connection can be determined. Values in the range from 2400 to 38400 are serial 
connections with the appropriate baud rates. Higher values can only be achieved by 
using a LAN with TCP/IP and sockets. 
 

See also: 
xi_is_task() 
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xi_line_editor()     Line editor 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_line_editor( 

TCHAR *text 
); 
 

Function: 
xi_line_editor() is a comfortable edit function for a text string. 
 

Arguments: 
'text' 
The length of the text string must not exceed 128 characters. The text string must 
be big enough (128*sizeof(TCHART)) to read back information. The text string can 
already hold a proposal text. The line editor can be pre-set with xi_set_line_editor(). 
 

Return value: 
2 return values are possible: 
 XI_CANCEL 
 XI_OK 
 

See also: 
xi_set_line_editor() 
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xi_load_font()     Load font 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_load_font( 

TCHAR_T *name, 
long height, 
long type 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_load_font() loads a font by 'name', 'height' and special attributes in 'type'. On 
Microsoft Windows systems, a Windows-font will be used. On Linux or OS-9 a font 
file in the directory „../XIBASE9/FONTS“ is expected. The name of the font file is 
assembled as follows: 
- Name of the font 
- Attributes („B“ = bold, „I“ = Italic) 
- Height in pixel 
- Extension „.xif“ 
 
The call xi_load_font(„Helvetica“,12,XI_BOLD_FONT|XI_ITALIC_FONT) causes the 
XiBase9-server to look for a file „HelveticaBI12.xif“ in the directory 
„../XIBASE9/FONTS“. 
If no file with the desired attributes is available, the XiBase9-server generates an 
appropriate font by using the font file without attribute-extension. 
 
The program „ttf2xif“ is able to convert Windows-fonts to XiBase9-fonts.  
Please take care about the copyright of the windows font. 
 
Fonts, that are loaded with xi_load_font(), can be freed with xi_free_font(). 
 

Arguments: 
'name' 
Name of the font. 
 
'height' 
Maximal height of the characters in pixel. 
 
'type' 
XI_NORMAL_FONT: normal font 
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XI_BOLD_FONT: bold font 
XI_ITALIC_FONT: italic font 
 

Return value: 
If successful, the function returns the handler of the font, otherwise -1. The handler 
can be used for commands like xi_set_obj_font() and xi_free_font() 
 

See also: 
xi_free_font(), xi_get_font_metric(), xi_set_obj_font() 
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xi_load_icon()     Read icon bitmap 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_load_icon( 

char *icon_bitmap, 
TCHAR *path 

); 
 

Function: 
The icon under the given path will be copied to the provided buffer. At the moment, 
32x32 pixel icons with a color depth of 4 bit per pixel are supported- The buffer must 
have a size of at least 766 bytes. The MS Windows icons differentiate in their 
transparent information. These are automatically converted to the necessary format 
upon copying. The return value informs about the actual file format. 
 

Arguments: 
'icon_bitmap' 
Buffer into whom the icon bitmap will be copied. 
 
'path' 
File name of icon file. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, the return value becomes 0 in case of an icon in XiBase9-Format, 1 in 
case of an MS-Windows-icon. Otherwise -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_icon(), xi_set_icon(), xi_install_icon(), xi_set_task_icon(), xi_set_task_iconna
me() 
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xi_lseek()     Position file pointer 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_lseek( 

long path, 
long position, 
long place 

); 
 

Function: 
lseek() repositions the file pointer for the file open on path to the byte offset given in 
position.  
Seeking to a location beyond end-of-file for a file open for writing and then writing to 
it creates a hole in the file. The hole contains data with no particular value, usually 
garbage remaining on the disk.  
 

Arguments: 
'path' 
is the path number of the open file.  
 
'position' 
 is the new file position offset.  
 
'place' 
determines from which file position the offset is based:  
0 - From the beginning of the file.  
1 - From the current position.  
2 - From the end of the file.  
 

Return value: 
The returned value is the resulting position in the file. If an error occurs, -1 is 
returned. 
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xi_make_text_ctrl()     Control string for text attrib. 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_make_text_ctrl( 

TCHAR *text, 
long type, 
long height, 
long textcolor, 
long backcolor 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_make_text_ctrl() generates a control sequence, that changes the text attributes 
until the end of line- or string resp. 
 

Arguments: 
'text' 
is the buffer, into whom the control string is being written. If 'text' == 0, only the 
length of the control string will be determined. 
 
'type' 
predefined font types like XI_COURIER, XI_FIXED, XI_HELVETICA, 
XI_SANSSERIF and XI_TIMES, combined by logical OR with text attributes like 
XI_BOLD_FONT or XI_ITALIC_FONT. If the current font type shouldn't be changed, 
XI_DEFAULT_FONT has to be used. 
 
'height' 
Font height, not being evaluated at the moment. 'height' must take on the value -1. 
 
'textcolor' 
Color of text. 
 
'backcolor' 
Background color of text. 
 

Return value: 
Returned is the string length of the control string. 
 

See also: 
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xi_make_text_icon() 
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xi_make_text_icon()     Control string for text icon 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_make_text_icon( 

TCHAR *text, 
long rsc, 
long window, 
long name 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_make_text_icon() generates a control sequence which inserts an icon into a text. 
The icon must have 32x32 pixels and 16 colors and must reside in a resource that 
the server has loaded. The icon will automatically be shrinked to a size of 16x16 
pixels. To avoid overlying icons, the line distance can be increased with the 
function xi_set_line_distance() or via the resource editor. 
 

Arguments: 
'text' 
is the buffer, into whom the control string will be written. If 'text' == 0, only the length 
of the control string will be determined. 
 
'rsc' 
Resource-ID of a resource or -1 for the current resource. 
 
'window' 
XI_ICON_POOL or window where the icon resides. 
 
'name' 
Object name of the icon. 
 

Return value: 
Returned is the string length of the control string. 
 

See also: 
xi_make_text_ctrl(), xi_make_tree_struct() 
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xi_make_tree_struct()     Create tree structure 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_make_tree_struct( 

TCHAR **list, 
long len 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_make_tree_struct() substitutes in a predefined text list reserved characters with 
vector characters, to show a hierarchical structure of different layers. The vector 
characters are joining the layers of the same hierarchy with lines. If desired this can 
be done with plus- and minus-buttons additional. The organisation has to be done of 
the application by using XI_KEY_SPACE, XI_KEY_JUNCTION_PLUS and 
XI_KEY_JUNCTION_MINUS. This function substitutes the used characters if 
necessary with XI_KEY_VLINE, XI_KEY_JUNCTION, XI_KEY_END_JUNCTION, .... 
 
Available vector characters: 
 
XI_KEY_SPACE: Space character with 16 pixel width 
XI_KEY_VLINE: Vertical line-connector 
XI_KEY_JUNCTION: Vertical T-connector 
XI_KEY_END_JUNCTION: Vertical end-connector 
XI_KEY_JUNCTION_PLUS: Vertical T-connector with plus-button 
XI_KEY_JUNCTION_MINUS: Vertical T-connector with minus-button 
XI_KEY_END_JUNCTION_PLUS: Vertical end-connector with plus-button 
XI_KEY_END_JUNCTION_MINUS: Vert. end-connector with minus-button 
 
All vector characters have a fixed width of 16 pixels. 
  

Arguments: 
'list' 
Text list, wherein the changes will be placed. 
 
'len' 
Length of the text list. 
 

See also: 
xi_make_text_ctrl(), xi_make_text_icon(), xi_set_list() 
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xi_malloc()     Allocate memory block 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
void *xi_malloc( 

long size 
); 
 

Function: 
xi_malloc() puts 'size' bytes of free memory to your disposal.  
 
Every application can review its memory usage continuously by starting the 
application programme together with the argument -alloc. Should the memory 
requirement change, a transcript line is being written to the standard output path. 
This line is to be interpreted as follows: 
 
 Program: Memory -> blocks = 51, size = 123456 Bytes 
 
'Program' is the name of the application. Blocks is the total resulting account of 
memory calls using the functions xi_alloc(), xi_calloc(), xi_free(), xi_malloc() 
und xi_realloc(). And size is total account of memory allocated by these functions.  
Please be aware, that the real memory consumption of the application is higher 
caused by the organisational overhead. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, the return value will be a pointer to the allocated memory block, 
otherwise ZERO.  
 

See also: 
xi_alloc(), xi_alloc_wcs(), xi_calloc(), xi_free(), xi_realloc() 
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xi_mkdir()     Make new directory 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_mkdir( 

TCHAR *name 
); 
 

Function: 
xi_mkdir() generates a new directory. The new directory has all access rights that 
the user has himself. 
 

Arguments: 
'name' 
Name of the new directory. If the directory shall be located under a DOS partition, 
the usual DOS file conventions have to be followed. A DOS partition is called with 
A:\, B:\ ... 
 

Return value: 
If the command could successfully be executed, a 0 is returned. If not successful, 
the return value will be -1; the global variable 'errno' will be set with the 
corresponding error code. 
 

See also: 
xi_access(), xi_rename(), xi_rmdir() 
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xi_mouse_info()     Position and state of the cursor 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_mouse_info( 

long mode, 
long window_id, 
long *x, 
long *y, 
long *l, 
long *m, 
long *r 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_mouse_info() returns the current mouse status. The status is always  or optionally 
only determined, when the requesting task has the keyboard focus. Additionally you 
can select between absolute screen coordinates (origin is bottom left) or relative 
coordinates based on the origin of the focus window. The desired information will be 
derived by logical OR relation of the argument 'mode'. The window ID is only 
necessary if XI_MOUSEINFO_RELATIVE is specified. The coordinates are  then 
based on the set origin of the specified window. The origin lies in the top left corner 
of the inner window area. This also is the focus point for the coordinates of objects 
within that window. 
 

Arguments: 
'mode' 
 XI_MOUSEINFO_RELATIVE  relative coordinates 
 XI_MOUSEINFO_ABSOLUTE  absolute screen coordinates 
 XI_MOUSEINFO_IFUPPER   Info only in topmost window 
 XI_MOUSEINFO_ALWAYS    Info for all windows 
 
'window_id' 
Window identification number that was returned from the functions xi_form_draw() 
or xi_get_window_id(). 
 
'x', 'y' 
resulting coordinates of mouse pointer. 
 
'l', 'm', 'r' 
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Status of left, middle and right mouse key. A pressed key results in a value of 1. 
 

Return value: 
xi_mouse_info() can have 3 return values. 
-1 The mouse pointer is positioned in an invalid screen area. The return values are 
not set. 
0 valid return arguments; no mouse key pressed 
1 valid return arguments; mouse key pressed. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_event_info(), xi_get_cursor(), xi_get_obj_cursor(), xi_get_touched_obj(), xi_g
rab_buttons() 
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xi_move_box()     Move rectangle 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_move_box( 

long x, 
long y, 
long width, 
long height, 
long x1, 
long y1, 
long width1, 
long height1, 
long *new_x, 
long *new_y 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_move_box() allows to move a predetermined rectangle within a delimiting 
rectangle. The movement is performed until a mouse key or the ESCAPE key are 
pressed. As soon as a second key is pressed together with the left key, the action 
will be terminated without evaluation. 
 
The delimiting rectangle is the complete screen by default. The boundary is 
activated only, if all arguments of the delimiting rectangle are valid. 
 

Arguments: 
'x', 'y' 
bottom left corner of rectangle subject to move based on the screen origin in the 
bottom left corner. 
 
'width', 'height' 
Width and height of rectangle subject to move in pixels. 
 
'x1', 'y1' 
bottom left corner of delimiting rectangle based on screen origin in bottom left corner. 
These arguments are evaluated with values being != -1 only. 
 
'width1', 'height1' 
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Width and height of delimiting rectangle. These arguments are evaluated with 
values > 0 only. 
 
'new_x', 'new_y' 
Resulting coordinates of bottom left corner. 
 

Return value: 
After successful movement the function returns 1, otherwise 0. 
 

See also: 
xi_mouse_info(), xi_move_cursor(), xi_move_shape(), xi_size_box() 
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xi_move_cursor()     Position mouse cursor 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
void xi_move_cursor( 

long x, 
long y 

); 
 
 

Function: 
xi_move_cursor() positions the mouse cursor. The coordinates refer to the screen 
origin in the bottom left corner. 
 

Arguments: 
'x', 'y' 
new coordinates of mouse cursor. 
 

See also: 
xi_mouse_info(), xi_move_box(), xi_move_shape(), xi_size_box() 
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xi_move_shape()     Move shape 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_move_shape( 

Graphic_element  *g, 
long cnt, 
long x, 
long y, 
long b, 
long h, 
long *new_x, 
long *new_y 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_move_shape() allows to move any shape across windows within a delimiting 
rectangle. The movement is performed until a mouse key or the ESCAPE key are 
pressed. As soon as a second key is pressed together with the left key, the action 
will be terminated without evaluation. The shape is defined by the vectors of the 
graphic list. Possible vectors are XI_GPOS, XI_GLINE and XI_GRECT. To define 
the shape, a maximum of 150 vectors can be used. The coordinates are screen-
coordinates referring to the screen origin in the lower left corner. 
 
A start position of the mouse pointer can be predefined by using the following 
vectors. 
 
Vector 0: 
XI_GPOS_CONNECT. The return values in 'new_x' and 'new_y' are describing the 
new position of the vector 0. 
Vector 1: 
XI_GPOS. First position command. 
Vector 2: 
e.g.: XI_GRECT. The mouse pointer will be moved to the middle point calculated of 
vector 2 - vector 1. 
 

Arguments: 
'g' 
Graphic vectors for use with a graphic object. The coordinates are pixel coordinates. 
The origin lies in the bottom left corner of the screen. 
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'x', 'y' 
bottom left corner of the delimiting rectangle referring to the screen origin in the 
bottom left corner. These arguments are evaluated with values  != -1 only. 
 
'width', 'height' 
Width and height of the delimiting rectangle. These arguments are evaluated with 
values  > 0 only. 
 
'new_x', 'new_y' 
Resulting coordinates of bottom left corner. 
 

Return value: 
After successful movement the function returns a value of  1, otherwise 0. 
 

See also: 
xi_mouse_info(), xi_move_cursor(), xi_move_box(), xi_size_box() 
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xi_obj_copy()     Copy object 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_obj_copy( 

long src_rsc, 
long src_window, 
long src_name, 
long dest_rsc, 
long dest_window, 
long mode 

); 
 

Validity: 
all objects 
 

Function: 
xi_obj_copy() copies 1 or all objects of a window from one resource to another or 
copies them in the same resource resp. During the copy process it is tried to 
duplicate all properties of the copied objects. 
 
When object names are taken over, conflicts can arise. That can be avoided right 
from the beginning, if the copy command does not try to use the object names again. 
In some cases, however,  this is not wanted. The XiBase9 server  then tries to 
extend the corresponding structures and to take over the names. A final verification 
of the successful taking over of a name can only be given by a following query, 
however.  
 

Arguments: 
'src_rsc' 
Resource-ID of source resource. A value of -1 will be interpreted as current 
resource of the application. 
 
'src_window', 'src_name' 
specify the object to be copied or the windows to be copied, resp. (src_name == -1). 
 
'dest_rsc' 
Resource-ID of destination resource. A value of -1 will be interpreted as current 
resource of the application. 
 
'dest_window' 
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Window into whom the object shall be copied. Is only evaluated if 'src_name' != -1. 
 
'mode' 
This argument defines the symbolic choice of name. 
mode == 0: New symbolic names are generated (no conflicts). 
mode == 1: It is tried to reuse the old symbolic names. This will only be possible, if 
no conflict with already existing names arises. 
If adding XI_INVISIBLE, the object will not be drawn after copying. This property can 
be changed with xi_set_attr(). 
 

Return value: 
If successful, the return value corresponds to the window- or object name of the new 
window / object, otherwise -1. 
 

Remark: 
Conflicts can arise through double defined names. The programmer bears the 
responsibility for checking and eliminating them. A check can be performed with the 
function xi_check_unique_name(). 
 

See also: 
xi_check_unique_name(), xi_obj_insert(), xi_obj_delete()  
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xi_obj_delete()     Delete objects 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_obj_delete( 

long window, 
long name 

); 
 

Validity: 
all objects 
 

Function: 
xi_obj_delete() deletes one or all objects of a window. When an object is deleted, all 
structures, texts, variable lists etc. belonging to this object are released. Deleting a 
main menu causes deletion of all related submenus also. The same procedure is 
valid for the object type XI_REGISTER. 
If a window is deleted, all subordinated objects are automatically deleted in before. 
Windows must only be deleted if they are not opened (i.e. drawn). 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object or the window resp. If 'name' == -1, all objects of a window are 
removed. 
 

See also: 
xi_obj_copy(), xi_obj_insert() 
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xi_obj_draw()     Draw object 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_obj_draw( 

long window, 
long name 

); 
 

Validity: 
all objects excluding XI_FIRSTOBJECT, XI_LASTOBJECT and XI_SUB_MENU 
 

Function: 
xi_obj_draw() draws an object. Precondition is that the superior window is drawn.  
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 

See also: 
xi_diff_draw(), xi_form_draw(), xi_form_redraw(), xi_obj_redraw(), xi_obj_refresh(), 
xi_obj_scroll() 
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xi_obj_insert()     Insert new object 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_obj_insert( 

long window, 
long typ, 
long multiple, 
long name, 
char *name_string, 
long para_0, 
long para_1 

); 
 

Validity: 
for all objects 
 

Function: 
xi_obj_insert() inserts a new object or the organizing objects of a new window resp. 
into the current resource structure. A resource structure can be generated 
with xi_rs_creat(),xi_rs_creat_shared(),xi_rs_load() or xi_rs_load_shared().  
Depending on the object type, the necessary structures, text fields etc. are 
automatically generated and integrated in the object management. Objects with 
content that is generated and integrated just at run time like e.g. text lists, icon lists 
and graphic lists, will be initialized with length 0.  
 

Arguments: 
'window' 
An argument value of -1 causes the server to generate the organizing objects of a 
window of type 'typ'. These are XI_FIRSTOBJECT and XI_LASTOBJECT as 
delimiting objects. 
'typ' 
if 'window' == -1, 'typ' will be interpreted as window type. The object 
XI_FIRSTOBJECT defines general properties of the framing window (coordinates, 
color, general event handling, ...). Currently 2 window types are supported: 
 
 XI_FORM  Universally usable window 
 XI_DIALOG  Dialogue window 
 
if 'window' >= 0, 'typ' will be interpreted as object type. Currently the following object 
types are supported: 
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 XI_BICON    Button with text and symbol(Icon) 
 XI_BITMAP    Bitmap (Window BMP format) 
 XI_BTEXT    Button with text 
 XI_COMBO_BOX   Editable text field with proposal list 
 XI_ETEXT    Editable text field 
 XI_G_BOX    Graphic object (vector graphic) 
 XI_GROUP_BOX   Empty box for designing 
 XI_I_BOX    Icon list with icons and text 
 XI_ICON    Icon with text 
 XI_H_LINE    Horizontal line 
 XI_L_BOX    Text list 
 XI_MAIN_MENU   Main menu 
 XI_P_BOX    Argument list with cursor keys left, right 
 XI_REGISTER   Register tabs 
 XI_SELECTION_BOX  Argument list with popup text list 
 XI_SLIDER_BOX   Slider 
 XI_SPIN_CONTROL  Spin control object 
 XI_SUB_MENU   Submenu 
 XI_SWITCH    Button with text and status field 
 XI_SWITCH_BOX   Button without text as status field 
 XI_TEXT    Simple text 
 XI_V_LINE    Vertical line 
 
Predefined system objects: 
 
 XI_CANCEL_BOX   Button with text (system key) 
 XI_OK_BOX        „         „        „ 
 XI_YES_BOX       „         „        „ 
 XI_NO_BOX        „         „        „ 
 XI_CONTINUE_BOX      „         „        „ 
 
 XI_LEFT_BOX   Button with arrow left 
 XI_RIGHT_BOX   Button with arrow right 
 XI_UP_BOX    Button with arrow top 
 XI_DOWN_BOX   Button with arrow bottom 
 
'multiple' 
must be filled with 0 (historically) 
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'name' 
desired name constant. A preferred value for the symbolic name can be entered 
here. The preferred name will only be taken over if he is unique. Generally a 
preferred value is not used. In this case, the value must be -1. 
 
'name_string' 
desired name as ASCII string. This argument is usually filled with ZERO.  See also 
discussion under 'name'. This argument is normally used by a mask editor. To avoid 
name collisions, a mask editor uses the function  xi_check_unique_name() for a 
preliminary check of the proposal values. 
 
'para_0', 'para_1' 
Arguments that are evaluated for integration of main menu- or submenu entries resp. 
Given a main menu entry, para_0 will be interpreted as integration number; counting 
starting from left. The menu entries start with number 0.  
Given a submenu entry, para_0 is used as identification of a main menu entry. In 
this case, para_1 is used for integration of the corresponding submenu entry. 
A setting of -1 means attachment to last position. 
 

Return value: 
The return value will be the identification number of the new object. If successful, 
the value will be != -1. This identification number is necessary for further 
manipulations, event requests etc.  
 

Example: 
Some examples shall clarify the integration of menu entries. 3 main menu entries 
already exist. You want to integrate a new main menu entry as second main menu 
entry from left. In this case, 'para_0' must become == 1. 'para_2' is not evaluated. 
The generation of submenu entries is done similarly. A submenu entry that shall be 
integrated on the first position from top below the 3. main menu entry from left must 
be transferred as argument value 'para_0' == 2 and 'para_1' == 0. 
 
The following excerpt from source code generates a new window with 1 main menu 
entry and 2 submenu entries. 
 

 void create_menu() 

 { 

    long window; 

    long h_menu; 

    long sub_menu_0; 

    long sub_menu_1; 
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    window = xi_obj_insert(-1,XI_FORM,0,-1,-1,-1,-1); 

    h_menu = xi_obj_insert(window,XI_MAIN_MENU,0,-1,-1,0,-1); 

    sub_menu_0 = xi_obj_insert(window,XI_SUB_MENU,0,-1,-1,0,0); 

    sub_menu_1 = xi_obj_insert(window,XI_SUB_MENU,0,-1,-1,0,1); 

    return;   

 } 

 
See also: 

xi_check_unique_name(), xi_obj_copy(), xi_obj_delete() 
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xi_obj_redraw()     Remove object 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_obj_redraw( 

long window, 
long name 

); 
 

Validity: 
all objects except XI_LASTOBJECT and XI_FIRSTOBJECT 
 

Function: 
xi_obj_redraw() removes a drawn object. The area formerly being occupied by the 
object will be filled with the background color. After redrawing, the attribute 
XI_INVISIBLE will be activated. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 

See also: 
xi_diff_draw(), xi_form_draw(), xi_form_redraw(), xi_obj_draw(), xi_obj_refresh() 
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xi_obj_refresh()     Refresh object 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_obj_refresh( 

long window, 
long name, 
long start, 
long len 

); 
 

Validity: 
all objects 
 

Function: 
xi_obj_refresh() refreshes the content or parts of the content of an object without 
drawing the boundaries again. A typical use would be a graphic object where, after 
a partly change of the graphic list, a complete redraw shall be avoided due to 
performance reasons. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'start' 
Element where drawing should start. This argument will be evaluated with a graphic 
object only. 
 
'len' 
Number of elements to be drawn. This argument will be evaluated from a graphic 
object only. 
 

See also: 
xi_diff_draw(), xi_form_draw(), xi_obj_draw(), xi_obj_redraw(), xi_obj_scroll() 
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xi_obj_scroll()     Scroll object 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_obj_scroll( 

long window, 
long name, 
long mode, 
long v_pos, 
long h_pos 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_BITMAP, XI_ETEXT, XI_G_BOX, XI_I_BOX, XI_L_BOX, XI_REGISTER 
 

Function: 
xi_obj_scroll() allows to change the slider positions (scroll positions) of the above 
mentioned objects. Two ways of working are possible; absolute positioning or 
incremental positioning resp. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'mode' 
defines if the position information shall be evaluated absolute or incremental. 
0 => absolute 
1 => incremental 
With absolute positioning, a position value of -1 will be ignored, i.e. the current value 
will be retained. 
 
'v_pos', 'h_pos' 
new horizontal resp. vertical position value in pixels. For objects of type  XI_L_BOX, 
the statements are done in characters. For objects of type  XI_ETEXT h_pos 
corresponds to the first displayed character, v_pos to the text cursor and graphic 
objects correspond to the standardized coordinates (..->part_x, ...->part_y). 
The position statements refer to the top left corner ob the object's work area, with 
the graphic object as exception. The reference point for the graphic object will be 
the bottom left corner.  
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Remark: 
Objects the visible window areas of which are automatically synchronized 
( xi_obj_synchronize() ), can be manipulated using a call. 
 

See also: 
xi_obj_draw(), xi_obj_refresh(), xi_obj_synchronize(), xi_set_g_view(), xi_set_regist
er_work_area() 
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xi_obj_synchronize()     Synchronize objects 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_obj_synchronize( 

long window, 
long name, 
long v_sync_obj, 
long h_sync_obj 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_BITMAP, XI_G_BOX, XI_L_BOX 
 

Function: 
With xi_obj_synchronize(), visible object areas are automatically adjusted  when the 
slider is activated or the visible area is changed via xi_obj_scroll()  respectively.  
Preconditions are: 
the objects must be of the same type. 
the areas to be synchronized should be equal. 
 
Please consider the fact that the references form a closed circle; i.e. the last object 
to be synchronized points to the first.  
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'v_sync_obj', 'h_sync_obj' 
Objects to be synchronized automatically when they are moved vertically or 
horizontally.  
 

See also: 
xi_obj_scroll() 
 

Example: 
2 graphic objects shall be synchronized in horizontal direction only. To achieve this, 
the function must be called twice. 
 xi_obj_synchronize(TREE,GOBJ_1,-1,GOBJ_2); 
 xi_obj_synchronize(TREE,GOBJ_2,-1,GOBJ_1); 
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xi_open()     Open file/interface 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_open( 

TCHAR *name, 
long mode 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_open() opens an existing file or an interface. The access right is determined via 
the mode attributes and own access rights. The mode attributes can be combined 
and can take the following value:  
 
 XI_READ Open for read access 
 XI_WRITE Open for write access 
 
Read- and write operations are performed from the beginning of the file. 
 
An interface is opened with the attributes XI_READ and XI_WRITE. Configuration of 
serial interfaces is performed with the command xi_interface_init(). 
 
xi_open() can be used for opening a file on remote machines, too. It establishes or 
uses an existing remote connection via XiLinkS and XiLinkC. The connection will be 
hold as long as the file is closed with xi_close(). The path to a remote machine will 
be build as follows: 
 /“remote machine“>/“local path“ 
Examples: 
 „/Machine1>/home/test.txt“ or 
 „/192.168.0.11>/home/test.txt“ or 
 „/COM1>/home/test.txt“ 
 

Arguments: 
'name' 
Name of file to be opened. 
 
'attr' 
The argument 'attr' defines the way of investigation. 
 

Return value: 
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Should an error occur upon opening, a -1 will be returned. The error code can then 
be found in the global variable 'errno' 
Otherwise the return value will be a path number to the opened file or interface. 
 

Remark: 
Operating systems supporting DOS partitions or DOS disks can use the normal 
DOS terms; e.g. a DOS disk drive which can be addressed in OS-9 via /pc0h ... can 
be accessed as A:\ . Similarly, a disk drive labeled under UNIX /dev/rfd0135ds18 is 
also described as A:\ . 
 

See also: 
xi_access(), xi_close(), xi_copy_file(), xi_creat(), xi_get_size(), xi_interface_init(), xi_
open_connection(), xi_read(), xi_rename(), xi_unlink(), xi_write()  
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xi_open_connection()     Open network connection 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_open_connection( 

TCHAR *path, 
long flags 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_open_connection() opens a network connection to a remote machine via XiLinkS 
and XiLinkC. The function uses TCP/IP or a Modem to establish the connection. 
The information about the connection will be retrieved from the configuration file 
„XiSysMan.cfg“ from the XiSys file manager. If no connection data can be found, the 
function tries to realize a connection over TCP/IP. The path name must start with 
the name or address of the remote machine or with the name of the serial interface 
if a modem is used. 
 

Examples: 
path = „Machine1“ 
path = „192.168.0.2“ 
path = „COM1“ 
path = „/dev/tty1“ 
 
The connection can be closed by using xi_close_connection(). 
 
All functions out of the XiBase9-API, which are used to handle the file system, are 
able to use such an opened channel to a remote machine. 
 

Remark: 
The file system commands of the API are connecting to the remote machine 
automatically. So, it isn't necessary to use xi_open_connection() before. The 
function should be applyied if the application needs the control of the network 
connections. It's indicated to use xi_open_connection() if subsequent file system 
commands have to be done. 
 

Arguments: 
'path' 
Name of the remote machine or of a serial comminication port. 
 
'flags' 
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Is reserved for future use. It need to be set to „ZERO“. 
 

Return value: 
If the connection is establish successfully, the function returns an identification 
number. Otherwise -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_open(), xi_creat(), xi_close(), xi_close_connection() 
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xi_pool_add()     Extend pool 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_pool_add( 

long pool, 
void *buf, 
long flags 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_pool_add() extends the specified pool by one entry. The buffer will be interpreted 
depending on the pool type. 
 
To save memory and to allow a centralized management of multiple usable entries, 
pools can be used. Every resource has 3 different pools. 
XI_BITMAP_POOL for bitmaps in BMP format 
XI_ICON_POOL  for 32x32 icons (4 bit color depth) 
XI_TEXT_POOL  for text entries. 
As a consequence of a changed pool entry, after a redraw all objects referring to 
this pool entry represent the changed content. Objects referring to a pool only need 
the memory for their object structure. With multiple usage of icons and bitmaps, 
considerable economy effects can be achieved. 
 
Cross references to pool entries are performed using the 
commands xi_set_bitmap_from_pool(), xi_set_icon_from(), and xi_set_text_from(). 
 

Arguments: 
'pool' 
XI_BITMAP_POOL for bitmaps in BMP format 
XI_ICON_POOL  for icons 
XI_TEXT_POOL  for text strings 
 
'buf' 
This argument is evaluated depending on the pool type. 
XI_BITMAP_POOL 'buf' is a pointer to a bitmap structure 
(BITMAPFILEHEADER*). (See also: xi_set_bitmap() ). 
XI_ICON_POOL 'buf' is a pointer to an icon bitmap with 32x32 pixels and a color 
depth of 4 bit per pixel. 
XI_TEXT_POOL 'buf' is as pointer to a text string (TCHAR*) terminated with ZERO. 
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'flags' 
XI_POOL_COMPRESS_DATA:  
The data in 'buf' will be used in stored in a compressed form. 
 

Return value: 
The return value corresponds to the ID of the new entry and will be a value >= 0. 
This ID is used as handler for all following pool commands. If not successful, return 
value will be == -1. 
 

Remark: 
A pool always belongs to a resource. 
 

See also: 
xi_pool_copy(), xi_pool_del(), xi_pool_used(), xi_set_bitmap_from_pool(), xi_set_ico
n_from() , xi_set_text_from() 
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xi_pool_copy()     Copy pool object 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_pool_copy( 

long pool, 
 source, 
long destination, 
long id 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_pool_copy() copies a pool entry from the source resource to the pool of the 
destination resource. 
 

Arguments: 
'pool' 
specifies the pool type. Possible pool types are XI_BITMAP_POOL, 
XI_ICON_POOL and XI_TEXT_POOL 
 
'source' 
specifies the source resource 
 
'destination' 
specifies the destination resource 
 
'id' 
specifies the entry in the source resource 
 

Return value: 
If successful, the return value will be the new ID of the entry in the destination 
resource. Otherwise, -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_pool_add(), xi_pool_del(), xi_pool_used(), xi_set_bitmap_from_pool(), xi_set_ico
n_from(), xi_set_text_from() 
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xi_pool_del()     Delete pool object 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_pool_del( 

long pool, 
long id 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_pool_del() removes an entry from the specified pool. Preliminary to this it must be 
checked with xi_pool_used(), if the entry is still used in the corresponding resource. 
 

Arguments: 
'pool' 
specifies the pool type. Possible pool types are XI_BITMAP_POOL, 
XI_ICON_POOL and XI_TEXT_POOL 
 
'id' 
specifies the entry within the pool 
 

Return value: 
If successful, return value will be != -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_pool_add(), xi_pool_copy(), xi_pool_used()  
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xi_pool_used()     Check usage of an object 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_pool_used( 

long pool, 
long id, 
long *buf 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_pool_used() checks all objects within the current resource for cross references to 
a pool entry. This command verifies that the pool entry is no longer used preliminary 
to removing it. 
 

Arguments: 
'pool' 
specifies the pool type. Possible pool types are XI_BITMAP_POOL, 
XI_ICON_POOL and XI_TEXT_POOL 
 
'id' 
specifies the entry within the pool 
 
'buf' 
is a pointer to a 'long' field, where those objects still using the pool entry are 
specified. If 'buf' == 0, only the number of objects will be determined. An entry in 
'buf' is to be interpreted as follows: 
- higher-order word stands for the window 
- lower-order word stands for the object name 
 

Return value: 
The return value corresponds to the number of objects cross referencing to the pool 
entry. 
 

See also: 
xi_pool_add(), xi_pool_copy(), xi_pool_del()  
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xi_popup()     Simple popup menu 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_popup( 

long len, 
long x, 
long y, 
long mode, 
... 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_popup() is a simplified form of xi_popup_menu(). The calling arguments specify 
the location and the menu texts. The program will be suspended until the user quits 
the popup menu. 
 

Arguments: 
'len' 
Number of menu entries. 
 
'x', 'y' 
Coordinates of the top left or bottom left corner of the menu box resp. The 
coordinates refer to the screen origin in the bottom left corner. The coordinates can 
be read from the event structure after an event has occurred. 
 
'mode' 
The menu box is drawn to the top or to the bottom. 
XI_CURSOR_ON_TOP 
=> x,y define the top left point of the popup menu 
XI_CURSOR_ON_BOTTOM 
1 => x,y define the bottom left point of the popup menu 
XI_DONT_WAIT 
After the popup menu was drawn, the server returns the control back to the 
application without waiting for a user action. If a menu entry is activated, an event of 
type XI_POPUP will be sent. Within the event structure, the identification number is 
shown under 'object'. 
 
'...' 
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Depending on 'cnt' a corresponding number of text strings of the format TCHAR* will 
be expected for the menu entries. The texts are interpreted as follows: 
- a zero pointer results in a horizontal separator. 
- a valid text string results in a selectable menu entry. 
- a leading control character controls the outfit of the menu entry. Only one control 
character is allowed. The control characters are: 
XI_POPUP_ENTRY_DISABLED: entry will be drawn grayed and can't be selected. 
XI_POPUP_ENTRY_CHECKED: the entry will be equipped with a checkmark. 
XI_POPUP_ENTRY_BOLD: The entry will be drawn with a bold font. 
 

Return value: 
Suspended menu: 
If a valid menu entry was selected, a number >= 0 corresponding to the order of 
entries will be returned, otherwise -1. 
 
Non suspending menu: 
If successful, a value >= 0 will be returned, otherwise -1.  
 

See also: 
xi_popup_menu() 
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xi_popup_menu()     Popup menu 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_popup_menu( 

Xi_popup *menu, 
long len, 
long x, 
long y, 
long mode 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_popup_menu() draws and manages a popup menu at any location on the screen.  
 

Arguments: 
'menu' 
Structure field containing the menu entries. The menu is displayed in the order of 
entries top down. 
 
Menu structure: 
 
 typedef structur xi_popup { 

  TCHAR *title;   Menu title 

  char *icon;     not supported yet 

  TCHAR *action;  not supported yet 

  long flags;     XI_SELECTABLE:      Menu selectable 

                  XI_MENU_SEPARATOR:  Separator-line 

                  XI_CHECKED:         Menu checked 

  long id;        Identification 

  struct xi_popup *sub; 

                  Pointer to submenu structure 

                  not supported yet 

  long sub_cnt;   Number of submenu entries 

 }   Xi_popup; 

 
'len' 
Number of entries 
 
'x', 'y' 
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Coordinates of top left or bottom left corner of the menu box resp. The coordinates 
refer to the screen origin in the bottom left corner. The coordinates can be read from 
the event structure e.g. after occurrence of an event. 
 
'mode' 
The menu box is drawn upwards or downwards. 
XI_CURSOR_ON_TOP 
=> x,y define the top left point of the popup menu 
XI_CURSOR_ON_BOTTOM 
1 => x,y define the bottom left point of the popup menu 
XI_DONT_WAIT 
After the popup menu was drawn, the server returns the control back to the 
application without waiting for a user action. If a menu entry is activated, an event of 
type XI_POPUP will be sent. Within the event structure, the identification number is 
shown under 'object'. 
 

Return value: 
Suspending menu: 
If successful, the identification number of the selected menu is returned, should the 
menu be halting. Otherwise a value >= 0. 
 
Non suspending menu: 
If successful, a value >= 0 will be returned, otherwise -1.  
 

See also: 
xi_popup() 
 

Examples: 
 #define ID_0  0 

 #define ID_1  1 

 #define ID_2  2 

 ... 

 

 long obj_name; 

 Xi_event info; 

 Xi_popup *menu; 

 long cnt,x,y; 

 

 ... 

 menu = (Xi_popup*)xi_alloc(cnt*sizeof(Xi_popup)); 

 ... 

 (menu+0)->id = ID_0; 
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 (menu+1)->id = ID_1; 

 (menu+2)->id = ID_2; 

 ... 

 

Suspending menu: 

 

 switch(xi_popup_menu(menu,cnt,x,y,XI_CURSOR_IS_ON_TOP) 

 { 

   case ID_0: ... 

   case ID_1: ... 

   case ID_2: ... 

     ... 

 

Non suspending menu: 

 

 if(xi_popup_menu( 

  menu,cnt,x,y,XI_CURSOR_IS_ON_TOP|XI_DONT_WAIT)>=0) 

 { 

   for(;;) 

   { 

     obj_name = xi_event(); 

     if(obj_name == XI_POPUP) 

     { 

       xi_get_event_info(&info); 

       switch(info.object) 

       { 

         case ID_0: ... 

         case ID_1: ... 

         case ID_2: ... 

           ... 
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xi_raise_task()     Change window stack 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_raise_task( 

long id 
); 
 

Function: 
xi_raise_task() brings all opened windows of a program to the foreground. Additional, 
child windows opened with the XI_CHILD_WINDOW-property can be reorganized. 
 

Arguments: 
'id' 
If 'id' is equal to the task-ID being returned from xi_system() or xi_getpid(), all 
windows of the task are elevated to the top of the stack. 
If 'id' is equal to a window-ID being returned from xi_form_draw_ext() and the 
window was opened with the XI_CHILD_WINDOW-property, the specified window 
will get the input focus. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, a value >= 0 will be returned. 
 

See also: 
xi_getpid(), xi_is_task(), xi_system() 
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xi_read()     Read character from file/interface 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_read( 

long path, 
void *buf, 
long len 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_read() reads the number of desired characters from an opened file or an opened 
interface into a buffer. To avoid a blockade when reading from a serial interface, the 
number of received bytes can be checked with  xi_interface_rdy(). 
 

Arguments: 
'path' 
is a path number being returned from xi_creat() or xi_open(). 
 
'buf' 
storage location for data 
 
'len' 
is the number of characters to be read. 
 

Return value: 
xi_read() returns the number of read characters. If an error occurs during reading, 
the return value will be -1 and the global variable 'errno' is set with the 
corresponding error code. 
 

See also: 
xi_close(), xi_creat(), xi_interface_rdy(), xi_open(), xi_write() 
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xi_read_message()     Read message buffer 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_read_message( 

long id, 
void *buf, 
long start, 
long len, 
long *from 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_read_message() reads a defined number of characters of a starting value from a 
message buffer. The maximum size of the message buffer can be determined 
with xi_sizeof_message() and is usually 4000 Bytes. Any information can be written 
in the message buffer. For an example on how to handle the message buffer, 
see xi_send_event(). 
 

Arguments: 
'id' 
Message buffer ID, can be returned 
from xi_alloc_message(), xi_event(), xi_check_event(), etc. An identification as 
message is possible with  XI_IS_MESSAGE(). 
 
'buf' 
Buffer, into whom the message shall be copied. 
 
'start' 
Character offset in the message buffer from where on the read process shall start. 
 
'len' 
Number of characters to be read from the message buffer. 
 
'from' 
Process ID of the program that sent the message.  
 

Return value: 
If successful, the number of read characters will be returned, otherwise -1. 
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See also: 
xi_alloc_message(), xi_free_message(), xi_send_event(), xi_send_task_event(), xi_
sizeof_message(), xi_write_message() 
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xi_realloc()     Resize memory block 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
void *xi_realloc( 

void *ptr, 
long old_size, 
long new_size 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_realloc() changes the size of a memory block, which was allocated with xi_alloc(). 
The contents of the block are unchanged up to the lesser arguments of the new and 
old sizes. The remaining space is filled with 0x00. 
 
Memory blocks generated by xi_realloc() can only be deallocated by a call 
to xi_free(). 
 

Arguments: 
'ptr' 
is a pointer to the old memory block. If 'ptr' is a null pointer, xi_realloc() behaves 
like xi_alloc() for the new size. 
 
'old_size' 
is the size of the old memory block. 
 
'new_size' 
is the size of the new memory block. 
 

Return value: 
x_realloc() returns either a null pointer or a pointer to the possibly moved allocated 
space.  
 

See also: 
xi_alloc(), xi_alloc_wcs(), xi_calloc(), xi_free(), xi_malloc() 
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xi_remote_connect()     Make connection to ... 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_remote_connect( 

char *path, 
long baud_rate, 
char *modem_init, 
char *modem_dial, 
char *modem_hangup 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_remote_connect() tries to establish a permanent communication channel to a 
remote host. The function can only connect successfully if: 
- XiLinkC is running on the remote machine or 
- if the remote PC is the display station of the current running program. 
Following types of connections can be used: 
- TCP/IP 
- serial line with modem 
- serial line without modem. 
The connection will remain active until xi_remote_shutdown() is called to signalize, 
that the channel isn't needed any longer. 
A connection to a remote host can be used by different applications, simultaneously. 
Therefore the connection will remain active as long as any application is using a 
communication channel to the remote host. 
 

Remark: 
All API-functions, which do have access to the file system, are using 
xi_remote_connect() automatically, to get access to the remote system. As soon as 
the communication channel isn't needed any longer, xi_remote_shutdown() is called 
to log off the usage of the channel, automatically. 
xi_remote_connect() should only be used if the application requires a permanent 
communication channel. 
 

Arguments: 
'path' 
Name of the remote host or the used port. This can be: 
- TCP/IP addresse of the remote PC,  
- the name of the remote PC,  
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- or the name of a serial port. 
 
'baud_rate' 
determines the speed of the serial line. If TCP/IP is used, the 'baud_rate' have to be 
set to 0. 
 
'modem_init' 
is a pointer to a control string which will be used by the modem for initialization. If 
'modem_init' == 0, the standard initialization is used. 
 
'modem_dial' 
is a pointer to a control string which includes the dial information. If 'modem_dial' == 
0 and 'baud_rate' != 0, the function tries to establish a serial connection without 
modem. 
 
'modem_hangup' 
is a pointer to a control string which will be used by the modem to hangup the 
connection. If 'modem_hangup' == 0, the standard hangup command is used. 
 

Return value: 
If having success, the identification number of the channel is returned. Otherwise -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_remote_info(), xi_remote_shutdown(), xi_remote_speed() 
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xi_remote_info()     Properties of a connection 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_remote_info( 

long remote_id, 
Xi_remote_info *info 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_remote_info() retrieves information about the properties of a communication 
channel. The settings will be copied into the data structure Xi_remote_info. 
 
 typedef struct xi_remote_info { 
  char display[64]; 
  char hostname[64]; 
  unsigned char inetaddr[4]; 
  char interface_name[64]; 
  long baudrate; 
  unsigned long flags; 
 #define XI_SERIAL_CONNECTION 0x00000001 
 #define XI_SOCKET_CONNECTION 0x00000002 
 #define XI_LITTLE_ENDIAN  0x00000010 
 #define XI_REMOTE_API_2  0x00000200 
  long os; 
 #define XI_OS_OS9  0 
 #define XI_OS_UNIX  1 
 #define XI_OS_DOS  2 
 #define XI_OS_WIN32  3 
 #define XI_OS_WINNT  4 
 #define XI_OS_WIN2000 5 
 #define XI_OS_WINXP  6 
  long cpu; 
 #define XI_CPU_68K  0 
 #define XI_CPU_PPC  1 
 #define XI_CPU_386  2 
 #define XI_CPU_SH3  3 
 #define XI_CPU_SH4  4 
 #define XI_CPU_ARM  5 
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 } Xi_remote_info; 
 

Arguments: 
'remote_id' 
is the identification number of a communication channel which was returned 
from xi_remote_connect(). 
 
'info' 
is a pointer to a data structure of type Xi_remote_info, which will be filled in by the 
function. 
 

Return value: 
If having success, the function returns the speed of the communication channel, 
otherwise -1. A value >= 1000000 indicates a connection via TCP/IP. 
 

See also: 
xi_remote_connect(), xi_remote_shutdown(), xi_remote_speed() 
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xi_remote_shutdown()     Shutdown connection 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_remote_shutdown( 

long remote_id 
); 
 

Function: 
xi_remote_shutdown() closes the communication channel to the remote host.  
Due to the fact, that a connection to a remote host can be used simultaneously by 
various applications, the final shutdown is be done after all applications have logged 
of their communication channels. 
 

Arguments: 
'remote_id' 
is the identification number of a communication channel which was returned 
from xi_remote_connect(). 
 

Return value: 
After successful log off of the channel, the function returns a value != -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_remote_connect(), xi_remote_info(), xi_remote_speed() 
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xi_remote_speed()     Speed of a communication channel 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_remote_speed( 

long remote_id 
); 
 

Function: 
xi_remote_speed() returns the speed of a communication channel. The return value 
gives information about the type of connection. Values in the range 2400 < value < 
1000000 means a connection via serial line. Bigger values can only be interpreted 
as a TCP/IP connection. 
 

Arguments: 
'remote_id' 
is the identification number of a communication channel which was returned 
from xi_remote_connect(). 
 

Return value: 
A active connection returns a value > 0. Otherwise the return value will be -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_remote_connect(), xi_remote_info(), xi_remote_shutdown() 
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xi_rename()     Rename file, directory 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_rename( 

TCHAR *old, 
TCHAR *new 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_rename() changes the name of a file or of a directory.  
 

Arguments: 
'old' 
Name of file to be renamed. 
 
'new' 
New file name. 
 

Return value: 
If an error occurs while renaming, a -1 will be returned. The error code can be found 
in the global variable 'errno' then. 
 

See also: 
xi_access(), xi_close(), xi_creat(), xi_unlink()  
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xi_rmdir()     Remove directory 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_rmdir( 

TCHAR *name 
); 
 

Function: 
xi_rmdir() removes the specified directory. This is only possible, if it contains no 
other files or subdirectories. 
 

Arguments: 
'name' 
Name of directory to be removed. 
 

Return value: 
If the command could be processed successfully, a 0 will be returned; otherwise  a -
1 and the global variable 'errno' will be set with the corresponding error code. 
 

Remark: 
Operating systems supporting DOS partitions or DOS disks can use the normal 
DOS terms; e.g. a DOS disk drive which can be addressed in OS-9 via /pc0h ... can 
be accessed as A:\ . Similarly, a disk drive labeled under UNIX /dev/rfd0135ds18 is 
also described as A:\ . 
 

See also: 
xi_access(), xi_mkdir(), xi_rename(), xi_unlink() 
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xi_rs_change()     Change resource 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_rs_change( 

long id 
); 
 

Function: 
xi_rs_change() changes the resource of a program. A switch can only be done 
between resources that an application has generated or loaded 
with  xi_rs_creat(), xi_rs_creat_shared(), xi_rs_load(), xi_rs_load_shared() 
or xi_rs_share(). All following commands refer to the new resource.  
 
Programs can load several resources simultaneously and, if necessary, switch 
between them optionally. 
 

Arguments: 
'id' 
Resource ID, is returned from the 
commands xi_rs_creat(), xi_rs_creat_shared(), xi_rs_load(), xi_rs_load_shared(), xi
_rs_name(), or xi_rs_share(). 
 

Return value: 
If successful, the return value corresponds to the identification number of the 
resource now being valid for the task. 
 

Remark: 
It is possible to switch to the resource of a foreign application, if the resource ID of 
the application is known. Changes in this resource also have an effect on the foreign 
application. When a resource is used multiple, please see to it that windows 
allowing changes (e.g. editable texts), are not repeatedly opened simultaneously. 
 

See also: 
xi_rs_creat(), xi_rs_creat_shared(), xi_rs_free(), xi_rs_load(), xi_rs_load_shared(), x
i_rs_name(), xi_rs_save(), xi_rs_share() 
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xi_rs_creat()     Create new resource 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_rs_creat( 

TCHAR *name 
); 
 

Function: 
xi_rs_creat() creates a new resource entry in the resource table of the server. All 
necessary data structures are generated. Only object trees and objects can be 
inserted to this resource.  
 
When a resource is not needed any longer, it can be released with xi_rs_free()  
 

Arguments: 
'name' 
is a string containing the name of the new resource. This name must be  unique in 
an application. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, xi_rs_creat() returns a value >= 0. This value is then used as resource 
identification number. 
 

See also: 
xi_rs_creat_copy(), xi_rs_creat_shared(), xi_rs_change(), xi_rs_free(), xi_rs_load(), 
xi_rs_load_shared(), xi_rs_name(), xi_rs_save(), xi_rs_share() 
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xi_rs_creat_copy()     Create copy of a window 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_rs_creat_copy( 

long rsc, 
long tree 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_rs_creat_copy() creates a new resource and copies a window from the resource 
'rsc' into the new resource.  
 
All object-ID's can be used unchanged in the new resource. 
 
This function should be applied in case of drawing a window by using a shared 
resource multiple. 
 

Arguments: 
'rsc'  
Resource-ID of the resource which includes the window to be copied. 
 
'tree' 
Name of the window 
 

Return value: 
If successful, xi_rs_creat_copy() returns a value >= 0. This value is then used as 
resource identification number. 
 

See also: 
xi_obj_copy(), xi_rs_creat(), xi_rs_free(), xi_rs_load(), xi_rs_load_shared(), xi_rs_na
me(), xi_rs_share() 
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xi_rs_creat_shared()     Create shared resource 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_rs_creat_shared( 

TCHAR *name 
); 
 

Function: 
xi_rs_creat_shared() creates a new resource entry in the resource table of the 
server, if no shared resource exists under the same name. The new resource will be 
shared, i.e. other applications can make use of the resource as well. Consequently, 
all changes within the resource are valid for all users of this resource. The shared 
use is initiated by logging on with xi_rs_share(). 
 

Arguments: 
'name' 
is a string, containing the name of the resource. The name must be unique within 
the application. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, xi_rs_creat_shared() returns a value >= 0. This value will then be used 
as resource identification number. 
 

See also: 
xi_rs_creat(), xi_rs_creat_copy(), xi_rs_change(), xi_rs_free(), xi_rs_load(), xi_rs_lo
ad_shared(), xi_rs_name(), xi_rs_save(), xi_rs_share() 
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xi_rs_free()     Release resource 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_rs_free( 

long id 
); 
 

Function: 
xi_rs_free() releases a resource. All data areas of the resource become invalid. In 
case the link count of the resource becomes 0, the entry will be removed from the 
resource table of the server. It is absolute important to make sure that no windows 
are opened the description of which refers to this resource. When signing off an 
application with xi_deinit_appl(), all resources of an application are released 
automatically. 
 

Arguments: 
'id' 
Resource ID, is returned by the 
commands xi_rs_creat(), xi_rs_creat_shared(), xi_rs_load(), xi_rs_load_shared(), xi
_rs_name(), or xi_rs_share(). 
 

Return value: 
If successful, unequal -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_rs_creat(), xi_rs_creat_shared(), xi_rs_change(), xi_rs_load(), xi_rs_load_shared(
), xi_rs_name(), xi_rs_save(), xi_rs_rename(), xi_rs_share() 
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xi_rs_name()     Get resource name 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_rs_name( 

void 
); 
 

Function: 
xi_rs_name() identifies the actual valid resource for the calling task. The handler of 
this resource will be the return value, which corresponds to the return value 
of  xi_rs_creat(), xi_rs_creat_shared(), xi_rs_load(), xi_rs_load_shared() 
or xi_rs_share(). 
 

Return value: 
If successful, i.e. a resource is assigned to the task, the return value will be >= 0. 
Otherwise -1.  
 

See also: 
xi_rs_change(), xi_rs_creat(), xi_rs_creat_shared(), xi_rs_free(), xi_rs_load(), xi_rs_l
oad_shared(), xi_rs_rename(), xi_rs_save(), xi_rs_share() 
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xi_rs_load()     Load resource 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_rs_load( 

TCHAR *name 
); 
 

Function: 
xi_rs_load() loads a resource that was generated with the resource editor XiResEd. 
A resource comprises of the following files: 
- *.rsc HEX picture descriptions 
- *.txt language dependent object texts 
- *.hin language dependent remark texts 
- *.def Name definitions of objects (needed only for resource editor) 
- *.h   Header file for C source code 
 
Depending on the purpose, not all files are necessary. So, for an application that is 
only using resources, the files '*.def' and '*.h' are not necessary.  On the other hand, 
applications like the resource editor XiResEd need the file '*.def' to show the name 
definitions of the objects. This is controlled with the function xi_set_expert_mode(). 
With xi_set_expert_mode(1), all files that are necessary for editing a resource will 
be loaded.  
 

Arguments: 
'name' 
Name of resource to load. 
 

Language independence: 
To support different languages, the resource is split into different files. The language 
dependent files are '*.txt' for object texts and '*.hin' for dialogues. By switching the 
language dependent files it will be possible to support another language without the 
need for compiling or linking. Multilingual resources can be stored in appropriate 
subdirectories. 
 
If the XiBase9 server is started with the option -l=<language directory> a language 
will be predefined for all following applications. Some examples: 
-l=DE    German 
-l=EN English 
-l=FR    French 
-l=IT Italian 
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-l=JP Japanese 
-l=KO Korean ... 
Calling xi_rs_load(), XiBase9 searches the resource in the specified language 
subdirectory. If not successful, the 'name' will be used as path information without 
further interpretation. 
 

Example: 
Condition:  
The server or the first application was started with the option -l=JP. The source code 
line 
 
rsc = xi_rs_load(„/XIBASE9/RSC/test“); 
 
will then result in a search of resource files in the following order: 
 
 1. „/XIBASE9/RSC/JP/test.rsc“,  
  „/XIBASE9/RSC/JP/test.txt“, 
  „/XIBASE9/RSC/JP/test.hin“ 
 
 2. „/XIBASE9/RSC/test.rsc“, 
  „/XIBASE9/RSC/JP/test.txt“, 
  „/XIBASE9/RSC/JP/test.hin“ 
 
 3. „/XIBASE9/RSC/test.rsc“, 
  „/XIBASE9/RSC/test.txt“, 
  „/XIBASE9/RSC/test.hin“ 
 

Return value: 
If successful, a resource identification number >= 0 will be returned. The current 
valid resource for the task is the one newly loaded.  
 

Remark: 
A task can use several resources simultaneously. Resources are managed task 
dependent. With xi_rs_load(), a resource can be used for the calling task. If a 
resource shall be used for various tasks, the commands xi_rs_load_shared() 
or xi_rs_share() must be used, respectively. 
 
Please consider the fact that a resource loaded with xi_rs_load() must only be 
released from the same application it was loaded by. 
 

See also: 
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xi_get_xibase9_path(), xi_rs_creat(), xi_rs_creat_copy(), xi_rs_creat_shared(), xi_rs_c
hange(), xi_rs_free(), xi_rs_load_shared(), xi_rs_name(), xi_rs_rename(), xi_rs_save(),
 xi_rs_share() 
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xi_rs_load_shared()     Load shared resource 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_rs_load_shared( 

TCHAR *name 
); 
 

Function: 
xi_rs_load_shared() allows to use a resource shared. This command loads, similar 
to xi_rs_load(), the resource files, if the resource does not already exist as shared in 
the resource management of the XiBase9 server. Otherwise a switch to the 
resource will be done and only the link count will be incremented. See also 
discussion of xi_rs_load(). 
 
If the same resource is to be used multiple, it is very important to keep in mind that 
the manipulation of objects has an effect on all applications which share the 
resource. It should be avoided to use the same screen setup at the same time when 
it is subject to possible changes. (Lists, editable texts, argument elements). 
 
Advantage: 
Reduction of necessary system resources (memory); shared use of texts, icons, 
dialogues, ..., realization of clipboards; 
 

Arguments: 
'name' 
Name of multiple usable resource to load. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, a resource identification number >= 0 will be returned. The current 
valid resource for the calling task will be the one newly loaded. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_xibase9_path(), xi_rs_creat(), xi_rs_creat_copy(), xi_rs_creat_shared(), xi_rs
_change(), xi_rs_free(), xi_rs_load(), xi_rs_name(), xi_rs_rename(), xi_rs_save(), xi
_rs_share() 
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xi_rs_rename()     Rename resource 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_rs_rename( 

long id 
TCHAR *new 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_rs_rename() changes the name of a resource.  
 

Arguments: 
'id' 
Resource ID of resource subject to change. 
 
'new' 
is a string with the new name of the resource. 
 
Attention: 
xi_rs_rename() must not be used for resources that were loaded with  xi_rs_share(). 
 

See also: 
xi_rs_change(), xi_rs_creat(), xi_rs_creat_copy(), xi_rs_creat_shared(), xi_rs_free(),
 xi_rs_load(), xi_rs_load_shared(), xi_rs_name(), xi_rs_save(), xi_rs_share() 
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xi_rs_save()     Save resource 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_rs_save( 

TCHAR *name 
); 
 
 

Function: 
xi_rs_save() saves the current resource under the specified path.  
 
A resource comprises of various thematic blocks. The individual blocks are saved in 
files describing a resource together. 
 
*.rsc object related picture description (HEX), language independent 
*.txt  object related texts (ASCII or UNICODE), language dependant 
*.hin Info texts (ASCII or UNICODE), language dependant 
*.h  Header file 'C' integration (ASCII), only for development 
*.def Classification file of object names (ASCII), only for development 
 

Arguments: 
'name' 
is the name under which this resource shall be saved. 
 

Return value: 
The function return 0 if successful, otherwise -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_xibase9_path(), xi_rs_change(), xi_rs_creat(), xi_rs_creat_shared(), xi_rs_fre
e(), xi_rs_load(), xi_rs_load_shared(), xi_rs_name(), xi_rs_rename(), xi_rs_share() 
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xi_rs_share()     Use shared resource 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_rs_share( 

TCHAR *name 
); 
 

Function: 
xi_rs_shared() allows to use a resource jointly. The resource must have been 
loaded or newly generated as shared resource by another application. (See 
also xi_rs_creat_shared() and xi_rs_load_shared() ). 
 

Arguments: 
'name' 
Name of multiple usable resource to be loaded. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, a resource identification number >= 0 will be returned. The current 
valid resource for the calling task will be the one newly loaded. 
 

See also: 
xi_rs_creat(), xi_rs_creat_copy(), xi_rs_creat_shared(), xi_rs_change(), xi_rs_free(),
 xi_rs_load(), xi_rs_load_shared(), xi_rs_name(), xi_rs_rename(), xi_rs_save() 
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xi_save_bitmap()     Store bitmap of an Object 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_save_bitmap( 

long window, 
long name, 
TCHAR_T *filename 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_BITMAP, XI_G_BOX 
 

Function: 
xi_save_bitmap() copies the bitmap of an object of type XI_BITMAP or XI_G_BOX 
into a file with name 'filename'. The function doesn't make a screenshot. It copies 
not visible areas to the file, too. 
If the object,  specified by 'window' and 'name', is a vector graphic object, all vectors 
inside of the specified area will be drawn into the file. The area can be defined with 
a previous call of xi_set_g_view(). 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'filename' 
Name of the bitmap file. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, the function return a value != -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_bitmap() 
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xi_send_event()     Send message 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_send_event( 

long pid, 
long message 

); 
 

Validity: 
only for XiBase9 applications within the same display. 
 

Function: 
xi_send_event() sends a message to a program. The message is any number. The 
receiving program receives an event of type XI_USER_MSG. 
Using xi_get_event_info(), more detailed information can be requested. The 
message 'message' can be found in the structure entry ->object; information about 
the sender of the message can be found in ->from. 
 
If any further messages shall be transmitted, a data exchange can be done using 
message buffers. See also xi_alloc_message(), xi_write_message() .... 
 

Arguments: 
'pid' 
Task ID of program to be notified 
 
'message' 
the message can be any number. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, return value will be != -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_check_event(), xi_event(), xi_get_event_info(), xi_send_event_ext()  
 

Example: 
 
A program transmits an ASCII string to another program known to him and waits for 
confirmation. 
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 /* Excerpt from source code of transmitting program */ 

 void main(argc,argv) 

 long argc; 

 char **argv; 

 { 

  Xi_events e; 

  long message_id; 

  long receiver_id; 

  long length; 

  long obj_name; 

  .... 

 /* Sign on program */ 

  xi_init_appl(argc,argv); 

  .... 

 /* Call recipient  */ 

  receiver_id = xi_system(„receiver“,1); 

  .... 

 /* Organize message buffer */ 

  message_id = xi_alloc_message(); 

  if(message_id != -1) 

  { 

  /* Enter length  */ 

   length = strlen(„Hello“); 

   xi_write_message(message_id,&length,0,sizeof(long)); 

  /* Write message */ 

   xi_write_message( 

   
 message_id,“Hello“,sizeof(long),strlen(„Hello“)); 

  /* Send message */ 

   xi_send_event(receiver_id,message_id); 

  /* Wait for confirmation */ 

   do 

   { 

    obj_name = xi_event(); 

    xi_get_event_info(&e); 

   } while(obj_name != XI_USER_MSG  

    && e.object != message_id); 

  /* Release message buffer */ 

   xi_free_message(message_id); 

  } 

  .... 

 

 /* Excerpt from source code of receiving program */ 
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 void main(argc,argv) 

 long argc; 

 char **argv; 

 { 

  Xi_events e; 

  long length; 

  long obj_name; 

  char *buf; 

  ..... 

 /* Log on program */ 

  xi_init_appl(argc,argv); 

  .... 

 /* Message loop */ 

  do 

  { 

  /* wait for message */ 

   obj_name = xi_event(); 

   xi_get_event_info(&e); 

   if(obj_name == XI_USER_MSG&&XI_IS_MESSAGE(e.object)) 

   { 

   /* Read message */ 

    if(xi_read_message( 

     e.object,&length,0,sizeof(long),0) != -1) 

    { 

     buf = xi_alloc(length+1); 

     xi_read_message( 

      obj_name,buf,sizeof(long),length,0); 

    /* Confirm message */ 

     xi_send_event(e.from,e.object); 

    } 

   } 

   .... 

  } while(.....); 
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xi_send_event_ext()     Send message (ext. capabilities) 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_send_event_ext( 

char *display_name, 
char *task_name, 
long pid, 
long message, 
long flags 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_send_event_ext() sends a message to a program which is running on the same 
machine as the calling process. The message is any number. The receiving 
program receives an event of type XI_USER_MSG. Using xi_get_event_info(), more 
detailed information can be requested. The message 'message' can be found in the 
structure entry ->object; information about the sender of the message can be found 
in ->from. 
 

Arguments: 
'display_name' 
is the name of the display the receiving task is announced to. If 'display_name' == 0, 
the local display variable is used. 
 
'task_name' 
the receiving task can be identified by its name. The name is case sensitive. If 
'task_name' == 0, only the 'pid' is used for identification. 
 
'pid' 
Task ID of program to be notified. If 'pid' == -1, all tasks specified by the 'task_name' 
will receive the message. 
 
'message' 
the message can be any number. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, the return value indicates the number of messages that have been 
sent. 
If the function fails, the return value is -1. To get extented error information, 
call xi_get_last_error(). 
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Possible errors: 

XI_ERR_MEMORY 
XI_ERR_DISPLAY_NOT_FOUND 
XI_ERR_TASK_NOT_FOUND 
XI_ERR_EVENT_QUEUE_FULL 
 

See also: 
xi_check_event(), xi_event(), xi_get_event_info(), xi_send_event()  
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xi_send_task_event()     Message to foreign task  
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_send_task_event( 

long pid, 
long message 

); 
 

Validity: 
 
only for XiBase9 applications within the same display. 
 

Function: 
xi_send_task_event() sends a message to a program. This is a number being 
interpreted as event by the other program. To avoid confusion during evaluation, the 
message should be > 65535. The receiving program can distinguish a message 
from a server event only through the structure entry of ->from != -1. 
 
The message XI_KILL_TASK can not be ignored and results in termination. 
 
In the future xi_send_task_event() should be replaced with xi_send_event() . 
 

Arguments: 
'pid' 
Task ID of program to be notified 
 
'message' 
a number that is received and analysed by the task to be notified. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, return value will be != -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_send_event() 
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xi_send_touch_activity()     Touch screen-Interface 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_send_touch_activity( 

long flags, 
long x, 
long y 

); 
 

Function: 
XiBase9 is able to support touch screens. It's realized by using a normal XiBase9-
application. This application can be started and be terminated at any time. To start it 
automatically while launching the XiBase9-server the entry „touch_prg:“ can be used. 
 
XiSys Software delivers a C-source code framework in it's development package 
„XiProfessional“, that handles the necessary belongings to make the touch screen 
support comfortable. E.g.: 
- initial adjustment 
- Save and reading of the settings 
- scaling of the coordinates 
The source code framework has only to be extended by a routine that converts the 
output of the touch screen to X/Y-coordinates. 
 
With the function xi_send_touch_activity() the X/Y-coordinates and the current touch 
state (touched or not touched) are reported to the XiBase9-server. 
 

Arguments: 
'flags' 
0: The touch screen isn't touched. 
1: The touch screen is touched. 
 
'x', 'y' 
Coordinates of the touch point whereas the screen origin is located at the  lower left 
corner of the screen. Scaling will be calculated automatically by using the settings of 
the initial adjustment. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, the function returns the current touch state. Otherwise -1. 
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xi_set_attr()     Set object attributes 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_attr( 

long window, 
long name, 
long attr, 
long mode 

); 
 

Validity: 
all objects 
 

Function: 
xi_set_attr() changes the object attributes of an object. The following list shows the 
changeable attributes. Attributes not described here are reserved to the XiBase9 
server. 
 
XI_AUTOPLACE: 
A new window will be positioned automatically, i.e. based on the position of the 
preceding window of the same type. 
XI_BITMAP_CENTRED: 
XI_BITMAP_LT_ALIGNED: 
XI_BITMAP_LB_ALIGNED: 
XI_BITMAP_RT_ALIGNED: 
XI_BITMAP_RB_ALIGNED: 
A picture (XI_BITMAP) can be aligned within the surrounding object coordinates, if 
no sliders are agreed for the object. 
The following alignments can be defined: 
centred, top left, bottom left, top right, bottom right. 
XI_CENTRED: 
Texts are centred. Aligning the text to the left border is done by resetting the 
arguments XI_RIGHT_ALIGNED | XI_CENTRED. 
With objects of type XI_FIRSTOBJECT, this argument results in a center positioning 
when first displaying the window. 
XI_DONT_QUANTIFY: 
The color table of a bitmap object will not be quantified. 
XI_GRAVITY_RIGHT: 
XI_GRAVITY_BOTTOM: 
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Object size is not changed when the window size is changed. The alignment of the 
objects main focus is done according to the borderlines of the superior window. By 
default, the alignment will be done to the top left corner of the window work area. 
XI_GRID_LOWERED: 
XI_GRID_RAISED: 
The individual pixels within an object of type XI_BITMAP will be displayed 
embossed or engraved. Precondition here is, that a corresponding zoom factor is 
set and the flag XI_GRID is set active. 
XI_GRID: 
Objects of type XI_BITMAP can be overlaid with a grid. This grid depends on the 
defined grid color (OBJ_BITMAP_GRID_COLOR(i)) and the grid design 
(XI_GRID_LOWERED, XI_GRID_RAISED). 
XI_HALFINTENSITY: 
Text strings in objects except list objects and parameter objects will be displayed 
with half intensity. 
Objects of type XI_ICON will display the icon bitmap in monochrome, if this attribute 
is activated. 
XI_HORIZONTAL_SLIDER: 
Objects of the XI_I_BOX can own one slider only. The default configuration is a 
vertical slider. XI_HORIZONTAL_SLIDER changes this property by replacing the 
vertical slider with a horizontal slider. 
XI_ICONPLACEMENT_LEFT: 
XI_ICONPLACEMENT_RIGHT: 
An entry of an icon list object consists of a text field and an icon. The icon can be 
placed left, above or right of the text field. If either XI_ICONPLACEMENT_LEFT nor 
XI_ICONPLACEMENT_RIGHT is activated, the icon is placed above the text field. 
XI_INVISIBLE: 
Object will not be displayed. A currently displayed object will be replaced with the 
background color of its window. 
XI_KEEP_COLORED: 
This attribut disables the exchange of the color of an object when it's status is 
changing. 
The bitmap of an icon button (XI_BICON) keeps it's colors, if the object is not 
selectable. The inverting of the text colors of selected entries of a text list will be 
disabled. 
XI_MENU_SEPARATOR: 
Submenu objects having activated this flag will be displayed as horizontal separator. 
XI_NO_AUTO_REFRESH: 
This attribute avoids the immediate display of changes performed on an objects 
visual properties. The display can be forced with xi_obj_draw() or xi_obj_refresh() 
any time. 
XI_NO_AUTO_SLIDER: 
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The automatic slider assignment for objects of type XI_L_BOX, XI_G_BOX, 
XI_I_BOX and XI_BITMAP will be suppressed. 
XI_NO_FRAME: 
The frame of a window or a list object (XI_FIRSTOBJECT, XI_G_BOX, XI_I_BOX, 
XI_L_BOX) will not be drawn. 
XI_PLACEMENT_BOTTOM: 
The object will be drawn behind overlapping objects. 
XI_RESIZE_WIDTH: 
XI_RESIZE_HEIGHT: 
When the window size is changed, the object size changes in horizontal or vertical 
direction resp. The distance to the corresponding border side remains constant. 
XI_RESIZE_WIDTH_PROP: 
XI_RESIZE_HEIGHT_PROP: 
The object size of an object changes relative to the change of window size in 
horizontal or vertical direction, resp. 
If the object is of type XI_FIRSTOBJECT, all objects within this window are changed 
in their horizontal or vertical direction in the same relation. All alignment properties 
of subordinated window objects will be ignored. 
XI_RIGHT_ALIGNED: 
Texts are aligned right justified within their position frame. Standard is left justified. 
XI_SECRET: 
For entering a password, an asterisk „*“ instead of the typed in character  will be 
displayed. 
XI_SHOW_MAXIMIZED: 
Window will be opened maximized. This property must be set before xi_form_draw() 
is called. 
XI_TAB_SEPARATOR: 
Tables will be enhanced with vertical separators. 
XI_TEXT_CENTRED: 
XI_TEXT_LT_ALIGNED: 
XI_TEXT_TOP_ALIGNED: 
XI_TEXT_RT_ALIGNED: 
XI_TEXT_RIGHT_ALIGNED: 
XI_TEXT_RB_ALLIGNED: 
XI_TEXT_BOTTOM_ALLIGNED: 
XI_TEXT_LB_ALLIGNED: 
Object of the XI_TEXT show it's text contents inside of a invisible bounding box. The 
text, can be alligned inside of the box by using the above properties. 
If none of these properties is selected, the text will be placed at the left side of the 
box and centred in vertical direction. 
Meaning of the abbreviations: 
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LT = left top edge 
TOP = centred on top 
RT = right top edge 
RIGHT = centred on right side 
RB = right bottom edge 
CB = centred on bottom 
LB = left bottom edge 
XI_TEXT_LOWERED: 
XI_TEXT_RAISED: 
The individual text fields within tables are displayed embossed or engraved. 
XI_TRANSPARENT_BACKGND: 
An icon bitmap consists of the color information and a transparent information. Only 
the pixels not being marked as transparent will be displayed. The other pixels will be 
filled with the color of the object underneath.  
In case the background object is a bitmap however, another icon or an object that 
should just be partly over painted, the attribute XI_TRANSPARENT_BACKGND can 
be set. The background will be overwritten then only with the non transparent area 
of the icon bitmap. This attribute can result in a slower screen display. 
XI_USE_ICONPOOL: 
Objects of type XI_ICON and XI_BICON get their icon bitmap from the icon pool of 
their own resource. This attribute is set automatically by the function xi_set_icon() 
or xi_set_icon_from(), resp. A manipulation is dangerous. 
XI_USE_SHADOWBITMAP: 
Objects of type XI_G_BOX draw their vectors first into a bitmap that is generated 
automatically by the system. This bitmap will then be displayed on the screen. The 
advantage of this method is a speed improvement when it comes to long vector lists  
( > 10000 vectors); both for the first display as well as for restoring the window 
content. 
This attribute is available for 32 bit systems only. 
XI_USE_TEXTPOOL: 
Objects of type XI_TEXT, XI_BTEXT, XI_ICON, XI_BICON get their text from the 
text pool of their own resource. This attribute is changed by the 
functions xi_set_text() and xi_set_text_from(). Manipulations are reserved to the 
resource editor. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'attr' 
bit wise OR relation of attributes subject to change. 
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'mode' 
The transferred attributes are set additionally if 'mode' == 1 or reset if 'mode' == 0. 
 

Remark: 
If, aside from the object attributes, other properties of objects shall be manipulated it 
can make sense to retrieve a copy of the object structure with xi_get_obj_desc(), 
explicitly manipulate it and to write it back with  xi_set_obj_desc(). 
 

See also: 
xi_get_attr(),xi_get_handling(), xi_get_next_obj(), xi_get_obj_desc(), xi_get_obj_des
c_in(), xi_set_handling(), xi_set_obj_desc() 
 

Example: 
The pre-set attributes of an object shall be changed from XI_CENTRED to 
XI_RIGHT_ALIGNED. 
 
 xi_set_attr(window,name,XI_CENTRED,0); 
 xi_set_attr(window,name,XI_RIGHT_ALIGNED,1); 
 
in case even more changes shall be performed 
 
 Object obj; 
 
 xi_get_obj_desc(window,name,&obj); 
 obj.attr &= ~(XI_CENTRED|XI_RIGHT_ALIGNED) 
 obj.attr |= XI_RIGHT_ALIGNED; 
 ... 
 ... 
 xi_set_obj_desc(window,name,&obj); 
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xi_set_background()     Set desktop background 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_background( 

long color, 
void *data, 
long flags 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_set_background() sets the background color and the background bitmap of the 
screen. The attributes in 'flags' determines, what parameters will be evaluated by 
the server. 
 
This function will only by processed for local graphics on Linux or OS-9.  
 

Arguments: 
'color' 
color-ID in the range from 0-255. If no predefined color in the range from 0-31 is 
used, a new color-ID can be generated by xi_alloc_color(). The argument 'color' will 
only be evaluated, if XI_BACKGND_COLOR_SET is active. 
 
'data' 
'data' points to a pathname of a bitmap file of type „BMP“, if 
XI_BACKGND_BITMAP_SET is active. 
 
'flags' 
determines, what actions have to be processed by the server. 
XI_BACKGND_BITMAP_REMOVE:  
removes the current background bitmap. 
XI_BACKGND_BITMAP_SET:  
set a new background bitmap. 'data' points to it's location. 
XI_BACKGND_BITMAP_LOGO:  
set the XiSys-Logo as background bitmap. 
XI_BACKGND_BITMAP_FULLSCREEN:  
resize the bitmap to the size of the screen. 
XI_BACKGND_COLOR_SET:  
set a new background color. 
XI_BITMAP_CENTRED:  
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place the bitmap in the middle of the screen. 
XI_BITMAP_LT_ALIGNED:  
place the bitmap in the left upper corner. 
XI_BITMAP_RT_ALIGNED:  
place the bitmap in the right upper corner. 
XI_BITMAP_RB_ALIGNED:  
place the bitmap in the right lower corner. 
 
The alignment attributes for the background bitmap will only be evaluated, if 
XI_BACKGND_BITMAP_SET is active and XI_BACKGND_BITMAP_FULLSCREEN 
is not active. 
 

See also: 
xi_set_screen_saver() 
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xi_set_bit()     Change bit in byte field 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_bit( 

void *buf, 
long bit, 
long mode 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_set_bit() changes the status of a bit in a bit field.  
 

Arguments: 
'buf' 
Field, in which the bit status shall be changed. 
 
'bit' 
Bit number.  
 
'mode' 
mode == 1 the corresponding bit will be set. 
mode == 0 the corresponding bit will be reset. 
 

Return value: 
xi_set_bit() returns a 1, if the corresponding bit is set, otherwise a 0. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_bit() 
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xi_set_bitmap()     Set bitmap in BMP format 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_bitmap( 

long window, 
long name, 
long mode, 
void *bitmap, 
long size 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_BITMAP, XI_G_BOX 
 

Function: 
xi_set_bitmap() transfers a bitmap in Microsoft bitmap format (BMP) to a bitmap 
object or a graphic object (as background picture). Supported bitmap formats are 4, 
8 and 24 Bits per pixel in non compressed form. 
 
The bitmap structures of a bitmap in format XI_BMP_BITMAP are compatible to 
Microsoft (BMP). A bitmap is structured like the following: 
1. File description (BITMAPFILEHEADER) 
2. Bitmap description (BITMAPINFOHEADER) 
3. Color table (RGBQUAD) 
4. Bitmap 
 
When calculating the bitmap size, following definitions should be used, because with 
function sizeof() structure sizes are eventually rounded up. 
 
 SIZEOF_BITMAPFILEHEADER 
 SIZEOF_BITMAPINFOHEADER 
 
The color table can be found directly after the structure BITMAPINFOHEADER. The 
number of color entries depends on the color depth.  
 

4Bit: 16 entries. Only VGA colors defined in the header file should be used 
 ( XI_BLACK, XI_RED ....). 1 byte describes 2 pixels. 
8Bit: 256 entries. The most important colors should be placed at the beginning of the 
 color table 
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24Bit: no entries. Every pixel is described by 3 bytes. 
 
The color table is converted to a quantified color table by the server. To avoid this, 
the object attribute XI_DONT_QUANTIFY can be set. 
 
Structure of a color entry in a color table: 
 
 typedef struct tagRGBQUAD 

 { 

   unsigned char rgbBlue; 

   unsigned char rgbGreen; 

   unsigned char rgbRed; 

   unsigned char rgbReserved; 

 } RGBQUAD; 

 
Structure of bitmap: 
 
 typedef struct tagBITMAPINFO 

 { 

  BITMAPINFOHEADER  bmiHeader; 

  RGBQUAD   bmiColors[1]; 

 } BITMAPINFO; 

 
Structure of bitmap file: 
 

 typedef struct tagBITMAPFILEHEADER 

 { 

   short bfType;   Is always 0x4d42 

   long bfSize;   Total file size 

   short bfReserved1; 

   short bfReserved2; 

   long bfOffBits;  Offset of 1. Pixel of bitmap 

 } BITMAPFILEHEADER; 

 
Structure of bitmap information: 
 
 typedef struct tagBITMAPINFOHEADER 

 { 

  long biSize;  Size of structure 

  long biWidth;  Width to be displayed 

  long biHeight;  Height to be displayed.  
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      A negative value results in a 

      vertical axis mirroring 

  short biPlanes;  must be 1 

  short biBitCount; Color depth (4, 8, 24) 

  long biCompression; must be 0, (no compression) 

  long biSizeImage; real size of bitmap, calculates  

      by actual number of bytes  

      per line * height. 

      The number of bytes per line 

      is determined 

      with xi_calculate_bytesperline(). 

  long biXPelsPerMeter; is not evaluated 

  long biYPelsPerMeter; is not evaluated 

  long biClrUsed;  defines the used colors. 

      A value of 0 means 'all'. 

  long biClrImportant; defines the essential colors. 

      0 => as many as possible. 

 } BITMAPINFOHEADER; 

 
Arguments: 

'window', 'name' 
specify the object 
 
'mode' 
defines the format. At the moment only XI_BMP_BITMAP (Microsoft). 
 
'bitmap' 
Pointer to the bitmap structure with following color table and bitmap. 
 
'size' 
Size of bitmap buffer. The function xi_calculate_bitmap_size() can be used to 
calculate the size. 
 

See also: 
xi_calculate_bitmap_size(), xi_get_bitmap(), xi_set_bitmap_from_pool(), xi_set_bitm
ap_name(), xi_set_bitmap_mode(), xi_set_bitmap_shared(), xi_set_obj_zoom() 
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xi_set_bitmap_from_pool()     Bitmap cross reference 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_bitmap_from_pool( 

long window, 
long name, 
long rsc, 
long id 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_BITMAP, XI_G_BOX 
 

Function: 
This function installs or changes a cross reference to a bitmap pool. If the bitmap is 
not in the actual resource, please take care that this resource is opened as long the 
bitmap is shown. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'rsc' 
specifies the resource. A value of -1 means, the bitmap is in the actual resource. 
 
'id' 
is the ID of the bitmap. 
 

See also: 
xi_set_bitmap(), xi_set_bitmap_name(), xi_set_obj_zoom() 
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xi_set_bitmap_mode()     Change bitmap tool 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_bitmap_mode( 

long window, 
long name, 
long tool, 
long l_color, 
long m_color, 
long r_color, 
long tool_size, 
long grid, 
long grid_color, 
long info_window, 
long info_name 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_BITMAP, XI_ICON 
 

Function: 
xi_set_bitmap_mode() allows to select a tool for manipulation of a bitmap or an icon. 
These tools enable the user to draw individual points, lines, rectangles etc. inside a 
bitmap. Every action performed transmits a message to the application. If this 
possibility should be switched off, XI_NO_TOOL  must be transferred as tool.  
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'tool' 
is the selected tool. The tools are defined in <xibase9.h> and are listed in the 
following paragraph. 
 
 XI_NO_TOOL  Bitmap can only be observed. 
 XI_TOOL_PIXEL  Change pixel. 
 XI_TOOL_LINE  Draw line. 
 XI_TOOL_RECT  Draw rectangle. 
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 XI_TOOL_FRECT  Draw filled rectangle. 
 XI_TOOL_CIRCLE  Draw circle. 
 XI_TOOL_FCIRCLE Draw filled circle. 
 XI_TOOL_TEXT  Insert Text. 
 XI_TOOL_FILL  Fill area. 
 
A tool is valid for mouse keys being assigned a color of != -1 only. 
 
'l_color', 'm_color', 'r_color' 
Colors that will be assigned to the mouse keys. For a color, the basic colors 
XI_BLACK ... XI_WHITE, XI_TRANSPARENT_COLOR (only for icons) or colors 
reserved with xi_alloc_color() can be transferred. 
 
'tool_size' 
this parameter is not used yet. It must be set to 0.  
 
'grid' 
if this argument becomes == 1, grid lines will overlay the bitmap. 
 
'grid_color' 
is the color of the grid lines. 
 
'info_window', 'info_name' 
specify a text object continuously displaying information from the bitmap cursor.  
 

See also: 
xi_get_bitmap(), xi_get_bitmap_name(), xi_set_bitmap(), 
xi_set_bitmap_from_pool(), xi_set_obj_zoom() 
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xi_set_bitmap_name()     Change bitmap file name 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_bitmap_name( 

long window, 
long name, 
TCHAR *bitmapname 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_BITMAP 
 

Function: 
This function shouldn't be used for new software. It can be replaced 
by xi_set_bitmap() or xi_set_bitmap_from_pool(): 
 
xi_set_bitmap_name() changes or transfers the new path name of a bitmap file to 
the bitmap object resp. The bitmap file is read from this object while drawing. 
Supported bitmap formats are 4, 8 and 24 Bits per pixel in non compressed form. 
 
The path information is traced for 2 criteria: 
 
1. The path information consists of a name containing no other '/' or '\' respectively. 
In this case it will be assumed, that the bitmap file resides in its subdirectory 
RSC/BITMAP. The absolute path information is derived from the valid resource path. 
 
2. The path information contains '/' or '\'; the path will then be used without further 
investigations. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'bitmapname' 
is the new name of the bitmap file. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_bitmap(), xi_get_bitmap_name(), xi_set_bitmap(), xi_set_bitmap_from_pool()
, xi_set_bitmap_mode(), xi_set_obj_zoom() 
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xi_set_bitmap_pool()     Define bitmap pool 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_bitmap_pool( 

long window, 
long name, 
char **icons, 
long len 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_BITMAP 
 

Function: 
This function transfers icons, which can be copied in every enlarged pixel of the 
original bitmap, to a bitmap object. References to this icon pool can be generated 
using the functions xi_set_bitmap() and xi_set_pixels(). These references are 
evaluated only if the enlargement of the bitmap is > 8 in horizontal and vertical 
direction and the attribute XI_GRID is set. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'icons' 
is a pointer to the icon pool. The icons correspond to Windows 3.1 compatible icons 
with 32x32 pixels and a color depth of 4 Bit per pixel. 
 
'len' 
is the number of icons in the icon pool. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_bitmap(), xi_get_bitmap_name(), xi_set_bitmap(), xi_set_bitmap_name(), xi_
set_bitmap_mode() 
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xi_set_bitmap_shared()     Set bitmap from data module 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_bitmap_shared( 

long window, 
long name, 
long mode, 
char *modul, 
long size 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_BITMAP, XI_G_BOX 
 

Function: 
xi_set_bitmap_shared() transfers a bitmap in Microsoft bitmap format (BMP) to a 
bitmap object or a graphic object (as background picture). Different from the 
function xi_set_bitmap(), no copy will be placed in the graphic server. The bitmap is 
contained in a data module. Supported bitmap formats are 4, 8 and 24 Bits per pixel 
in non compressed form. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object 
 
'mode' 
define the format. At the moment only XI_BMP_BITMAP (Microsoft). 
 
'modul' 
Name of data module in which the bitmap is contained. 
 
'size' 
Size of data module. This includes the structure of the bitmap, the color table and 
the bitmap as well. The function xi_calculate_bitmap_size() can be used to calculate 
the size. 
 

See also: 
xi_calculate_bitmap_size(), xi_set_bitmap(), xi_set_bitmap_from_pool(), xi_set_obj_
zoom() 
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xi_set_caption()     Set caption 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_caption( 

long window, 
long name, 
TCHAR *text, 
... 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_FIRSTOBJECT, XI_L_BOX, XI_G_BOX, XI_I_BOX, 
 

Function: 
xi_set_caption() changes the information line of a window or a list object. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. If 'name' == -1, the information line of the window is selected. 
 
'text' 
'text' is a control string meeting the demands defined under 'printf()' in the C 
standard library. The total resulting string length must not exceed 200 signs. 
Otherwise the system may behave in a not predictable manner. 
'text' == 0: The caption will be removed, if necessary the caption bar also. 
'text' != 0: The text will be written into the caption bar. With list objects, the attributes 
XI_CENTRED and XI_RIGHT_ALIGNED are considered. 
 
'...' 
Optional arguments, dependent on the control string 'text'. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_caption() 
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xi_set_color()     Set object color 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_color( 

long type, 
long object, 
long color 

); 
 

Validity: 
all objects 
 

Function: 
xi_set_color() assigns a color-ID to an object or to a system color entry. The color 
IDs 0 - XI_MAX_PREDEFINED_COLORS are reserved automatically by the 
XiBase9 server upon logon and are pre-set with not changeable color components. 
These colors can be used without prior reservation by any application. Additional 
colors must be reserved using xi_alloc_color(). 
 
Objects that are assigned a color number of -1, will be assigned a system specific 
color. This allows changing the appearance of all applications by the design 
program XiDesign. 
 
Special color-IDs: 
 
XI_DEFAULT_COLOR: 
The default setting of all objects is XI_DEFAULT_COLOR. Dependent on the 
current activated design (look & feel), the final color will be assigned immediately 
before drawing the object. 
XI_TRANSPARENT_COLOR: 
The background of the object will be transparent. XI_TRANSPARENT_COLOR is 
supported by following objects: 
XI_ETEXT, XI_TEXT, XI_ICON, 
XI_G_BOX, XI_I_BOX, XI_L_BOX, 
XI_GROUP_BOX, XI_REGISTER 
 
Predefined colors: 
 
 XI_RED_20   102    0    0 
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 XI_RED_30   153    0    0 
 XI_RED_40   204    0    0 
 XI_RED_50   255    0    0 
 XI_RED_60   255   51   51 
 XI_RED_70   255  102  102 
 XI_RED_80   255  153  153 
 XI_RED_90   255  204  204 
 XI_RED_95   255  230  230 
  
 XI_GREEN_20    0  102    0 
 XI_GREEN_30    0  153    0 
 XI_GREEN_40    0  204    0 
 XI_GREEN_50    0  255    0 
 XI_GREEN_60   51  255   51 
 XI_GREEN_70  102  255  102 
 XI_GREEN_80  153  255  153 
 XI_GREEN_90  204  255  204 
 XI_GREEN_95  230  255  230 
  
 XI_BLUE_20     0    0  102 
 XI_BLUE_30     0    0  153 
 XI_BLUE_40     0    0  204 
 XI_BLUE_50     0    0  255 
 XI_BLUE_60    51   51  255 
 XI_BLUE_70   102  102  255 
 XI_BLUE_80   153  153  255 
 XI_BLUE_90   204  204  255 
 XI_BLUE_95   230  230  255 
 
 XI_SKYBLUE_20    0   51  102 
 XI_SKYBLUE_30    0   76  153 
 XI_SKYBLUE_40    0  102  204 
 XI_SKYBLUE_50    0  127  255 
 XI_SKYBLUE_60   51  153  255 
 XI_SKYBLUE_70  102  178  255 
 XI_SKYBLUE_80  153  204  255 
 XI_SKYBLUE_90  204  230  255 
 XI_SKYBLUE_95  230  242  255 
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 XI_CYAN_20    0  102  102 
 XI_CYAN_30    0  153  153 
 XI_CYAN_40    0  204  204 
 XI_CYAN_50    0  255  255 
 XI_CYAN_60   51  255  255 
 XI_CYAN_70  102  255  255 
 XI_CYAN_80  153  255  255 
 XI_CYAN_90  204  255  255 
 XI_CYAN_95  230  255  255 
 
 XI_MAGENTA_20  102    0  102 
 XI_MAGENTA_30  153    0  153 
 XI_MAGENTA_40  204    0  204 
 XI_MAGENTA_50  255    0  255 
 XI_MAGENTA_60  255   51  255 
 XI_MAGENTA_70  255  102  255 
 XI_MAGENTA_80  255  153  255 
 XI_MAGENTA_90  255  204  255 
 XI_MAGENTA_95  255  230  255 
 
 XI_ORANGE_20  102   51    0 
 XI_ORANGE_30  153   76    0 
 XI_ORANGE_40  204  102    0 
 XI_ORANGE_50  255  127    0 
 XI_ORANGE_60  255  153   51 
 XI_ORANGE_70  255  178  102 
 XI_ORANGE_80  255  204  153 
 XI_ORANGE_90  255  230  204 
 XI_ORANGE_95  255  242  230 
 
 XI_YELLOW_20  102  102    0 
 XI_YELLOW_30  153  153    0 
 XI_YELLOW_40  204  204    0 
 XI_YELLOW_50  255  255    0 
 XI_YELLOW_60  255  255   51 
 XI_YELLOW_70  255  255  102 
 XI_YELLOW_80  255  255  153 
 XI_YELLOW_90  255  255  204 
 XI_YELLOW_95  255  255  230 
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 XI_SPRINGGREEN_20   0  102   51 
 XI_SPRINGGREEN_30   0  153   76 
 XI_SPRINGGREEN_40   0  204  102 
 XI_SPRINGGREEN_50   0  255  127 
 XI_SPRINGGREEN_60  51  255  153 
 XI_SPRINGGREEN_70 102  255  178 
 XI_SPRINGGREEN_80 153  255  204 
 XI_SPRINGGREEN_90 204  255  230 
 XI_SPRINGGREEN_95 230  255  242 
 
 XI_YELLOWGREEN_20  51  102    0 
 XI_YELLOWGREEN_30  76  153    0 
 XI_YELLOWGREEN_40 102  204    0 
 XI_YELLOWGREEN_50 127  255    0 
 XI_YELLOWGREEN_60 153  255   51 
 XI_YELLOWGREEN_70 178  255  102 
 XI_YELLOWGREEN_80 204  255  153 
 XI_YELLOWGREEN_90 230  255  204 
 XI_YELLOWGREEN_95 242  255  230 
 
 XI_VIOLETRED_20  102    0   51 
 XI_VIOLETRED_30  153    0   76 
 XI_VIOLETRED_40  204    0  102 
 XI_VIOLETRED_50  255    0  127 
 XI_VIOLETRED_60  255   51  153 
 XI_VIOLETRED_70  255  102  178 
 XI_VIOLETRED_80  255  153  204 
 XI_VIOLETRED_90  255  204  230 
 XI_VIOLETRED_95  255  230  242 
 
 XI_VIOLETBLUE_20  51    0  102 
 XI_VIOLETBLUE_30  76    0  153 
 XI_VIOLETBLUE_40 102    0  204 
 XI_VIOLETBLUE_50 127    0  255 
 XI_VIOLETBLUE_60 153   51  255 
 XI_VIOLETBLUE_70 178  102  255 
 XI_VIOLETBLUE_80 204  153  255 
 XI_VIOLETBLUE_90 230  204  255 
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 XI_VIOLETBLUE_95 242  230  255 
 
 XI_GREY_20   51   51   51 
 XI_GREY_30   76   76   76 
 XI_GREY_40  102  102  102 
 XI_GREY_50  128  128  128 
 XI_GREY_60  153  153  153 
 XI_GREY_70  176  176  176 
 XI_GREY_80  204  204  204 
 XI_GREY_90  230  230  230 
 XI_GREY_95  244  244  244 
 XI_BLACK     0    0    0 
 XI_LIGHT_GREY  191  191  191 
 XI_WHITE   255  255  255 
 

Arguments: 
'type', 'object' 
'type' and 'object' are determining the object or system color entry, which have to be 
changed. 
 
'type' >= 0: 
The function changes the color ID of an object. In this case, 'type' represents the 
name of the window and 'object' the name of the object. If 'object' == -1, the desktop 
color of the window will be changed. 
 
'type' == XI_SYSTEM_COLOR: 
A system color entry will be changed. System colors are colors which are defined by 
the current selected 'look and feel' of the XiBase9 server. They can be manipulated 
by the program XiDesign. Select the color with the parameter 'object'. 
 
Following listing shows the current used system colors. 
 
 XI_HELP_COLOR 
 XI_TITLE_ACTIVE_COLOR 
 XI_TITLE_ACTIVE_TEXT_COLOR 
 XI_TITLE_PASSIVE_COLOR 
 XI_TITLE_PASSIVE_TEXT_COLOR 
 XI_FRAME_ACTIVE_COLOR 
 XI_FRAME_PASSIVE_COLOR 
 XI_SWITCH_COLOR 
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 XI_DESKTOP_BACKGND_COLOR 
 XI_DESKTOP_ICON_COLOR 
 XI_MENUBAR_COLOR 
 XI_POPUP_COLOR 
 XI_POPUP_ICONBAR_COLOR 
 XI_SYSTEM_MENU_COLOR 
 XI_OBJ_FRAME_COLOR 
 XI_LIST_FRAME_COLOR 
 XI_BUTTON_COLOR 
 XI_SLIDE_BOX_COLOR 
 XI_SLIDER_CURSOR_COLOR 
 XI_LIST_BACKGND_COLOR 
 XI_GRAPHIC_BACKGND_COLOR 
 XI_INPUT_BACKGND_COLOR 
 XI_SELECT_BOX_BACKGND_COLOR 
 XI_TEXT_COLOR 
 XI_GROUP_BOX_COLOR 
 XI_GROUP_BOX_FRAME_COLOR 
 XI_GROUP_BOX_TEXT_COLOR 
 XI_MENU_TEXT_COLOR 
 XI_SELECT_BOX_TEXT_COLOR 
 XI_LIST_TEXT_COLOR 
 XI_DIALOG_COLOR 
 XI_DIALOG_BACKGND_COLOR 
 XI_DIALOG_TEXT_COLOR 
 XI_ACTIVE_COLOR 
 XI_ACTIVE_TEXT_COLOR  
 XI_ACTIVE_ICON_COLOR  
 XI_ACTIVE_ICON_TEXT_COLOR 
 XI_HYPERLINK_COLOR 
 XI_HYPERLINK_ACTIVATED_COLOR 
 XI_FOCUS_ETEXT_TEXT_COLOR 
 XI_FOCUS_ETEXT_BACKGND_COLOR 
 
'color' 
'color' == XI_DEFAULT_COLOR:: 
 automatic color assignment through server 
'color' == XI_TRANSPARENT_COLOR: 
 object background will be transparent. Only supported by objects of type: 
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 XI_ETEXT, XI_TEXT, XI_ICON, 
 XI_G_BOX, XI_I_BOX, XI_L_BOX, 
 XI_GROUP_BOX, XI_REGISTER 
0 < 'color' < XI_MAX_PREDEFINED_COLORS: 
 Range of predefined colors 
'color' >= XI_MAX_PREDEFINED_COLORS: 
 color maintained from application 
 

See also: 
xi_alloc_color(), xi_free_color(), xi_get_color(), xi_get_color_nr(), 
xi_select_color(), xi_set_color_nr() 
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xi_set_colors()     Change colors 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_colors( 

long cnt, 
Xi_color *colors 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_set_colors() changes the colors specified in the structure field 'colors'. The colors 
must be reserved for the application with xi_alloc_color() or xi_alloc_colors() 
respectively. 
 

Arguments: 
'cnt' 
Number of entries in structure field. 
 
'colors' 
Structure of color entries. The intensity of a color component can take on values 
between 0-255. 
 typedef struct xi_color { 
   unsigned char blue; 
   unsigned char green; 
   unsigned char red; 
   unsigned char nr; 
 } Xi_color; 
 

Return value: 
The number of changed colors will be returned. 
 

See also: 
xi_alloc_color(), xi_alloc_colors(), xi_free_color(), xi_free_colors() 
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xi_set_color_nr()     Set color component 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_color_nr( 

long id, 
long red, 
long green, 
long blue 

); 
 

Validity: 
For all colors having reserved an animatable color entry in the color table with 
xi_alloc_color(). 
 

Function: 
xi_set_color_nr() defines the color components of a color entry. A color comprises of 
red-, green- and blue color components. The color components can take on values 
between 0 ... 255. 
 
Only colors that were reserved for the application with xi_alloc_color() can be 
changed in their composition. Usually, these are color identification numbers >= 
XI_MAX_PREDEFINED_COLORS. 
 

Arguments: 
'id' 
is number of the color entry. 
 
'red', 'green', 'blue' 
Red, green and blue components of the color entry. 
 

See also: 
xi_alloc_color(), xi_get_color(), xi_get_color_nr(), xi_set_color() 
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xi_set_combo_box()     Set combo box 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_combo_box( 

long window, 
long name, 
TCHAR **list, 
long length, 
TCHAR *text, 
TCHAR *permission, 
TCHAR *validity 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_COMBO_BOX 
 

Function: 
A combo box is a combination of an editable text field and a text list containing a 
number of proposed values. The user can copy a text line from the proposal list into 
the editable text field by clicking. An automatic transfer of edited text fields will not 
be performed. The input field behaves similar to the object type XI_ETEXT.  
 
With xi_set_combo_box(), the proposal list, a proposal text, a permission string and 
a validity string can be transferred. Only parameters with addresses unequal ZERO 
are considered. 
 
The proposed text can be set or requested with xi_set_text() and xi_get_text()  resp. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'list' 
is a pointer list with text strings of type TCHAR* used as proposal list. If the current 
proposal list shouldn't be changes, XI_DONT_CHANGE_LIST has to be used. 
XI_DELETE_LIST removes all entries of the proposal list.  
 
'length' 
is the length of the proposal list. 
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'text' 
is the proposal text being displayed in the editable text field. 
XI_DONT_CHANGE_STRING leaves the proposal text remain unchanged. 
 
'permission' 
includes the permission information per sign. Only signs at positions which are 
descript with „_“ can be edited. XI_DONT_CHANGE_STRING leaves the current 
setting unchanged. 
 
'validity' 
is the validity pattern. XI_DONT_CHANGE_STRING leaves the current setting 
unchanged. See also xi_set_etext(). 
 

See also: 
xi_combo_box_ctrl(), xi_get_combo_box(), xi_get_text(), xi_set_etext(), xi_set_text() 
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xi_set_cursor_mode()     Change cursor mode 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_cursor_mode( 

long mode 
); 
 

Function: 
This function changes the general appearance of the cursor and, should the 
occasion arise, affects the event handling of objects.  
 

Arguments: 
'mode' 
XI_CURSOR_INVISIBLE: 
The cursor gets invisible. 
XI_CURSOR_NORMAL: 
The cursor is visible and takes on a form dependant on the object beneath. 
XI_CURSOR_BUSY: 
The cursor takes on the form of an hour-glass. The server overviews no further 
events. This possibility can be suitable upon e.g. activating a program . 
 

Return value: 
If successful, the function returns the new cursor mode. 
Otherwise -1. 
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xi_set_default_obj()     Set default object 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_default_obj( 

long window, 
long name 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_BTEXT, XI_BICON,  
XI_CANCEL_BOX, XI_CONTINUE_BOX, XI_OK_BOX, XI_NO_BOX, XI_YES_BOX 
XI_DOWN_BOX, XI_LEFT_BOX, XI_RIGHT_BOX, XI_UP_BOX 
 

Function: 
xi_set_default_obj() defines a new default object within the window. A default object 
sends its object name to the application when the ENTER key is pressed. For every 
window, 1 default object can exist only. When this command is called, the previous 
default object becomes invalid.  
 
Default objects are not considered if the input focus points to an object of types 
XI_ETEXT, XI_L_BOX or XI_I_BOX and they evaluate the ENTER key by 
themselves. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 

See also: 
xi_set_keyboard_focus() 
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xi_set_elements()     Change frame elements 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_elements( 

long window, 
long name, 
long elements, 
long mode 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_FIRSTOBJECT 
XI_L_BOX 
XI_G_BOX 
XI_I_BOX 
 

Function: 
xi_set_elements() allows to change the configuration of the elements of a window 
frame. Multiple elements can be manipulated simultaneously via OR relation. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'elements' 
elements subject to change. 
 XI_CLOSE_BUTTON 
 XI_MINIMIZE_BUTTON 
 XI_MAXIMIZE_BUTTON 
 XI_CAPTION 
 XI_UP_ARROW 
 XI_DOWN_ARROW 
 XI_LEFT_ARROW 
 XI_RIGHT_ARROW 
 XI_VSLIDE 
 XI_HSLIDE 
 
'mode' 
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'mode' == 0 removing of elements. 
'mode' == 1 adding elements. 
 

Attention: 
The changes shall be performed only with windows not opened or objects not 
displayed, because the size of the active work area can be changed. Otherwise the 
window shall be redrawn after this command using xi_diff_draw(). 
 

See also: 
xi_get_obj_desc(), xi_set_obj_desc() 
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xi_set_encoding()     Set encoding method 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_encoding( 

char *name, 
long flags 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_set_encoding() enables or disables a special encoding method. The encoding 
method keeps all necessary information for converting ANSI or multibyte strings to 
UNICODE strings and back. xi_set_encoding() loads the coding table which is 
specified by 'name' out of the directory „../XIBASE9/Codetables“. Calling 
xi_set_encoding() with a null pointer for the name, causes the function to free the 
active code table.  
 
The encoding method is used by the functions mb_to_wcs() and wcs_to_mb(). If the 
preprocessor directive „UNICODE“ is not enabled and the property 
XI_ENABLE_MULTIBYTE is set, all strings of type TCHAR* are converted with the 
selected encoding method to UNICODE strings. 
 

Arguments: 
'name' 
is the name of the encoding method, e.g.: 
- utf-8 
- shiftjis 
- euc_jp 
- euc_kr 
- euc_cn 
- gb2312 
- big5 ... 
If name is a null pointer, the current code table will be discarded. 
 
'flags' 
XI_ENABLE_MULTIBYTE: All strings of type TCHAR* will be converted into 
UNICODE strings by using the current encoding method. 
 

Return value: 
If a encoding method is installed successfully, the return value is 1. 
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See also: 
mb_to_wcs(), wcs_to_mb() 
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xi_set_etext()     Set editable text object 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_etext( 

long window, 
long name, 
TCHAR *text, 
TCHAR *permission, 
TCHAR *validity 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_COMBO_BOX, XI_ETEXT 
 

Function: 
xi_set_etext() defines the properties of an editable text object. The permission string 
enables the positions in the input field where signs can be edited while the validity 
string the range of valid key codes describes. A proposal text, that can be further 
edited, can be assigned too. If only the proposal text shall be changed, the 
function xi_set_text() can be used. 
The resulting maximal length of all string parameters ('text', 'permission' and 
'validity') must not exceed 1900 signs. 
 
Permission: 
 
The permission string 'permission' defines if a character can be edited in the visible 
text. Only signs at positions which are descript with „_“ can be edited. All other signs 
may well be displayed, but cannot be changed. 
 
Validity: 
 
 'a':  small letters 
 'A':  capital letters 
 'd':  decimal input, numbers, '.', ',', '+', '-' 
 'f':  file names for OS9-system 
  capital-, small letters, numbers, 
  '/', '*', '?', '.', '_' 
 'n':  small letters, numbers, '_', '-', '+', 
  capital letters are converted 
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 'N':  capital letters, numbers, '_', '-', '+', 
  small letters are converted 
 't':  '_' 
 'x, 'X': all characters 
 'v':  'a', 'A', 'f', 'n', 'N', 't', 'x', 'X', 'v', '9' 
 '9':  numbers, '-', '+', '.', '*', '/', '&', '|', '~' 
 '0'-'8': User definable patterns.  
 
Up to 10 user defined validity templates can be added with the GUI builder or 
with xi_set_etext_valid() for a resource. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'text' 
is the proposal text. 
 
'permission' 
includes the permission information per sign. XI_DONT_CHANGE_STRING leaves 
the current setting unchanged. 
 
'validity' 
is the validity pattern. XI_DONT_CHANGE_STRING leaves the current setting 
unchanged. 
 

Remark: 
Editable text objects will be deleted upon input of the first character if this is not a 
key for positioning the text cursor. This can be suppressed by activating the event 
attribute XI_FIRST_DONT_CLEAN. 
 
After the drawing of a window the object top left gets the keyboard focus. The focus 
object is changed with xi_set_keyboard_focus(). 
 

Example: 
 
Decimal input: 
 
 text =       „12345“ 
 permission = „___.__“ 
 validity =   „ddddd“ 
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A decimal value with up to 5 members can be edited. The last 2 members are 
separated by a point. 
 
The input of decimal values is handled from right to left. Missing members will be 
filled in with '0', automatically. For example, the input consists only of one value. The 
input field shows „0.0x“. When reading back the result, all filling characters, defined 
by 'templ' will be removed. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_etext(), xi_get_etext_valid(), xi_get_text(), xi_set_etext_valid(), xi_set_handli
ng(), xi_set_text() 
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xi_set_etext_valid()     Set validity pattern 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_etext_valid( 

TCHAR name, 
TCHAR *valid 

); 
 

Validity: 
current resource 
 

Function: 
xi_set_etext_valid() sets one out of 9 user definable validity patterns for editable text 
objects. A pattern always has 256 characters. This is the number of characters of a 
normal font. For every ASCII character it can be agreed if he should be considered 
or if he shall be converted to another character. 
 

Arguments: 
'name' 
is a reference character that can be used additionally to the predefined pattern 
characters described under xi_set_etext(). Values can be set ranging from ASCII '0' 
to '8'. 
 
'valid' 
is the pattern to be defined additionally. If a pattern with the same name is already 
defined for this resource, the resource will be overwritten. 
The pattern will be interpreted as validity table. If for an ASCII value a 0 is entered in 
the table, the ASCII value is not allowed. For values unequal 0 the value typed in 
will be replaced with the value from the table. 
 

Remark: 
User defined validity patterns can only be used for ASCII-text range (0-255). 
 
User defined validity patterns are always valid in the resource where they were 
defined. 
 

Example: 
A pattern with the name '1' shall be defined. This pattern shall allow the numbers 0-
4, small- and capital letters. Besides that, the small letters 'a' - 'e' shall be converted 
to capital letters. 
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void create_valid(char name) 

{ 

 char buf[256]; 

 long i; 

 

 memset(buf,0,256); 

 for(i='A';i<='Z';i++) 

  buf[i] = i; 

 for(i='a';i<='e';i++) 

  buf[i] = toupper(i); 

 for(i='f';i<=z;i++) 

  buf[i] = i; 

 for(i='0';i<='4';i++) 

  buf[i] = i; 

 xi_set_etext_valid(name,buf); 

 return; 

} 

 

See also: 
xi_get_etext(), xi_get_etext_valid(), xi_set_etext() 
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xi_set_event_mode()     Change event treatment 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_event_mode( 

long window, 
long mode 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_FIRSTOBJECT 
 

Function: 
xi_set_event_mode() changes the event properties of objects in an opened window. 
For an event mode of != 0 the performed actions can be determined with 
xi_get_event_info(). 
 

Arguments: 
'window' 
'window' == -1: The properties of the topmost window of a program are changed. 
'window' >= 0: The properties of the specified window are changed. 
 
'mode' 
'mode' == 0: Default setting, the event properties being set in the resource 
editor are valid. 
 
'mode' == 1: All event properties set in the resource editor loose their validity. 
All objects residing in the specified window can be changed in size or be moved. 
Operating elements of the window frame can be moved only. The object geometry 
of the object window as well as the one of individual objects is changed by clicking 
on a frame element. When moving objects within a window, the new coordinates are 
automatically taken over. 
 
'mode' == 2: similar to 1, but when moving within a window, the coordinates are 
not taken over. 
 
'mode' == 3: To implement tool boxes, like e.g. in the resource editor. After 
clicking on an object the displayed window will be removed. If the left mouse key is 
kept pressed, a rectangle with the geometrical information of the selected object, 
that can be moved to a window or a global icon afterwards, will be drawn. With the 
command xi_get_event_info() the application is provided with the necessary 
information. This setting should be reset directly after the event feedback. Please 
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consider that by the servers automatic removing of the topmost window the 
command xi_form_redraw() is not applicable. 
 

Usage: 
Manipulation of object geometry or initialising copy-, delete- or other manipulation 
routines. 
These possibilities are mainly used in resource editors or programs the windows of 
which should be free configurable by the user. 
 

Attention: 
To use the objects of the window in a normal way again, the original status has to 
be restored with xi_set_event_mode(0). 
 

See also: 
xi_check_event(), xi_event(), xi_get_event_info() 
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xi_setfstat()     Change file status 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_setfstat( 

long path, 
TCHAR *name, 
long attr, 
long group, 
long owner, 
long year, 
long month, 
long day, 
long hour, 
long minute 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_setfstat() changes  
- the size, 
- the attributes, 
- the group, 
- the user, 
- the file date. 
 
Only properties with values unequal -1 are changed. 
 

Arguments: 
'path' 
is a path number being returned from xi_open() or xi_creat(). This path number is 
only evaluated if unequal -1. 
 
'name' 
is the file name. 
 
'attr' 
Transfer file attributes to XiBase9 file attributes. Possible attributes are: 
 XI_IFDIR Directory 
 XI_IFLNK Link 
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 XI_READ Read access, owner 
 XI_WRITE Write access, owner 
 XI_EXEC Executable by owner 
 XI_GREAD Read access, group 
 XI_GWRITE Write access, group 
 XI_GEXEC Executable by group 
 XI_OREAD Read access, all 
 XI_OWRITE Write access,all 
 XI_OEXEC Executable by all 
 
'group', 'owner' 
Group ID and owner. 
 
'year', 'month', 'day', 'hour', 'minute' 
Generation date. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, the return value will be 0. If an error occurs, return value will be -1, the 
corresponding error number cann be found in the global variable 'errno' then. 
 

See also: 
xi_getfstat(), xi_get_size(), xi_getstat(), xi_time() 
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xi_set_g_info()     Graphic cursor and axis labeling 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_g_info( 

long window, 
long name, 
long left, 
long right, 
long bottom, 
long top, 
long cursor, 
TCHAR *ctrl_x, 
TCHAR *ctrl_y 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_G_BOX 
 

Function: 
xi_set_g_info() defines information objects with whom standardized values of the 
axis labeling as well as the current cursor position are displayed. The 
standardization is done depending on the arguments defined with xi_set_g_view(). 
Every change of the displayed area or any cursor change within the graphic object 
are immediately visible in the window. 
Only information to whom a valid object is assigned will be displayed. The 
assignment is done using the arguments 'left', 'right', 'button', 'top' and 'cursor'. As 
valid objects within the window, objects of type XI_TEXT or XI_BTEXT are accepted. 
The objects can be defined with the resource editor XiResEd . If information, e.g. 
the current graphic cursor, shall not be displayed, a -1 has to be transferred. 
The information to be displayed can be additionally standardized in dependence to 
the axis. The standardization rules are defined with the control strings for the 
horizontal and vertical axis. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'left', 'right' 
Objects for horizontal axis labeling. 
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'bottom', 'top' 
Objects for vertical axis labeling. 
 
'cursor' 
Object for displaying the current graphic cursor information. The cursor information 
is built with the vertical and horizontal standardization rules. Additionally, the query 
of the graphic cursor can be performed with the function xi_get_obj_cursor(). 
Different from the displayed information, xi_get_obj_cursor() determines only 
information corresponding to the standardization rules defined with xi_set_g_view(). 
 
'ctrl_x', 'ctrl_y' 
Control strings that support an additional standardization of the axis labeling as well 
as the graphic cursor. The display form is defined sing the control strings. 
Additionally, the display values can be multiplied by a factor and be moved with an 
offset value. The control string comprises of 3 information: 
1. Formatting rule being interpreted similar to the standard command 'printf()', with 
the reservation that only the control characters 'f', 'g', 'G', 'e' and 'E' are used.  
2. Offset as floating point value 
3. Factor as floating point value 
The individual values are separated with ';'. The multiplication of the value to be 
standardized will be prioritized.  
If ZERO is transferred as control string, the output will be processed unformatted. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, ZERO will be returned, otherwise -1.  
 

Example: 
„%.0f digit;0.0;1.0;“ 
The output corresponds to the standardizations set with xi_set_g_view() . The axis 
values are displayed as integer-values. The additional unit indication is 'digit'. 
 
„%.3g sec;0.0;0,001;“ 
The output is represented in floating point units. The axis values are divided by 
1000.0 and are given no offset. The additional unit is 'sec'. 
 
The cursor display takes on the following form, if „%.0f digit;0.0;1.0;“ and the 
horizontal control string  for the pair of values is assumed to be x=596; y=20500: 
( 596 digit / 20.5 sec ) 
 

See also: 
xi_get_obj_cursor(), xi_set_g_obj(), xi_set_g_view() 
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xi_set_g_obj()     Set graphic object 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_g_obj( 

long window, 
long name, 
Graphic_element *list, 
long length 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_G_BOX 
 

Function: 
xi_set_g_obj() copies a graphic list into the object description of the graphic object.  
 
The individual list element (graphic vector) is described by the structure 
'Graphic_element'.  
 
Description: 
 
 typedef struct graphic_element { 

  char fkt_nr;  /* Function */ 

  char color;  /* Color */ 

  char a0;   /* extented attributes */ 

  char a1;   /* extented attributes */ 

  long p0;   /* Argument for x,radius,.... */ 

  long p1;   /* Argument for y,font type,... */ 

 } Graphic_element; 

 
Some vectors can be given holders. These vectors should be placed at the end of 
the graphic list. Holders are enabled by adding XI_GVARIABLE_VECTOR to the 
function number or extending the function name with „_VAR“. With xi_set_obj_tool() 
methods for moving, modelling and turning of these vectors can be released. Every 
manipulation is followed by an event feedback. The changes of manipulation tools  
 XI_TOOL_MOVE_OBJECT 
 XI_TOOL_DESIGN_OBJECT 
 XI_TOOL_ROTATE_OBJECT 
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are determined with xi_get_g_event(). All other graphic events can be read from the 
event structure (see xi_get_event_info() ). If holders are used, the object attribute 
XI_USE_SHADOWBITMAP must be set before drawing the graphic list for the first 
time in order to be able to restore the background when vectors are manipulated. 
 
With huge vector lists the drawing or redrawing of the graphic area can be 
accelerated by drawing into a bitmap. This is activated with the attribute 
XI_USE_SHADOWBITMAP. 
 
 
Argument assignment to the functions: 
 
 'fkt_nr'           'color'      'p0'          'p1' 

  

 XI_GPOS                           x             y 

 XI_GPOS_CONNECT                   x             y 

 XI_GPOS_POLYLINE    Color         x             y 

 XI_GPOS_POLYGON     Color         x             y 

  

 XI_GLINE            Color         x             y 

 XI_GLINE_VAR        Color         x             y 

  

 XI_GRECT            Color         x             y 

 XI_GRECT_VAR        Color         x             y 

 XI_GFRECT           Color         x             y 

 

 XI_GCIRCLE          Color      Radius          -- 

 XI_GCIRCLE2         Color      Radius1       Radius2 

 XI_GCIRCLE_VAR      Color      Radius          -- 

 XI_GFCIRCLE         Color      Radius          -- 

 XI_GCIRCLE_ARC      Color      Radius          -- 

 XI_GCIRCLE_ARC_VAR  Color      Radius          -- 

 XI_GCIRCLE_PIE      Color      Radius          -- 

 XI_GFCIRCLE_PIE     Color      Radius          -- 

 

 XI_GELLIPSE         Color        x              y 

 XI_GELLIPSE_VAR     Color        x              y 

 XI_GFELLIPSE        Color        x              y 

 XI_GELLIPSE_ARC     Color        x              y 

 XI_GELLIPSE_ARC_VAR Color        x              y 

 XI_GELLIPSE_PIE     Color        x              y 

 XI_GELLIPSE_PIE_VAR Color        x              y 

 XI_GTEXT            Color     ASCII string     -- 
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 XI_GTEXTW           Color   Wide char string   -- 

 

 XI_GBITMAP                     File name       -- 

 XI_GBITMAP_FROM             Object reference   -- 

 XI_GBITMAP_MEM           Pointer to bitmap buffer 

 

 XI_GARROW                          x             y 

 XI_GARROW_VAR                      x             y 

 XI_GARROW2                         x             y 

 XI_GARROW2_VAR                     x             y 

 XI_GCROSS                        Width         Height 

 XI_GCROSS_VAR                    Width         Height 

 

 XI_GANGLE                   Start(degrees)    End(degrees) 

 XI_GROTATE                  Angle(degrees)       -- 

 XI_GROTATE_POS                      x             y 

 XI_GFONT                      Font height     Font type 

 XI_GLINEATTR                     Pattern       Thickness 

 XI_GWRITEMODE                   Draw mode        -- 

 
'color' 
is a color number (see xi_set_color() ) 
 
'x', 'y', 'radius' 
vector sizes. 
 
Font height: 
is the height of the desired font in pixels. Valid are 8, 10, 12, 14, 18, 24, 32 for all 
fonts except XI_FIXED. (8, 10, 12, 16, 20). 
 
Font type: 
is built from the font attributes and the font family by logical OR relation. 
 
Font attributes: 
XI_NORMAL_FONT, XI_BOLD_FONT, XI_ITALIC_FONT 
 
Font family: 
XI_COURIER, XI_FIXED, XI_HELVETICA, XI_SANSSERIF, XI_SERIF, 
XI_SYMBOL, XI_TIMES 
 
Pattern: 
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XI_SOLID, XI_DASH, XI_DOT, XI_DASH_DOT, XI_DASH_DOTDOT, 
XI_ENDCAP_FLAT, XI_ENDCAP_ROUND 
 
Object reference: 
refers to a bitmap object from whom the bitmap to be displayed is used. The 
reference is built according to the following rule: 
 
 reference =  0x80000000L 
         + ((rsc&0x007fL)<<24) 
         + ((window&0x00ffL)<<16) 
         + (name&0x0ffffL); 
 
Angle statements: 
Statements in thousandth degrees. 
 
The possible vectors divide into different function groups.  
- Positioning 
- Attribute 
- Draw command 
 
Positioning commands are necessary to define the start position of draw operations. 
After every draw operation a new current position will be set. If a number of draw 
commands are put in an order directly behind each other without interruption by 
XI_GPOS, they will be interpreted as related. Connecting is possible with 
XI_GPOS_CONNECT also. Therefore all vectors that are framed by two XI_GPOS 
commands will be interpreted as related. This is important e.g. with vectors having 
holders. Vectors so connected  can be moved or turned jointly. The release is done 
with xi_set_obj_tool(). Rotation center and angle should be set before the first vector 
to be turned. The rotation attributes are valid until the next XI_GPOS. Rotations can 
be performed for line oriented commands only. 
 
Positioning: 
 
XI_GPOS: 
set current position 
XI_GPOS_CONNECT: 
combines vectors to an object that can be moved or turned e.g. using holders. 
Combined objects created in this way can be rotated around a general focus point. 
The settings for this are defined with XI_GROTATE_POS and XI_GROTATE 
following XI_GPOS. Combining vectors is only necessary, if the start vector is 
unequal to the end vector of the last object. 
 
Polyline, Polygon: 
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XI_GPOS_POLYLINE: 
set first position of a polyline. The polyline is realized by stringing lines  (XI_GLINE) 
together. The last pixel of the polyline will not be drawn. The end of the polyline is 
determined by a positioning command (XI_GPOS_...) or the end of the vector list. 
 
XI_GPOS_POLYGON: 
set first position of a polygon. The polygon is realized by stringing lines (XI_GLINE) 
together and filling the outlined area. The polygon is automatically closed. The end 
of the polygon is determined by a positioning command (XI_GPOS_...). 
 
Lines: 
 
XI_GLINE: 
draw a line starting from current position to position given. The last pixel is not 
drawn. The new current position will be the position given. 
XI_GARROW: 
draw a line with an arrow end. 
XI_GARROW2: 
draw a line with two arrow ends. 
 
Circles: 
 
XI_GCIRCLE: 
draw a circle at current position with the radius 'radius'. 
XI_GFCIRCLE: 
draw a filled circle at current position with radius 'radius'. 
XI_GCIRCLE_ARC: 
draw a circular arc, defined by the radius and to angles. The angles must be defined 
with the next vector (See XI_GANGLE). 
XI_GCIRCLE_PIE: 
draw a filled circular arc. The angular area must be defined with the following vector 
(XI_GANGLE). 
 
Ellipses: 
 
XI_GELLIPSE: 
draw a ellipse line. The ellipse is specified by a rectangle with the current position 
and the x,y-coordinates of the vector. 
XI_GFELLIPSE: 
draw a filled ellipse. 
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XI_GELLIPSE_ARC: 
draw an elliptical arc, defined by the bounding rectangle and 2 angles. (See 
XI_GANGLE). 
XI_GELLIPSE_PIE: 
draw a filled elliptical arc. The angular aera must be defined with the following vector 
(XI_GANGLE). 
 
Rectangles: 
 
XI_GRECT: 
draw rectangle starting from current position to position given. New current position 
will be the position given. 
XI_GFRECT: 
draw filled rectangle starting from current position to position given. The new current 
position will be the position given. 
 
Bitmaps: 
 
XI_GBITMAP: 
copy a bitmap to current position. The bitmap isn't scaleable. 
XI_GBITMAP_FROM: 
copy a bitmap from a bitmap object to current position. The bitmap isn't scaleable. 
XI_GBITMAP_MEM: 
Pointer to the memory where the bitmap is copied. The bitmap isn't scaleable. 
 

Texts: 
 
XI_GTEXT: 
write an ANSI string to the current position. The font is not scaleable. 
 
XI_GTEXTW: 
write a UNICODE string to the current position. The font is not scaleable. 
 

Others: 
 
XI_GCROSS: 
draws a cross. The center is set in before with XI_GPOS or XI_GPOS_CONNECT. 
 
Attributes: 
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XI_GANGLE: 
Start- and opening angle of circular and elliptical arcs. The angles are measured in 
1000ths of a degree, with positive values indicating counter-clockwise motion and 
negative values indicating clockwise motion. The start of the arc is specified by 
angle1 (->p0) relative to the three-o'clock position from the center, and the path and 
extend of the arc is specified by angle2 (->p1) relative to the start of the arc. 
XI_GFONT: 
select font for following text output. 
XI_GLINEATTR: 
select line pattern and line thickness for following commands like XI_GLINE, 
XI_GRECT, XI_GCIRCLE, .... 
XI_GROTATE: 
turns the vector or the following vectors resp. A positive turn angle corresponds to a 
counter-clockwise turn. 
XI_GROTATE_POS: 
defines the rotation focus of the vector or the following combined vectors resp. 
XI_GWRITEMODE: 
select write mode for all following commands. ( XI_REPLACE, XI_XOR, XI_AND, 
XI_OR ). 
 
Outlining: 
All vectors, describing a filled area, can be outlined by using the current line 
attributes. Setting ->a0 to XI_GOUTLINED_VECTOR the outlining of the vector is 
enabled. The outlining color can be defined in ->a1. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'list' 
is the graphic list that builds from the above mentioned graphic vectors. 
 
'length' 
Number of vectors of graphic list. 
 

See also: 
xi_change_g_obj(), xi_get_g_event(), xi_get_obj_cursor(), xi_get_work_area(), xi_g
et_zoom_area(), xi_obj_refresh(), xi_set_g_info(), xi_set_g_obj_shared(), xi_set_g_
view(), xi_set_obj_tool() 
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xi_set_g_obj_shared()     Set shared graphic object 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_g_obj_shared( 

long window, 
long name, 
char *modul, 
long length 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_G_BOX 
 

Function: 
xi_set_g_obj_shared() transfers a graphic list that is contained in a data module. 
The function is more or less identical to xi_set_g_obj(). However, it provides 
advantages with respect to transfer time as well as memory demands. The usage of 
shared memory areas allows to allocate the graphic list just once.  
At the moment following limitations exist: 
- no bitmaps and texts can be used 
- only available for 32 bit systems. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'modul' 
Name of data module. 
 
'length' 
Number of elements in graphic list. 
 

See also: 
xi_set_g_obj() 
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xi_set_g_view()     Configure graphic object 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
xi_set_g_view( 

long window, 
long name, 
long typ, 
long total_x, 
long total_y, 
long total_w, 
long total_h, 
long view_x, 
long view_y, 
long view_w, 
long view_h 

); 
 
Validity: 

XI_G_BOX 
 

Function: 
xi_set_g_view() configures a graphic object. Defined are the maximum area and the 
current picture section to be displayed. The area to be displayed always has to be 
within the borders of the maximum picture area. If the maximum is equal to the 
current picture section, no sliders are drawn. Otherwise the object will be provided 
with horizontal and vertical slider as necessary. Additionally, the type of coordinate 
system is defined. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'typ' 
defines the type of coordinate system. 
XI_ANISOTROP: x- and y-axis do have different standardization factors 
XI_ISOTROP: x- and y-axis have the same standardization.  
XI_FIXED_PIXEL_SIZE: A pixel can have a standardization value assigned in x- 
and y- direction. The arguments 'view_w' and 'view_h' will be interpreted as 
multiplicand or divisor resp. They are distinguished by their sign. (e.g..: 'view_w' == 
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2; the vectors transferred are stretched by the factor 2. 'view_w' == -3; the vectors 
transferred are compressed to 1/3). If a background picture is used (with 
xi_set_bitmap() ) this coordinate system should be selected.  
 
'total_x', 'total_y', 'total_w', 'total_h' 
define the maximum picture area. 
 
'view_x', 'view_y', 'view_w', 'view_h' 
define the current section to be displayed. 
 

Remark: 
Changes of the picture section are displayed immediately. The axis labels are 
corrected using the standardization rules defined under xi_set_g_info().  
 

Zooming: 
Enlarging the picture area is done by calling xi_set_g_view() with the desired 
arguments. The definition of the new section can be done with the mouse. To do so, 
the event attributes XI_SELECTABLE and XI_SIGNAL must be activated. The 
XiBase9 server then allows to draw a new rectangle when the left mouse key is 
pressed within the graphic object. The coordinates of the rectangle can be 
requested with xi_get_zoom_area() and transferred as new section coordinates. 
 

See also: 
xi_change_g_obj(), xi_clr_g_obj(), xi_get_obj_cursor(), xi_get_work_area(), xi_get_
g_view(), xi_get_zoom_area(), xi_set_g_info(), xi_set_g_obj(), xi_set_obj_zoom() 
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xi_set_handling()     Change object event attributes 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_handling( 

long window, 
long name, 
long handling, 
long mode 

); 
 

Validity: 
All objects 
 

Function: 
xi_set_handling() allows to define the event handling of an object or general event 
rules for all objects of a window. Changing several properties at the same time is 
achieved by applying a logical OR relation of the properties. Following table clarifies 
the effects of changeable properties. 
 
XI_CATCH_ALL_KEYS: 
Objects having the keyboard focus are all assigned key codes. The message 
XI_KEY will be generated. The key code can be returned to the server for standard 
treatment with xi_unget_keys(). 
XI_CATCH_ARROW_KEYS: 
With this attribute, objects having the keyboard focus can catch the following key 
pressures: 
XI_LEFT, XI_RIGHT, XI_UP, XI_DOWN, XI_POS1, XI_POS2, XI_PAGEUP, 
XI_PAGEDOWN. This event can be returned to the server with  xi_unget_keys(). 
XI_CATCH_FOCUS_KEYS: 
This attribute results in different event messages depending on the input media.  
1. Keyboard event: 
After pressing of a key that would change the keyboard focus, the server sends the 
message XI_FOCUS_CHANGE_REQUEST. Using the extended event query the 
current focus object, the new focus object suggested by the server and the key that 
triggered this event can be determined. A change of the keyboard focus is induced 
afterwards by the function  xi_set_keyboard_focus().  
To catch all focus changes it is recommended to provide the XI_FIRSTOBJECT with 
this attribute. 
2. Mouse- or Touch input: 
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After the keyboard focus has changed, an event of type XI_FOCUS_CHANGED will 
be sent. Based on the event structure, the current as well as the previous focus 
object can be determined. 
A source code example regarding handling of focus events can be found 
under xi_set_keyboard_focus(). 
XI_CATCH_TAB_KEYS: 
Objects having the keyboard focus can catch the tabulator keys XI_TAB and 
XI_BACKTAB and thereby affect the standard switch of the keyboard focus by 
themselves. 
XI_CATCH_UPDATEINFO: 
After resizing objects like XI_L_BOX or XI_G_BOX the automatic refresh procedure 
will be suppressed, if this flag is activated. This way the application can reorganize 
the content of the object and redraw it by itself. The messages the application has to 
look for are XI_SIZE, XI_NORMALIZED and XI_MAXIMIZED. 
XI_CLIP_CURSOR: 
Confines the cursor to a rectangular area on the screen as long as a mouse button 
is pressed. The area is defined by the client area of the object. 
XI_DONT_SPREAD_LINES: 
Objects which would automatically be expanded with a touch to achieve a better 
handling, can avoid this by using XI_DONT_SPREAD_LINES. 
XI_DOUBLE_STATE: 
Objects of type XI_BTEXT and XI_BICON get assigned 2 different status positions 
(activated and not activated) and become thereby a switch with 2 status positions. 
XI_ENABLE_DRAG_DROP: 
Releasing the drag & drop - treatment of list elements 
XI_FIRST_DONT_CLEAN: 
Objects of type XI_ETEXT will not be reset upon entering the first character. 
XI_HIGHLIGHT_FIRST: 
Activated lines of a text table will use a restricted area in the first column only. 
XI_HIGHLIGHT_TEXT: 
The highlighted areas in a text list or text table will be restricted to that areas, 
covered by text. 
XI_JUMP_WITH_ARROWKEYS: 
This property is only used by XI_ETEXT and XI_COMBO_BOX objects. When 
pressing the up or down cursor keys, the input focus will be assigned to the next 
object above or below the current editable text object, resp.   
XI_KEYBOARD_FOCUS: 
Definition of keyboard focus for an editable text object. The keyboard focus is 
assigned to an object by the XiBase9 server after drawing. The assignment is done 
with priority for an object having this attribute. If no object can be found, the search 
for an editable object will be continued within the window starting from top left to 
bottom right. If the search is not successful, normal keys are searched. The 
keyboard focus can be changed by pressing the TAB- and arrow keys. The same 
effect is achieved with the function  xi_set_keyboard_focus(). 
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XI_MOVABLE: 
This property allows to move an opened window. 
XI_MOVABLE_TABS: 
Table columns can be moved by clicking on them. 
XI_NO_AUTO_HOTKEY: 
Objects having the possibility to get the keyboard focus, are automatically assigned 
a hotkey. This can be avoided with this attribute. If a firmly agreed hotkey shall be 
used, this attribute must be set and a corresponding hotkey must be entered in the 
object structure ->hotkey. 
XI_NO_BLOCK_MARKING: 
This property disables the marking of a text block in XI_ETEXT or XI_COMBO_BOX 
objects.  
XI_NOT_KEY_SELECTABLE: 
Objects can't get the keyboard focus assigned through keyboard input (TAB, BACK-
TAB,...). 
XI_NOT_MOUSE_SELECTABLE: 
Objects can't be activated by mouse click or touch screen input.  
XI_PLACEMENT_REQUEST: 
If this flag is set and the placement of a window shall be changed, an application 
receives the message XI_SIZE_REQUEST, XI_MOVE_REQUEST or 
XI_MAXIMIZE_REQUEST. The new placement is set by the application using 
_size xi_change_obj (). The coordinates can be determined from the event structure 
(cursor_x1, ...).  
XI_RADIO_BUTTON: 
if XI_DOUBLE_STATE is active, all buttons belonging to this group are reset when 
pressed. The identification of a radio button group is done with the argument 
OBJ_GROUP(i). All objects with the same identification are considered in the event 
handling. 
XI_RAISE_IF_MOUSE_OVER: 
Objects of type XI_BICON will be drawn flat, if the object state is inactiv and the 
mouse cursor is outside of the object. 
XI_REGISTER_AUTO_SCROLL: 
provides objects of type XI_REGISTER with a comfortable scroll mechanism. The 
visible area will be scrolled automatically to show the current focus object. 
XI_REPEAT: 
if XI_DOUBLE_STATE will be inactive, in case of continuing activation a signal is 
sent in defined intervals. 
XI_SELECTABLE: 
Object is permitted for event handling. 
XI_SELECTABLE_CAPTION: 
The mouse can activate the buttons of the caption of a text list or text table. If 
XI_SIGNAL is enabled, an event of type XI_CAPTION_EVENT will be send to the 
application. 
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XI_SIGNAL: 
Object sends message to application after activation. 
XI_VARIABLE_SIZE: 
A window can be sized. When the window dimensions are changed, list objects 
XI_G_BOX, XI_I_BOX and XI_L_BOX are expanded automatically up to the bottom 
right corner. The top left corner remains unchanged. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'handling' 
bit wise OR-relation of properties to be changed. 
 
'mode' 
The transferred properties are set additionally if 'mode' becomes == 1 or reset, if 
'mode' becomes == 0. 
 

Remark: 
If, aside from the object event attributes, other properties of objects shall be 
manipulated, for performance reasons it can make sense to retrieve a copy of the 
object structure with xi_get_obj_desc(), explicitly manipulate it and to write it back 
with  xi_set_obj_desc(). 
 

See also: 
xi_change_obj_size(), xi_get_attr(), xi_get_handling(), xi_get_next_obj(), xi_get_obj
_desc(), xi_get_obj_desc_in(), xi_set_attr(), xi_set_obj_desc() 
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xi_set_icon()     Change icon object 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_icon( 

long window, 
long name, 
char *bitmap, 
TCHAR *text 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_ICON, XI_BICON, general icons 
 

Function: 
xi_set_icon() transfers a new icon bitmap and a new text to an icon object. The icon 
format is compatible to a Windows 3.1 icon with 32x32 pixels and a color depth of 4 
bit per pixel. The icon bitmap can be retrieved with xi_load_icon(). The object text 
can be changed or requested with xi_set_text() and xi_get_text() resp. also. 
 
There also is the possibility to change the bitmaps of general icons (icons often 
used from the XiBase9 server for dialogues, ...). See also discussion 
of xi_get_icon(). 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'bitmap' 
is a buffer, from whom the new icon bitmap is taken out. 
 
'text' 
XI_DONT_CHANGE_STRING lets the icon text remain unchanged. With  
XI_DELETE_STRING the icon text is removed, otherwise the icon or the icon button 
will be assigned the new text. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_icon(), xi_get_text(), xi_load_icon(), xi_set_bitmap_mode(), xi_set_icon_from
(), xi_set_text(), xi_set_task_icon(), xi_set_task_iconname() 
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xi_set_icon_from()     Change icon object 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_icon_from( 

long window, 
long name, 
long rsc, 
long src_window, 
long src_name, 
TCHAR *text 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_ICON, XI_BICON 
 

Function: 
xi_set_icon_from() copies the BITMAP of another icon and replaces the own bitmap 
or causes the icon object to use a bitmap from the icon pool. The source icon can 
reside in another resource (not if the icon pool is used). To use the icon pool of the 
resource, 'XI_ICON_POOL' will be transferred as source window name. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'rsc' 
defines the resource where the source object is to be found. 
'rsc' >= 0: Resource identification number of source object 
'rsc' == -1: Source object will be searched in the current valid resource. 
 
'src_window', 'src_name' 
specify the source object with 'src_window' == XI_ICON_POOL being interpreted as 
reference to the icon pool of the same resource. 
 
'text' 
XI_DONT_CHANGE_STRING lets the icon text remain unchanged. With  
XI_DELETE_STRING the icon text is removed, otherwise the icon or the icon button 
are assigned the new text. 
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Remark: 
This command allows to reduce the data exchange between application and server.  
Furthermore, often recurring icons can be managed centrally and memory can be 
saved.  
 

See also: 
xi_get_icon(), xi_get_text(), xi_load_icon(), xi_set_icon(), xi_set_text(), xi_set_task_i
con(), xi_set_task_iconname(), xi_set_text_from() 
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xi_set_icon_list()     Change icon list 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
xi_set_icon_list( 

long window, 
long name, 
long *pool_ptr, 
TCHAR **text, 
long length, 
char **icon_pool, 
long pool_cnt, 
TCHAR *title, 
long event_mode, 
long pos 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_I_BOX 
 

Function: 
xi_set_icon_list() sets the icon list of an icon list object. It is not necessary to release 
the previous list in the process. All fields transferred will be copied to the 
corresponding structures of the object. The generation of information as well as 
releasing them must be done by the programmer. 
An icon list is a two dimensional list. The individual elements consist of an icon and 
an accompanying text. The preparation of the list is handled by the server. Based on 
the object dimensions, he assigns x/y-coordinates to the individual elements. The 
list is organized in a way that, if necessary, a scrolling must be done only in vertical 
direction. The order of list elements remains unchanged in the process. 
Manipulation and query of the individual elements can be done with the 
routines xi_get_text(), xi_set_text(), xi_get_lmarks(). A change of a single element 
can be performed with  xi_change_i_element(). 
 
Structure of icon list: 
 
The icon list comprises of: 
- a text list 
- a field with icons (source) 
- a reference field of the individual elements to the icon source 
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The icons used are compatible with Microsoft-Windows 3.1 Icons, i.e. every icon 
uses a picture description of 766 bytes. The icon descriptions are summarized into a 
source field (icon pool). Every element in the list will be assigned a reference to an 
entry in this source field or a reference to any icon object. The text assignment for 
every element will be done from the text list automatically in ascending order. By 
using the source field, redundant picture descriptions can be avoided (reduces 
memory requirements). 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'pool_ptr' 
is a field containing references defining where the bitmap information for an element 
of the icon list shall be retrieved from. A number within the icon pool can be such a 
reference. 
Besides that, there also is the possibility to make a reference to any icon.  The 
referencing rule is as follows:  
 
 *(pool_ptr+i) =  0x80000000L 
               + ((rsc&0x07fL)<<24) 
               + ((window&0x0ffL)<<16) 
               + (name&0x0ffffL); 
 
with 'rsc' being the resource ID (is returned by 
calling xi_rs_creat(), xi_rs_creat_shared(), xi_rs_load, xi_rs_load_shared(), xi_rs_sh
are() or xi_rs_name(), where the icon  is contained; 'window' and 'name' specify the 
icon object. The length of the reference fields calculates by number of entries, 
multiplied with sizeof(long). 
 
'text' 
is a text list providing a text string for every element. 
 
'length' 
is the number of elements in the icon list. 
 
'icon_pool' 
is a pointer to an icon pool where the individual icons,  that can be referenced with 
the field 'pool_ptr'can be found. The number of icons in this pool is defined with 
'pool_cnt'. 
 
'pool_cnt' 
Number of icons in icon pool. 
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'title' 
is a caption information. The argument XI_DELETE_CAPTION causes the server to 
remove the caption bar, whereas XI_DONT_CHANGE_CAPTION lets the caption 
remain unchanged. All other values will be interpreted as pointers to an ASCII string 
containing the new caption information. 
 
'event_mode' 
this argument adjusts the event handling. 
'event_mode' == -1: The current event mode is kept 
'event_mode' == 0: The list can be displayed only. 
'event_mode' == 1: A max. of 1 element can be selected or marked. 
'event_mode' == 2: Any number of elements can be marked simultaneously. 
 
'pos' 
this argument is only evaluated, if 'event_mode' == 1. The icon specified with 'pos' in 
the list is displayed active. 
 

See also: 
xi_change_typ(), xi_change_i_element(), xi_get_caption(), xi_get_lmarks(), xi_get_t
ext(), xi_get_textlist(), xi_set_caption(), xi_set_text() 
 

Example: 
 
An icon list consisting of 20 elements and 4 different icons shall be built. 
 
 #define UNICODE 
 
 long handle_icon_list() 

 { 

  Xi_event event; 

  TCHAR **text; 

  long *pool_ptr; 

  char **icon_pool; 

  long list_length = 20; 

  long pool_cnt = 4; 

  TCHAR buf[100]; 

  long i; 

  long window_id; 

  long own_rsc; 

 

  /* Organize text list */ 
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  text = (TCHAR**)xi_alloc(sizeof(TCHAR*)*list_length); 

  for(i=0;i<list_length;i++) 

  { 

   wcsprintf(buf,L“Icon %d“,i); 

   *(text+i) =  

    (TCHAR*)xi_alloc((wcslen(buf)+1)*sizeof(TCHAR)); 

   wcscpy(text,buf); 

  } 

 

 /* Organize icon pool */ 

  icon_pool = (char**)xi_alloc(sizeof(char*)*pool_cnt); 

  for(i=0;i<pool_cnt;i++) 

  { 

   *(icon_pool+i) = (char*)xi_alloc(766); 

   xi_load_icon(*(icon_pool+i),L“ICONS/icon_?...“); 

  } 

  

 /* Organize icon reference field */ 

  pool_ptr = (long*)xi_alloc(sizeof(long)*list_length); 

  *(pool_ptr+0) = 0;    /* references to icon no. 0  */ 

  *(pool_ptr+1) = 3;    /* references to icon no. 3  */ 

  ... 

 

 /* Icon references outside of the icon pool  

  Icon is built from own resource from the window SYMBOLS 

  with the object name SYMB_9. */ 

 

 /* determine current resource ID */ 

  own_rsc = xi_rs_name(); 

  *(pool_ptr+9) = 0x80000000L 

       + ((own_rsc&0x0000007fL)<<24) 

       + ((SYMBOLS&0x000000ffL)<<16) 

       + (SYMB_9&0x0000ffffL); 

  ... 

 

 /* Set icon list */ 

  xi_set_icon_list(MAIN,ICON_LIST,pool_ptr,text,list_length, 

   icon_pool,pool_cnt,L“ICON-Info“,1,0); 

  window_id = xi_form_draw(MAIN); 

  do 

  { 

   obj_name = xi_event(); 
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   if(obj_name == ICON_LIST) 

   { 

   /* request more detailled event information */ 

    xi_get_event_info(&event); 

   /* Evaluate event and ... */ 

    ....... 

   } 

  }  while(obj_name != XI_CLOSE) ; 

  xi_form_redraw(window_id); 

 

 /* Release memory area */ 

  xi_free_list(text,list_length);  

  xi_free_list(icon_pool,pool_cnt);   

  xi_free(pool_ptr); 

  return obj_name; 

 } 
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xi_set_keyboard_focus()     Set keyboard focus 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_keyboard_focus( 

long window, 
long name 

); 
 

Validity: 
editable objects 
 

Function: 
xi_set_keyboard_focus() defines which object receives the keyboard entries. 
Normally, this arrangement is set automatically by the XiBase9 server. If no focus 
object was defined preliminary to drawing the window for the first time, the next 
object affectable by keyboard input is searched, starting in the top left corner. The 
server interprets the TAB, BACKTAB and arrow keys as focus change keys. Under 
the following circumstances, deviations from this rule can occur: 
- with objects of type XI_G_BOX, XI_I_BOX, XI_L_BOX (generally no arrow keys). 
- with objects of type XI_ETEXT (arrow keys for left and right) 
- an object or XI_FIRSTOBEJCT has one of the event attributes 
 XI_CATCH_ALL_KEYS 
 XI_CATCH_ARROW_KEYS 
 XI_CATCH_TAB_KEYS 
 XI_CATCH_FOCUS_KEYS 
The attribute XI_CATCH_FOCUS_KEYS results in an event of type 
XI_FOCUS_CHANGE_REQUEST or XI_FOCUS_CHANGED, the other attributes to 
a XI_KEY event. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object within the current window. 
 

Example: 
Control of input focus by application: 
 
 ... 

 /* Catching all focus changes through keyboard */ 

 xi_set_handling(WINDOW,-1,XI_CATCH_FOCUS_KEYS,1); 
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 window_id = xi_form_draw(WINDOW); 

 do 

 { 

  obj_name = xi_event(); 

  xi_get_event_info(&info); 

  switch(obj_name) 

  { 

   case XI_FOCUS_CHANGE_REQUEST: 

 /* Evaluate the results */ 

    info.object  Focus object 

    info.button  Focus key 

    info.dest_name next focus object 

    The program now can decide what 

    will be the next focus object.    
 */ 

    next_focus = dest_name; 

    xi_set_keyboard_focus(WINDOW,next_focus); 

    break; 

   case XI_FOCUS_CHANGED: 

 /* A focus change was performed via mouse or touch. */ 

    info.object   Focus object 

    info.button   Focus key 

    info.source_pos  previous focus object 

    break; 

   ... 

  }  

 } while(...); 

 

 
See also: 

xi_get_event_info(), xi_set_handling() 
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xi_set_keyboard_layout()     Change keyboard layout 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_keyboard_layout( 

char *layout 
); 
 

Validity: 
Settings of the local server for Linux or OS-9. 
 

Function: 
xi_set_keyboard_layout() changes the keyboard layout on the fly. 
 
Keyboard layouts are stored in files with the extension „.kbd“ located in the directory 
„../XIBASE9/CONFIG“. 
 
The standard layouts for XiBase9 are: 
- „cz“ Czech 
- „de“ German 
- „dk“ Danish 
- „es“ Spanish 
- „fr“ French 
- „gb“ English (UK) 
- „gr“ Greek 
- „it“ Italian 
- „jp“ Japanese 
- „ko“ Korean 
- „ne“ Dutch 
- „pl“ Polish 
- „pt“ Portuguese 
- „ru“ Russian 
- „sv“ Swedish 
- „us“ US-Standard 
- „usi“ US-International 
 
A new keyboard layout or manipulating of an existing keyboard layout can be done 
by using the program „XiKeyboard“. 
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 XiKeyboard -edit 
 
The keyboard layout can be determined before launching the server.  
1) Enable the keyboard layout entry in the file „video.conf“ in the directory 
“../XIBASE9/CONFIG”  
2) use the option „-kt=[keyboard layout“ when calling the server. 
 

Arguments: 
'layout' 
points to the file name of the keyboard layout without the extension „.kbd“. The 
layout file is expected in the directory „../XIBASE9/CONFIG“. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_keyboard_type(), xi_get_language(), xi_set_keyboard_simulation() 
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xi_set_keyboard_simulation()     Set keyboard simulation 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_keyboard_simulation( 

long mode 
); 
 

Validity: 
Settings of the local server for Linux or OS-9. 
 

Function: 
If an object with an text input field is activated by the touch screen, XiBase9 displays 
a soft keyboard. The soft keyboard allows to enter text signs in the same way like a 
normal keyboard. The default setting activates the keyboard. 
xi_set_keyboard_simulation() enables or disables this feature. 
 

Arguments: 
'mode' 
0 => suppress soft keyboard 
1 => Automatically activate soft keyboard 
 

See also: 
xi_get_keyboard_type(), xi_set_keyboard_layout() 
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xi_set_language()     Change language settings 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_language( 

long object_to_change, 
long lang_id, 
long mode 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_set_language() enables the application to change the current language settings. 
Following changes can be processed: 
- Language of the server 
- Language of one or all application 
- Language of a resource 
- Update of the resource text objects. 
 
The text information of resources are stored in language directories. The language 
setting of the server determines the directory in whom the server will search for text 
files first, while loading a resource. 
 
While changing the language of an application, the server tries to replace the text 
information of all resources, that belongs to the appropriate application. 
 
The language of a resource determines, what language is to be used to show 
common text strings like „ok“, „cancel“ ... 
 
The update of the resource text objects will be done by the server automatically. 
The current text strings will be replaced by text strings of a resource with the same 
name but with a different language. 
 
The updating of the language specific information will be activated by the server by 
calling the callback function xi_default_language_proc(). This function is able to 
exchange statically predefined text strings. That means, text objects, which are 
generated by the GUI-builder and which are not given another text information 
dynamically after loading the resource. Dynamically manipulated text objects have 
to be updated by the application. Please have a look to the following example. 
 

Arguments: 
'object_to_change' 
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The evaluation of this parameter is depended on the 'mode' parameter. 
 
'lang_id' 
determines the language directory where the server is looking for the language 
dependent information. 
 
'mode' 
This parameter determines the action: 
XI_SET_SERVER_LANGUAGE: 
The language setting of the server will be set. 'object_to_change' will be not 
evaluated. 
XI_SET_APPLICATION_LANGUAGE: 
All resources of an application or all applications of the current display will be 
updated. The parameter 'object_to_change' determines the involved applications. 
'object_to_change' == -1: All Applications will be updated 
'object_to_change' == pid: Only the application with the process-ID 'pid' will be 
updated 
XI_SET_RSC_LANGUAGE: 
The language settings of common text strings will be exchanged. These strings are 
stored in files with the name 'language.cfg' in the appropriate language directories. 
The parameter 'object_to_change' determines the resource. If 'object_to_change' == 
-1, the current resource will be changed. 
XI_UPDATE_RSC: 
The server processes an update of the text strings of the current resource with text 
strings of a resource determined by 'object_to_change'. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_lang_id(), xi_get_lang_dir(), xi_get_language() 
 

Example: 
 

Following source code shows, how an application can update dynamically 
exchanged objects. 

 
/* Declaration of the application specific callback function */ 

long lang_proc(Xi_event*,long,void*,long); 

 

long main( 

long argc, 

char **argv) 

{ 

  ... 
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  xi_init_appl(argc,argv); 

  ... 

/* Enable the callback function */ 

  xi_define_callback(1,-1,-1,XI_CHANGE_LANGUAGE,lang_proc,0,0,0); 

  ... 

 

} 

 

long lang_proc( 

Xi_event *e, 

long p, 

void *s, 

long len) 

{ 

/* Call the default language procedure, to exchange the static 

   unchanged text strings */ 

  xi_default_language_proc(e,p,s,len); 

 

/* Now, the dynamically text strings have to be updated */ 

   ... 

  return 0; 

} 

 

Country directories: 
 XI_AFRIKAANS   "af"  "Afrikaans" 

 XI_ALBANIAN   "sq"  "Albanian" 

 XI_ARABIC    "ar"  "Arabic" 

 XI_ARABIC_SAUDI_ARABIA "ar_SA" "Arabic (Saudi Arabia)" 

 XI_ARABIC_IRAQ   "ar_IQ" "Arabic (Iraq)" 

 XI_ARABIC_EGYPT   "ar_EG" "Arabic (Egypt)" 

 XI_ARABIC_LIBYA   "ar_LY" "Arabic (Libya)" 

 XI_ARABIC_ALGERIA  "ar_DZ" "Arabic (Algeria)" 

 XI_ARABIC_MOROCCO  "ar_MA" "Arabic (Morocco)" 

 XI_ARABIC_TUNISIA  "ar_TN" "Arabic (Tunisia)" 

 XI_ARABIC_OMAN   "ar_OM" "Arabic (Oman)" 

 XI_ARABIC_YEMEN   "ar_YE" "Arabic (Yemen)" 

 XI_ARABIC_SYRIA   "ar_SY" "Arabic (Syria)" 

 XI_ARABIC_JORDAN   "ar_JO" "Arabic (Jordan)" 

 XI_ARABIC_LEBANON  "ar_LB" "Arabic (Lebanon)" 

 XI_ARABIC_KUWAIT   "ar_KW" "Arabic (Kuwait)" 

 XI_ARABIC_UAE   "ar_AE" "Arabic (U.A. Emirates)" 

 XI_ARABIC_BAHRAIN  "ar_BH" "Arabic (Bahrain)" 
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 XI_ARABIC_QATAR   "ar_QA" "Arabic (Qatar)" 

 XI_ARABIC_AZERI   "ar_AZ" "Arabic (Azerbaijan)" 

 XI_ARMENIAN   "hy"  "Armenian" 

 XI_ASSAMESE   "as"  "Assamese" 

 XI_AZERI    "az"  "Azeri" 

 XI_AZERI_LATIN   "az_LAT" "Azeri (Latin)" 

 XI_AZERI_CYRILLIC  "az_CYR" "Azeri (Cyrillic)" 

 XI_BASQUE    "eu"  "Basque" 

 XI_BELARUSIAN   "be"  "Belarusian" 

 XI_BENGALI    "bn"  "Bengali" 

 XI_BULGARIAN   "bg"  "Bulgarian" 

 XI_CATALAN    "ca"  "Catalan" 

 XI_CHINESE    "zh"  "Chinese" 

 XI_CHINESE_TRADITIONAL "cht"  "Chinese (Taiwan)" 

 XI_CHINESE_SIMPLIFIED  "chs"  "Chinese (PR China)" 

 XI_CHINESE_HONGKONG  "zh_HK" "Chinese (Hong Kong)" 

 XI_CHINESE_SINGAPORE  "zh_SG" "Chinese (Singapore)" 

 XI_CHINESE_MACAU   "zh_MO" "Chinese (Macau S.A.R.)" 

 XI_CROATIAN   "hr"  "Croatian" 

 XI_CZECH    "cs"  "Czech" 

 XI_DANISH    "da"  "Danish" 

 XI_DIVEHI    "dv"  "Divehi" 

 XI_DUTCH    "nl"  "Dutch" 

 XI_DUTCH_BELGIAN   "nl_BE" "Dutch (Belgian)" 

 XI_ENGLISH    "en"  "English" 

 XI_ENGLISH_UNITED_STATES "en_US" "English (USA)" 

 XI_ENGLISH_GREAT_BRITAIN "en_GB" "English (UK)" 

 XI_ENGLISH_AUSTRALIAN  "en_AU" "English (Australian)" 

 XI_ENGLISH_CANADIAN  "en_CA" "English (Canadian)" 

 XI_ENGLISH_NEW_ZEALAND "en_NZ" "English (New Zealand)" 

 XI_ENGLISH_EIRE   "en_IE" "English (Irish)" 

 XI_ENGLISH_SOUTH_AFRICA "en_ZA" "English (South Africa)" 

 XI_ENGLISH_JAMAICA  "en_JM" "English (Jamaica)" 

 XI_ENGLISH_ZIMBABWE  "en_ZW" "English (Zimbabwe)" 

 XI_ENGLISH_PHILIPPINES "en_PH" "English (Philippines)" 

 XI_ESTONIAN   "et"  "Estonian" 

 XI_FAEROESE   "fo"  "Faeroese" 

 XI_FARSI    "fa"  "Farsi" 

 XI_FINNISH    "fi"  "Finnish" 

 XI_FRENCH    "fr"  "French" 

 XI_FRENCH_BELGIAN  "fr_BE" "French (Belgian)" 

 XI_FRENCH_CANADIAN  "fr_CA" "French (Canadian)" 
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 XI_FRENCH_SWISS   "fr_CH" "French (Swiss)" 

 XI_FRENCH_LUXEMBOURG  "fr_LU" "French (Luxembourg)" 

 XI_GALICIAN   "gl"  "Calician" 

 XI_GEORGIAN   "ka"  "Georgian" 

 XI_GERMAN    "de"  "German" 

 XI_GERMAN_SWISS   "de_CH" "German (Swiss)" 

 XI_GERMAN_AUSTRIAN  "de_AT" "German (Austrian)" 

 XI_GERMAN_LUXEMBOURG  "de_LU" "German (Luxembourg)" 

 XI_GREEK    "el"  "Greek" 

 XI_GUJARATI   "gu"  "Gujarati" 

 XI_HEBREW    "he"  "Hebrew" 

 XI_HINDI    "hi"  "Hindi" 

 XI_HUNGARIAN   "hu"  "Hungarian" 

 XI_ICELANDIC   "is"  "Icelandic" 

 XI_INDONESIAN   "id"  "Indonesian" 

 XI_ITALIAN    "it"  "Italian" 

 XI_ITALIAN_SWISS   "it_CH" "Italian (Swiss)" 

 XI_JAPANESE   "jp"  "Japanese" 

 XI_KANNADA    "kn"  "Kannada" 

 XI_KASHMIRI   "ks"  "Kashmiri" 

 XI_KAZAK    "kk"  "Kazak" 

 XI_KONKANI    "kok"  "Konkani" 

 XI_KOREAN    "ko"  "Korean" 

 XI_KYRGYZ    "ky"  "Kyrgyz" 

 XI_LATVIAN    "lv"  "Latvian" 

 XI_LITHUANIAN   "lt"  "Lithuanian" 

 XI_MACEDONIAN   "mk"  "Macedonian" 

 XI_MALAY    "ms"  "Malay (Malaysia)" 

 XI_MALAY_BRUNEI   "ms_BN" "Malay (Brunei)" 

 XI_MALAYALAM   "ml"  "Malayalm" 

 XI_MANIPURI   "mni"  "Manipuri" 

 XI_MARATHI    "mr"  "Marathi" 

 XI_MONGOLIAN   "mn"  "Mongolian" 

 XI_NEPALI    "ne"  "Nepali" 

 XI_NEPALI_INDIA   "ne_IN" "Nepali (India)" 

 XI_NORWEGIAN   "no"  "Norwegian" 

 XI_ORIYA    "or"  "Oriya" 

 XI_POLISH    "pl"  "Polish" 

 XI_PORTUGUESE   "pt"  "Portuguese" 

 XI_PORTUGUESE_BRAZIL  "pt_BR" "Portuguese (Brazilian)" 

 XI_PUNJABI    "pa"  "Punjabi" 

 XI_ROMANIAN   "ro"  "Romanian" 
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 XI_RUSSIAN    "ru"  "Russian" 

 XI_SANSKRIT   "sa"  "Sanskrit" 

 XI_SERBIAN    "sr"  "Serbian" 

 XI_SERBIAN_LATIN   "sr_LAT" "Serbian (Latin)" 

 XI_SERBIAN_CYRILLIC  "sr_CYR" "Serbian (Cyrillic)" 

 XI_SINDHI    "sd"  "Sindhi" 

 XI_SLOVAK    "sk"  "Slovak" 

 XI_SLOVENIAN   "sl"  "Slovenian" 

 XI_SPANISH    "es"  "Spanish" 

 XI_SPANISH_MEXICAN  "es_MX" "Spanish (Mexican)" 

 XI_SPANISH_GUATEMALA  "es_GT" "Spanish (Guatemala)" 

 XI_SPANISH_COSTA_RICA  "es_CR" "Spanish (Costa Rica)" 

 XI_SPANISH_PANAMA  "es_PA" "Spanish (Panama)" 

 XI_SPANISH_DOMINICAN_REP "es_DO" "Spanish (Dominican R.)" 

 XI_SPANISH_VENEZUELA  "es_VE" "Spanish (Venezuela)" 

 XI_SPANISH_COLUMBIA  "es_CO" "Spanish (Columbia)" 

 XI_SPANISH_PERU   "es_PE" "Spanish (Peru)" 

 XI_SPANISH_ARGENTINA  "es_AR" "Spanish (Argentina)" 

 XI_SPANISH_ECUADOR  "es_EC" "Spanish (Ecuador)" 

 XI_SPANISH_CHILE   "es_CL" "Spanish (Chile)" 

 XI_SPANISH_URUGUAY  "es_UY" "Spanish (Uruguay)" 

 XI_SPANISH_PARAGUAY  "es_PY" "Spanish (Paraguay)" 

 XI_SPANISH_BOLIVIA  "es_BO" "Spanish (Bolivia)" 

 XI_SPANISH_EL_SALVADOR "es_SV" "Spanish (El Salvador)" 

 XI_SPANISH_HONDURAS  "es_HN" "Spanish (Honduras)" 

 XI_SPANISH_NICARAGUA  "es_NI" "Spanish (Nicaragua)" 

 XI_SPANISH_PUERTO_RICO "es_PR" "Spanish (Puerto Rico)" 

 XI_SWAHILI    "sw"  "Swahili" 

 XI_SWEDISH    "sv"  "Swedish" 

 XI_SWEDISH_FINLAND  "sv_FI" "Swedish (Finland)" 

 XI_SYRIAC    "syr"  "Syriac" 

 XI_TAMIL    "ta"  "Tamil" 

 XI_TATAR    "tt"  "Tatar" 

 XI_TELUGU    "te"  "Telugu" 

 XI_THAI    "th"  "Thai" 

 XI_TURKISH    "tr"  "Turkish" 

 XI_UKRAINIAN   "uk"  "Ukrainian" 

 XI_URDU    "ur"  "Urdu" 

 XI_URDU_PAKISTAN   "ur_PK" "Urdu (Pakistan)" 

 XI_URDU_INDIA   "ur_IN" "Urdu (India)" 

 XI_UZBEK    "uz"  "Uzbek" 

 XI_UZBEK_LATIN   "uz_LAT" "Uzbek (Latin)" 
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 XI_UZBEK_CYRILLIC  "uz_CYR" "Uzbek (Cyrillic)" 

 XI_VIETNAMESE   "vi"  "Vietnamese" 
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xi_set_line_distance()     Set line distance 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_line_distance( 

long window, 
long name, 
long x_distance, 
long y_distance 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_L_BOX 
 

Function: 
xi_set_line_distance() allows to change the line distance between text lines or text 
columns of a list- or table object, resp. At run time, only values bigger than the pre-
set standard values are considered. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object 
 
'x_distance', 'y_distance' 
additional distance. The resulting y-distance is derived from the height of the 
selected font plus 'y_abstand'. The x-distance is relevant with tables only. This is an 
additional distance between the columns. 
 

See also: 
xi_set_list(), xi_set_tabs() 
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xi_set_line_editor()     Configure line editor 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
void xi_set_line_editor( 

TCHAR *caption, 
TCHAR *templ, 
TCHAR *valid 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_set_line_editor() configures the line editor. The line editor comprises of a caption 
line, an editable text string and the keys XI_CANCEL_BOX and XI_OK_BOX. The 
editable text string is subject to the same conventions as described in xi_set_etext(). 
With xi_set_line_editor() it is possible to switch the caption information and to set 
the properties of the editable text. This configuration is valid for all following calls 
of xi_line_editor() by a program.  
 

Arguments: 
'caption' 
Caption to be written into the title line of the window. 
 
'templ' 
defines the places that can be edited (with '_'). 
 
'valid' 
defines the value range of every character. 
 

See also: 
xi_line_editor(), xi_set_etext() 
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xi_set_linfo()     Line-, Column-, insert information 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_linfo( 

long window, 
long name, 
long line, 
long column, 
long insert 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_L_BOX 
 

Function: 
xi_set_linfo() defines information objects with whom information concerning the 
current text cursor and the insert mode of an editable list can be displayed. Every 
change of the cursor position and the insert mode will be displayed immediately. 
Only those information are displayed, that a valid object is assigned to. The 
assignment is performed with the arguments 'line', 'column', 'insert'. Within the 
window, objects of type XI_TEXT or XI_BTEXT are accepted as valid objects. The 
objects can be defined with the resource editor XiResEd. If information, e.g. the 
insert mode, are not to be displayed, a -1 must be transferred. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'line','column' 
current line- and column information (starting with 1) 
 
'insert' 
current insert mode 
 

Return value: 
If successful, a ZERO is returned, otherwise  -1.  
 

See also: 
xi_set_list() 
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xi_set_list()     Set text list 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_list( 

long window, 
long name, 
void *text, 
long length, 
long pos, 
TCHAR *caption, 
long event_mode 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_L_BOX 
 

Function: 
xi_set_list() sets or removes the entries of a text list object. The list object, if visible, 
will be drawn with the new content. 
 
The text to be transferred can be organized line wise in a character pointer list 
(TCHAR**) or as continuous text string (TCHAR*), with every line being separated 
via '\n'.  
 
Previous marking information of the list will be reset and can be newly transferred 
with xi_set_lmarks(). To avoid a repeated list build up on the screen, initialising the 
list should be done before drawing the window. 
 
Editable lists can present the line-, column- and insert information automatically. 
This is defined with the function xi_set_linfo(). 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'text' 
Character pointer field (TCHAR**) or text string (TCHAR*) with line separation via 
'\n'. The distinguishment is done with the argument 'length'. The text information can 
contain control sequences, with whom the text attributes can be changed or icons 
can be inserted. (See also xi_make_text_ctrl() and xi_make_text_icon() ). 
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'length' 
Length of list. If 'length' becomes == -1, 'text' will be interpreted as continuous text 
string. 
 
'pos' 
with this argument it is possible, to draw the list starting with a defined line.  'pos' is 
only evaluated, if 'pos' references to a text string within the list. If the event mode 
'event_mode' of the list == 1 is and 'pos' != -1, 'pos' will be taken over and marked 
as active position. For an event mode of 2 'pos' will be taken over as initialisation for 
the keyboard focus. 
 
'caption' 
is a caption information. The argument XI_DELETE_CAPTION causes the server to 
remove the caption bar, whereas XI_DONT_CHANGE_CAPTION lets the caption 
remain unchanged. All other values will be interpreted as pointers to an text string 
containing the new caption information. 
 
'event_mode' 
with these arguments, the event handling is adjusted. 
'event_mode' == -1:  The current event mode remains unchanged 
'event_mode' == 0:  The list can only be displayed. 
'event_mode' == 1:  A max. of 1 element can be selected or marked. 
'event_mode' == 2:  Any number of elements can be marked. 
'event_mode' == 3:  The list can be edited. 
 

Editable lists and tables: 
Editable lists can be used for input or manipulation of multiline texts or tables. 
Different from the normal text list, a table can be edited within the pre-set lines and 
columns only; i.e. if an empty table with 20 lines shall be edited, a text list with 20 
line and a corresponding number of column separators ('\t') must be transferred to it. 
You can jump between the individual fields with TAB- or arrow keys. Usage of the 
TAB-key depends on the event argument XI_CATCH_TABKEY. The max. editable 
number of characters per column depends on the geometrical dimensions of the 
table and the font selected. Non visible characters are cut of. 
 
A editable table can consist of editable and non editable text fields. The definition 
will be done with xi_set_tab_ext(). The handling properties XI_SELECTABLE and 
XI_EDITABLE_ENTRY enables the editor functionality of a column. 
 
The current text cursor- and insert information can be activated with xi_set_linfo(). 
The edit functions provide the possibility to  
- insert lines 
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- overwrite characters 
- delete characters 
- insert lines (not table) 
- delete lines (not table) 
- mark blocks (SHIFT+arrow-,Pos- or PgUp /PgDwn keys or with the mouse) 
- change insert mode. 
Any further functions must be proposed by the program. The impulse comes from 
the event feedback XI_KEY and a key or key combination not being used by the 
editing algorithm.  These can be the function keys alone or together with the SHIFT- 
or CTRL-key as well as the INSERT-key in combination with the SHIFT- or CTRL-
key. Usually, the combination CTRL+INSERT (XI_CTRL_INSERT) is used for 
copying of a marked block into the clipboard and SHIFT+INSERT 
(XI_SHIFT_INSERT) is used for copying from the clipboard. The functions for 
manipulation of blocks and texts of an editable list are summarized 
in xi_change_ltext(). The event feedback  XI_KEY is evaluated 
with xi_getc(); xi_getc() must be called 3 times here. The calls investigate following 
information contained in the keyboard buffer of the application: 
1. pressed key combination 
2. Line (upon activation) 
3. Column (upon activation) 
 

Attention: 
The length of the list must not exceed 32768 lines.  
 

See also: 
xi_change_list(), xi_change_ltext(), xi_get_length(), xi_get_lmarks(), xi_get_ltext(), xi
_get_ltext_info(), xi_get_text(), xi_get_textlist(), xi_make_text_ctrl(), xi_make_text_ic
on(), xi_make_tree_struct(), xi_set_caption(), xi_set_linfo(), xi_set_tabs(), xi_set_tab
_element(), xi_set_tab_ext(), xi_set_text() 
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xi_set_lmarks()     Mark list object 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_lmarks( 

long window, 
long name, 
char *marks, 
long max_bytes 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_L_BOX, XI_I_BOX, 
 

Function: 
xi_set_lmarks() transfers a new marking information to the list object. The marking 
information will be interpreted as bit field, with every bit of this field corresponding to 
a list element. Every bit set stands for a marked element from the list. Setting the 
bits can be done with xi_set_bit(). The field length calculates by (length/8)+1; length 
can be determined with xi_get_length(). The list is redrawn automatically. Changing 
the list with xi_set_list() overwrites the marking information. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'marks' 
Field with new status information 
 
'max_bytes' 
Maximum length of information field. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_length(), xi_get_lmarks(), xi_get_pos(), xi_set_bit(), xi_set_mark()  
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xi_set_mark()     Mark list element 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_mark( 

long window, 
long name, 
long pos, 
long mode 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_L_BOX, XI_I_BOX 
 

Function: 
xi_set_mark() allows to change the activity status of an element within a text or an 
icon list. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'pos' 
is the number of the element subject to change. 
 
'mode' 
'mode' == 1: the corresponding activity bit will be set. 
'mode' == 0: the corresponding activity bit will be deleted. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_lmarks(), xi_set_lmarks(), xi_set_icon_list(), xi_set_list(), 
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xi_set_obj_cursor_style()     Change object cursor 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_obj_cursor_style( 

long window, 
long name, 
long cursor_id 

); 
 

Validity: 
for all objects 
 

Function: 
xi_set_obj_cursor_style() changes the object cursor that is displayed as soon as the 
mouse is positioned over the object. The cursor has to be generated in before 
using xi_alloc_cursor(). A cursor can only be used by the application he was 
generated from. After generation, all objects have a standard cursor assignment that 
can be restored with 'cursor_id' == -1. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'cursor_id' 
is the cursor identification number of the cursor, that was generated with  
xi_alloc_cursor(). 
 

Return value: 
If successful, return value becomes != -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_alloc_cursor(), xi_change_cursor(), xi_free_cursor() 
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xi_set_obj_desc()     Change object structure 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_obj_desc( 

long window, 
long name, 
Object *obj 

); 
 

Validity: 
all objects 
 

Function: 
xi_set_obj_desc() allows to change the object structure of an object. The elements 
of this structure are shortly described here: 
 
 typedef struct object { 

 typ;   Object type, mustn't be manipulated 

 name;   Object name, mustn't be manipulated 

 handle;  Object event handling, see xi_set_handling() 

 attr;   Visual attributes, see xi_set_attr() 

 stat;   Object status, see xi_set_state() 

 group;  Assignment to a group of objects 

 position;  Position in an object group 

 design;  Object design 

 x;   x,y define the location of the bottom left 

    corner 

 y;   of the object. The window where 

    the object is located, has its origin 

    in the top left corner. Therefore the 

    X-coordinate normally will take on positive,  

    the y-coordinate however negative values. 

 width;  Object width in pixels 

 height;  Object height in pixels 

 text;   Text identification, mustn't be manipulated 

 help;   Help identification, mustn't be manipulated 

 structur;  Internal use only 

 elements;  Elements of window frame, see xi_set_elements() 

 color;  Object color, see xi_set_color() 

 font_height; Object font height, see xi_set_obj_font() 
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 font_type;  Object font type,  „ „ „ „ 

 font_fcolor; Object font foreground color, see xi_set_color()  

 hotkey;  A hotkey is only evaluated 

    if the event attribute  

    XI_NO_AUTO_HOTKEY is active. 

 mouse_form; Appearance of the mouse pointer,  

    see xi_set_obj_cursor_style() 

 active_color; Color of the object when activated 

 event_mode; See xi_set_event_mode() 

 v_length;  Vertical length of a list object, 

    can not be manipulated 

 v_pos;  First visible line of a list object, 

    see xi_obj_scroll(). 

    Mustn't be manipulated. 

 v_step;  Vertical increments upon scrolling,  

    Mustn't be manipulated. 

 h_length;  Similar to v_length,v_pos and v_step 

 h_pos; 

 h_step; 

 refer_to_obj; Object is subordinated to the object given. 

 refer_to_nr; Assignment to the side of a register object 

 ext;   Internal use only 

 ext_data[8]; Internal use only 

} Object; 

 

Remark: 
All changes will be displayed automatically, except the attribute 
XI_NO_AUTO_REFRESH is set. In this case several change can be applied to the 
object without redrawing the object. The application can enforce drawing with 
xi_obj_draw() for objects inside of a window or xi_diff_draw() for the whole window. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object 
 
'obj' 
is a pointer to a buffer which hold the above object structur 
 

See also: 
xi_change_obj_size(), xi_get_next_obj(), xi_get_obj_desc(), xi_get_obj_desc_in(), xi
_set_attr(), xi_set_handling(), xi_set_elements(), xi_set_obj_font() 
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xi_set_obj_font()     Change object font 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_obj_font( 

long window, 
long name, 
long height, 
long typ 

); 
 

Validity: 
all objects 
 

Function: 
xi_set_obj_font() assigns a new font to an object. A general set of fonts is available 
on all systems. The choice is performed using the height in pixels and the font type. 
Available heights are 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20 and 24 pixel, with 14, 18 and 24 
pixels not being available for the font type XI_FIXED and 16, 20 only for this font 
type. If a font is not available, it will be tried to select the next plausible font. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'height' 
desired height in pixels 
 
'typ' 
The font type comprises of the font attributes and the font family and is built by a 
logical OR relation. The font attributes XI_BOLD_FONT and XI_ITALIC_FONT can 
be applied simultaneously.  
 
Font attributes: 
 XI_NORMAL_FONT 
 XI_BOLD_FONT 
 XI_ITALIC_FONT 
 
Font family: 
 XI_COURIER 
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 XI_FIXED 
 XI_HELVETICA 
 XI_SANSSERIF 
 XI_SERIF 
 XI_SYMBOL 
 XI_TIMES 
 

See also: 
xi_get_obj_font_metric(), xi_get_font_metric() 
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xi_set_obj_grid()     Set grid lines 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_obj_grid( 

long window, 
long name, 
long mode, 
long color, 
long attr, 
long x, 
long y, 
long dx, 
long dy 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_G_BOX 
 

Function: 
xi_set_obj_grid() underlies grid lines to the vectors of a graphic object. Upon 
scrolling or when scale changes are performed, the grid lines are automatically 
repositioned. The grid lines refer to a point of origin. The object is automatically 
redrawn. If this shall be suppressed, the attribute XI_NO_AUTO_REFRESH must 
be set in before. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'mode' 
Defines the type of grid lines in horizontal or vertical direction, resp. 
At the moment only linear grid lines are supported. The mode argument is built by 
addition of the individual flags. 
XI_NO_GRID => no grid 
XI_GRID_X_LINEAR => grid in x-direction 
XI_GRID_Y_LINEAR => grid in y-direction 
XI_GRID_POINTS => grid points 
 
'color' 
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color of grid lines. 
 
'attr' 
Line attributes. XI_SOLID, XI_DOT, XI_DASH, ... 
 
'x', 'y' 
Origin of grid in standardized coordinates. 
 
'dx', 'dy' 
Grid distance in standardized coodinates. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, the return value becomes != -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_set_obj_tool() 
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xi_set_obj_help()     Set object help text 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_obj_help( 

long window, 
long name, 
TCHAR *text, 
... 

); 
 

Validity: 
all Objects inside the working area of a window. 
 

Function: 
xi_set_obj_help() changes the help text of an object. Ensure, that the text will not be 
very long, because it will be displayed for a short time only. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'text' 
'text' is a control string meeting the demands of 'printf()', which are described in the 
C standard library. The total resulting string length must not exceed 1000 characters.  
 
'...' 
Optional arguments, dependent on the format string 'text'. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_obj_help() 
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xi_set_obj_tool()     Define tool 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_obj_tool( 

long window, 
long name, 
long tool_l, 
long tool_m, 
long tool_r, 
long color_l, 
long color_m, 
long color_r, 
long tool_size 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_G_BOX 
 

Function: 
xi_set_obj_tool() defines the event handling of a graphic object. 2 groups of tool 
groups are distinguished: 
 
Tools for creating new vectors: 
 
 XI_TOOL_PIXEL   Create pixel 
 XI_TOOL_LINE   Create line 
 XI_TOOL_RECT   Create rectangle 
      can also be used for marking or zooming 
 XI_TOOL_CIRCLE   Create circle 
 XI_TOOL_ELLIPSE   Create ellipse 
 
Tools for manipulating vectors: 
 
 XI_TOOL_MOVE_OBJECT Move 
 XI_TOOL_ROTATE_OBJECT Rotate 
 XI_TOOL_DESIGN_OBJECT Size change 
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Up to 3 tools can be defined simultaneously and assigned to different mouse keys. 
A mouse key can get assigned 1 tool only. Additionally, every tool can get assigned 
a color.  
 
Event handling: 
 
The usage of a tool never results in a direct change of an objects vector list. Only an 
event feedback, which can then be transferred to the vector list, is evaluated by the 
application.  The evaluation is done via xi_get_event_info(). The concerned vector 
and the desired coordinate- or angle adjustments can be derived from the event 
structure. With combined vectors, the effects must be transferred to the 
corresponding vectors. Combined vectors are vectors between two XI_GPOS 
commands.  
 
Following structure elements from the event structure can be evaluated: 
 
'source_pos' 
for a manipulating tool, this value corresponds to the offset in the vector list. 
Otherwise this value will be -1. 
 
'cursor_x1', 'cursor_y1' 
Starting point when using a creating tool. 
Change if using a manipulating tool. (When manipulating rectangles with  
XI_TOOL_DESIGN_OBJECT, 'cursor_x2' and 'cursor_y2' must be additionally 
considered). 
 
'cursor_x2', 'cursor_y2' 
End point when creating vectors. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'tool' 
define the event handling. 
 
'tool_l', 'tool_m', 'tool_r' 
Tools, which can be assigned to the 3 mouse keys. (See above). With  
XI_NO_TOOL, a tool can be declared invalid. 
 
'color_l', 'color_m', 'color_r' 
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Tool colors which can be assigned to the left, middle and right mouse key. For 
manipulating tools, a color value of  -1 results in taking over the vector color of the 
touched vector as tool color. 
 
'tool_size' 
define the size of holders in pixels. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_g_event(), xi_set_g_obj(), xi_set_obj_grid() 
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xi_set_obj_zoom()     Change object zoom 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_obj_zoom( 

long window, 
long name, 
long zoom_x, 
long zoom_y 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_BITMAP, XI_G_BOX, XI_ICON  
 

Function: 
xi_set_obj_zoom() changes the enlargement factor of a bitmap. The default setting 
is 1. Only zoom factors greater than 0 are accepted.  
 
With graphic objects, setting the zoom factor only has an effect on the background 
bitmap that was transferred with xi_set_bitmap(), xi_set_bitmap_shared() 
or xi_set_bitmap_name(). 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'zoom_x', 'zoom_y' 
define the new zoom factor in horizontal and vertical direction. 
 

See also: 
xi_set_bitmap_mode(), xi_set_g_view() 
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xi_set_para_obj()     Change parameter object 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_para_obj( 

long window, 
long name, 
TCHAR **list, 
long *value, 
long length, 
long pos 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_P_BOX, XI_SELECTION_BOX 
 

Function: 
xi_set_para_obj() sets the text list and the value list of an object. The text- and value 
list have the same length and are directly allocated to each other. 
 
The text list of a parameter object is always the visible part of an object, whereas 
the value list can only be queried. This makes it possible to go without a 
complicated text evaluation. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'list' 
is a character pointer list. For every position of the parameter object, there is a 
deputizing text entry that will be displayed by the server upon activation. 
 
'value' 
is the value list of the parameter object. 
 
'length' 
is the number of elements of the parameter element. 
 
'pos' 
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is the element to be displayed as selected. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_length(), xi_get_pos(), xi_get_pvalue(), xi_get_text(), xi_get_textlist(), xi_set_
text() 
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xi_set_pixels()     Change pixels of bitmap 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_pixels( 

long window, 
long name, 
XiPixel *pixels, 
long len 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_BITMAP, XI_ICON 
 

Function: 
xi_set_pixels() allows to change a number of pixels of a bitmap object. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'pixels' 
Data structure, where the pixels subject to change are described. 
 struct XiPixel { 

  short x;     X-value 

  short y;     Y-value 

        origin bottom left 

  unsigned long color;   Color 

  unsigned char transparent;  Transparent => 1 

  unsigned char pool;   additional overlay 

        with an icon 

  unsigned char flags;   set to 0 

  unsigned char reserved;  set to 0 

 } 

 
'len' 
Number of pixels subject to change 
 
The argument 'pool' allows to assign an icon from the icon pool of the object to a 
strongly enlarged pixel of a bitmap. This icon is centre-positioned over the resulting 
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pixel area. The icon number corresponds to the order of pool icons, which were 
transferred with the command xi_set_bitmap_pool(). If no pool icon shall be used, 
'pool' must be pre-set with XI_NO_POOL_ICON. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_pixels(), xi_set_bitmap(), xi_set_bitmap_pool() 
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xi_set_pos()     Set parameter position 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_pos( 

long window, 
long name, 
long pos 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_SELECTION_BOX, XI_P_BOX, XI_L_BOX, XI_REGISTER, XI_SLIDER_BOX, 
XI_SPIN_CONTROL 
 

Function: 
xi_set_pos() sets the position of parameter- and slider objects or of a text list. The 
position of a text list can be changed with this command only, if the event mode of 
the object is == 1. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'pos' 
new position. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_pos() 
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xi_set_pvalue()     Change parameter element 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_pvalue( 

long window, 
long name, 
long pos, 
long value 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_P_BOX, XI_SELECTION_BOX 
 

Function: 
xi_set_pvalue() changes the parameter value of an element from the parameter list. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object 
 
'pos' 
pos == -1 Assumed position of the parameter object will be the current position. 
pos != -1   The position is defined with 'pos'. 
 
'value' 
new value. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_pos(), xi_get_text(), xi_set_pvalue() 
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xi_set_register()     Change register object 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_register( 

long window, 
long name, 
TCHAR **title, 
long *sheets, 
long *flags, 
TCHAR *hotkeys, 
long length, 
long pos 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_REGISTER 
 

Function: 
xi_set_register() sets the title, the assignment and the handling of the register 
sheets. A register object consists of several register sheets one behind the other. 
When selecting a register sheet, all objects assigned to it are drawn. The 
assignment is defined by the assignment table 'sheets'. If the same objects shall be 
used for several register sheets, this can be organized by assigning the same 
assignment number. The arguments 'title', 'sheets', 'flags' and 'hotkeys' are only 
evaluated, if they are unequal ZERO. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'title' 
is a pointer list with text entries describing the captions of the register sheets. 
 
'sheets' 
is the assignment table of the register sheets. The assignment list must have the 
same number of entries as the caption list. The assignment of objects to the defined 
register sheets is done via the structure elements ->refer_to_obj and ->refer_to_nr.  
Example: For an object that should be assigned to register sheet 1 of the register 
object, following parameters must be set in its object structure: 
->refer_to_obj = ID of register object 
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->refer_to_nr = Register sheet 
 
'flags' 
This parameter field defines, which register sheets will be shown and which can be 
selected. XI_NOT_VISIBLE hides a register sheet and XI_NOT_SELECTABLE 
prevents the selection of a sheet - it will be displayed spaced out. The standard 
value is 0; i.e. all rights are available. As long as this field is not filled during 
repeated calls of xi_set_register(), all register sheets can be selected. 
 
'hotkeys' 
If 'hotkeys' is != 0, the content will be interpreted as hotkeys. The assignment to the 
register sheets is done in ascending order. 
Otherwise hotkeys are assigned automatically depending on the event attribute 
XI_NO_AUTO_HOTKEY. 
 
'length' 
is the number of register sheets. 
 
'pos' 
is the register sheet to be displayed. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_pos(), xi_get_register(), xi_get_text(), xi_set_register_work_area(), xi_set_te
xt() 
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xi_set_register_work_area()     Set work area of register 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_register_work_area( 

long window, 
long name, 
long width, 
long height, 
long left, 
long top, 
long flags 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_REGISTER 
 

Function: 
xi_set_register_work_area() defines the minimum size of the work area of a register 
object. If the minimum work area is bigger than the visible area of the object, a 
vertical and/or a horizontal scroll bar can be added. The use of scroll bars can be 
enabled per direction, independently.  If the minimal width or height is zero, the 
appropriate scroll bar is disabled.  
Scrolling of the area by command can be done by using the arguments 'left' or 'right' 
or the command xi_obj_scroll().  
The handling property XI_REGISTER_AUTO_SCROLL offers a comfortable control 
of the visible area by the current keyboard focus object. The visible  area will be 
automatically scrolled to show the focus object. 
 

Remark: 
As soon as a scroll bar is enabled, the individual alignment  rules of the appropriate 
direction will be ignored. This is only valid for objects referring  the register object. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'width', 'height' 
specify the minimal width and height of the work area of the register object. A value 
of zero disables the use of a scroll bar. Zero is the default setting. 
If using a value of -1, the current setting will be maintained. 
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'left', 'top' 
left defines the horizontal offset, while top defines the vertical offset. 
Only positive values or zero are possible. 
If using a value of -1, the current setting will be maintained. 
Offsets bigger than the defined work area will be truncated automatically. 
 
'flags' 
for future use. It needs to be set to zero. 
 

See also: 
xi_obj_scroll(), xi_set_register() 
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xi_set_screen_saver()     Set screen saver 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_screen_saver( 

long mode, 
long time, 
char *task 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_set_screen_saver() defines a new screen saver or the conditions for switching 
on/off respectively. 
 
This function will only by processed for local graphics on Linux or OS-9.  
 

Arguments: 
'mode' 
0 => Deactivate screen saver permanently 
1 => Screen saver is switched off upon user input. 
2 => similar to 1, but additional deactivation upon screen output. 
The standard setting is mode == 1. 
 
'time' 
is the time period after which the screen saver is activated. Statement is done in 
seconds. 
 
'task' 
is a screen saver program to be used instead of the standard screen saver. A zero 
pointer activates the standard screen saver.  
 

See also: 
xi_set_background() 
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xi_set_slider()     Change slider object 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_slider( 

long window, 
long name, 
long len, 
long pos 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_SLIDER_BOX 
 

Function: 
xi_set_slider() configures a slider object. A slider object can have a free adjustable 
number of single steps and a predefined position. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'len' 
is the number of possible single steps. 
 
'pos' 
is a position within the possible single steps. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_pos(), xi_get_length(), xi_get_slider() 
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xi_set_spin_control()     Set spin control object 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_spin_control( 

long window, 
long name, 
long len, 
long pos, 
TCHAR *ctrl 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_SPIN_CONTROL 
 

Function: 
xi_set_spin_control() sets a spin control object. This object can take on 'len' 
positions. The first position always is 0, the last one takes on 'len' - 1. The choice 
can be performed by  pressing the arrow keys of the object or by direct input of a 
value within the defined limits. The resulting output value can be manipulated using 
a control string. 
 

Arguments: 
'len' 
Number of possible positions of spin control. 
 
'pos' 
Current position of spin control. 
 
'ctrl' 
Control string for manipulating of the output value. The visible result can be 
displayed as floating point or integer value and can be multiplied by a factor and 
removed with an offset value. The control string comprises of 3 information: 
1. Formatting rule being interpreted similar to the standard command 'printf()', with 
the reservation that only the control characters 'f', 'g', 'G', 'e' and 'E' are used.  
2. Offset as floating point value 
3. Factor as floating point value 
The individual values will be separated with ';'. The multiplication of the value to be 
standardized has priority. 
If ZERO is transferred as control string, the output will be carried out unformatted. 
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Return value: 

If successful, a value unequal -1 will be returned.  
 

Example: 
„%.0f Volt;0.0;1.0;“ 
The output for position 4 becomes „4 Volt“. 
 
„%.5g m;1.0;1.234; 
The output for position 1 becomes „2.234 m“. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_pos(), xi_get_spin_control(), xi_set_pos() 
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xi_set_state()     Change object status register 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_state( 

long window, 
long name, 
long state, 
long mode 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_SUB_MENU 
 

Function: 
xi_set_state() allows to set or delete flags in the object status register. Most flags 
are destined for internal use of the server, with the exception of XI_CHECKED with 
submenus. If the flag is activated, the submenu will be shown with a checkmark 
upon the next redraw. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'state' 
for submenus, the status flag XI_CHECKED can be changed. 
 
'mode' 
'mode' == 1: the flags will be set 
'mode' == 0: the flags will be deleted 
 

See also: 
xi_get_state(), xi_get_obj_desc(), xi_set_obj_desc() 
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xi_set_switch()     Change switch status 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_switch( 

long window, 
long name, 
long mode 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_SWITCH, XI_SWITCH_BOX, XI_BTEXT, XI_BICON, 
XI_LEFT_BOX, XI_RIGHT_BOX, XI_UP_BOX, XI_DOWN_BOX 
 

Function: 
xi_set_switch() changes the status of a switch. In the object event register the 
switch property XI_DOUBLE-STATE must be set for the corresponding object. 
Normally this is done with a resource editor. 
 
When the activity status is changed it is considered if this switch does belong to a 
switch group XI_RADIO_BUTTON. The switch immediately takes on the new status. 
Other switches of the same radio button are reset. This function can also be used 
for presets. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'mode' 
'mode' == 1: Switch status becomes active. 
'mode' == 0: Switch status becomes inactive. 
 

Remark: 
The object types mentioned above can generally be set as switches or as push 
buttons. Property changes during runtime are possible with  xi_set_handling(). 
 

See also: 
xi_get_active_switch(), xi_get_switch(), xi_set_handling() 
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xi_set_tab_element()     Set table element 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_tab_element( 

long window, 
long name, 
long line, 
long column, 
TCHAR *text, 
long typ, 
long attr, 
long handle, 
long color, 
TCHAR *template, 
TCHAR *validity 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_L_BOX 
 

Function: 
xi_set_tab_element() changes the properties of an element of a table. The table 
must be pre-set with xi_set_list() and xi_set_tab_ext() and the event mode must be 
3. Only properties of an element that was released for the whole list 
with xi_set_tab_ext() can be changed, i.e. if a color array was transferred to the 
object, only the color of a single element can be changed. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object 
 
'line', 'column' 
specify the element 
 
'text' 
new text. If 'text' == XI_DONT_CHANGE_STRING, the old text will be kept. 
 
'typ' 
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defines the optics design. Possible types are: 
XI_BTEXT, XI_ETEXT, XI_TEXT 
If 'typ' == -1, type keeps unchanged. 
 
'attr' 
Alignment of text: 
XI_LEFT_ALIGNED, XI_CENTRED, XI_RIGHT_ALIGNED 
If 'attr' == -1, the alignment keeps unchanged. 
 
'handle' 
XI_SELECTABLE: Element can be selected. 
XI_SIGNAL: Element sends message if activated. 
XI_EDITABLE_ENTRY: The element text can be edited. 
If 'handle' == -1, the event handling keeps unchanged. 
 
'color' 
Color number of a valid color. This can be a predefined VGA color as well as an 
allocated color. 
If 'color' == -1, the color keeps unchanged. 
 
'template', 'validity' 
It is possible to define input properties for each editable sign. The necessary masks 
are descript in xi_set_etext(). 
If 'template' or 'validity' is set to XI_DONT_CHANGE_STRING, the old masks will be 
used. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, the return value becomes 1. 
 

See also: 
xi_set_etext(), xi_set_list(), xi_set_tabs(), xi_set_tab_ext(), xi_set_tab_pos() 
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xi_set_tab_ext()     Set extended table information 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_tab_ext( 

long window, 
long name, 
long mode, 
void *para, 
long lines, 
long columns 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_L_BOX 
 

Function: 
xi_set_tab_ext() sets extended table information. These are: type, color, event 
handling, visual attributes and masks for editable input fields. Not all information 
have to be set, i.e. if for a table the alignment of texts is important only, this can be 
set with xi_set_tab_ext() for all elements. At a later time, only information that were 
defined for the complete list with xi_set_tab_ext() can be exchanged. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'mode' 
defines, how the argument field is to be interpreted. 

XI_TAB_TYP: 
 XI_BTEXT, XI_ETEXT, XI_TEXT 
XI_TAB_COLOR: 
 VGA-colors or allocated colors 
XI_TAB_ATTR: 
 XI_LEFT_ALIGNED, XI_CENTRED, XI_RIGHT_ALIGNED 
XI_TAB_HANDLE: 
 XI_SELECTABLE, XI_SIGNAL, XI_EDITABLE_ENTRY 
XI_TAB_TEMPLATE: 
 Place-marker ('_') for each editable sign. 
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XI_TAB_VALIDITY: 
 Validity mask ('x','X','9','a','A','f','n','N', '0'-'9') for each editable sign. 
 
'para' 
The properties defined by XI_TAB_TYP, XI_TAB_COLOR, XI_TAB_ATTR and 
XI_TAB_HANDLE have to be organized in a long-field. For each column one long 
value is reserved. The field length calculates by number of lines multiplied with 
number of columns. 
 
The masks XI_TAB_TEMPLATE and XI_TAB_VALIDITY for editable input fields are 
organized in a pointer array of type 'char**'. Each line will be descript in a string. The 
columns are separated by a '\t'. To get further information about the masks please 
look under xi_set_etext(). 
 
'line', 'column' 
Number of lines and columns. 
If all lines shall be handled in the same way, only one line has to be defined. 
Otherwise the size of the argument field must not be smaller than the product of 
'lines' * 'columns' for long-fields. 'column' is not used for masks. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, != -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_set_etext(), xi_set_list(), xi_set_tab_element(), xi_set_tab_pos() 
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xi_set_tab_pos()     Select table entry 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_tab_pos( 

long window, 
long name, 
long line, 
long column 

); 
 

Validity: 
Editable table object 
 

Function: 
xi_set_tab_pos() selects an entry of an editable table. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'line', 'column' 
select the entry. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, the function returns a value != -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_set_tab_element(), xi_set_tab_ext(), xi_set_tabs() 
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xi_set_tabs()     Set table columns 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_tabs( 

long window, 
long name, 
long mode, 
long cnt, 
long *tabs 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_L_BOX 
 

Function: 
xi_set_tabs() transfers an array with tabulators to an object of type XI_L_BOX . The 
tabulators define the width and the number of columns of a list. The width can be 
expressed in pixels- or per cent values with the argument 'mode'. For lists with 
tabulators, all list commands are usable. The assignment of text columns is 
performed by tracing the individual text lines for '\t'. Every '\t' results in presentation 
of the following text in the next column. 
 
Often it is desirable to adjust the last column of a table to the place still available. 
This can be done by transferring a width of -1 for the last tabulator value 
( *(tabs+cnt-1) = -1). 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'mode' 
'mode' == 0: Interpretation as pixel values. 
'mode' == 1: Interpretation as per cent values. 
 
'cnt' 
is the number of column separators. 
 
'tabs' 
is a field with width statements of the table columns. 
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See also: 

xi_get_tabs(), xi_set_line_distance(), xi_set_list(), xi_set_tab_element(), xi_set_tab_
ext() 
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xi_set_task_icon()     Transfer task icon 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_task_icon( 

long mode, 
long rsc, 
long src_window, 
long src_name 

); 
 

Validity: 
General 
 

Function: 
With xi_set_task_icon() a program can be assigned to an icon. This icon is visible as 
button when iconizing the window. This icon must only be defined, if the main 
window has an iconizing button.  
 

Arguments: 
'mode' 
in future, only 'mode' == 2 will be supported. 
 
'rsc' 
defines the resource where the source object can be found. 
'rsc' >= 0: Resource identification number of source object 
'rsc' == -1: Source object will be searched in the current valid resource. 
 
'src_window', 'src_name' 
specify the source object. 
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xi_set_task_iconname()     Change icon text 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_task_iconname( 
TCHAR *icon_text 
); 
 

Validity: 
General 
 

Function: 
With xi_set_task_iconname() a text will be transferred to the current program, that is 
displayed in minimized status. Due to the condensed presentation of icons the text 
should be selected as short as possible. The maximum string length is limited to 31 
characters, but for geometrical reasons it should not exceed 8 characters. 
 

Arguments: 
'icon_text' 
new icon text. 
 

Remark: 
This function should not be used any longer. The icon labeling is derived from the 
caption of the main window in Windows 95 / NT. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_icon(), xi_install_icon(), xi_load_icon(), xi_set_icon(), xi_set_task_icon() 
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xi_set_text()     Change object text 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_text( 
long window, 
long name, 
TCHAR *text, 
long pos, 
... 
); 
 
Validity: 

XI_BICON, XI_BTEXT, XI_COMBO_BOX, XI_ETEXT, XI_I_BOX, XI_ICON, 
XI_L_BOX, XI_P_BOX, XI_REGISTER, XI_SELECTION_BOX, XI_TEXT, 
XI_TEXT_POOL, general objects 
 

Function: 
xi_set_text() changes the text of an object. A variable handling arises due to object 
related properties. Depending on the object type, the argument 'pos' is evaluated. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
If entries are changed in the text pool of a resource, XI_TEXT_POOL will be 
transferred as window name. General objects (XI_OK_BOX, XI_CANCEL_BOX, ...) 
are defined with the argument 'window' == -1 and one of the following names: 
 
 XI_CANCEL 
 XI_CONTINUE 
 XI_NO 
 XI_OK 
 XI_YES 
 
The entries in the system menu are similarly defined with 'window' == -1 and the 
corresponding identification: 
 
 XI_CLOSE  Menu entry 'Close' 
 XI_MAXIMIZED Menu entry 'Maximize' 
 XI_MINIMIZED Menu entry 'Minimize' 
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 XI_MOVE  Menu entry 'Move' 
 XI_NORMALIZED Menu entry 'Restore' 
 XI_SIZE  Menu entry 'Change size' 
 
'text' 
'text' is a control string meeting the demands of 'printf()', which are described in the 
C standard library. The total resulting string length must not exceed 1000 characters.  
 
'pos' 
is only evaluated by object types that manage text lists. These are 
XI_COMBO_BOX, XI_P_BOX, XI_SELECTION_BOX, XI_L_BOX and XI_I_BOX. 2 
interpretations of 'pos' are possible: 
'pos' == -1: current position is valid 
'pos' != -1: 'pos' is the valid position 
The text of the corresponding element will be changed. 
 
'...' 
Optional arguments, dependent on the format string 'text'. 
 

See also: 
xi_change_text(), xi_get_caption(), xi_get_text(), xi_get_etext(), xi_set_etext(), xi_se
t_caption(), xi_set_text_unformated() 
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xi_set_text_from()     Change text object 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_text_from( 

long window, 
long name, 
long rsc, 
long src_window, 
long src_name 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_TEXT, XI_BTEXT, XI_BICON, XI_ETEXT, XI_ICON, 
 

Function: 
xi_set_text_from() copies the text string of another text object or causes the object 
to use a text from the text pool. The source object can reside in another resource 
(not if text pool is used). To use the text pool of the resource,  'XI_TEXT_POOL' will 
be transferred as source window.  
 
With objects of type XI_ETEXT, the corresponding patterns are copied additionally.  
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'rsc' 
defines the resource, in whom the source object can be found. 
'rsc' >= 0: Resource identification number of source object 
'rsc' == -1: Source object will be searched within the current valid resource. 
This argument is not evaluated, if the text pool is used. 
'src_window', 'src_name' 
specify the source object with 'src_window' == XI_TEXT_POOL being a reference to 
the text pool of the same resource. 
 

See also: 
xi_change_text(), xi_get_caption(), xi_get_etext(), xi_get_text(), xi_set_caption(), xi_
set_etext(), xi_set_icon_from(), xi_set_text_unformated() 
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xi_set_text_unformated()     Change object text 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_set_text_unformated( 

long window, 
long name, 
TCHAR *text, 
long pos 

); 
 

Validity: 
XI_BICON, XI_BTEXT, XI_COMBO_BOX, XI_ETEXT, XI_I_BOX, XI_ICON, 
XI_L_BOX, XI_P_BOX, XI_SELECTION_BOX, XI_TEXT, XI_TEXT_POOL, General 
objects 
 

Function: 
xi_set_text_unformated() changes the text of an object. A variable handling arises 
due to object related properties. Depending on the object type, the argument 'pos' is 
evaluated. Different from xi_set_text() the text string 'text' is not evaluated as control 
string. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'text' 
is the new object text. 
 
'pos' 
is only evaluated from object types who manage text lists. These are 
XI_COMBO_BOX, XI_I_BOX, XI_L_BOX, XI_P_BOX and XI_SELECTION_BOX. 2 
interpretations of 'pos' are possible: 
'pos' == -1: the current position is valid 
'pos' != -1: 'pos' is the desired position 
The text of the corresponding element will be changed. 
 

See also: 
xi_change_text(), xi_get_text(), xi_set_text() 
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xi_shared_memory_close()     Close shared memory  
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_shared_memory_close( 

char *name 
); 
 

Function: 
xi_shared_memory_close() decrements the link count of a shared memory object. 
 

Arguments: 
'name' 
Name of the shared memory object. 
 

Return value: 
If successful the return value will be != -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_shared_memory_create(), xi_shared_memory_delete(), xi_shared_memory_ope
n() 
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xi_shared_memory_create()     Create shared memory 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
void *xi_shared_memory_create( 

char *name, 
long size, 
long flags 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_shared_memory_create() creates a new shared memory object with the name 
'name' of size 'size'. The complete memory block of the shared memory object will 
be initialized with 0x00. 
 
Shared memory objects can be used for moving data between processes and for 
process intercommunication. First, a new shared memory object has to be created. 
This object can be addressed by name. Applications can get access to a shared 
memory object by opening it with xi_shared_memory_open(). As soon as the 
access to the object is not longer necessary, an application should close the object 
with xi_shared_memory_close(). If a shared memory object is not longer used by 
any application it should be removed from memory by 
calling xi_shared_memory_delete(). 
 

Arguments: 
'name' 
Name of the shared memory object. 
 
'size' 
Size of the shared memory object in Bytes. 
 
'flags' 
have to be set to 0. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, the return value will be != 0. 
 

See also: 
xi_shared_memory_close(), xi_shared_memory_delete(), xi_shared_memory_open(
) 
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xi_shared_memory_delete()     Delete shared memory 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_shared_memory_delete( 

char *name 
); 
 

Function: 
xi_shared_memory_delete() removes a shared memory object from memory. 
 

Arguments: 
'name' 
Name of the shared memory object. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, the return value will be != -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_shared_memory_close(), xi_shared_memory_create(), xi_shared_memory_open(
) 
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xi_shared_memory_open()     Open shared memory 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
void *xi_shared_memory_open( 

char *name 
); 
 

Function: 
xi_shared_memory_open() opens an existing shared memory object for reading and 
writing. If further access is not necessary, the object should be closed by 
using xi_shared_memory_close(). 
 

Arguments: 
'name' 
Name of the shared memory object. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, the return value is a pointer to the beginning of the usable memory of 
the shared memory object. 
 

See also: 
xi_shared_memory_close(), xi_shared_memory_create(), xi_shared_memory_delet
e() 
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xi_size_box()     Change rectangle dimensions 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
xi_size_box( 

long x, 
long y, 
long width, 
long height, 
long min_width, 
long min_height, 
long *new_x, 
long *new_y, 
long *new_width, 
long *new_height 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_size_box() allows to change a predefined rectangle in its dimensions. A minimal 
size of the rectangle can be pre-set. The coordinates are stated in pixels and refer 
as absolute coordinates to the origin of the screen in the bottom left corner. 
The adjustment is done by clicking on the bottom right corner of the rectangle and 
dragging with the left mouse key held pressed. As soon as a second key is pressed 
together with the left key, the action is invalid and a 0 is returned. 
 

Arguments: 
'x','y' 
specify the bottom left corner of the rectangle. 
 
'width', 'height' 
define the start width and start height of the rectangle. 
 
'min_width', 'min_height' 
are the minimum dimensions the rectangle can take on. 
 
'new_x', 'new_y', 'new_width', 'new_height' 
are the new dimensions of the rectangle. 
 

Return value: 
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If the size change is valid, a value > 0 will be returned. 
 

See also: 
xi_grab_buttons(), xi_mouse_info(), xi_move_box(), xi_move_shape(), xi_ungrab_b
uttons() 
 

Example: 
In the following example a press of the left mouse key is expected in order to open 
subsequently a rectangle originating from that point of activation   
 
long mode,x,y,l,m,r; 

 

 mode = XI_MOUSEINFO_ALWAYS | XI_MOUSEINFO_ABSOLUTE; 

 if( xi_grab_buttons(-1) != -1) 

 { 

  do 

  { 

   xi_mouse_info(mode,-1,&x,&y,&l,&m,&r); 

  } while(l==0 && m==0 && r==0); 

  if(l == 1 && xi_size_box(x,y,1,1,1,1,&x,&y,&b,&h) == 1) 

  { 

   ... 

   ... 

  } 

  xi_ungrab_buttons(-1); 

 } 
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xi_sizeof_message()     Size of message buffer 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
xi_sizeof_message( 

void 
); 
 

Function: 
xi_sizeof_message() retrieves the size of the message buffer. The size of the 
message buffer can vary dependent of the configuration of the communication 
module. The minimum size is 2 kBytes. The typical size 4 kBytes. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, the return value is the size of the message buffer in Bytes. 
 

See also: 
xi_alloc_message(), xi_free_message(), xi_read_message(), xi_write_message() 
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xi_system()     Shell command 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_system( 

TCHAR *cmds, 
long backgnd 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_system() transfers a command string to a shell. The first argument is the program 
name. The following arguments are separated by spaces and will be interpreted as 
program options. 
A choice can be performed between execution in background or in the foreground. 
When execution in foreground is selected, the own application will be suspended, 
until the called program is finalized. Windows of the called program are integrated 
into the window hierarchy of the calling application. Starting the execution in the 
background allows both programs to run independently from each other 
simultaneously. 
 

Arguments: 
'cmds' 
is the argument string being transferred to a shell. 
 
'backgnd' 
defines, if the termination of the active task should be waited for. 
'backgnd' == 0: wait for termination 
'backgnd' == 1: activated task runs in background 
 

Return value: 
If successful, xi_system() returns a value >= 0. If the command to be executed is a 
XiBase9 application and the argument 'hintergrund' (background) == 1, return value 
becomes  > 0. Such a positive return value corresponds to the process ID of the 
activated process.  
 

See also: 
xi_get_task_count(), xi_get_task_name(), xi_get_window_id(), xi_is_task(), xi_send
_event(), xi_raise_task() 
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xi_time()     Local time inquiry 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_time( 

long *year, 
long *month, 
long *day, 
long *hour, 
long *minute, 
long *second 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_time() determines the actual time of the computing system. The calendar starts 
with the year 0. No distinction between 'am' and 'pm' is done, i.e. the hours are 
counted from 0 - 23. 
 

Arguments: 
'year' 
Years since 0. 
 
'month' 
Month, starting with January == 1. 
 
'day' 
Day, starting at 1. 
 
'hour' 
Hours, starting at 0. 24 hours are counted up. 
 
'minute' 
Minutes, starting at 0. 
 
'second' 
Seconds, starting at 0. 
 

Return value: 
If the function failes, the return value will be -1. 
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See also: 

xi_get_ticks(), xi_timer() 
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xi_timer()     Set timer 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_timer( 

long id, 
long time, 
long mode 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_timer() installs, changes or removes a timer. After a free adjustable period, a 
timer sends an event of type XI_TIMER_MSG. The timer ID can then be determined 
from the structure element ->object of the event structure. 
 
A timer can send a message only once. If periodic timer event shall be generated, 
the timer must be started once again. Several timers can be started simultaneously.  
 
The time of an active timer can be changed by a renewed call of xi_timer(). To do so, 
the valid timer ID must be transferred. Also, an active timer can be removed without 
triggering an event. 
 

Arguments: 
'id' 
-1: a new timer gets installed. 
!= -1: valid timer ID resulting from a former call of xi_timer(). 
 
'time' 
Time in milli seconds. The value should not fall below 100 ms as smallest resolution.   
If 'time' becomes == 0, the active timer will be removed. 
 
'mode' 
This argument is not evaluated at the moment. It must be set with 0. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, the timer ID will be returned, otherwise -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_check_event(), xi_event(), xi_get_ticks(), xi_time() 
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xi_tsleep()     Submit processing time 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_tsleep( 

unsigned long time 
); 
 

Function: 
xi_tsleep() submits processing time to the system for a defined period. This function 
depends on the time measure of the computing system. Most systems use 10 ms as 
smallest time unit. 
 

Arguments: 
'time' 
The interpretation of the time statement is performed in 3 variants 
'time' = 1: the current time slice is submitted. 
'time' = 0: the application is suspended for an indefinite time. This is interrupted by a 
signal. 
'time' > 0: the application is suspended for the time of 'time' in milli seconds. The 
smallest time statement should not fall below the length of a system tick. 
 

See also: 
xi_get_ticks(), xi_time(), xi_timer() 
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xi_unget_key()     Return keyboard event 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_unget_key( 

long window, 
long name, 
unsigned long c 

); 
 

Validity: 
all objects 
 
Function: 
 
With xi_unget_key() one keyboard events can be returned to the server for further 
processing.  To get keyboard events the handling attribute XI_CATCH_ALL_KEYS 
have to be activated. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'c' 
is the key code to be returned to the server. 
 

See also: 
xi_event(), xi_check_event(), xi_get_etext_event(), xi_get_event_info(), xi_unget_ke
ys()  
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xi_unget_keys()     Return keyboard events 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_unget_keys( 

long window, 
long name, 
unsigned long *c, 
long len 

); 
 

Validity: 
all objects 
 

Function: 
With xi_unget_keys() keyboard events can be returned to the server for further 
processing. To get keyboard events the handling attribute XI_CATCH_ALL_KEYS 
have to be activated. 
 

Arguments: 
'window', 'name' 
specify the object. 
 
'c' 
is a field with key codes, to be returned to the server. 
 
'len' 
Length of field 
 

See also: 
xi_event(), xi_check_event(), xi_get_etext_event(), xi_get_event_info(), xi_unget_ke
y()  
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xi_ungrab_buttons()     Recall system menus 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_ungrab_buttons( 

long buttons 
); 
 

Function: 
xi_ungrab_buttons() recalls the system menus who were deactivated 
with xi_grab_buttons(). 
 
System menus are menus that are activated by the corresponding window manager 
as popup menu when a mouse key is clicked outside of an application window. This 
is mainly the case with X-windows based systems. 
 

Arguments: 
'buttons' 
is not evaluated at the moment. Instead, -1 should be transferred. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, the return value becomes 0, otherwise -1; 
 

Attention: 
A recall can only be performed by the task which deactivated the system menus. 
 

See also: 
xi_grab_buttons(), xi_mouse_info(), xi_move_box(), xi_size_box() 
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xi_unlink()     Remove file 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_unlink( 

TCHAR *name 
); 
 

Function: 
xi_unlink() decrements the link count of a file. As soon as all links to this file are 
removed, the disk space is released on the disk. The file will not exist any longer. 
 

Arguments: 
'name' 
is the name of the file to be deleted. 
 

Return value: 
If the command could be successfully processed, a 0 will be returned. If not 
successful, the return value becomes -1 and the global variable 'errno' will be set 
with the corresponding error code. 
 

Remark: 
Operating systems supporting DOS partitions or DOS disks can use the normal 
DOS terms; e.g. a DOS disk drive which can be addressed in OS-9 via /pc0h ... can 
be accessed as A:\ . Similarly, a disk drive labeled under UNIX /dev/rfd0135ds18 is 
also described as A:\ . 
 

See also: 
xi_access(), xi_creat(), xi_open(), xi_rmdir(), xi_rename() 
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xi_write()     Write character to file/interface 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_write( 

long path, 
void *buf, 
long len 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_write() writes the number of desired characters from the buffer into an opened file 
or interface.  
 

Arguments: 
'path' 
is a path number being returned from xi_creat() or xi_open(). 
 
'buf' 
data to be written. 
 
'len' 
is the number of characters to be written. 
 

Return value: 
xi_write() returns the number of written characters. If an error occurs during writing, 
the return value will become -1 and the global variable 'errno' will be set with the 
corresponding error code. 
 

See also: 
xi_close(), xi_creat(), xi_open(), xi_read() 
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xi_write_message()     Write message 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_write_message( 

long id, 
void *buf, 
long start, 
long len 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_write_message() writes a defined number of characters into a message buffer. 
The maximum size of the message buffer can be determined with the 
function xi_sizeof_message(). Any information can be written into the message 
buffer. An example for handling can be found under xi_send_event(). 
 

Arguments: 
'id' 
Message buffer ID, can be returned 
from xi_alloc_message(), xi_event(), xi_check_event(), etc. An identification as 
message is possible with XI_IS_MESSAGE(). 
 
'buf' 
Source-buffer, from whom the message shall be copied into the message buffer. 
 
'start' 
Character offset in the source-buffer, from where on the write process shall start. 
 
'len' 
Number of characters to be written into the message buffer. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, the number of written characters will be returned, otherwise -1. 
 

See also: 
xi_alloc_message(), xi_free_message(), xi_read_message(), xi_sizeof_message(), 
xi_send_event() 
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xi_write_proto()     Protocol entry 
 
#include <XiBase9.h> 
 
long xi_write_proto( 

TCHAR *text, 
... 

); 
 

Function: 
xi_write_proto() adds a message line to the protocol list of the task monitor. The 
protocol line is automatically provided with the name of the program as well as the 
current time stamp. 
 

Arguments: 
'text' 
is a pointer to a control string meeting the format string demands of a printf()-
command. 
 
'...' 
Optional arguments, dependent on the format string 'text'. 
 

Return value: 
If successful, the return value will be 0. Otherwise -1 is returned. 
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